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1. Identification of the Property
State, Province or Region:
Federal Republic of Germany (DE),
Free State of Saxony: Parts of the administrative
districts Mittelsachsen, Erzgebirgskreis, Meißen,
Sächsische Schweiz-Osterzgebirge, Zwickau

Name of Property
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region (EN)
Montanregion Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří (GER)
Hornický region Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge (CZ)

Czech Republic (CZ): Parts of the regions Karlovy
Vary (Karlovarský kraj) and Ústí (Ústecký kraj),
districts of Karlovy Vary, Teplice, Chomutov
Table 1 Geographical coordinates to the nearest second

Id n°

Component part

Municipality(ies)

Coordinates of the main
identification point

1-DE

Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines

Dippoldiswalde

N 50°53’48.150”
E 13°40’26.946”

2-DE

Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape

Altenberg

N 50°45’50.578”
E 13°46’13.697”

3-DE

Lauenstein Administrative Centre

Altenberg

N 50°47’7.156”
E 13°49’23.815”

4-DE

Freiberg Mining Landscape

Brand-Erbisdorf, Freiberg, Großhartmannsdorf,
Großschirma, Halsbrücke, Klipphausen,
Lichtenberg/Erzgeb., Mulda/Sa.,
Neuhausen/Erzgeb., Pfaffroda, Reinsberg,
Sayda, Striegistal, Weißenborn/Erzgeb.

N 50°55’5.960’’
E 13°20’40.156’’

5-DE

Hoher Forst Mining Landscape

Hartmannsdorf bei Kirchberg,
Langenweißbach, Kirchberg

N 50°37’10.630”
E 12°34‘7.575”

6-DE

Schneeberg Mining Landscape

Schneeberg, Zschorlau,
Hartmannsdorf bei Kirchberg

N 50° 35’ 44.643”
E 12° 38’ 39.101”

7-DE

Schindlers Werk Smalt Works

Zschorlau

N 50°32’31.138”
E 12°39’30.828”

8-DE

Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°34’51.200”
E 13°0’22.137”

9-DE

Pöhlberg Mining Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°34’32.188’’
E 13°2’43.988’’

10-DE

Buchholz Mining Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°33’47.339”
E 12°59’20.585”

11-DE

Marienberg Mining Town

Marienberg

N 50°39’7.316”
E 13°9’54.265”

12-DE

Lauta Mining Landscape

Marienberg

N 50°39’50.441”
E 13°8’33.430”

13-DE

Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape

Ehrenfriedersdorf

N 50°38’35.243”
E 12°58’35.965”

14-DE

Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Olbernhau

N 50°38’58.874”
E 13°22’17.767”

15-DE

Eibenstock Mining Landscape

Eibenstock

N 50°30’47.048”
E 12°35’55.213”

16-DE

Rother Berg Mining Landscape

Schwarzenberg/Erzgeb.

N 50°31’12.511”
E 12°47’15.534”

17-DE

Uranium Mining Landscape

Bad Schlema, Aue, Hartenstein

N 50°38’0.234”
E 12°41’8.358”
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Id n°

Component part

Municipality(ies)

Coordinates of the main
identification point

1-CZ

Jáchymov Mining Landscape

Jáchymov (Karlovarský kraj)

N 50°22’16.85”
E 12°54’47.53”

2-CZ

Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná –
Mining Landscape

Abertamy, Boží Dar, Horní Blatná (Karlovarský
kraj)

N 50°24’23.50”
E 12°50’14.44”

3-CZ

The Red Tower of Death

Ostrov (Karlovarský kraj)

N 50°19’44.24”
E 12°57’12.28”

4-CZ

Krupka Mining Landscape

Krupka
(Ústecký kraj)

N 50°41’6.76”
E 13°51’19.66”

5-CZ

Mědník Hill Mining Landscape

Mědník
(Ústecký kraj)

N 50°25’27.85”
E 13°6’41.63”

2. Textual description of the boundaries
of the nominated property
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region comprises
twenty-two component parts that together represent the most significant mining heritage, both
above and below ground, of the metallogenic mineral province and distinctive cultural region of the
‘Ore Mountains’. The nominated component parts
contain all the necessary attributes of proposed
Outstanding Universal Value that are manifested in
a regional spatial range. The spatially discontinuous
pattern of component parts, that contain essential
interrelated elements, is due to the natural uneven
distribution – and variable density and concentration – of mines, both above and below ground, the
catchments and channels of landscape-scale water
management for industry, of ore-processing and
smelting sites, settlement and social infrastructure,
agriculture and forestry. The component parts include all successive and evolving socio-technical
systems specified for several periods and ore resources as well as all key interrelated interdependent and visual elements. Together, the serial property forms a coherent mining landscape reflecting the
history of mining and its far-reaching impact on the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří region.
The boundary of the nominated property as a
whole has been drawn according to the rationale
of a cultural landscape, which brings with it the
need for contextualization and which encompasses
its functional, spatial and historical integrity, both
above and below ground. The boundaries of the
component parts include all attributes related to
the mining system including mining sites and operational areas, processing sites, infrastructure to
support the mine, miners´ living sites, aspects of
settlement stimulated by mining (e.g. agricultural
areas) and landscape modifications due to mining
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(e.g. shaft collapses) necessary to convey the significance and characteristic of each part as it contributes to the full expression of the outstanding
universal value and the integrity and authenticity of
the property. The boundaries were drawn to include
the setting and the functional links with the environment and other elements of the mining system.
Buffer zones have been applied to protect the
nominated property from adverse impacts, and
additionally to protect important setting. The setting includes physical monuments and landscape
components which provide additional historical
context and a physical space in which events could
affect the visual appreciation of these elements.
It encompasses degraded elements in terms of
authenticity and integrity (e.g. forest areas and
settlement structures) that, however, represent
important setting. In two cases (2-DE, 2-CZ), the
buffer zones extend beyond the national border
to ensure the adequate protection of the nominated property. The extent to which changes outside
the nominated property can adversely affect its
outstanding universal value has been thoroughly
considered. The buffer zones encompass sufficient
area within which developments might become a
threat to the value of the property. The boundaries
were determined in exact plots where appropriate. On the Saxon side, in some cases, for linear
elements a standardised buffer zone between 5
and 10 meters in width was determined. Structures located underground were only allocated
with a buffer zone when these are reflected by
function-specific installations or archaeological
remains aboveground. Otherwise, aboveground
(construction) measures will have no effect on
these mostly very deep-lying structures.
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3. Draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
Brief synthesis
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a transboundary cultural landscape located in the southeast of the Federal Republic of Germany and the
northwest of the Czech Republic. It comprises a
series of twenty-two component parts that represents the spatial, functional, historical and sociotechnological integrity of the territory known as
the Ore Mountains (Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří). This
geologically, geomorphologically and geographically distinctive low central European mountain
range stretches from the southwest to the northeast for 150 km, with an average width of 40 km.
It is broadly a self-contained landscape unit that
has been profoundly and irreversibly shaped by
800 years of almost continuous polymetallic mining, from the 12th to 20th centuries. The component
parts of the series represent the most important
mining areas of the region, and include the highest
density of attributes and values.
The relict structure and pattern of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region remains highly
legible and is characterized by specific and formative contributions made by the exploitation of
different metals, at different times, in locations
defined by an uneven distribution, and exceptional concentration, of mineral deposits. Separate mining landscapes emerged on both sides
of the Ore Mountains, characterized by exchange
of technical know-how, miners and metallurgists
between Saxony and Bohemia. For significant
periods of time the region played a major role in
the production of tin (15th/16th centuries), silver
(15th/16th centuries), cobalt (16th to 18th centuries),
or uranium (19th/20th centuries) both on a European and world-wide scale.
The value of the cultural landscape is based
on the interaction between people and their
environment, not only attested by the physical
elements of the property, but also by intangible aspects that are manifest in them. They collectively provide testimony to the first stages in
the region, in the early 16th century, of the early
modern transformation of mining and metallurgy from a small-scale craft-based industry with
out-dated medieval origins to a large-scale statecontrolled industry. State-control of the mining
industry, with all its administrative, managerial,
educational and social dimensions, together with
technological and scientific achievements which
emanated openly from the region, influenced all
continental European mining regions from the
Carpathic Arc to eastern France, and beyond. Indeed, the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is
seminal in this respect.

Criterion (ii): Exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of
time or within a cultural area of the world,
on developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or
landscape design.
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is an exceptional testimony to the outstanding role and
strong global influence of the Saxon-Bohemian
Ore Mountains as a centre for technological and
scientific innovations from the Renaissance up to
Modern Times. During several periods of mining
history significant achievements related to the
mining industry emanated from the region and
were successfully transferred or influenced subsequent developments in other mining regions.
The enduring growth of mining activities set the
conditions for the appearance of innovations such
as water hoisting or processing technologies, the
first geological maps, the early printing of technological books, the foundation of the first mining
high school, the development of the economic geology itself and establishment as a distinct
discipline, the discovery of chemical elements
as well as scientific research inspired by mining.
The continuous worldwide emigration of highly
trained Saxon-Bohemian miners (15th to the 20th
centuries) played a key role for the interchange on
developments in technology and sciences. Additionally, early scientific works (16th/17th centuries)
and a sophisticated educational system for mining
experts (from 18th century onwards) enabled the
worldwide transfer of knowledge. In this regard,
of particular importance is the Agricola’s “De re
metallica” (1556) based on experiences and inspirations gained from the Ore Mountains region and
the founding of the Mining Academy in Freiberg
(1765). The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region
played a strategic role for the development as well
as improvement of mining technology and related
sciences. The exchange and influences are evident
on the heritage created by mining along history.
Criterion (iii) Bears a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition
or to a civilization which is living or which
has disappeared.
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region bears exceptional testimony to technological, scientific, administrative, educational, managerial and social
aspects that underpin the intangible dimension
of living traditions, ideas and beliefs of the people
associated with Ore Mountains’ culture.
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Organization and a hierarchical administration and
management are fundamental to understanding the
mining tradition of the Ore Mountains that developed
from the beginnings of the 16th century; a tradition
developed by the mining bureaucracies of absolute
rulers to maintain strict control of the work force and
to induce a favourable climate for an early-capitalistic
system of financing. Mining law, organisation and
state financing of high-cost large-scale developments
that benefitted many but could be afforded by few
(water management for power supply, adit systems,
centralized ore-processing and smelting, etc.) were
key to economic progress. Such an approach influenced the economic, legal, administrative and social
system of mining in all continental Europe mining
regions. Moreover, the state-controlled mining organisation strongly influenced the development of Early
Modern monetary systems, particularly witnessed
by the royal mint in Jáchymov. The heavy silver coins
known as ‘thalers’ first minted in Jáchymov from 1520
became a standard for the monetary systems in many
European countries for several centuries and became
also a predecessor of the oversea ‘dollar’.
Criterion (iv): Be an outstanding example
of a type of building or architectural or
technological ensemble or (and) landscape
which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a series
representing a coherent mining landscape with
specific proportions of land dedicated in specific
places to mining dictated by the uneven distribution and concentration of ore deposits, and
exploited in different periods and processing operations, to water management and forestry, to
urbanization, agriculture, transport and communications - a pattern of nodes and concentrations,
of linear connecting features, all developed in
successive phases under increasing state control.
This is an outstanding, indeed unique, example of
a transboundary region transformed by mining activities from the 12th to the 20th centuries.
Well-preserved mine workings, technological
ensembles and landscape features bear witness
to all known extracting and processing technologies applied since the late medieval to modern
times as well as to the development of extensive
sophisticated water management systems both
above- and underground. The mining activities led
to the unparalleled development of a dense settlement pattern both in valleys and very high harsh
upland positions, featuring a close connection to
the surrounding mining landscapes. They feature
a specific infrastructure reflecting the needs of the
mining industry, miners and their families.
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Statement of Integrity
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a specific,
discrete, mountainous mining landscape with corresponding shared, transboundary, cultural origins
and characteristics. Whilst there is a substantial
core of relict elements, the Ore Mountains remain,
overall, a living and evolving cultural landscape.
The property is of a sufficient size to contain all
the necessary attributes of proposed Outstanding
Universal Value that are manifested in a regional
spatial range and contained within twenty-two
component parts. The spatially discontinuous pattern of component parts, that contain essential
interrelated elements conveying attributes and
values, is due to the natural uneven distribution –
and variable density and concentration – of mines,
the catchments and channels of landscape-scale
water management for industry, of ore-processing
and smelting sites, settlement and social infrastructure, agriculture and forestry.
In general, all component parts and elements
are in good condition, including the majority of
built structures, whilst potential threats remain
wholly under control due to comprehensive legal protection. The boundary of the nominated
property is drawn according to the rationale of a
cultural landscape. Each component part has a
specific combination of attributes portrayed by remains of its mining function as well as significant
elements of the social and cultural development.
The component parts document the cultural, functional, social and administrative interaction both
within, and between, the individual mining areas.
Together, they bear witness to the dynamic functions of a transboundary mining region in all significant phases of development, encompassing
the complete context of a discrete transboundary
mining civilization. Buffer zones have been applied
to protect the nominated property from adverse
impacts, and additionally to protect important setting and visual interrelations.
Statement of Authenticity
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a discrete
cultural landscape shaped by 800 years of technologically innovative exploitation of polymetallic
ores, particularly silver, tin, cobalt and uranium.
The relict, and continuing transboundary mining landscape comprises 22 component parts.
These contain the densest physical manifestations
of the attributes of proposed Outstanding Universal Value that, together and as a whole, provide
geographical cohesion as representative of the uneven distribution, and distinctive concentration,
of exceptional mineral resources and the credible
evidence for how their exploitation – as complete
socio-technical systems – was sustained in, and

Protection and Management Requirements
The competent ministries of both State Parties
have signed a Memorandum of Understanding in
which they declare their common will to protect
the nominated property in accordance with the
World Heritage Convention. International conventions and charters respected by both States
Parties provide the basis for the cooperation between the two State Parties and the protection of
the nominated property on the international level.
As nature conservation is anchored in European
law, the protective measures are the same in both
countries.
On the national level, all component parts and
buffer zones of the serial property benefit from protection guaranteed by various legal instruments
anchored in the respective protective mechanisms
of the State Parties. As a rule, changes to and building projects on cultural monuments and in the nature-protected areas are subject to authorization
according to the respective legal regulations.
A management structure was established to
coordinate all matters and interests related to the
nominated property including representatives of
all responsible ministries and authorities, techni-
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by, the landscape and its transboundary community. The nominated property further embodies the intangible cultural tradition of the original
model of central European state-controlled mining
together with all its administrative, technological
and educational prowess; linked to which is an exceptional resource of movable technological and
scientific collections, archives and a prolific and
enduring academic corpus.
The nominated property is a well-preserved
classic central European metal mining landscape.
Its explicitly determined system of land-use and
socio-technical processes retains an unusually
high degree of legibility. Attributes and their pattern of distribution, combination, connectivity
and interrelationships are clearly identified and
dated. They are further sustained by a highly
authentic and credible location and setting that
combine to convey clarity of meaning and understanding. These derive from phased activity that
is inextricably linked to a rare exploitation suite of
ores and which combines to create a series of cultural landscapes that reveal consistent functional, historical and visual relationships. Essential
features remain distinctive and are visually unimpeded by modern intrusive development. The
property - as a whole, at the level of component
parts and their constituent elements - meets the
conditions of authenticity necessary to qualify for
inscription, the principal attributes tested against
each of the justification criteria.

cal and scientific institutions, and regional stakeholders. A Management Plan was elaborated to
provide basic objectives and a working framework
on the international and national level. The Management Plan aims to safeguard the attributes and
values, integrity and authenticity of the nominated
property.
Modern developments, including in particular the possibility of new mining activities, are
the main long-term challenge for the protection
and management of the property. All relevant
stakeholders were included in the management
structure to secure a constant flow of information
regarding potential new developments in the region and to assess their impact on the nominated
component parts, and to mitigate negative negative impacts on the outstanding universal value of
the property, its integrity and authenticity. Longterm expectation is to reach a shared responsibility among all generations for the protection and
preservation of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region and to establish a common sustainable
regional strategy specifically addressing the needs
of the nominated property from a World Heritage
perspective.

4. Subject of Protection
Category of Property
The category of cultural landscape has been applied to the nomination, as per Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage
Convention, UNESCO, 2016 (hereafter referred as
Op.Guide.), Para. 47, based on Definition, point 6
in Annex 3: Cultural Landscapes are cultural properties and represent the “combined works of nature
and man” designated in Article 1 of the Convention.
They are illustrative of the evolution of human society and settlement over time, under the influence
of the physical constraints and/or opportunities
presented by their natural environment and of successive social, economic and cultural forces, both
external and internal. Point 7 guides the selection of
cultural landscapes …on the basis both of their Outstanding Universal Value and of their representativity in terms of a clearly defined geo-cultural region
and also for their capacity to illustrate the essential
and distinct cultural elements of such regions. Point
10 states that cultural landscapes fall into three
main categories, Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region being appropriate to category (ii) organically
evolved landscape. Importantly, however, when
considering the further two sub-categories, then
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is anchored as
a substantially relict landscape – in which an evolutionary process came to an end at some time in the
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past, but is also partly relevant as a continuing landscape in that parts of the landscape retain an active
social role in contemporary society that is closely
related to a traditional way of life and in which the
evolutionary process is still in progress.
Type of Property
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a serial
transboundary property comprised of twenty-two component parts in accordance with Op.
Guide. 2016, Para. 137, and and where it is the series as a whole – and not necessarily the individual parts of it – which are of Outstanding Universal
Value.

5. Name and contact
information of official
local institution/agency
Free State of Saxony, Germany
Sächsisches Staatsministerium des Innern
(Saxon Ministry of the Interior)
01095 Dresden
Phone: +49 351-5 64 0
Fax: +49 351-5 64 31 99
Email: denkmalpflege@smi.sachsen.de
Web address: http://www.smi.sachsen.de

Fig. 2 Blacksmiths at a miners’ parade, Freiberg
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Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.
(World Heritage association)
c/o Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge GmbH
Adam-Ries-Straße 16, 09456 Annaberg Buchholz
Phone.: +49 3733-145 0
Fax: +49 3733-145 145
Email: kontakt@wfe-erzgebirge.de
Web address: http://www.montanregion-erzgebirge.de
Czech Republic
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
CZ-118 01 Praha 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: +420 257 085 111
Fax: +420 224 318 155
Email: posta@mkcr.cz
Web address: http://www.mkcr.cz
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1. International framework
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At the transboundary level, a number of approved
international recommendations and conventions
concerning the protection and preservation of
historic monuments form the mutual basis for
the management and sustainable development
of the serial property as well as for the protection and preservation of its outstanding universal
value, its authenticity and integrity. The ratified
international conventions as well as the international recommendations support the national
legislation of both State Parties. The legal protection of all component parts of the nominated
serial property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is regulated by the national protection regulations relevant to the State Party in which the
nominated serial property is located. Therefore,
each State Party remains responsible for the practical protection of the nominated serial property
in their sovereign territory.

• the Convention for the Protection of Architectural
Heritage of Europe (Granada Convention 1985).
(Revision 30th September 2003). Ratified by the
Federal Republic of Germany in 1987, ratified by the
Czech Republic in 2000.
• the Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and
Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer
of Ownership of Cultural Property (Paris 1970). Ratified by the Federal Republic of Germany in 2007.
Ratified by Czechoslovakia in 1979 and by the
Czech Republic as its legal successor in 1993.
• the European Convention on the Protection of the
Archaeological Heritage (Revised. Valetta 1992).
Ratified by the Federal Republic of Germany in
1987, ratified by the Czech Republic in 2000.
• the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (Paris 2003). Ratified by the
Czech Republic in 2009, ratified by the Federal Republic of Germany in 2013.

On an international level, the following conventions
- ratified by both State Parties - have to be considered in handling the cultural heritage:
• the Convention Concerning the Protection of the
World Cultural and Natural Heritage - World Heritage Convention (Paris 1972): With the ratification of the World Heritage Convention, the state
parties recognize the international commitment
to protect the world heritage sites located within
their national boundaries and to preserve them
for future generations. The World Heritage Convention is not to be regarded directly as a valid
national constitutional regulation; the obligations have to be carried out according to the relevant national legislation. The Federal Republic of
Germany ratified the convention in 1976, Czechoslovakia joined the convention in 1991, the Czech
Republic became the legal successor in 1993.
• the Convention for the Protection of Cultural
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict with Regulations for the Execution of the Convention and
Protocol I – (Hague convention 1954). Ratified by
the Federal Republic of Germany in 1967. Czechoslovakia ratified the convention and the I. Protocol in 1958, the Czech Republic became the legal
successor in 1993. And Second Protocol to the
Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of
Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict.
(Hague, 1999). Ratified by the Federal Republic of
Germany in 2009 and acceded by the Czech Republic in 2007.

The following international recommendations of
UNESCO contain principles concerning the protection of cultural heritage:
• Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (adopted by the General Conference of
UNESCO 2011);
• Recommendation concerning the Safeguarding
and Contemporary Role of Historic Areas (adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO 1976);
• Recommendation concerning the Protection, at
National Level, of the Cultural and Natural Heritage (adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO 1972);
• Recommendation concerning the Preservation
of Cultural Property Endangered by Public or Private Works (adopted by the General Conference
of UNESCO 1968).
In addition, the ICOMOS recommendations from
the following international charters and other international standards may be especially considered
for cultural heritage and its conservation.
• International Charter for the Conservation and
Restoration of Monuments and Sites (The Venice
1964);
• Historic Gardens (The Florence Charter 1981);
• Charter for the Conservation of Historic Towns
and Urban Areas (The Washington Charter 1987);
• Charter for the Protection and Management of
the Archaeological Heritage (1990);
• Charter on the Built Vernacular Heritage (1999).
• International Cultural Tourism Charter – Managing Tourism at Places of Heritage Significance
(1999);

• Joint ICOMOS – TICCIH Principles for the Conservation of Industrial Heritage Sites, Structures,
Areas and Landscapes (2011);
• The Valletta Principles for the Safeguarding and
Management of Historic Cities, Towns and Urban Areas (2011);
• Archaeology and Urban Development – New
Council of Europe Code of Practice (Coucil of
Europe, Strasbourg 2010).
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• Principles for the Preservation of Historic Timber
Structures (1999);
• ICOMOS Principles for the Preservation and Conservation-Restoration of Wall Paintings (2003);
• ICOMOS Charter – Principles for the Analysis,
Conservation and Structural Restoration of Architectural Heritage (2003);
• ICOMOS Charter on the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites (2008);

1.2 Memorandum of Understanding
The two State Parties jointly declare their intent to protect the nominated serial property according to the
requirements of the World Heritage Convention as well as to safeguard it sustainably, whilst considering
the fact that it is a communal and regional undertaking in Saxony as well as in the Czech Republic.

Memorandum of Understanding
Saxony State Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic
with regards to the transboundary serial World Heritage Nomination
‘Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region’
- To enter the transboundary serial property ‘Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region’ into the
UNESCO World Heritage List according to the joint Saxon-Czech endeavour,
- Mindful of the ideals of the World Heritage convention, which was passed during
the 17th meeting of the General Conference of UNESCO 1972 in Paris and
the regulations of the relevant implementation directive,
- Based on the principles included in the Budapest Convention on World Heritage, which was
adopted during the 26th meeting of the World Heritage Committee 2002,
- Linked to the activities by the steering group and mixed working group which were set up by
both ministerial departments for the purpose of preparing the nomination documentation
in order to enter the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region into the above mentioned list,
- In awareness of the importance to continue to treat the basic questions of the international
outstanding value of the serial property as a whole in a coordinated manner,
- Considering the conservation and maintenance, the presentation and sustainable use of the
transboundary serial property “Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region” as a lasting
momentum to strengthen the long term cooperation between both ministerial
departments, the state departments for the protection of monuments
in the Free State of Saxony and the Czech Republic as well as an excellent
and lasting momentum to unfold a cooperation between communities,
both ministerial departments, in consideration of the fact, that the transboundary serial nomination
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a communal project on the Saxon and Czech side,
1) Wish to continue the cooperation for the protection, the conservation and presentation of the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region and its outstanding universal value, so this cultural landscape is also preserved for future generations,
2) Recognize that it is a fundamental duty for both ministerial departments to guarantee the
name, the protection, and the presentation of those parts of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region located in the territory of the Free State of Saxony or the Czech Republic,
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3) Are aware of the potential necessity to work jointly on strategic documents, especially such
documents resulting from the Management Plan and aim to solve joint issues regarding the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region as a whole from the point of view of heritage preservation,
4) Wish for this purpose to create a Bilateral Steering Group and a Bilateral Advisory Group whose
tasks, structure, and further details can be found in the nomination documentation,
5) Declare that this memorandum is no commitment whatsoever for any obligatory - especially
financial – contribution for joint projects. Notwithstanding the above, they recognize that joint
projects which are of interest to both ministerial departments, can be supported financially in
accordance with available budget funds on a voluntary basis,
6) Agree to ensure the mutual cooperation in the protection of nominated component parts that
are located directly at the border to the neighbouring state by defining a transboundary buffer
zone. The legal protection of such a buffer zone is regulated by the national protection regulations relevant to the State Party in which the buffer zone is located. Each State Party remains
responsible for the practical protection of the nominated component parts in their sovereign
territory,
7) Are aware of the obligation to monitor the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region as a whole
on a regular basis, according to the resolutions of the World Heritage Committee, and declare
that both sides have implemented mechanisms and committees to carry out such monitoring,
which are to be consulted for the development of the joint periodical report with participation
of the committees listed in item 4,
8) Emphasize, that the capacity building of the experts, responsible for the conservation of the
property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region, and their sustainable use, is an ongoing project
and that the potential of the exchange of experiences is not yet fully exhausted. Both ministerial
departments welcome the strengthening of all forms of exchange of experiences at all levels,
9) Are fully aware that it is their fundamental task to jointly communicate between themselves
and to communicate with the relevant committees of the public administration and communities in the region,
10) Declare their willingness to handle questions concerning the preservation and conservation of
the serial property Mining Region Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří jointly and consensually.

1.3 Transboundary buffer zones
and protective regulations
To ensure the adequate protection of the component parts Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape
(2-DE) located in Saxony and Abertamy – Boží Dar
– Horní Blatná Mining Landscape (2-CZ) located in
the Czech Republic the State Parties have agreed
to enlarge the related buffer zones crossing the
border. The legal protection of the buffer zones located on the territory of the neighbouring country
is in both cases provided by national nature protection regulations as well as by European law.
On the Czech side, the buffer zone of the nominated component part Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape (2-DE) includes the water-catchment
area of the water ditch Aschergraben. This small
area is composed of moorland marsh overgrown

with wetland forest that is, however, protected
through designation as a Special Protection Area
(SPA) for birds and Special Area of Conservation
(SAC) for species other than birds, and for habitat
types under European law and as a nature park
„Východní Krušné hory“ under the Czech nature
protection law (cf. maps DE/02-03, DE/02-03.a,
DE/02-03.b).
On the Saxon side, the buffer zone of the nominated component part Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape (2-CZ) includes the forest
area of the northern slope of the Kaffenberg hill that
is designated as a Special Protection Area (SPA) for
birds and Special Area of Conservation (SAC) for
species other than birds, and for habitat types under European law and is located within the nature
park „Fichtelberg“ under the Saxon nature protection law (cf. maps CZ/02.2, CZ/02.2.a, CZ/02.2.b).

2. Transboundary cooperation
2.1 Nomination process

The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region, which
was included in the German Tentative List in 1998
upon the suggestion by the Government of Saxony,
can review on a long and sustainable nomination
process. Since the beginning it was the declared
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aim to submit a transboundary nomination with
the Czech Republic. In 2003, a close cooperation
between appropriate institutions started, first on a
regional level and then on a national level on both
sides of the German-Czech border in order to prepare the documents for the nomination under the

transboundary World Heritage nomination in September 2012.
The close cooperation in the nomination process
between the responsible institutions on a communal, national and international level is an obvious
affirmation of the entire transboundary region’s
intention to strengthen and protect this common
culture, history and human achievement despite
political borders. The responsible institutions on
all levels conjointly prepared the nomination for inclusion in the UNESCO World Heritage List and are
aware of the necessity of a coordinated management for the entire serial property.
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lead management of the German partner. In November 2011, a steering group at the ministerial level was constituted which till August 2017 had met 23
times. The work of this steering group was supported by a transboundary mixed working group that
was officially constituted in March 2012 and had 25
meetings till September 2017. The transboundary
mixed working group included representatives of
the regional authorities, technical experts as well
as representatives from the monument protection
authorities. As a result of the close cooperation the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region was submitted on the German and Czech Tentative List as a

Fig. 3
Mining Landscape
with Pöhlberg
and Bärenstein
mountain

2.2 Structure and organisation 2.2.1 Bilateral Steering Group
As detailed in the Memorandum of Understanding
of the transboundary
(para. 4), a Bilateral Steering Group is established
management
at ministerial level in accordance with article 135
The implementation of the Management Plan is
based on its mutual acceptance by the relevant
Saxon and Czech institutions. The tasks of the Bilateral Steering Group as well as the Bilateral Advisory Group were defined to coordinate common
issues and interests. The implementation is carried out according to the responsibilities that are
defined in the relevant national regulations. The
State Parties are aware, that each state continues
to be responsible for the practical preservation
and management of the component parts of the
nominated property within its territory. The management is carried out in accordance with the respective legal and administrative systems. Taking
into account the different legal frameworks, and
the competencies within the two State Parties, a
future World Heritage management structure will
be installed continuing the work of the bodies already formed during the nomination process.

of the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention (2016). Annually meetings take place at the ministerial level
to exchange information about the current state of
conservation of the World Heritage site, to oversee
the activities of the Bilateral Advisory Group and to
evaluate the measures implemented. Representatives from the competent ministries of the State
Parties, the Bilateral Advisory Group as well as the
national coordination offices take part in the annual meetings. The State Parties may appoint further
participants.
The tasks of the steering group include representing the interests of the respective States, the mutual provision of information, coordination, strategic
planning, issues of financing joint projects raising
awareness of the World Heritage sites among the
public and approving the updated versions of the
transboundary Management Plan as well as exercis-
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ing a supervisory function taking national peculiarities into account. Proposals and recommendations
made by the Bilateral Advisory Group that do not
fall into its remit are presented to the Bilateral Steering Group. The Steering Group then decides on it
according to its responsibility and provides recommendations to the Bilateral Advisory Group and the
national coordination offices regarding subsequent
work. Working on behalf of the Bilateral Steering
Group, the Bilateral Advisory Group prepares documents and recommendations for meetings of the
Bilateral Steering Group and elaborates the recommendations of the Steering Group. The venue for
the annual meetings rotates between the Saxon
and Czech sides. The host State Party will send out
the invitations. Extraordinary meetings may be convened through the representatives of the respective
ministries in the Bilateral Steering Group or upon
the request of the chairperson of the Bilateral Advisory Group

2.2.2 Bilateral Advisory Group
As detailed in the Memorandum of Understanding (para. 4), a Bilateral Advisory Group (BAG) is
constituted at regional level in accordance with
the Operational Guidelines (Op. Guide. 2016),
Para. 135, and it is responsible for the coordination of all common issues. The tasks of the Bilateral Advisory Group were confirmed and accepted by the State Parties. The establishment of a
Bilateral Advisory Group enables to oversee the
management of the entire transboundary serial
property and reinforces the joint responsibility
for the nominated serial property.

the national coordination offices. The Bilateral
Advisory Group contributes to the compliance
of the obligations that are defined in the World
Heritage Convention. Furthermore, it supports
the general presentation and promotion of the
perception of the transboundary serial property within the general public. Common measures
will be developed for this purpose.

Main tasks
The following main tasks are defined:
Coordination: The Bilateral Advisory Group
oversees the transboundary management of
the nominated serial property. It receives information from the national coordination offices
on actions with reference to component parts
of the serial property.
Preservation of the property: The Bilateral Advisory Group continuously informs itself
about the state of conservation of the serial
property. The Bilateral Advisory Group consults
on the conservation state of the serial property
as well as on actions which could possibly affect
the outstanding universal value and can give
recommendations for countermeasures.
Periodic reporting: The Bilateral Advisory
Group supports the relevant authorities in the
preparation of periodic reports according to
article 29 of the World Heritage Convention. It
coordinates the fulfilment of the periodic reports to UNESCO for all component parts of the
serial property as part of the regular reporting
as well as the reactive monitoring, if necessary.
The preparation follows the procedures specified by UNESCO (Chapter V, Para. 199-210, Op.
Guide. 2016).
Public relations: The Bilateral Advisory Group
promotes and supports the presentation of
the serial property on an international level. It
develops strategies and programs for the presentation and promotion of the nominated serial
property in order to increase the international
recognition of the importance of the property.

Fig. 4
Meeting of German-Czech Mixed
Working Group
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Objectives of the Bilateral Advisory Group
The main objective of the Bilateral Advisory
Group is to protect, to prevent, to oversee, and
to sustainably develop the outstanding universal value of the nominated serial property. This
objective includes an active cooperation with

International measures: The Bilateral Advisory Group develops measures and projects on an
international level and specifies them in an action plan. A main focus includes activities in the
field of scientific research. The Bilateral Advisory Group is responsible for the implementation
of the measures on an international level.

The Bilateral Advisory Group is composed of representatives from the national World Heritage
coordination offices, the monument and nature
protection authorities, other relevant authorities,
and scientific institutions. The Bilateral Advisory
Group is headed by a chairman from the national coordination offices. The chair changes every
year. The Bilateral Advisory Group may consult
experts if technical advice and support is necessary to complete their tasks. Third parties, especially representatives from UNESCO’s advisory
bodies and the World Heritage Centre may be
invited to the Bilateral Advisory Group meetings
by the chairman.

Procedures
Meetings: The Bilateral Advisory Group meets
quarterly. An extraordinary meeting may be requested by any State Party or the national administration agencies at any time. The Bilateral
Advisory Group meetings take place alternately
in the Czech Republic or Free State of Saxony. The
respective chairman or the national administrative
agency in the State Party hosting the meeting is responsible for preparation and calling the meeting.

Decisions: All reports and measures, which concern common issues, have to be decided by the
Bilateral Advisory Group.
Working language: All written documents of international importance (reports etc.) which concern both State Parties are drawn up in English.
The meetings of the transboundary committees
are bilingual (German and Czech) and the State
Party hosting the meeting provides an interpreter.
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Composition

Financing: The sending institutions pay the costs
for their participants of the meeting. The costs for
the participation of third parties and interpreters
are financed by the institution that suggested the
invitation. Questions which concern the financing
of common projects are a matter for the Bilateral
Steering Group.
Start and dissolution: The Bilateral Advisory Group is to be founded at the latest the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region has been assigned as a World Heritage site. If the nominated
property is not assigned this status or is removed
from the World Heritage List, the Bilateral Advisory Group dissolves automatically.

3. Planning and basis for action
Due to the geographic position of the Ore
Mountains at the border between German and
the Czech Republic, there had always been a
close connection between both countries. At
the beginnings of the 1990s, the Euroregions
were created in order to further promote transboundary cooperation and to support the regions in economic, social and cultural terms.
In order to achieve their goals, the Euroregions
are organised on both sides of the border as a
voluntary community of interests of the regional
authorities of the border districts and support
regional stakeholders in realising transboundary projects. The work of the Euroregions is effectively supported by the European Union, which
established transboundary funding programs
with great financial participation over the last 25
years. A large number of common projects have
been implemented to this day due to the commitment of the members as well as many volunteers in the region. A number of these projects
focused also on the common mining heritage
as a basis for transboundary cooperation. In a
regional context, these projects in particular addressed the following objectives:

• Documentation of the mining and industrial
heritage;
• Development of a research Saxon-Czech network in the field of mining archaeology;
• Promotion and presentation of the transboundary Ore Mountains mining region both nationally and internationally;
• Establishment of the Saxon-Bohemian silver
road connecting several mining educational
trails and museums; and
• Improvement of cultural management structures for industrial heritage.

3.1 Future vision
The unique mining landscape along with its
intangible values and traditions are a key value of the region´s identity. The protection and
preservation of the mining heritage in particular
requires the active commitment of the younger generations. The future vision is to share
responsibility for conservation of the common
cultural heritage and for sustainable development among all generations. The World Heritage nomination of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
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Mining Region provides a transboundary framework for the empowerment of the people in the
region and is a driving force to education and
lifelong learning. A large number of awareness
activities have already taken place to involve
the local communities. The nomination process
has enhanced the awareness for the protection
and conservation of the important witnesses
and emphasized the necessity to preserve the
shared heritage for future generations among
all stakeholders.
Long-term goals, in particular, include the
preparation of a joint sustainable tourism
strategy that will help to manage tourism in a
responsible way and show how cultural heritage preservation, sustainable tourism and a
sustainable development of the region can go
hand in hand and generate mutual benefit. The
sustainable tourism strategy aims to provide a
long-term transboundary framework for the further development of sustainable tourism at the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region focusing
especially on its meaning and the obligations
as a World Heritage Site.

3.2. Current projects
Three recent projects related to the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region were set-up. All projects
receive funding from the European Union and cover
a three-year project period. They supplement each
other and contribute to a holistic approach regarding the common mining heritage.
Regarding needs evolving from a designation
as World Heritage Site, in particular the two projects ‘Unser WeltErbe’ and ‘Glück Auf Welterbe’
were set-up to promote a further sustainable
development of the region and to prepare the
establishment of a joint tourism strategy. The
focus of the first project is on the development
of a joint interpretation strategy, on effective
capacity-building measures, and on educational activities. The focus of the second project is
on a joint communication and marketing of the
transboundary mining heritage.
Main objectives of these projects are:
• to ensure the effective conservation of the mining heritage;
• to increase public awareness, involvement and
support through communication and education; and
• to further strengthen transboundary cooperation.
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1. “Unser WeltErbe – die montane Kulturlandschaft Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří“
(“Our World Heritage – the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Cultural Landscape”) European funded transboundary Interreg
5A-Project
Project period: 04/2017 to 04/2020
Aim: Development of a joint transboundary interpretation strategy, of effective capacity-building activities as well as of educational activities
Lead partner: Institute for Industrial Archaeology,
History of Science and Technology (IWTG)/TU Bergakademie Freiberg
Project partner: Jan-Evangelista-Purkyně-University Ústí nad Labem, Czech National Heritage Institute Ústí nad Labem, Montanregion Krušné hory
– Erzgebirge o.p.s., Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V., Institute Heritage Studies/International
Academy Berlin for Innovative Pedagogy, Psychology
and Economics gGmbH (INA)
Financing: Total costs: 1.226.299 €, granted ERDFmeans € 1.042.354 € (85%), co-financing by the
Saxony’s state budget and Czech’s Republic state
budget as well as from regional financing.
The main aims of the project are the development
of a joint transboundary interpretation strategy,
of effective capacity-building activities as well as
of educational activities in cooperation with the
regional stakeholders to ensure the effective preservation of the mining heritage and conservation
of the associated intangible heritage. Educational
work with and through the common cultural heritage will, in particular, enable young people to preserve their cultural heritage and shape the border
region in the sense of sustainable development.
Moreover, the project aims to develop and make
active use of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Regions educational potential but moreover also to
raise awareness on the general idea and objectives
of the World Heritage programme. Accordingly,
main target group are pupils, students and young
people in general. For a long-term anchoring of the
educational programme, teachers as well as the
pedagogical specialists and associations responsible for the mining sites are trained. The project is
designed to actively involve the local communities
in Saxony and the Czech Republic.

Project period: 10/2016 to 10/2020
Aim: Development of a joint communication and
marketing concept
Lead partner: Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge
GmbH (Economic Support for the Ore Mountains Region Ltd)
Project partner: Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s. and the Tourismusverband Erzgebirge
e.V. (tourism association)
Financing: 2,439,793.62; granted ERDF-means
€ 2,073,824.58 (85%); co-financing by Czech’s Republic state budget as well as from regional financing.
The main purpose of the project is to connect the
German and Czech mining heritage sites through
a transboundary tourism infrastructure as well as
a joint marketing and communication concept.
The region should be presented as a popular living
place, appreciated as a cultural heritage and well
known as a tourist destination for local and international guests. The cultural heritage of the Erzgebirge should be accessible for everyone and information is easily available. The project includes,
among other things, linking the main mining monuments and landscapes of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region digitally and/or via signposting.
Additionally, networking is the prerequisite for
presenting the region in various ways. Through the
development of tourist offers and their targeted
marketing, the tourist value of the (world) cultural
heritage is to be promoted and the regional and
cultural identity within the Ore Mountain region
strengthened.

3. ArchaeoMontan 2018 - European funded
transboundary Interreg 5A-Project
Project period: 08/2015 to 08/2018
Aim: Archaeological research and field studies
about medieval mining in the Ore Mountains on
the Saxon and Czech side.
Lead partner: Saxon Archaeological Heritage
Office
Project partner: Saxon Chief Mining Office (Freiberg), district towns of Dippoldiswalde and Krupka, the Czech Geological Survey Service (Prague),
Institute for Archaeological Heritage Preservation
of Loket, Jan-Evangelista-Purkyně-University (Ústí
nad Labem), Institute for Industrial Archeology,
History of Science and Technology (IWTG)/TU Bergakademie Freiberg
Financing: Total costs € 5,439,665.22 granted
ERDF-means € 4,623,715.41.
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2. „Glück Auf Welterbe! / Zdař Bůh, světové
dědictví!“ (“Glück Auf World Heritage!”) European funded transboundary Interreg
5A-Project

ArchaeoMontan 2018 is an international project
dealing with the research of medieval mining in
the Saxon-Bohemian Ore Mountains. Characteristic for the project is the cooperation between
German and Czech scientists from different disciplines. Since autumn 2015 archaeologists, historians, surveying engineers, geologists and computer
scientists have been working on the documentation and interpretation of medieval mining traces
at both sides of the border. The results already obtained in the framework of the previous EU project
ArchaeoMontan 2012-2015 are further used. In addition to underground research, especially on the
Czech side the aboveground traces of the work and
the environment of medieval miners are included.
This includes issues related to the dressing, further
processing and trade of the extracted ore as well
as the reconstruction of the environmental change
in this medieval industrial landscape. The results
are prepared by means of conferences, workshops,
lectures and publications. In order to permanently
make the findings of the common medieval cultural heritage accessible to the public, the project will
provide important impetus for the design of the
‘Center for medieval mining in the Ore Mountains’
planned in Dippoldiswalde.
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1. Foreword

C. Saxon part

by Volker Uhlig, Chairman of the Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region on both sides of the German-Czech border is the result of 850
years of development in mining and smelting in the Ore Mountains. The unique natural riches in recoverable and usable ore not only gave the mountain range its name, but had a lasting impact on the landscape’s character, the population, settlements and buildings, the social structures, the working and living
environment and culture and customs in the region from the 12th century until today. To this day, the Ore
Mountains still show signs of this deep impact: Numerous historic monuments above and below ground,
historic mining towns and landscapes as well as living traditions, science, technology, art and culture
are closely linked with mining and metallurgical activity. No other mining region in the world can match
such a continuous history; such a diverse combination of extracted and processed raw materials, and
landscapes that are directly or indirectly the effect of mining and metallurgical activity, and the ensuing
cultural values connected to these activities.
The area is an evolving cultural landscape in one of the most densely populated low mountain ranges
in Europe that boasts an ongoing economic momentum and which has in recent years received additional impetus in light of new mining activity. The foundation for today’s economic structure of the region has
been established through the 850-year tradition of mining and metallurgical activity and its associated
value chain. Over centuries, a modern, efficient economic structure with a wide range of sectors developed from the excavation and processing of resources, especially in the metal sector. A large number of
small and medium sized companies, mainly in mechanical engineering, automotive supplier and the
metal, electro and semi-conductors sectors, help the region today to have the greatest industrial density
in the Free State of Saxony.
The region is conscious of its great heritage and the resulting responsibility of maintaining it. This
responsibility is a formative factor for the identity of the region and their inhabitants, which has been
the basis for the idea and the realisation to nominate the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region for the
UNESCO World Heritage List. It is therefore not incidentally, that the communities and districts of the Ore
Mountains are the initiators of the project. They guarantee strong roots for this Bottom-Up-project in the
region that cooperates with the Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. (association) and its members
from all spheres of the population.
The Ore Mountains face the challenge of conserving and developing an identity and culture which
grew over centuries out of mining activity and to connect this conservation with the requirements of a
continued economic and social modernisation. The economic and infrastructural development of the region has to be harmonized with the requirements of monument and nature protection law and UNESCO.
The basis for a successful linking of both aims was already part of the nomination process by including
all relevant partners on a broad basis. This Management Plan continues the successful preparatory work
by ensuring consistent and obligatory coordination of the management of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region as a superior strategic concept. In this way, it establishes a framework for decisions and
actions which are supported and sustained by all partners and which protects the World Heritage status
of the nominated property in the future.
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2. Content and objectives
The nomination of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region for inscription on the UNESCO World
Heritage List is a common project with the Czech
Republic. Following up the international Management Plan the national Management Plan shows
how the Saxon component parts, their contribution to the outstanding universal value, their integrity and authenticity will be preserved.
The mining heritage affects the interests of a great
numbers of people and institutions. The necessity
of modern infrastructural development and advancement of the cultural landscape is often competing with the effort to preserve the landscape as
a witness of the long mining tradition and to establish a future use respecting monument conservation practices. As a result, the Management Plan
constitutes in particular the basis for a consensus
between the different interests of monument conservation, research, tourism, regional, economic
development and the local population. It is an
integrated planning and action plan that determines aims and measures for the preservation,
conservation and sustainable development of the
nominated serial property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region according to the requirements and
recommendations defined by the World Heritage
Convention.

2.1 Purpose and need for the
national Management Plan
The main objective of the Management Plan is
to secure the outstanding universal value, to ensure the effective protection of the transboundary serial property, its authenticity, its integrity
and its sustainable development. This not only
concerns the preservation of the building fabric and landscape but also the conservation
of intangible values. The values of the nominated component parts have to be conserved
according to their defined contribution to the
outstanding universal value, further researched
and presented to the general public. It has to
be ensured that the responsible World Heritage
stakeholders act according to the legal mechanisms regulating the protection of the component parts. Furthermore, the Management Plan
provides the institutional basis for effective
management of the World Heritage site. Precise
guidelines for the management and sustainable development of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region were defined during the nomination process in an Ore Mountain Mining Region
charter (cf. appendix, chapter 15). To ensure the
protection, the nominated property has to be
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anchored in the short, medium and long term
local and regional planning goals for monument
conservation, tourism, culture, infrastructure
and economy including possible new mining activity in the region.
The World Heritage project group developed
the Management Plan in cooperation with all
relevant stakeholders on behalf of from three
districts and 32 towns and municipalities in Saxony. Experts were included in the process via
working groups that are part of the future management structure as well. The development of
the Plan based on the ‘Convention Concerning
the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage’ and the ‘Operational Guidelines
for the Implementation of the World Heritage
Convention’. The Management Plan has a strategic guiding role, but is not generally obligatory. Therefore the Plan was coordinated with,
and is supported by, the World Heritage stakeholders in order to ensure its effectiveness and
implementation. The Management Plan is in
particular a self-regulatory commitment for the
future agency responsible for the management
of the Saxon part of the nominated serial property: the Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e. V.
(association). Furthermore, the Plan addresses
local administration authorities, the population,
the environmental and cultural organisations,
economy, science and generally all interested
stakeholders which are part of, and are interested in, the protection and use of the World Heritage. The Plan provides the framework for the
efficient protection and for sustainable development of the region.

2.2. Responsibilties - Future
management
For the future management a World Heritage association was founded based on the structures
already established during the nomination process. The involved districts and communities
are represented in this association in order to
implement specific tasks that arise for a future
World Heritage site. A World Heritage coordinator
takes on the operative business on behalf of the
association. Basic tasks of the association are to
coordinate the cooperation of all World Heritage
stakeholders, to oversee the compliance with the
obligations as defined in the World Heritage Convention, and to implement the measures outlined
in the action plan of the Management Plan.

2.4 Validity of the
Management Plan

The first part of the Management Plan provides a
summary of the outstanding universal value of the
transboundary serial property, briefly describes
the Saxony component parts and the associated
elements. The subsequent chapters explain the
protective framework including description of the
protected area and the existing legal instruments.
The third part introduces the World Heritage stakeholders and their function, and the future management structure. The following chapter provides a
description of the planning framework including
guiding principles and the administrative data of
each component part as as well as monitoring
and quality control. The next chapter deals with
interpretation and tourism including a draft concept for a sustainable tourism strategy. An action
plan is detailed afterwards that specifies short and
medium term aims and related measures. The last
chapter explains the implementation of the Management Plan.

The Management Plan is per definition an evolving
document. It includes first aims and measures to
contribute to the preservation, conservation and
sustainable development of the nominated serial
property. The measures specified in the plan will
be implemented until 2021. The implementation
of the aims and related measures are subject to
continuous checks and evaluation. The plan has
been up-dated in 2017. A final evaluation and
continuation of the Management Plan will be carried out in 2021 and should help the World Heritage stakeholders to assess the experiences of the
World Heritage status and to identify future need
for action that can only be recognized after the title
was awarded.
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2.3 Content of the
Management Plan

3. Description of the Saxon Part
of the nominated property
3.1 Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region
Distinct development phases influenced the Ore
Mountains region during the course of its mining
history. During each of these periods a wide spectrum of ores has been extracted from the polymetallic deposits: notably silver, both the region’s
bonanza and mainstay for centuries, and also
comparatively rare metals such as tin, cobalt and
uranium. Mining and related activities shaped
the territory and communities of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region to create a specific
mining landscape that is the result of a layering of
natural attributes and historic cultural attributes
and other values. Mining has continuously structured the region’s economy and daily life for over
800 years. The resulting socio-technical systems
are the outcome of a long process of development
marked by technical and social innovations, and
industrial and commercial transformations that
influenced the life of the entire society.
Mining landscapes contain, and are formed by,
a number of specific elements that clearly distinguish them from any other type of (cultural) landscape. The influence of the mining industry was
not limited to the establishment of mine workings
and operational areas themselves but also encom-

passed the broader context. Consequently, types
of associated places emerged, such as processing
plants, infrastructure to support the mine, miners´
housing, villages and towns, aspects of settlement
stimulated by mining and landscape modification
due to mining.
Five main different socio-technical systems
were identified that are characterized by specific
tangible elements: Silver mining landscapes (12th
to 20th centuries); Tin mining landscapes (13th to
20th centuries); Cobalt mining landscapes (16th to
18th centuries); Iron mining landscapes (15th to 19th
centuries); Uranium mining landscapes (19th to
20th centuries).
The potential outstanding universal value of the
nominated property is primarily founded on
• the technological and scientific achievements
which emanated from the region and were diffused worldwide from the 16th to the 20th centuries;
• the development of a state-controlled mining
system with all its administrative, managerial,
educational and social dimensions which influenced all continental European mining regions;
• the gradual transformation of the landscape
into a coherent mining region as a result of its
socio-technical history.
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3.2 Description of the Saxon
component parts

Fig. 6
Railway hosting at
the mouth of the
Tiefer Bünau adit
in 1921

In Saxony, 17 component parts were selected on
the basis of the potential outstanding universal value. A number of Saxon mining landscapes are multi-layered and attest to mining operations of several
periods that exploited multiple ores. In other cases,
mining landscapes were formed during a short span
of time and thus represent tightly bracketed relict
mining landscapes that reveal evidence of just one
or two development stages. Basing on their specific specific contribution to the outstanding universal value, each component part was assigned to a
certain socio-technical system. The contribution of
each component part to the outstanding universal value is described in detail in section 2 of the
Nomination File. Component parts, and principal
elements (where appropriate) were numbered in
chapter 2.a to allow their identification on the maps
included in administrative data chapater of the
Management Plan (cf. chapter 8).

Description of the selected component parts
Silver mining landscapes (12th to 20th centuries)

1-DE Dippoldiswalde
Medieval Silver Mines

Outstanding archaeological remains of underground silver mining from the late 12th and early 13th
centuries bearing an exceptional testimony to medieval mining technology in-situ, and of the desertion process of the first mining phase when mining
ceased in the 14th century.

© Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

5-DE Hoher
Forst Mining
Landscape
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Outstanding testimony to the predominant influence of silver mining. This is the location of the first
major silver strike in the region, and the landscape
contains exceptional multi-layered evidence of silver
mining activity, and related developments in an almost continuous succession from the 12th to the 20th
centuries.

Remarkable archaeological remains of Late Medieval mining activities for silver ore in the 14th and 15th
centuries and of a late medieval fortified settlement
providing outstanding testimony to the mining-related urbanisation process of the first mining phase,
and the role of the territory rulers within the mining
industry.

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape and
associated
14-DE Grünthal
Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

Exceptional testimony to the mining and processing
of argentiferous copper ores. Owned by the Annaberg
mining entrepreneur family of the Uthmanns, the
mines at the Pöhlberg Mountain developed from the
late 15th century into an important group of silver-copper mines. The argentiferous copper ores extracted
here were processed 30 km away at the Grünthal
Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14-DE), also owned
by the Uthmann family. Substantial preservation of
much of the smelting complex represents an exceptionally rare example of a pre-industrial centralised
metallurgical site (that served the nearby mining
landscape) for the dressing and smelting of argentiferous copper ores into silver and copper by the crucial
invention of liquation (Saigerprozess).

11-DE Marienberg
Mining Town and
associated
12-DE Lauta Mining
Landscape

Marienberg mining town is exceptional testimony of
a planned mining town for the first time founded on
the ‘green field’ in the neighbourhood of rich polymetallic ore deposits; in this case located near Lauta
and initiated by the local territorial ruler. It is the first
town founded north of the Alps following theoretical principles of town planning in the Renaissance.
Both, Marienberg and its directly associated mining
landscape document the final stage of urban and
landscape development related to 16th century silver
mining in the Ore Mountains.
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8-DE AnnabergFrohnau Mining
Landscape

Outstanding testimony to the second phase of
silver mining activities reaching the upper parts
of the Ore Mountains at the end of the 15th century. Annaberg is the first planned mining town in
the region and is characterised by an exceptional
town layout and architecture, with mine workings
located directly beneath the town. The Frohnau
silver mining landscape, immediately associated
with the town, has been shaped by a large number
of historic mines from the late 15th to the 20th centuries. The technological ensembles above and
below ground document the transition from silver
ore mining to bismuth, cobalt and nickel ores in
the 18th century, through to uranium ore mining
in the most recent period of mining activity in the
central Ore Mountains.

Tin mining landscapes (13th to 20th centuries)

2-DE AltenbergZinnwald Mining
Landscape and
associated
3-DE Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

Outstanding example of a multi-layered tin mining
landscape that gives evidence to the extraction of
different types of tin ore deposits pioneering water
management structures, and pioneering technologies in ore processing from the 15th century onwards.
The closely related Lauenstein Administrative Centre (3-DE) is a fine example of the colonisation of the
transboundary region in the Eastern Ore Mountains,
and in particular of the Saxon-Bohemian interconnection and of manorial tin mining at Zinnwald.

10-DE Buchholz
Mining Landscape

It testifies with its relict mining landscape of tin placers, shaft collapses and underground mine works
southwest of the Buchholz mining town tin mining
from the 15th to the late 18th century within a surrounding silver mining landscape, and to the last
mining phase of uranium which has highly impacted
on the entire Annaberg mining area in the 20th century. Completely remediated today, the last preserved
terraconic heaps typical for uranium mining are preserved here.
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13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape

Outstanding testimony to tin mining operations including archaeological remains and technological
ensembles from early placer mining (13th century),
medieval near-surface and opencast mining (14th),
and large-scale underground mining (15th to 20th
centuries) at the Sauberg (mountain). It was here
that the pioneering water pumping system ‘Ehrenfriedersdorf Kunstgezeug’ was invented in the 16th
century that was the dominating water hoisting
technology worldwide for about 200 years.

15-DE Eibenstock
Mining Landscape

Remarkable archaeological site of tin mining operations including technological remains of the 14th to
the 19th centuries. The density of vast areas of collapsed shafts, the placer fields, the open-cast and
underground mines, the dressing works and relicts
of several ditches as well as the archeological remains of ore crushing places, charcoal places, ore
transportation routes interconnected with small agricultural fields is exceptional.

Cobalt mining landscapes (16th to 18th centuries)

6-DE Schneeberg
Mining Landscape
and associated
7-DE Schindlers Werk
Smalt Works

Outstanding testimony to the leading role of the Ore
Mountains in mining and processing cobalt ores in
the 17th to 18th centuries. The preserved technological ensembles including mining sites, water management structures, and processing sites are exceptional examples of the developments related to the
mining and processing of cobalt ores. Schneeberg
mining town, closely associated to the surrounding
mining landscape, was established due to silver ore
mining but its today´s Baroque appereance is a result of the revenues gained from cobalt ore mining.
The associated Schindlers Werk Smalt Works (7-DE)
is a rare example of an extraordinary well-preserved
processing site and colony (Bergfabrik) for cobalt
blue production of the 17th to 19th centuries with all
production facilities as well as social and administrative infrastructure.

Iron mining landscapes (14th to 19th centuries)

16-DE Rother Berg
Mining Landscape

Testimony to the important role of the iron ore
mining and industry in the Ore Mountains that was
closely connected to the silver mining activities,
and the high demand for iron tools, appliances and
products. The Erlahammer (hammer mill) is a one of
the rare preserved examples in the Ore Mountains
from the 17th to the late 19th century. The hammer
mill together with the relicts of iron ore mining at the
Rother Berg (red mountain) are the last example of
the socio-technical system of iron ore mining in the
Ore Mountains.

Uranium mining landscapes (19th to 20th centuries)

17-DE Uranium Mining
Landscape
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Outstanding testimony to the large-scale uranium
mining activities and the handling of the environmental impacts of uranium mining. Located in the
largest and most important Saxon uranium minining
area, Schlema-Alberoda, the component part bears
witness to the leading role of the Ore Mountain region in the uranium ore production as well to the
worldwide unique large-scale decontamination and
landscape redevelopment program which started
after the closure of mines in the early 1990s and set
a new international standard for the redevelopment
of former mining areas.

4. Description of elements associated
to the nominated property
The Ore Mountains is a geographical, historical and
cultural entity characterized by an 850-year history
of mining. For centuries, the mining and metallurgical industries have shaped the character and the
form of the region. However, the influence of the
mining system was not limited to places directly
connected to ore extraction but also influenced
architecture, art, culture and science as well as the
economy, politics and society of the region. This
lasting influence can also be experienced through
a variety of places in the region that are indirectly
connected to the mining theme as post mining industries, mining related and following up industries.

These elements play an important role for the
overall understanding of the development of the
region and the far-reaching influence mining activities had. They are part of the mining history of the
region and complement the understanding of the
nominated serial property in its broader context.
They contribute to a comprehensive interpretation
of the mining related heritage of the region and will
be considered as sites supplementary to the World
Heritage property. These elements do not form
part of the nominated property.
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4.1 Definition

4.2 Description of associated elements
Associated element

Brief description

Elite Automobil Plant

The Elite Automobil Plant is a document of an important post mining industry which was established
after the closing of the Freiberg mines according to
a plan in 1913.

Porcelain Fabric Kahla

The Porcelain Fabric Kahla is a typical example for
a following up industry documenting the end point
of the development of the Freiberg mining area after
closing of the Freiberg mines in 1913.

Augustusburg
Hunting Lodge

The Augustusburg Hunting Lodge documents the
outstanding economic development of Saxony
caused by the discovery of silver in the Ore Mountains in the 16th century. The resulting prosperity enabled the construction of numerous castles in Saxony. The water transportation technique used in the
130 m deep well was originally used in mining and
has only been preserved here in the original.

Image
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Associated element

Brief description

Lengefeld Lime Works

The Lengefeld Lime works is a document of the technical development of the binders industry from the
16th up to the 20th centuries. The complex is regarded as an exemplary installation for the extraction of
lime during the pre-industrial and industrial period.
Its special importance results from the closed stock
of monuments relating to the areas of extraction,
dressing, processing, administration and social matters as well as the associated preserved technical
equipment.

Grüner Graben
Pobershau
(water ditch)

The water ditch is an important monument to silver
and tin ore mining in the area around Pobershau.
The ditch is still carrying water to this day and largely preserved in its original form. Constructed in the
second half of the 17th century, the Grüner Graben
(water ditch) extends over a length of 8 km. The water delivered by the ditch was utilised in the mines
and for driving the water-powered machines in ten
tin stamp mills and ore washers in Pobershau. From
the 19th century its water was used for the emerging
industry in Pobershau.

Monuments of
Wooden Craftart
in Seiffen

These monuments are an important document of
the development of mining to wood processing in
the second half of the 18th century. The Reifendrehwerk is the only fully functional historic turnery of its
type remaining in the Ore Mountains today. The Reifendrehwerk and the Miners’ church document the
folkloric crafts that emerged from the 17th century
onwards with the decline of tin mining.

Niederzwönitz
Paper Mill

The mill is an early example for the development of
a mining related industry in the Ore Mountains in the
16th century. It is representative of the development
and spread of the paper-making trade in context
with the expansion of the mining administration.
The mill produced laid paper from 1568 to 1873,
which was used by the mining authorities.

Scheibenberg
Geotope

The Scheibenberg Geotope is an international important site for the development of the geo and mining science. It gained international notoriety in and
around 1800 with its role in the scientific argument
of the geologist Abraham Gottlob Werner from the
Freiberg mining academy that rock formations can
be explained by sedimentation. The basalt formation of the Scheibenberg provided a central object
of reference in the famous international scientific
dispute about the geological explanation for the creation of the earth by sedimentation (neptunism) or
by volcanism (plutonism).
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Brief description

Schmalzgrube
Ironworks

The preserved blast furnace and manor house exemplify the early industrial production of pig iron in
the Central Ore Mountains. Of the numerous other
pig iron production sites in this area, no other blast
furnace remained. The blast furnace, about 8 m in
height, was constructed in 1659 from quarry stone.
The furnace documents the processing of iron ore
in the hammer mill, which primarily originated from
the Bohemian part of the Ore Mountains. The manor house was built in 1766 and represents the social
structure of iron production.

St. Andreas
Fundgrube (mine) at
the Weiße Erden Pit

The St. Andreas Fundgrube (mine) at the Weiße
Erden pit is a historically important mining monument in Aue. In 1711, the Weiße Erden pit St. Andreas
Fundgrube (mine) was awarded an Electoral privilege to supply the kaolin to the Meissen Porcelain
Factory. For a period of some 150 years, the Weiße
Erden Pit supplied the high-grade kaolin required
for the manufacture of porcelain in Meissen. All the
valuable products, from the first period of the worldfamous porcelain manufactury in Meissen were created using kaolin extracted from this mine.

Auerhammer
(hammer mill)

The prestigious manor house of the hammer mill
is representative of the hammer works operated in
the Ore Mountains during the 16th to 17th centuries.
The use of the hammer mill changed in the 19th century. The manor house was converted in the 19th
century into the first argentan (nickel silver) factory
in Europe. The raw materials processed here were
extracted from the surrounding mining areas. Traditional precious metal processing still takes place to
this day in the vicinity of the Auerhammer.

Wellner Cutlery and
Table-ware Factory

The partly preserved prestigious administrative and
production buildings are an extraordinary example
of a post-mining industry based on the discovery of
German silver that formed the basis for the development of the important cutlery and tableware manufacturing industry in Aue. The high-grade products
manufactured here were sold worldwide.

Schneeberger
Floßgraben (timber
transport ditch)

Important transport infrastructure built between
1556 and 1559 as a cheap and fast method to provide the Schneeberg silver smelteries with wood. It
was used from 1560 until the middle of 20th century.
The water in the timber transport ditch proved to
be an obstacle for the Wismut AG company. It was
therefore dammed and diverted into the Zwickauer
Mulde river. The final section of the timber transport
ditch up to the old timber yard at the Zechenplatz in
Bad Schlema was almost completely destroyed by
uranium mining and its side-effects.

Image
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Associated element

Brief description

Roter Kamm Geotope

The Roter Kamm Geotope is an important site for
the development of the geo and mining science. The
rock formation is a rare aboveground document of
the large-scale tectonic fault line between Thuringia
and the Czech Republic that has particular significance for the ore deposits in the Ore Mountains.

Schwarzenberg Castle

The castle is a document of the manorial and sovereign administration of the mining of tin and iron ore
in the Western Ore as the temporary headquarter
of a mining district, which also included the former
Saxon mining towns of Gottesgab (founded 1533)
and Platten (founded 1532) in Bohemia. First officially documented in 1212, the Schwarzenberg castle was established around 1150. By incorporating a
part of the existing building structure, an electoral
hunting lodge was built from 1555 to 1558.

Wismut Administrative
Centre Chemnitz

The Wismut Administrative Centre in Chemnitz-Siegmar was constructed as a part of the transformation
of the Soviet corporation Wismut into a Soviet-German corporation at the start of 1954 as a prestigious
administration headquarters for the mining company in Karl-Marx-Stadt (today Chemnitz). The building
of the Wismut Administrative Centre (Jagdschänkenstraße no. 50) was constructed in the neo-classicist style as the seat of the Sozialversicherungskasse
(social security fund) and was later used as the seat
of the executive board of the SDAG Wismut. The Bundesknappschaft (insurance) administrative office
has been in the building since 1990. The building on
Jagdschänkenstraße no. 29 was previously the seat
of the SED-Party within the company. Both buildings
are remarkable ensemble of post-war architecture.
The significance of the Wismut Company was established with these prestigious buildings.

Erlabrunn Miners’
Hospital

After World War II a new era began with the start
of Ore Mountains uranium ore mining. Housing estates and infrastructure necessary for mining were
built but also buildings and structures with social
or administrative functions. Medical care for the
miners was a big issue. The rapid growth in population exceeded the capacities of existing medical
facilities. The rapid establishment of SAG Wismut’s
own health care plan also included the construction
of the Erlabrunn hospital. Once mining was abandoned, the facilities were passed into the ownership
of the local authorities and kept on operating under
their leadership.
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Brief description

Monuments of Coal
Mining Oelsnitz/E.

Coal mining in the Lugau-Oelsnitz mining district
established an important basis for the industrial
development of Saxony from the middle of the 19th
century. Only lasting for about one century, coal
mining shaped the Lugau and Oelsnitz area quite
significantly and also exerted an enduring influence
on the urban development. As one of the main extraction shafts in the first third of the 20th century,
the Kaiserin-Augusta-Schacht (shaft), later renamed
the Karl-Liebknecht-Schacht (shaft) was among the
most important shafts in the coal mining industry
in Saxony. From 1922 to 1933, the shaft underwent
a comprehensive modernisation and was expanded into a central site for conveying, dressing and
shipment. Apart from the remarkable industrial architecture, the large scope of technical equipment
preserved in its original state is likewise significant.

4.3 Integration into the future
World Heritage management
The integration of the associated sites into the future World Heritage management of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region is coordinated by the
World Heritage association which is responsible
for the nominated serial property in the Saxon part.
The responsible municipalities of the associated
sites are members of the World Heritage association. They have declared to protect, preserve and
carefully develop their sites as part of the mining
heritage of the Ore Mountains according to the guiding principles defined in the Charter Montanregion
Erzgebirge. The associated sites will be integrated
into the management as follows:

Image
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Associated element

Protection and preservation
• The state of conservation of the associated sites
will be considered in the activities related to the
monitoring of the nominated property. Currently, the state of conservation of the associated
sites is mostly good. At some of the associated
sites currently maintenance and restoration
works are ongoing. A few monuments require
preservation measures in a medium-term. In
particular, the engagement of the cities and municiplaties to protect and preserve their sites as
part of the minig landscape will be supported
by the World Heritage association. The World
Heritage association will take into account the
associated sites in the framework of funding
programmes and further financial support according to the available budget.

Members of the World Heritage association
• As members of the association the cities and municipalities will take part at all decisions concerning the nominated property. In so far, they are actively involved in the protection and preservation
of the nominated property on the Saxon side as
well as in the further development and interpretation of the nominated property.
Interpretation activities
• To provide a full range of all directly and indirectly with the mining theme related aspects the
associated sites will be considered in all future
presentation, communication and marketing
activities. They will be an integral part of the sustainable tourism strategy of the region. A clear
labelling will identify them as associated sites related to the nominated property. The use of the
World Heritage logo is exclusively reserved for the
nominated property according to the UNESCO
regulations.
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5. Legal framework
5.1 Subject of protection
On the Saxon side, a series of 17 ‘cultural landscapes‘ contribute to the potential outstanding
universal value of the nominated transboundary
property (cf. part A., Management Plan).

5.2 Protection goal
The declared goal is to protect the nominated property in its entirety, and its selected component parts
as a mining cultural landscape and to maintain and
preserve it for future generations with due regard to
the concerns of monument preservation and nature
conservation. Mining history is an essential part of the
population’s collective memory and has an effect on
the region’s identity. The protection of the tangible
and intangible mining heritage contributes to the
preservation and strengthening of the cultural identity
as well as to the distinctiveness of the region. Measures to preserve the mining cultural landscape are
implemented ongoing. A sustainable development of
the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region can only be
achieved in a careful handling of the outstanding historic mining heritage. Conservation and promotion to
future generations contribute significantly to preserve
the unique character of the region. The municipalities
fulfil their responsibility to preserve and present the
nominated property and take care of the associated
cultural tasks for the benefit of the general public and
the interests of monument and nature protection.
The most important objective is to create awareness
within the population about the conservation of the
cultural and natural heritage and at the same time to
contribute to a careful regional development.

5.3 Instruments of
protection, and their
implications in practice
All necessary measures for the protection of the Saxon component parts and its buffer zones are in place.
An established framework of legislation and planning
policy exists within which management of the nominated property will take place. Supra-regional (federal
law), regional (state law) and communal (municipal
statutes) legal provisions are applied to protect the
nominated property.
The combination of the several legal instruments
provides an appropriate range of legal means for
preventing damaging interference and to protect the
nominated serial property and its buffer zones. The
legal definitions with regard to planning and building
measures are included in the regulations of federal
and state law. The regulations are binding. The legal
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provisions applied to the component parts and the
buffer zones, and their implications in practice will
be described below. In subchapter 8.2 the protective
designation of each component part and the buffer
zones is specified. The planning authorities have received all GIS data to incorporate the protection of the
nominated, property, the buffer zones, and the views
into all planning considerations at an early stage. To
ensure that the nominated component parts and
their surroundings will be taken into account in all future planning activities it is intended to include them
into communal building management planning in accordance with the statutory provisions. It was agreed
to outline the component parts, buffer zones and the
defined views within the scope of the general updating process of these plans.

5.3.1 Nominated property
Federal Laws, and implications in practice
At federal level, monument and nature protection is
anchored as a matter of general, public interest in a
number of federal laws. The statutory provisions stipulate that the competent authorities must be involved
if procedures concern interests of monument and nature protection. Monument interests are therefore not
only legally binding if a planning approval procedure
touch upon the law of the individual federal states,
but also if the procedures touch relevant land-use
statutes and regulations defined in federal laws. The
competent authority for issuing the permit makes
sure that the monument and/or nature protection
authority is heard.
The Regional Planning Act (Raumordnungsgesetz – ROG, of 22 December 2008, last amended on
23 May 2017) specifies conditions, tasks and the guiding principles of regional planning in the Federal Republic of Germany. Section 1 stipulates that the act´s
principal purpose is to secure a sustainable regional
development that is the careful and preventive use of
space also for future generations and their chances
for development. The act contains a reference to the
preservation and development of cultural landscapes
(§ 2). Item 5 of § 2(2) on regional planning principles
stipulates: “Historically grown and developed cultural landscapes with their typical features and with
their cultural and natural monuments, and the UNESCO cultural and natural World Heritage shall be preserved.” Effects of regional planning on the cultural
heritage of the territory are to be taken into account
and negative impacts on the cultural heritage to be
avoided (§ 9). The implementation of the Regional
Planning Act at federal level is provided by the Saxon
Landscape Planning Act (SächsLPIG).

bodies as part of the natural balance, as the basis of
human life, as habitat for fauna and as usable asset by
a sustainable management of the water bodies” (§ 1).
Important federal legislative bases for the Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony also include the
Act on Protection against Harmful Changes to
Soil and on Rehabilitation of Contaminated
Sites (Bodenschutzgesetz vom 17. März 1998 (BGBl.
I S. 502), das zuletzt durch Artikel 101 der Verordnung
vom 31. August 2015 - BBodSchG). The purpose of the
Federal Soil Protection Act is „to protect or restore the
functions of the soil on a permanent sustainable basis.
These actions shall include prevention of harmful soil
changes (to the soil), rehabilitation of the soil, of contaminated sites and of waters contaminated by such
sites; and precautions against negative soil impacts.
Where impacts are made on the soil, disruptions of
its natural functions and of its function as an archive
of natural and cultural history should be avoided as
far as possible“ (§ 1). Section 20 concerns the hearing
of parties concerned including the state offices for the
protection of archaeological heritage as well as the
nature and environmental organisations.
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The purpose of the Environmental Impact Assessment Act (Umweltverträglichkeitsprüfung –
UVPG of 24 February 2010, most recently amended
29 May 2017) is to ensure that the impact of certain
projects, plans and programmes on the environment
can be comprehensively understood, described and
assessed as early as possible. The assessment includes among others the examination of impacts on
human beings, biological diversity, the landscape,
listed monuments and on the interaction between
the individual protected properties. The general public is to be informed accordingly, and to be involved
in this process. The result of the environmental impact assessment will be taken into consideration in
the project permitting procedure and when plans or
plans are drawn up or changed.
“The Federal Mining Act (Bundesberggesetz –
BbergG, of 13 August 1980, last amended 20 July 2017)
lays down provisions relating to mining activities in
the Federal Republic of Germany setting up a uniform
mining law for mineral resources. The provision cover
all aspects of mining including requirements on concessions, health and safety, environment and other
issues as well as differentiated mechanisms for compliance and monitoring, and supervised by one single
administration. Together with a number of mining ordinances on technical and procedural issues, e.g. the
Ordinance on the Environmental Impact Assessment
of Mining Projects of 1990, the federal mining law is
the basis for all directives and administrative acts applying to the mining industry.
Taking into account the public interest, according
to § 11 par. 10 „An exploration licence shall be denied if
[...] 10. overriding public interest prohibits exploration
in the entire field to be assigned.“ § 48 par. 2 sentence
1 BbergG includes other public law requirements for
the approval procedure of an operational plan. A general operating plan is mandatory if the project is subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment which
involves public consultation (§ 52(2a) BbergG). In Saxony, the mining authority is the Saxon Chief mining
office (‘Oberbergamt’ - OBA) in Freiberg.”
The Act for the Preservation of the Forest and
for the Promotion of Forestry (Bundeswaldgesetz
– BWaldG, of May 1975, last amended 17 January
2017) has the purpose of “conserving forests (…) for
the appearances of the landscape, (…) ensuring their
proper management on a sustainable basis (§ 1). The
conversion of forests into another type of usage requires a permit according to this law.
The Act on the Regulation of the Water Household (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz – WHG, of 31 July 2009,
most recently amended 29 March 2017) stipulates
that water bodies are to be sustainably managed with
the aim of preventing adverse effects on rural ecological systems in the vicinity of water bodies. The purpose of the Federal Water Act is “to protect the water

Laws of the Federal State of Saxony, and
implications in practice
Built structures as well as mining-related landscape features such as heaps are in general protected by the Saxon Monument Conservation Act
(SächsDSchG). Larger landscape units are mostly
protected by the Federal Nature Conservation Act
(BNatSchG), and the Saxon Nature Conservation Act
(SächsNatSchG) either as nature conservation areas, landscape protection areas or nature parks. That
gives them the highest level of statutory protection
in Saxony. As a rule, changes to cultural monuments
and building projects on cultural monuments and
in nature-protected areas are subject to authorization according to the respective legal regulations.
Monument Protection
The provisions related to protection and preservation
of cultural monuments and their implementation are
anchored in the Act on the Protection and Conservation of Cultural Heritage in the Free State of
Saxony (SächsDSchG). All restoration and renovation works on monuments as well as archaeological
measures carried out by the holders and owners are
only possible after consultation and granting of authorisation by the competent monument protection
authority. This is an administrative act including the
formal participation of the state monument preservation offices (Landesamt für Denkmalpflege and
Landesamt für Archäologie).
According to item 1 of section 2 cultural monuments are defined as objects, ensembles, parts and
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traces of objects created by human beings, including
their natural foundations, the preservation of which
is in the public interest due to their historical, artistic, scientific, urban or landscaping importance. This
definition also embraces archaeological sites that are
designated and recorded by the Saxon Archaeological Heritage Office. These sites are in general located
within larger designated archaeological relevance
zones.
According to item 3 subject of the monument protection also include (1) The environment of a cultural
monument, insofar as it is of considerable importance
for its asset or appearance, (2) monument protection
areas (§ 21), archaeological excavation areas (§ 22)
and archaeological reservations (§ 23). The protection
of the surrounding (Umgebungsschutz) is of special
importance for approval procedures when the cultural monument significantly shapes the surrounding
area or if the cultural monument depends significantly on its environment (§ 2(3) no. 1 SächsDSchG). This
principally concerns the visual aspects.
Ensembles (Sachgesamtheiten) may comprise
moveable and immoveable objects which, given their
common histories or urban development for example, are subsumed under a common designation.
Precondition for the designation of an ensemble is
a functional link between the objects or a common
theme linking the objects. Several ensembles are defined within the nominated property because of the
mining theme and the functional links between the
mining elements. The term Sachgesamtheit as used
within the Saxon Monument Conservation Act corresponds to the term ensemble.
Monument protection areas and their surrounding
– especially the appearance of roads, squares or villages, ground plans, settlements, parts of settlements,
groups of buildings, production plants – are areas of
special public interest because of their historic, artistic, scientific, urban or landscaping importance (§ 21
SächsDSchG). The definition also embraces objects
already protected under § 2(1) and § 2(5). The monument protection area statute is applied when it appears necessary to delineate or expand the scope of
protection and requires a formal contribution of the
municipal council.
The protection and preservation and, in particular,
the monitoring of the condition of cultural monuments as well as the prevention of threats and saving
is the responsibility of the Free State of Saxony and,
within their capabilities, of the districts and municipalities (§ 1 SächsDSchG). The interests of monument protection and monument conservation are
to be taken reasonably into account in all plans and
measures (§ 1(3) SächsDSchG). The compliance with
the existing protective instruments concerning monument protection is secured in consultation with the
technical agencies by the monument protection au-
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thorities of the Free State of Saxony (§ 4 SächsDSchG).
The monument protection authorities are the Saxon
Ministry of the Interior, as the supreme monument
protection authority, the Saxon State Directorate as
the higher monument protection authority, the districts and autonomous towns and the municipalities
named in paragraph 2 as the local monument protection authorities (§ 3 SächsDSchG). Besides these
administrative authorities exist two special state
agencies as professional offices, the State Office for
Historic Preservation (Landesamt für Denkmalpflege)
and the “Landesamt für Archäologie” for archeological objects. They have to be heard in all administrative
processes.
Holders and owners have a duty to preserve the
monuments. According to § 8 SächDSchG holders
and owners of cultural monuments are obliged to
treat them carefully and, within reasonable limits, to
preserve them in accordance with accepted conservational practice and to protect them from becoming
threatened. To enable the holders and owners to fulfil
their obligations the Free State of Saxony supports the
preservation of listed monuments with special subsidy programmes (§ 9 SächsDSchG).
Changes and building measures on monuments
and areas of archaeological remains are subjected to
authorisation according to § 12 and 13 SächsDSchG.
In accordance with § 12 all construction works on
protected properties, their substance, their appearance and surrounding require permission in writing
by the competent monument protection authority. This also applies to alterations to the protected
appearance of monument protection area (§ 21(2)
SächsDSchG). According to § 13(2) SächsDSchG all
documents including in particular plans, documentation, pictures, expertise and economic calculations
have to be submitted for assessment of the planned
measure. In general the local monument protection
authorities are responsible for granting approval, unless contrary provisions exist (§ 4 SächsDSchG). The
local monument protection authorities have to reach
their decisions in agreement with the state offices for
monument protection. If no agreement is possible,
the decision will be passed to the higher monument
protection authority. The higher and the supreme heritage protection authority decide only in consultation
with the state offices for monument protection.
In designated archaeological relevance zones all
construction works that might be affecting the cultural monuments must be authorised by the historic
monuments protection authority (§ 14 SächsDSchG).
The lower (local or regional) historic monuments
protection authority can declare such areas as archaeological excavation areas in which all research
and construction works had to be authorised (§ 22
SächsDSchG). The supreme monument protection
authority (Saxon Ministry of the Interior) may declare

Nature protection
As the nominated property and the buffer zones
include natural features the environmental impact
regulations as well as the nature conservation and
landscape protection regulations are also important
protective instruments. Since 2010 the German Bundestag (parliament) has the legislative power in natural law and therefore the Federal Nature Conservation
Act (BNatSchG) forms the basis for natural law in Saxony. Large areas of the nominated component parts
and the buffer zones are protected as nature protection area, landscape protection area or nature park.
The Federal Nature Conservation Act
(BNatSchG) in the version promulgated on July 29,
2009 (Federal Law Gazette l p. 2542), last amended by
Article 19 of the Act dated October 13, 2016 (Federal
Law Gazette l p. 2258) serves as the main legal basis for
all aspects of nature protection in Germany. Defining
the objectives and principles of nature and landscape
conservation, stipulating the different categories of
protected areas, the Federal Nature Conservation Act
also transposes EU directives into national law. The
objectives explicitly integrate the conservation of historically evolved cultural landscapes. In order to safeguard landscapes item 4 of section 1 stipulates that
“natural landscapes and historically grown cultural
landscapes, including their cultural, structural and soil
monuments, shall be protected against defacement
and disfigurement, urban sprawl and other adverse
effects (…).” Section 2(5) relates to the implementation of the World Heritage Convention: “The international efforts in the field of nature conservation and
landscape preservation are especially supported by
the protection of the cultural and natural heritage in
accordance with the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage of
16 November 1972.” Moreover, landscape protection
areas require the particular protection of the area concerned “(…) in view of the diversity, characteristic features and beauty of their natural scenery or because
of their particular historical and cultural significance
of their landscapes, or in view of their special significance for human recreation (…)” (§ 26(1) BNatSchG).
Nature parks are vast and spacious areas that largely
consist of landscape protection and nature conservation areas and that “(…) are particularly suitable for

human recreation because of its landscape assets,
and sustainable forms of tourism are striven for (…)”.
(§ 27(1) BNatSchG). As Germany’s 16 Federal States
may pass additional legislation and/or modify the
Federal Nature Conservation Act to a certain extent,
the legislation on nature conservation passed by the
Federal States has to be taken into account as well.
The Act on Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection of Saxony (SächsNatSchG) as
promulgated on 6th June 2013 was adapted to the
new Federal Conservation Act. § 20 BNatSchG states
that parts of nature and the landscape can be declared as nature conservation areas, national parks
or national nature monuments, biosphere reserves,
landscape protection areas, nature parks, and as natural monuments or protected components of landscape. Alongside conceptual definitions, the Federal
and Saxon Nature Conservation Act also set out precise protective measures as well as the consequences of infringements and administrative proceedings.
The laws apply to all nature conservation areas (§ 23
BNatSchG, § 14 SächsNatSchG), natural parks (§ 24
BNatSchG, § 15 SächsNatSchG) and landscape protection areas (§ 26 BNatSchG) within the nominated
property. Additionally, in particular the heaps are covered by the protection afforded to biotopes (§ 21 (1)
SächsNatSchG). Augmenting the list set out by § 30
BNatSchG, § 21 SächsNatSchG establishes statutory
biotope protection for the special biotopes characteristic within the Free State of Saxony such as the adits
of former mines and semi-natural forests.
As a general rule, interference with nature and
the landscape are only permitted under the conditions set out in the Nature Conservation Act (§ 14
BNatSchG and § 9 SächsNatSchG). All actions performed within nature conservation areas that could
lead to the damage, destruction or alteration of the
protected areas or components of it, are prohibited
(§ 23 BNatSchG and § 14 SächsNatSchG,). All actions are prohibited in landscape protection areas
that would change the character of the area, damage the ecosystem, negatively affect the appearance of the landscape or the enjoyment of nature or
which otherwise run contrary to the particular protective purpose (§ 26(2) BNatSchG). Within the specially protected biotopes, all actions are prohibited
if these could lead to a disruption or to other significant or enduring negative effects. This particularly
includes changing the current use or management
as well as introducing substances which may cause
negative effects within the definition of sentence
1 (§ 30(2) BNatSchG and § 21(2) SächsNatSchG)).
The designation shall be based on a description
of the area or object to be protected, including the
protection purpose, the orders and prohibitions to
be complied with to reach the protection purpose,
and, where necessary, the respective management,
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such areas as archaeological reserves in which any
research or construction works are prohibited (§ 23
SächsDSchG).
Unauthorised building projects and the neglect
of cultural monuments may be penalised with fines
and - in individual cases - with imprisonment (§§ 35,
36 SächsDSchG). In case of illegal impairment, damage or destruction cultural monuments have to be
restored to their former state upon order of the monument protection agency (§ 11(2) SächsDSchG).
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development and restoration measures, or contain
the necessary empowerments (§ 22 BNatSchG).
According to § 1(1) SächsNatSchG, the Free State,
the districts, the municipalities and other corporate
bodies under public law are required, within their
remits, to take consideration of the principles and
objectives of nature conservation, landscape protection and provision of public recreational areas and
to effectively cooperate with the nature conservation
authorities in the fulfilment of their tasks. Compliance
with the legal provisions is monitored and ensured
through the competent nature conservation authorities (§ 46 SächsNatSchG). If measures are carried out
in conflict with the statutory regulations, a discontinuation may be ordered and the restoration of the original condition demanded. The nature conservation
authorities are the State Ministry for the Environment
and Agriculture as the supreme nature conservation
authority, the Saxon State Directorate as the upper
nature conservation authority and the district administrations and autonomous towns as the local nature
conservation authorities (§ 46(1) SächsNatSchG). As
the supreme nature conservation authority, the State
Ministry for the Environment and Agriculture (SMUL)
has supervisory control over the upper nature conservation authorities. Furthermore, it is also responsible,
inter alia, for the selection of the areas of the European ecological network NATURA 2000, and for registering these with the European Commission as well as
for fulfilling the reporting obligations pursuant to the
Directives 92/43/EEC and 79/409/EEC.
Landscape planning is also anchored in the Federal Conservation Act as well as in the Nature Conservation Act of Saxony (§ 10-12 BNatSchG, § 6-8
SächsNatSchG). Landscape planning in Saxony has
three levels: Landscape programme and landscape
structure plan for the supra-local area and municipal landscape planning for the local area (§ 6 and 7
SächsNatSchG). The landscape planning defines
the objectives and the measures required for the
realisation of nature conservation and landscape
protection for a planning area at state, regional and
local level. Landscape planning is a comprehensive,
preventive planning instrument for the protection,
the management and the development of nature and
landscape in populated and unpopulated areas. After
matching with the other spatially relevant plans and
measures, the contents of the landscape planning
(§ 10 BNatSchG, § 6(2) SächsNatSchG) are included
into the regional planning programmes (state development plans, regional plans etc.), insofar as these
are necessary and suitable for the coordination of
spatial requirements and as long as they can be secured through the objectives or principles of spatial
planning. In all remaining cases, they are attached
to the regional planning programmes. In this respect
the state development plan simultaneously assumes
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the function of the landscape programme and the
regional plans simultaneously assume the function
of the landscape master plan (§ 6(4) SächsNatSchG).
For the area covering a municipality, a landscape plan
is to be prepared as an ecological basis for the draft
building management planning (§ 11(3) BNatSchG,
§ 7 SächsNatSchG). According to § 11(1) BNatSchG
the contents of the landscape planning are included for descriptive purposes into the land-use plan,
where suitable. Deviations are to be justified. The
landscape plan has to be considered in the plans and
measures of public authorities that make weighed-up
judgments or take discretionary decisions that could
impact on nature and landscape. An open space
plan (Grünordnungsplan) will be prepared to serve
as an ecological basis for the building management
planning (Bauleitplanung), if nature conservation and
landscape protection concerns are affected or if these
have not yet been taken into consideration (§ 11 (2,3)
BNatSchG). Where suitable, the bases and contents of
landscape planning, according to § 7 SächsNatSchG,
will be included into the local building plan to provide
fixed definitions. Deviations are to be justified.
European law - Natura 2000
Areas of the nominated component parts also lie
within Fauna-Flora Habitats that are protected by
the legal provisions issued by the European Union
to govern the field of nature and the environment.
In this context, most important EU laws are the
Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the
conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora (Habitats Directive), and the Council
Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds. Both directives form the
basis for the implementation of NATURA 2000, a
European system of nature-protected areas. The
EU Member States have to implement measures
suitable for preserving, restoring and developing
particularly important species and habitats. In
Germany, the European directives come into effect
by implementation within the scope of Federal
Nature Conservation Act (§ 31-38 BNatSchG) and
the Nature Conservation Act of Saxony (§ 22 und
23 SächsNatSchG).
Other statutory provisions, and their implications in practice
Other legally binding protective instruments increase the protection of the component parts,
and of particular importance for the protection of
the nominated property and its buffer zone is the
Federal Building Code (Baugesetzbuch – BauGB,
of 23 September 2004, most recently amended by
Article 6 on 29 May 2017). It is the main legal basis
for German urban development law. Urban development law aims to secure sustainable urban

The Preservation Statute provides for the designation of areas by the municipality based on the
special urban planning legislation (§ 172 BauGB).
It serves among others to preserve the specific
urban character of an area deriving from its urban
pattern according to § 172(1) no. 1 BauGB. The objective is the preservation of the appearance of a
locality, the townscape or the landscape and the
preservation of built structures important from
an urban, and particularly a historic or artistic
perspective. Within the designated areas certain
projects are therefore subject to approval. In this
area “the demolition, alteration or change in use
in respect of physical structures requires the permission of the municipality or the public authority
responsible for issuing the building authorisation”
(§172(1)).
The Saxon Water Act (SächsWG) protects areas
from construction development under the provisions of the water legislations, these areas not only
ensure the legal protection of heritage, but also
provide additional protection to the ponds, leats
and water ditches as well as their environs included in the World Heritage nomination.
The regulations for the exterior design of built
structures defined in the Saxon Building Regulations (§ 89 SächsBO) further support the protection of the nominated property. § 89(1) SächsBO
empowers the municipalities to issue «local building standards» (örtliche Bauvorschriften), the provisions of which regulate the design of buildings
and therefore the appearance of the location (so
called design statute). The building regulations
concern the permission for the construction of
buildings and their arrangement within plots. The
purpose of the requirements imposed is to protect buildings, settlements and landscapes from
becoming disfigured. The local building control
authority is responsible for executing this power (§
57 SächsBO).
Within the Act on Federal Water Act (WHG) of
12 November 1996, most recently amended 19
March 2017, augmented by the Saxon Water Act
(SächsWG), areas are defined in which construction development, inter alia, is prohibited for water resource management reasons; these areas are
defined in § 38 WHG and § 50 SächsWG). Protected
from construction development under the provisions of the water legislations, these areas not only
ensure the legal protection of heritage, but also
provide additional protection to the ponds, leats
and water ditches as well as their environs included in the World Heritage nomination. The width
of these areas is defined in § 50(2) SächsWG. The
areas have a width of ten metres extending from
the embankment into the adjoining land; within
built-up areas the stated width is five metres. § 51
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development that unites social, economic and
environmental protection requirements while remaining responsible to future generations. In particular, it defines responsibilities and principles for
preparatory and binding land-use plans and provides guidelines on urban land-use planning at the
municipal level. Building management planning is
anchored in the Federal Building Code (§ 1, 5, 8, 9
BauGB). The land-use plans include the land-use
plan (Flächennutzungsplan) and local building
plan (Bebauungsplan) Both are important instruments for the protection and the development of
the townscape and landscape. The building management planning must take into account the interests of monument protection, monument preservation and nature conservation. The Building
Code provides that the state offices for monument
protection as representatives of public interests
have to be integrated into the planning process.
Listed ensembles must be included for information purposes in the land-use plan and listed monuments have to be included into the local building
plan (§ 5(4) and § 9(6) BauGB). Areas or measures
for the protection, management and development
of ground, nature and landscape can also be defined in the local building plan for urban reasons (§
9(1) no. 20 BauGB). The local building plan thereby
opens up the possibility for steering the conditions
for permissibility of developments for the preventive protection of the component parts. The Saxon
Ministry of the Interior (SMI) is charged with ensuring the standardised execution of the relevant legislation, as well as steering state-wide strategies.
§ 34 BauGB defines the regulations for the permissibility of projects in built-up internal areas
that are not included in land development plans.
Projects are only permissible if the kind and extent
of their structural usage, the architecture and further requirements help to preserve the character
of the immediate surroundings and do not have a
negative impact on the appearance of the townscape. § 35 BauGB defines the fundamental conditions for the permissibility of building in undesignated outlying areas. Exterior constructions are
only permissible if there are no conflicting public
interests. A conflict with public interests particularly exists, among others, “… where the development project may give rise to or is exposed to
harmful environmental impact“ and “where the
development project is in conflict with the interests of nature conservation, the preservation of
the countryside, the protection of top-soil and of
sites of historic interest, or detracts from the natural character of the landscape or from its function as an area for recreation, or mars the overall
appearance of the locality or of the landscape”
(§ 35(3) and (5)).
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WHG and § 48 SächsWG provide for the definition
of water conservation zones including the drinking water conservation zones. Water resources
used to supply drinking water are subjected to
special protection based on legal regulations.
The definition of drinking water conservation
zones, in particular, entails the definition of
the necessary protective provisions, especially prohibitions, limitations on use and duties of
forbearance. Water conservation zones may be
divided into zones with different protective provisions; drinking water conservation zones are
to be sub-divided into wider protection zones,
narrower protection zones and catchment zones
(§ 48(2) and § 3 SächsWG). The catchment zone
(Zone I) should encompass the catchment plant
and its immediate environs and protect against
any possible pollution and adverse effects. This
is where the strictest stipulations are found. The
protection of flood areas is defined in § 100 et seq.
SächsWG by way of supplementing §s 76-78 WHG.
§ 78 WHG and 100a SächsWG in particular define
the protection regulations for the demarcated
flood areas, which, among other things, provide
regulations concerning the erection of built structures. Unless otherwise provided, the execution
of the legal provisions pertaining to water, in particular the Federal Water Act (WHG), the Saxon
Water Act (SächsWG) and the ordinance enacted
on the basis of the SächsWG is the responsibility of the local water authorities (§ 119 SächsWG
in conjunction with the ordinance regulating the
powers in relation to the management of water
resources «Wasserzuständigkeitsverordnung”).
The local water authorities are the districts (Landkreise) and autonomous towns (Kreisfreie Städte)
(§ 118(1) ad lit. 3 SächsWG).
The Saxon Forestry Act (SächsWaldG) aims
at the preservation and the sustainable management of the forests in unity with its economic and
environmental function especially in regard to its
lasting function for the natural environment, climate, water supply, air pollution prevention, soil
fertility, fauna and flora, overall appearance of the
landscape, agricultural infrastructure and recreation area. The public enterprise Sachsenforst is
the responsible forestry management body for
fulfilling the duties of preservation established by
the monument protection law in relation to the
properties affected by the forestry industry. In
2015, Sachsenforst and the Saxon Archaeological
Heritage Office made an agreement regulating
the cooperation between both institutions to ensure the protection of the archaeological mining
heritage. Among others, this agreement ensures a
regular exchange of information about activities,
the implementation of archaeological surveying
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and research activities, the provision of maps and
files, and the implementation of capacity buildings activities for rangers to handle the archaeological heritage in wooden areas.
The ‘Ordinance on the Guarantee of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection’ (VOAS)
and the ‘Order for the Guarantee of Radiation
Protection in Dumps and Industrial Sedimentation Installations and for the Use of Material stored therein’ (HaldAO) in conjunction
with the Treaty on German Unification and
with the Radiation Protection Ordinance
(StrlSchV) provide the legal basis for the rehabilitation of dumps left behind by uranium mining. These legal provisions also lay down the
types of re-use of reclaimed mine dumps. The
various individual remedial measures require
regulatory approval prior to their implementation. Unrestricted forestry reuse is approvable
in the majority of cases though exceptions are
possible in individual cases. Measures impacting
on the soil are not allowed and (construction)
development is only possible within the framework of already existing buildings. Licences also
include the need for monitoring measures in
the post-remedial period with a view to ensuring long-term rehabilitation success. In Saxony,
the State Office for the Environment, Agriculture
and Geology (LfULG) is the regulatory authority
(radiation protection authority) empowered to
issue object-specific licences pursuant to radiation protection regulations and to supervise
the implementation of the proposed remedial
measures.
The company Wismut GmbH is based both in
Saxony and Thuringia. Its core businesses include the decommissioning, rehabilitation and
preparation for reuse of uranium mining and
processing sites. Initiated 25 years back, the remediation of uranium mining legacies in the affected regions is on target. Major remedial tasks
have been finalised at a number of sites which
also include the area of Aue-Schlema (17-DE).
These remedial measures are aimed at reducing
to the extent possible landscape contamination
and mining-related radiation exposure of members of the general public with due regard to social and economic aspects. Active maintenance,
monitoring of former mining and processing
sites as well as water treatment are part and parcel of the Wismut Programme of Environmental
Restoration. That programme was updated in
the framework of Remediation Programme 2015.
Funding of this obligation continues to be provided by the Federal government. The Wismut
Environmental Restoration Project has emerged
as an important international reference object

5.3.2 Buffer zones
Applied laws and statutory provisions
A number of legal, regulatory and planning
tools exist that can be used in an integrated
manner to ensure the required protection for
the component parts and buffer zones. Alongside possible protection of the environs pursuant to Section 2(3) no. 1 SächsDSchG and/
or existing protection under Sections 16, 19,
26 SächsNatSchG available to landscape and/
or nature conservation areas or biotopes, the
use and development of the buffer zones are
regulated by existing plans and statutes such
as regional plan, land-use plan, development
plan, landscape plan, statutes on design and
preservation. The protective regulations are
outlined in chapter 5.d.1, Nomination File. Legal provisions are in particular provided by the
Federal Building Code (BauGB), the Saxon and
the Federal Conservation Law (SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG), the Saxon Building Regulations
(SächsBO), the Saxon Water Act (SächsWG) and
the Saxon Forestry Act (SächsWaldG) as well as
the ordinances valid for uranium mining sites.

5.3.3 View perspectives
Protective measures
All view perspectives and the concerned areas
are governed by various legal instruments and it
is therefore unlikely that any construction work
or developments will have a negative impact on
the view perspectives (cf. Maps volume 2).
Legal provisions are provided by Saxon Monument Conservation Act (SäDSchG) that included
the protection of the surroundings of the cultural monument (Section 2(3) no. 1 SächsDSchG).
The protection of the surrounding is of special
importance for approval procedures when the
cultural monument significantly shapes the
surrounding area or if the cultural monument
depends significantly on its environment. This
principally concerns the visual aspects.
Further legal provision to protect the view
perspectives are provided by the Federal Building Code, the Federal and the Saxon Nature
Conservation Law, and the Saxon Building Regulations (SächsBO).

The Regional Planning Act (ROG) defines the
tasks and the guiding principle behind regional
planning in the Federal Republic of Germany. It
contains a reference to the preservation and development of cultural landscapes (§ 2(5) ROG),
and the UNESCO World Heritage. On this basis,
the distinctive aspects of historically shaped
and evolved cultural landscapes, with its cultural and natural monuments and the UNESCO
cultural and natural World Heritage, are to be
preserved.
In the regional plan of the Chemnitz Planning
Association from 2008 as well as in the draft
plan 2017 the preservation of the typical cultural landscape appearance of the Ore Mountains
is anchored (principle 3.2.9 (2008) and 2.1.2.5
(2015, p. 94). It is explicitly described that the
surroundings of visually important, spatially
relevant cultural monuments will not be encroached by structures threatening their visual
integrity. The protection and care of archaeological monuments and sites and the areas that
surround them are also anchored in the regional plan. Moreover, the draft regional plan (2017)
includes a long-term strategy for the set-up of
spatial relevant wind farms encompassing the
definition of priority areas. Within this framework, an assessment of the defined priority
areas took place in relation to the nominated
component parts.
As a result, none of the nominated component
parts is affected by possible new wind farms. The
visual integrity of the nominated property is not
impacted (cf. map ‘Location of potential wind
farms in relation to the nominated property in relation to the nominated property, volume 2).
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for state-of-the-art remedial technologies for
the rehabilitation of radioactively contaminated
uranium mining sites. Expertise and know-how
acquired under this worldwide unique environmental restoration project are being applied to
remedial projects both in Germany and abroad.

5.4 Land and regional
planning procedures
Spatial planning instruments have special importance for preventive protection. In Saxony,
a system is in place for spatial planning that integrates social, economical, infrastructural and
environmental planning into area planning. Theses instruments include legally prescribed plans,
programs and the legal control possibilities used
for their safeguarding and implementation on all
levels. The federal states are obliged to set up a
summary supra-local and interdisciplinary plan
(state development plan) and regional plans for
areas. The plans are legally binding. In particular,
the objectives defined have to be considered by
spatial relevant planning including infrastructural
and building measures as well as mining activities by all authorities.
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5.4.1 Principles for landscape
planning in Saxony
In cooperation with the „Leibniz-Institut für
ökologische Raumentwicklung e.V. and geobild
GbR Stolpen“ the LfULG prepared a study to define the principles for landscape planning and
the landscape programme related to the topic of
historic cultural landscapes. The cultural landscape of Saxony was analysed and characterised. As a result, the Saxon historic cultural landscape can be grouped into 17 cultural landscape
areas by means of 40 landscape-shaping and
cultural relics. The cultural landscape elements
considered include, among others, historic mining places. The study also revealed that some
cultural landscapes are predominantly shaped
by historic relicts such as the area of „Historic
mining of the Ore Mountains“. The study serves
as the basis for the landscape program and the
landscape framework planning as well as material for planning offices in the field of »Historical
cultural landscape« within the context of landscape planning and conservation contributions
to specialist planning.

5.4.2 Saxon state development plan
According to the principle according to § 2 (2) no.
5 ROG, cultural landscapes must be maintained
and developed. The Saxon State Development
Plan of 2013 includes general references about
the objectives in the areas of supporting culture
and cultural facilities in the cultural areas (e.g.
for the Ore Mountains) as well as principles and
objectives for the protection of nature and landscape. The Saxon State Development Plan 2013
details on the objective 4.1.1.11 the following:
“Cultural landscapes serve to maintain regional and local identity. At the same time they are
an important economic factor, especially for
tourism. The importance of the Saxon cultural landscape beyond the borders of Saxony is
also expressed in their recognition as a UNESCO
World Heritage site. Bad Muskau’s “Fürst-Pückler-Park” is a good example. Additional cultural
landscapes such as the Ore Mountains mining
region have to be supported in their efforts.”
Moreover, the plan states in objective 4.1.1.12
that “In the regional plans priority and restricted areas of cultural landscape protection must
be defined and their characteristic features
should be specified. The charactistic features is
to be preserved, maintained and developed in
accordance with its spatial, historical and cultural context. “ In the explanatory statement to
objective 4.1.1.12, the 2013 Land Development
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Plan states that “in case of spatial relevant
plannings and measures that may affect the
landscape appearance [...] the criteria for defining the respective area have to be considered in
assessing the grade of impairment of the area
concerned”

5.4.3 Regional plan of the Chemnitz
Planning Association
Considering the 2013 state development plan,
the planning association has prepared a revision of the 2008 regional plan. The planning
committee has confirmed the draft which is
currently reviewed by the public according to
the approval procedure. The final approval is
planned for spring 2018.
The plan defines as guiding principle for
the Ore Mountain region: “The Ore Mountains
should be preserved and developed as cultural
landscape of national importance. The unique
range of preserved mining heritage has to be
secured and valued in context with the overall
development. […]” (Draft regional plan, 2017,
p. 92). Related to the nominated property in
particular the determination of historical cultural landscapes outlining specific landscape
features of the Ore Mountains region including
a description and mapping are of importance.
As a general principle for the development
of the Western, Central and Eastern Ore Mountain landscape unit was determined that “The
Erzgebirge is to be preserved as a cultural landscape of supra-regional importance and developed further. The unique diversity of preserved
witnesses to the mining history is to be secured
and valued as part of the overall development.
[...] “ (Section 2.1.1.2, p. 92).
Among other things, “Historical cultural landscapes of special character” as priority and restricted areas “Cultural landscape protection”
were defined (see map 14 ‘Historical cultural
landscapes of special character’). In the priority
and restricted areas of cultural landscape protection, the existing characteristic structures
and landscape elements are to be preserved
and supplemented or further developed taking
into account the area´s specifics. The stated areas are to be concretized at local level and underpinned by necessary measures. (Objective
2.1.2.2, p. 94). The priority and restricted areas
of cultural landscape protection are to be protected against large-scale technogenic imprints
and carefully developed according to their specific characteristics. The special characteristics
are to be considered at all plannings.

• Component part 15-DE part of cultural landscape around Eibenstock dam (n° 16)
• Component part 16-DE part of cultural landscape around Schwarzenberg (n° 14)

5.4.4 Regional plan of the
Oberes Elbtal-Osterzgebirge
Planning Association
The planning association Oberes Elbtal/Osterzgebirge is currently revising the 2009 regional plan.
The final approval is planned for 2018. The draft
includes references to the nominated component
part and mining heritage and prescribes that the
mining heritage should be preserved and spatial
relevant planning should be carefully considered.
A definition of historical cultural landscapes of
special character according to the planning region
Chemnitz is not planned. The proposals for the
definitions of the priority areas and restricted areas
“Cultural landscape protection” include her, among
others, visible areas to/from historical cultural monuments, landscape-shaping elevantions, and pond
landscapes.
As principle the plan determines that “The following elements, typical of the region, of the historically
grown cultural landscape are to be maintained and
restored within the framework of the reasonable,
and in particular to be integrated into the tourist use
if this is consistent with the interests of the nature
conservation (Principle 4.1.2.7, p 62), among others, hedge landscapes of the Osterzgebirge, sites of
industry and historical mining, and historic village
centres and old towns.
With regards to the nominated property, principle
states that “The component parts of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region shall be preserved as a
contribution to the outstanding universal value of
the nominate property and incompatible spatial
planning and measures will be prevented.” (Principle 2.3.2.3, p. 43). A specific characteristic of the mining region is the “predominat shaping of a whole
landscape through mining activities, which can still
be read from a variety of original historical proerties,
as well as landscape, cultural and economic characteristics of the region. [...]”. Spatial planning and
measures in the surroundings of the component
parts can pose a potential threat to the nominated
component parts and should therefore be avoided
in order not to endanger the components. In the
respective studies, buffer zones and view perspectives were documented. Concerning conflict management, a multi-stage procedure was provided
to enable early identification of conflicts. The plan
states that „Regional planning is to be involved as
an important stakeholder in the event of exceptional and unexpected threats (reactive) and through
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As a principle it was determined that “the region-typical elements of the historically grown
cultural landscapes such as [...] Steinrücken
(agricultural fields), […] as well as mining and
settlement historical witnesses shall be preserved to the greatest possible extent and be
incorporated into future uses in a way that the
landscapes of the region are secured and further developed according to their characteristics.” (principle 2.1.2.4, p. 94). In addition to ecological, natural and cultural aspects, which are
regulated in detail by natural and monumental
protection law, the regional planning protection focuses on securing these characteristic
elements as an effective and identity-building
component of the overall landscape.
The definition of the characteristis features
of the Ore Mountain landscape was part of the
FR-Regio project “Kulturlandschaftsprojekt Mittelsachsen”. Aim of the project was a detailed
analysis of the cultural landscapes located in
Mittelsachsen. The results were reported and
mapped. The definition of the cultural landscapes bases on the concentration of a historic
cultural landscape elements, the diversity of the
historic cultural landscape elements on a small
areas, the predominance of a distinctives single
element, the specific associative value of the
area, and the specific natural character
Cultural related specifics are defined as landscape elements or the designs which are manmade and characterise the landscape appearance. The characteristic features were identified
on the basis of short profiles to the respective
cultural landscapes. With regards to the nominated property a specifity of the Ore Mountain
region is the mining economy that has formed
the landscape from the 12th century onwards.
The region is predominatly characterised by its
tangible and intangible mining heritage that is
a defining part of the determined cultural landscape. The following nominated component
parts are located within large-scale cultural
landscapes units (cf. map 14 ‘Historical cultural
landscapes of special character’, volume 2):
• Component part 4-DE part of Großhartmannsdorfer Teiche (ponds) (n° 42), Ore Mining Landscape around Freiberg and Brand-Erbisdorf (n° 61), Steinrückenfelder (stone ridge
fields) and agricultural landscapes around
Mulda and Lichtenberg (n° 62)
• Component part 7-DE part of mining landscape around Aue-Schneeberg (n°15)
• Component part 8-DE, 9-DE, 10-DE part of
Steinrückenfelder (stone ridge fields) and
agricultural landscapes around AnnabergBuchholz (n° 10)
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regular information exchange with the future World
Heritage management (preventive) in conflict management for the future UNESCO World Heritage site“

(principle 1.8.5, p. 78). The plan approach serves as
a precautionary assessment at the regional planning level.

Table 2 Overview of the planning instruments

Political administrative level
Federal States

Planning level

Legal basis

Planning instruments

Main content

Spatial planning at
federal state level

Regional Planning Act
and Laws of spatial
planning at federal
state level

Spatial planning of the
State (State Development Plan for the Free
State of Saxony)

Objectives and principles of spatial planning
in the Federal States/
regions

Regional planning
Communities

Building management
planning

Regional plan
Communal planning
authority as per Art. 28
Grundgesetz (Basic Law
of the Ferderal Republic of Germany)

Land-use plan
(Flächennutzungsplan)

Illustration of the type
of land use for the
entire municipal area

Local Building Plan
(Bebauungsplan)

Determinations for urban planning order and
development for parts
of the municipal area

5.5 Ordinances in accordance with nature conservation law
Nature Conservation Areas (NSG)
Nature conservation areas focus on the preservation and development of habitats, biotopes and
species. Moreover, the solid rock, soils and water
bodies and the relief can determine the protective
purpose. Protection may also extend to parts of
the landscape that are characterized by human

use. Nature conservation areas are priority areas of
nature conservation. Their aims are formulated in
the Saxon Nature Conservation Act only in general
terms. Therefore, for each area, an ordinance specifically regulates the protection and protection
purpose as well as permissible actions.

Component part

Ordinance

Notification

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape

NSG ‘Geisingberg und
Geisingwiesen’

As of 2000 (SächsABl. S. 989); last amended 2007
(SächsABl. Sonderdr. S. S294)

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape

NSG ‘Georgenfelder Hochmoor’

As of 1961 (GBl.II DDR S. 166)

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape

NSG ‘Grenzwiesen Fürstenau und
Fürstenauer Heide’

As of 2007 (SächsGVBl. S. 613), and as of 2015

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt
Freiberg/RWA (4.7.2-DE)

NSG ‘Großhartmannsdorfer
Großteich’

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape

NSG ‘Heide und Moorwald
am Filzteich’

As of 2010 (SächsGVBl. S. 73)

17-DE Uranium Mining Landscape

NSG ‘Hartensteiner Wald’

As of 2001 (SächsABl. S. 597); last amended 2001
(SächsABl. S. 1132)

As of1997 (SächsABl. S. 1241); last amended 2007
(SächsABl. Sonderdr. S. S276)

Landscape Protection Areas (LSG)
Landscape protection areas are areas of varying
expanse in which a landscape or parts thereof, including the natural processes and uses,
are protected. The focus here is on the preservation of the landscape, the peculiarities and
special features that make the protected land-
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scape distinctive. In the landscape protection
area, the compatibility of careful human use
with the preservation and development of the
cultural landscape, its species and habitats is
most important. This includes land use, such as
agriculture, forestry and fishing, but also tour-

ism. In landscape protection areas, all actions
which alter the nature of the area, harm the
natural balance, impair the landscape and the
natural enjoyment or are otherwise contrary to
the special protection purpose require the written approval of the nature protection authority

Landscape protection areas are established by
means of appropriate ordinances of the responsible nature conservation authorities, with the
involvement of the public authorities (§ 26 (1)
BNatSchG).

Ordinance LSG

Notification

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape

LSG ‘Oberes Osterzgebirge’

As of 2014 (SächsGVBl. 2015 S. 9)

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape,
Ore canal, related mines and
smeltery(4.2-DE)

LSG ‘Grabentour’

As of 1990, last amended 2004

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscap:
Rothschönberger Stolln, IV. Lichtloch (4.7.1-DE)

LSG ‘Grabentour’

As of 1990, last amended 2004

LSG ‘Großhartmannsdorfer
Großteich’

As of 1968

LSG ‘Erzengler Teich’

As of 1962

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape

LSG ‘Am Filzbach’

As of 2010 (SächsGVBl. S. 326)

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape

LSG ‘Pöhlberg’

As of 1962

LSG ‘Greifensteingebiet’

As of 1996, last amended 2005

LSG ‘Oberes Zschopautal mit
Preßnitztal’

As of 1990, las amended 2013 (Sächs. GVBl. S. 785)

LSG ‘Talsperre Eibenstock’

As of 1968, last amended 2014 (SächsGVBl. S. 666)

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt
Freiberg/RWA (4.7.2-DE)

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining
Landscape
15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape
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Component part

Erzgebirge/Vogtland nature park
The Nature Conservation Ordinance Erzgebirge/
Vogtland of 9 May 1996, as amended by ordinance of the administrative district Erzgebirgskreis from 01.07.2015 defines the regulations for
the nature park. The purpose is to preserve the
landscape conditions for recreation, conservation or recovery of the natural balance as well as
the recreational use, with particular attention to
the nature conservation and cultural characteristics of the area. Responsible for the nature park
are the administrative districts Erzgebirgskreis,
Mittelsachsen and Vogtlandkreis. In particular,
the nature park is designed to ensure the uniform
development and care of the area in accordance
with the principles and objectives of the regional
planning and national planning taking into account the interests of nature conservation and
landscape management and recreation resource.
In addition, the nature park serves, among others, to preserve, to promote and to develop the
historically grown settlement and commercial
structure. The nature park is divided into three
protection and management zones with different
levels of regulations.

• The protection zone I, which comprises the
most sensitive areas of the nature park (for example, the high moors at the edge of the Ore
Mountains), and in which the protection of nature and landscape is an absolute priority.
• The protection zone II, which covers the areas
outside the built-up areas and is primarily reserved for landscape protection and recreational use. However, special attention must be
given to all aspects of nature conservation.
• The development zone, which mainly comprises the settlements in the nature park. It
offers the municipalities space for a moderate
settlement development. In order to preserve
the landscape, attention should be paid to
the typical construction type of the region related to the historically developed settlement
structure.
Any actions that significantly or permanently alter the character of the area or adversely affect
its protection are prohibited. Actions in the protection zones I and II of the natural park require
the written permission of the relevant nature conservation authority. This includes, inter alia, the
following actions:
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1. the erection of physical structures pursuant
to Section 2(1) of the Saxon Building Code
(SächsBO) [...], even if they do not require
authorization,
2. the erection of wind power plants,
3. the relocation of new or alteration of existing
aboveground or subterranean pipelines of all
kinds,

4. the removal, extraction or introduction of
stones, gravel, sand, clay or other soil constituents, or the alteration of the soil design to
others,
5. the installation or modification of public or
other transport routes, [...]
10. the installation, disposal or modification of
flowing or standing waters.

Component part

Coverage, protection zone

7-DE Schindlers Werk Smalt Works

Nominated property and buffer zone, protection zone II

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape

Annaberg mining town and parts of the buffer zones, development zone; Frohnau
mining landscape and buffer zone, development zone and protection zone II

10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape

Nominated property and buffer zone, development zone and protection zone II

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Nominated property and buffer zone, protection zone II

15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape

Nominated property and buffer zone, protection zone II

16-DE Rother Berg Mining Landscape

Nominated property, protection zone II; buffer zone, development zone and
protection zone II

Fig. 7
Lindenhäuschen
(miners’ house),
Marienberg

5.6 Traditional protection
An additional protective measure results from the
strong awareness of the local population for their
historic mining heritage. The mining tradition associations contribute significantly to the conservation of living history and valuable monuments.
Associations dedicate themselves to the conservation and development of historic mining mon-
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uments as well as the conservation of mining and
metallurgical traditions. Maintaining the heritage
in the Ore Mountains serves to preserve a living
and deeply rooted regional identity. Traditions are
not only maintained, but also developed in their
original spirit and therefore sustainably preserved.

6. Protected area

6.1 Boundaries of the
nominated property
The boundary of the nominated property is drawn according to the rationale of a cultural landscape, which
brings with it the need for contextualization and
which encompasses its functional, spatial and historical integrity, both above and below ground. The
boundaries of the component parts include elements
related to the mining system including mining sites
and operational areas, processing sites, infrastructure
to support the mine, miners´ living sites, aspects of
settlement stimulated by mining (e.g. agricultural areas) and landscape modifications due to mining (e.g.
shaft collapses) necessary to convey the significance
and characteristic of each part as it contributes to
the full expression of the outstanding universal value
and the integrity and authenticity of the property. The
boundaries include setting and the functional links
with the environment and other elements of the mining system.

6.2 Buffer zone
The buffer zones surround the nominated property
and are used for its protection (Paras. 103-107 Op.
Guide. 2016). The buffer zones themselves are not a
part of the nominated property.
The buffer zones were delineated:
• to control construction works and developments in
the surrounding area that may otherwise negatively impact the immediate settings of the nominated
component parts, The extent to which changes
outside the component parts can adversely affect
the outstanding universal value of the nominated
property has been thoroughly considered. The
buffer zones were drawn to encompass a sufficient
area within which developments might become a
threat to the value of the property.
• to encompass the broader setting and thus to enhance functional, spatial and historical integrity
where the definition of a larger component part
was not appropriate. In specific cases, the setting
of the buffer zone includes physical monuments

and landscape elements which provide additional historical context and a physical space in which
events could affect the visual appreciation of these
elements. It encompasses e.g. settlement and agricultural structures as well as forest areas that do
contain references to the mining theme but were
changed mainly during the 20th century impacting
considerable on the heritage values and/or landscapes features related to mining.
The designation of buffer zones is based on the local
circumstances and takes into account all features
and attributes that emphasise the significance of the
nominated property. As a rule, the buffer zones were
defined according to the exact sub-plot to support the
protection of the component parts. A standardised
buffer zone was defined where it was not appropriate
to designate a specific sub-plot for the buffer zone,
particularly in the case of linear properties such as
man-made ditches. Structures located underground
including large mine workings and linear water management systems were only allocated with a buffer
zone when these mining activities are reflected by
function-specific installations such as head frames
or administrative buildings or archaeological remains like the heaps of shafts and shaft-collapse. The
boundaries of the mining landscapes are determined
by these relicts that are visible on the surface. Otherwise, aboveground (construction) measures will have
no effect on these mostly very deep-lying structures.
In two cases (2-DE, 19-CZ), the buffer zones extend
beyond the national border to ensure adequate protection (cf. chapter 5, International Management Plan;
and chapter 5.b, Nomination File).
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The nominated property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region is composed of 22 component parts
that represent all attributes and values that convey
the property´s significance. The 17 Saxon component parts are exclusively related to the extraction and processing of ores and their social and
cultural implications. They include all successive
and evolving socio-technical systems specified for
several periods and ore resources as well as all key
interrelated interdependent and visual elements.

6.3 View perspectives
View perspectives are only specified in exceptional
cases and specifically only if it concerns perspectives
of a historic landscape and/or urban planning importance that should be preservd in the long term. The
view perspectives are highlighted in the cartography
and have to be considered for projects and planning
(cf. volume 2, Maps). Most of the view perspectives are
located in outlying areas that are gernerally protected
because construction in these areas is only possible
on a very limited scale due to Section 35 BauGB.
The selection of view perspectives was partially
carried out due to important pictures which show the
selected monuments and landscapes in a historical
context, e.g. townscapes of Freiberg, Schneeberg,
Marienberg and Annaberg by Matthäus Merian (15931650), dating back to the middle of the 17th century
or townscapes of Freiberg and Marienberg from the
Civitates Orbis Terrarum work by Braun & Hogenberg
dating back to the 2nd half of the 16th century.
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Component part

View perspective

2-DE-Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape,
Zwitterstock Tiefer Erbstolln (adit) and
Neufang mines (2.3-DE)

From the the southwestern edge of the Altenberger Pinge (shaft collapse)
to the Neufang mines

2-DE-Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape,
Arno-Lippmann-Schacht, shaft (2.5-DE)

From the powder house (Neufang mines) to the shaft

3-DE Lauenstein Administrative Centre

Two separate views from the Talstraße (Road) to the higher located castle

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape,
Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube, mine (4.6.1-DE)

From the Kohlenstraße towards the line of heaps (Junge Mordgrube
Stehender)

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape,
Goldbachtal mines (4.6.2-DE )

From the southern edge of the commercial area located on an upper
ground in the north of the heaps landscape and from the location Brandweg/Weg Schulsiedlung towards the heaps landscape

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape,
Freiberg mining town (4.4-DE)

From the northern component part Herders Ruh (tomb) and from the
heap of the Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube (mine) in the east

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape,
Schneeberg mining town (6.1-DE)

From the southwestern buildings of the Daniel Fundgrube (mine) over
the valley of Griesbach river towards town and from the northwestern
Goldene Höhe hill towards the town

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape,
Annaberg mining town (8.1-DE)

From the southwestern town of Buchholz (below the Bergstraße) and
from the western Grube Neuheiligenkreuz (mine) over the Sehmatal valley
towards the town

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape,
Annaberg mining town (8.1-DE)

From the Untere Tannenberger Straße in the northern municipality of
Schönfeld over the Zschopau valley towards the Historic Centre of
Annaberg

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape

From the Königswalder Straße over the Pöhlbach valley towards the
Pöhlberg mountain

10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape

From the southeastern area of the Grube Himmlisch Heer (mine) over the
Sehmatal valley towards the Terraconic Heaps of Shaft 116

11-DE Marienberg Mining Town

From the Galgenberg hill in the southeast of the Historic
Centre of Marienberg

12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape

Views from the Lautaer Höhe (hill) towards the lines of heaps

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape

Views from the Triftweg and the Greifensteinstraße towards the mining
landscapes of the Sauberger main and pilot shaft

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

From the church of Oberneuschönberg
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7. World Heritage administration
7.1 Authorities and specialised agencies
7.1.1 Monument protection

Sächsisches Staatsministerium des Innern
(Saxon Ministry of the Interior)
PF 01095 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-5 64 0
Fax: (+49) (0)351-5 64 31 99
Email: info@smi.sachsen.de
Landesdirektion Sachsen
(Saxon State Directorate)- Chemnitz Office Altchemnitzer Straße 41
09120 Chemnitz
Phone: (+49) (0)371 532 - 0
Fax: (+49) (0)371 532 - 1929
Email: post@lds.sachsen.de
Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Sachsen
(Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation)
Schloßplatz 1
01067 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-48430400
Fax: (+49) (0)351-48430499
Email: info@smi.sachsen.de
Landesdirektion Sachsen
(Saxon State Directorate)- Dresden Office Stauffenbergallee 2,
01099 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351 825 - 0,
Fax: (+49) (0)351 825 - 9999
Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen
(Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony)
Zur Wetterwarte 7
01109 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-8926199
Fax: (+49) (0)351-8926999
Email: info@lfa.sachsen.de

Landesdirektion Sachsen
(Saxon State Directorate)- Leipzig Office Braustraße 2,
04107 Leipzig
Phone: (+49) (0)341 977 - 0,
Fax: (+49) (0)341 977 - 1199

Lower Monument Protection Authorities
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Monument protection in the Free State of Saxony
works in a three-tiered system. The Saxon Ministry of the Interior is the supreme monument
protection authority, the Saxon State Directorate is the higher monument protection authority, whilst the districts and county boroughs and
the municipalities mentioned in paragraph 2 are
lower monument protection authorities (Section
3 SächsDSchG). The Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation and the Archaeological Heritage
Office in Saxony with the State Museum for Prehistory (Landesmuseum für Vorgeschichte) are
responsible for all questions regarding monument
protection and conservation.

• Administrative district office Erzgebirgskreis,
department building inspection and monument
protection unit, Annaberg-Buchholz
• Administrative district office Mittelsachsen,
building inspection and monument protection
unit, monument protection department, Freiberg
• Administrative district office Sächsische
Schweiz-Osterzgebirge, department monument preservation, Pirna
• Administrative district office Zwickau, building inspection and monument protection department, Glauchau
• Urban administration Freiberg, Urban development and building department, urban planning office, lower monument protection authority, Freiberg

7.1.2 Nature conservation
The nature conservation authorities are the Saxon State Ministry for Environment and Agriculture,
which is the highest nature conservation authority,
the Saxon State Directorate, which is the second
highest nature conservation authority and the administrative district office and county boroughs,
which are the lower nature conservation authorities
(Section 40 (1) SächsNatSchG). The Saxon State
Ministry for Environment and Agriculture is the highest nature conservation authority and has supervisory control over the upper nature conservation
authorities. The competent nature conservation
authorities are the Saxon State Office for the Environment, Agriculture and Geology and the Public
Enterprise Sachsenforst. General responsibility for
the implementation of the Nature Conservation Act
(BNatschG) and the Saxon Nature Conservation Act
(SächsNatSchG) lies with the lower nature conservation authorities, unless otherwise specified.
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Sächsisches Staatsministerium für Umwelt
und Landwirtschaft (SMUL)
(Saxon State Ministry for the Environment
and Agriculture)
Postfach 100510, 01076 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-564-0, Fax: (+49) (0)351-5642099, Email: poststelle@smul.sachsen.de
Sächsisches Landesamt für Umwelt,
Landwirtschaft und Geologie (LfULG)
(Saxon State Office for the Environment,
Agriculture and Geology)
Postfach 540137, 01311 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-2612-0, Fax: (+49) (0)351-26121099, Email: lfulg@smul.sachsen.de
Staatsbetrieb Sachsenforst
(Public Enterprise Sachsenforst)
Bonnewitzer Str. 34, 01796 Pirna, OT Graupa
Phone: (+49) (0)3501-542-0, Fax: (+49) (0)3501-542213, Email: poststelle.sbs@smul.sachsen.de
Landesdirektion Sachsen - Referat Naturschutz, Landschaftspflege
(Saxon State Directorate - Nature Conservation,
Landscape Management Unit)
- Chemnitz office Altchemnitzer Straße 41,09120 Chemnitz
Phone: (+49) (0)371-532-0, Fax: (+49) (0)371-5321929, Email: post@lds.sachsen.de

Lower Nature Conservation Authorities
• Administrative district office Erzgebirgskreis,
nature conservation/agriculture department,
Annaberg-Buchholz.
• Administrative district office Mittelsachsen,
nature conservation and agriculture department, Freiberg
• Administrative district office Sächsische
Schweiz-Osterzgebirge, nature conservation
department, Prina
• Administrative district office Zwickau, nature
conservation, agriculture and forestry department, Werdau

7.2 World Heritage
stakeholders
The component parts of the serial property are
separated from each other and are spread all over
the Saxon Ore Mountains. Not only the directly affected owners have an interest in the World
Heritage issues, but also a wide range of different
administration authorities, public sector organisations, federations and associations who are responsible for the selected properties.
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Ownership
The ownership structure within the nominated
serial property is very complex due to the distribution of selected monuments and landscapes.
In addition to those owned by federal government, state government, local authorities and
the church, a large number of properties are also
owned privately. Private owners are individuals,
companies and associations. The owners bear
the main costs for building maintenance and restoration.

Monument protection authorities and
nature conservation authorities
The responsible authorities have to fulfil their legal obligations according to the regulations of
Saxony’s Monument Conservation Act (SächsDSchG) and Saxony’s Nature Conservation Act
(SächsNatSchG). Task of monument protection
and conservation is to protect and preserve cultural monuments, and, in particular, to monitor their
condition, to prevent threats and to save cultural
monuments, as well as to record them and to do
scientific research on them (Section 1(1) SächsDSchG). The lower monument conservation authorities are responsible for granting certificates
necessary to obtain tax incentives and granting
of financial support for preserving and conserving
cultural monuments (Section 3 SächsDSchG).
The lower nature conservation authorities are
responsible for the protection, the conservation and development of nature and landscape
according to the legal regulations (Section 41
SächsNatSchG).

Municipalities and towns
Municipalities and towns play an important part.
In some cases they own selected properties and
they are responsible for maintenance and conservation measures. 20 towns and 12 municipalities
located within the nominated property closed a
contract during the nomination process and constituted an association responsible for the future
management of the Saxon part of the World Heritage site after inscription on the World Heritage
List. Municipalities also fulfil voluntary and mandatory duties in the context of local self-governance. They are the agencies of communal planning freedom and have the task to prepare and
manage the use and development of the plots
within the municipality. They are supported by
administrative bodies, which carry out administration tasks of the municipalities.

Administrative districts
The serial property is located in the districts of Erzgebirgskreis, Meissen, Mittelsachsen, Sächsische
Schweiz-Osterzgebirge and Zwickau. Component
parts are also partly owned by the districts. As
regional authorities, the districts are the link between Federal and State’s central state duties and
the local duties of the towns and municipalities.

Freiberg (Technical University Mining Academy Freiberg):

In addition to the public initiators, communal or
state facilities, there is a large number of different
associations which have an impact on the social,
public and cultural life in the Ore Mountains. These
include regional heritage and tradition associations, mining and smelting associations, miners’
guilds and associations to conserve mining music.
Historically, the activities of many associations
are linked with the work of various archives and
regional museums (often with a historic mining direction). Associations dedicate themselves to the
preservation and development of historic mining
monuments and the conservation of mining and
smelting traditions.
As owners or managers, many associations
are also responsible for the conservation and
mediation of some selected monuments and
landscapes. Most of the visitor mines in the Ore
Mountains are managed by associations, which
are mostly non-profit organisations and contribute greatly to the conservation and protection of
important monuments.
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The IWTG concentrates its research and teaching in the areas of industrial archaeology, history
of technology, science and environmental history and historical innovation research. IWTG itself
has a series of cooperation partners for research
e.g. the Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony
(LfA), the Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation (LfD), the Zweckverband Sächsisches
Industriemuseum (Administrative Union Saxon
Industrial Museum) and the Deutsche Bergbau-Museum Bochum (German Mining Museum
Bochum). They have information with regards to
conservation and maintenance of technical heritage in addition to a broad historic knowledge
about the nominated property. The IWTG was
responsible for the scientific preparation of the
nomination documents.
• Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge GmbH (WFE Economic Support for the Ore Mountains Region Ltd):

Cooperation partners
National, international, local and regional cooperations are essential partners for the World Heritage site. Cooperation is possible either in the
context of project-related contracts or can be entered into as a loose agreement for common cooperation. Cooperations have been entered with
important institutions in the science, monument
conservation and business sector already during
the nomination process. Those institutions have
significant skills which ensured a high quality
level during the nomination process. In future,
this cooperation is also necessary for the implementation of the specified measures. Further including international - networking is intended.
Highlighted below are the facilities which were already involved during the nomination process as
cooperation partners on local and regional levels:
• the Institut für Industriearchäologie, Wissenschafts- und Technikgeschichte (IWTG) (Institute for Industrial Archaeology, History of
Science and Technology), TU Bergakademie

In the context of the nomination, the WFE
GmbH, in its function as project manager and
coordination office, is responsible for the entire
management, the organisation of the World
Heritage association (Welterbeverein), the setup of communication and presentation, partner
networking and budget planning. All measures
are coordinated via the WFE until the nominated
serial property is inscribed on the world heritage
list in charge of the Welterbeverein (World Heritage association).
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• Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e.V. (TVE - Tourism Association Ore Mountains):

The TVE has the task of including the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region into the tourism strategy of the Ore Mountains and to prepare a broad
tourist marketing concept. A relevant reception
and visiting experience must be coordinated
with the operators of tourist attractions and in
cooperation with restaurants and hotels. High
quality tourist offerings to promote the World
Heritage have to be developed, integrated into
existing topical strategies and marketed worldwide.
• The Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.
(Association Mining Region Ore Mountains):

The association was founded in 2003 in order
to implement the World Heritage project. Since
then, it has been actively promoting the recognition of the region as a World Heritage site. Aim
of the association is the promotion of activities
related to preservation, conservation, research
and interpretation of the tangible and intangible heritage of the nominated property. Main
actions include the presentation of the World
Heritage idea in the region, the promotion of
projects to preserve monuments, the development and promotion of scientific research projects as well as the promotion and implementation of educational programmes such as school
projects. The association is also responsible for
the acquisition of donations and funds for the
future World Heritage site as well as promoting
cooperation between all facilities, institutions
and organisations in the Saxon and Czech part
of the Ore Mountains which are relevant for the
implementation of the future World Heritage
site. The development association will continue
to have a central role in the mediation and exchange process.
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• The Sächsische Oberbergamt (OBA - Chief Mining
Office of Saxony):
Saxony’s raw material sector is an important part of
its economy. Its objective is to sustainably strengthen Saxony as a raw material site, to increase chances for value creation in this important business sector and to contribute to a sustainable raw material
supply for the growing Saxon industry. This means
that Saxony will continue to be a mining region.
The mining supervision is carried out based on the
federal and state laws by the Oberbergamt (chief
mining office of Saxony) in Freiberg. The OBA is responsible for the execution of the Federal Mining
Act. As a competent authority, the OBA is included
into the planning process based on Federal and
Free State of Saxony land use, environmental protection and construction laws. OBA also assumes
responsibility to ensure public safety and order as
well as the removal of risk areas in underground
cavities. OBA therefore plays an important part for
the nominated serial property. During the nomination process, a cooperation was undertaken with
OBA as an important partner, in order to recognise
early on potential risks to the nominated property
due to a possible mining revival. The rehabilitation
of the post-mining landscapes has to consider the
traditional regional features as well as to enable the
chances for a future-proof regional development.
Close cooperation is already established for this
purpose.
• The Landestalsperrenverwaltung (LTV - State Dam
Administration):
The LTV operates and manages almost all dams
which are owned by the Free State of Saxony and
is responsible for the development, maintenance
and flood protection of all flowing waters which
are subject to Saxon administration. The LTV is also
responsible for parts of the water storage, which
previously supplied the mining sector and now
belongs to the nominated serial property, as is the
case with the Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt/RWA
Freiberg (mining water management system). The
relevant properties were selected and documented
in close cooperation with the LTV and the competent authorities.
• The Regionale Planungsverbände Chemnitz und
Oberes Elbtal/Osterzgebirge (Regional Planning
Associations Chemnitz and Upper Elbe Valley/
Eastern Ore Mountains):
The associations are responsible for regional
planning and draft the regional plans, which compile different use interests and requirements and
balance them. An extensive planning process is
used to coordinate with all authorities, initiators
of infrastructure measures, associations and the
public. The planning associations are public organisations, responsible for creating land use plans for
areas in Saxony.
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Fig. 8
Foundation of the
Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge
e.V. (association)
in Annaberg-Buchholz, May 2015

7.3 World Heritage
management
7.3.1 Structure and organisation
Based on the structure already established during the nomination process, the districts, towns
and municipalities, with support from the management working group, have developed and
passed a future coordinating administration
structure for the nominated serial property on
the Saxon side. The future management association ‘Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.’
was founded in May 2015 and the association’s
administrative office is currently managed by
the WFE GmbH.

Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.
(World Heritage Association) with the regional World Heritage Coordination Office
The World Heritage Association undertakes
the organisation institution and coordination
for component parts of the serial property on
the Saxon side. The organisation and working
method of the association is specified in articles of association. Its activities are financed
primarily via membership fees, sponsorships,
public funds and other support such as grants.
A World Heritage coordination office is set up as
the association’s administrative office. A World
Heritage coordinator will be appointed after inscription.

7.3.2 Objective and purpose
The World Heritage Association is founded specifically for:
• Monitoring the outstanding universal value;
• Implementation of the joint target agreement
based on the charter ‘Montanregion Erzgebirge’
(Mining Region Ore Mountains);
• Involvement and coordination of all parties in
terms of the World Heritage Convention;
• Further development of the cultural landscape
in harmony with the regulations of the World
Heritage Convention;
• Strengthening the awareness of the World Heritage site within the local population and visitors
to the region.

7.3.3 Main tasks and skills
Coordination and management:
• Administration of the serial property on a national level: the World Heritage Association is
a central contact for all issues related to the
nominated serial property.
• Coordination of the stakeholders: the World
Heritage Association is responsible for the coordination of the involved institutions that deal
with the preservation and development of the
nominated property. It ensures the involvement of the local authorities and other World
Heritage stakeholders and thereby their cooperation and participation.
• Networking: the World Heritage Association is
responsible for networking with other World
Heritage sites and other institutions (e.g. German UNESCO-World Heritage e.V. Association).
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• International cooperation: the World Heritage Association organises and carries out joint events,
seminars and meetings with the Czech partners. It
collects and prepares documents for the Bilateral
Advisory Group.
• Coordination and monitoring of measures: the
World Heritage Association coordinates all public
or private initiatives with regards to the nominated
serial property. It supports the owners and operators of the selected monuments and landscapes
when implementing measures. It specifies measures and projects on a national level in a regularly
updated action plan. The association monitors the
implementation and enforcement of the final Management Plan.
• World Heritage logo supervision: the World Heritage Association controls the use of the World Heritage logo according to UNESCO’s brand guidelines.
• Monitoring: the World Heritage Association is the
main German contact for regular reporting. It creates the report for the Saxon component parts in
cooperation with experts and passes it on to the
Bilateral Advisory Group.
• Conflict management: The World Heritage Association informs itself regularly about all planned
action for the nominated serial property, in order
to recognize possible undesirable developments
early on and to accompany and steer the decision
making process. Monitoring planning processes
should help to recognize conflicts at an early stage
and to develop solutions with the stakeholders
which are in harmony with the World Heritage. This
also includes close cooperation with economic
stakeholders - especially in the mining sector - to
coordinate interests in order to achieve harmony
with World Heritage objectives. In addition, visitor
numbers are monitored in order to prevent unfavourable or damaging effects on the nominated
serial property due to tourist overexploitation.
Conservation of the property:
• Monitoring: the World Heritage Association is
responsible for monitoring the conservation status of nominated serial property. It continuously
informs itself about the conservation state of the
properties. It ensures that regular monitoring is
carried out in agreement with state of the art scientific standards. An evaluation of the reports is
carried out in cooperation with the competent
monument protection authorities.
• Development of utilisation concepts: the World
Heritage Association supports the communities,
managers and owners of serial properties with
the development, application and implementation of projects which help the development of
the World Heritage site.
• Future additions to the serial property: the
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World Heritage Association recommends to
the Bilateral Advisory Group possible additions
to the serial property. Beforehand, possible extensions are checked by experts with regards to
them fulfilling World Heritage criteria.
Communication and presentation:
• Presentation: the World Heritage Association
promotes strategies and programs for the presentation and support of the nominated serial
property in order to increase the international
recognition of the nominated property’s importance.
• Public relations: the World Heritage Association promotes awareness of the World Heritage
and the World Heritage program with suitable
measures (e.g. publication, conferences, special events, etc.).

7.3.4 Composition
World Heritage Association
The World Heritage association is composed of the
administrative districts, towns and communities
that are in charge of the nominated component
parts. Additionally, members include representatives that have supplementary associated sites in
their jurisdiction. The World Heritage coordination
office is the administrative office.

Regional World Heritage
Coordination Office
The regional coordination office is used as the administrative office for the World Heritage Association.
A One World Heritage coordinator (m/f) and two further members of staff reside at the office. The office
handles the administrative tasks (staff, budget etc.)
and implements the association’s activities. The office ensures the information flow between all members of the association and is used as central contact
for UNESCO, Saxon ministries, Bilateral Advisory
Group, population and other institutions. The office
professionally prepares Bilateral Advisory Group
meetings and decisions and ensures the implementation of Bilateral Advisory Group decisions.
An important task area of the office is the initiation
and maintaining of cooperation with local, regional
and national partners. Further central duties are to
oversee implementation and further development of
national measures specified in the Management Plan
and the monitoring.

Working Groups
Working groups support the World Heritage Association to discuss specific professional questions

World Heritage Advisory Board
An expert board is to be set up in order to support
the World Heritage Association with specialist issues. This advisory board should specifically advise the association with regards to World Heritage
relevant issues, e.g. for planned measures, extensions to the serial property, conflicts etc. and also
help with the mediation of the World Heritage.

Forum Montanregion Erzgebirge
After the inscription of the nomination a forum of
the museums, associations, institutions and organisations that are responsible for the management of
individual site will be established. It is to be used as
a platform for presentation, discussion and evaluation with regards to conservation problems, monitoring mechanisms and (museal) mediation.

Cooperation and participation
A close cooperation already exists with the most
important supra-regional organisations interested
stakeholders and authorities shown below:
• Monument protection authorities with regards
to protection, conservation and conflict management.
• Sächsisches Oberbergamt (chief mining office of
Saxony) with regards to conflict management.
• Chemnitz Planning Association and Obere Elbtal-Osterzgebirge Planning Association with regards to protection, conservation and conflict
management.
• Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e. V. (tourism association) with regards to tourism and promotion.
• Institute for Industrial Archaeology, History of
Science and Technology (TU Bergakademie Freiberg) with regards to research, documentation,
protection, conservation and conflict management.

• Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. (association) with regards to citizen participation
and awareness creation.
The plan is to consolidate further cooperations
which support the World Heritage Association in the
implementation of objectives and measures and,
for their part, can benefit from the World Heritage.

7.3.5 Process
Meetings
The meetings take place on a regular basis most likely every quarter. Special meetings can
be called any time on application. The location
of meetings of the World Heritage Association
changes regularly upon decision between the cities and municipalities.
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and to develop suitable solutions. Five working
groups were set up during the nomination process and continue to support the association with
their skills in future: AG Management, AG Monument Conservation, AG Tourism, AG Regional Development and AG Heritage Interpretation. The
members of the working group are from public
institutions and expert panels, which deal with the
relevant topics in the region. The working groups
have a special role in the implementation and development of the Management Plan. Further working groups can be set up if necessary.

Decisions
Decisions are made by simple majority vote in association meetings. Voting rights are determined
by the financial contribution by the association
members. For more detail refer to the statutes of
the association.

Action plan
The World Heritage Association implements the
national action plan 2013 - 2021 and updates it
regularly (cf. chapter 11). Projects and measures
can be suggested by every member. Projects and
measures are also discussed in the working groups
and in the Forum Montanregion Erzgebirge and
can then be suggested to the World Heritage Association.

Monitoring and evaluation
The World Heritage Association is responsible for
the preparation of the periodic reporting and passes them on to the relevant ministry. It coordinates
the fulfilment of the monitoring tasks - especially
the current reports and periodic reports - to UNESCO for all Saxon properties of the serial property.
The World Heritage Association evaluates key indicators and develops these in cooperation with
relevant institutions.

Financing
As part of the nomination process, a preliminary
budget plan was confirmed which regulates
the financing of the future agency responsible
for management of the Saxon part of the nominated serial property, the association Welterbe
Montanregion Erzgebirge e. V.. The preliminary
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budget of the regional World Heritage association includes basic funding for the nominated
property of 315,000.00 EUR per year, mainly for
staff and material costs of the regional World Heritage coordination office, promotion and public
relation work, administrative and transboundary tasks. The expenditure could be financed in
equal measures from membership contributions,
by funds of the European Union and subsidies, if
available, by the Free State of Saxony. EU funds
were already granted for the period 2016 to 2019
to implement activities related to the nominated
property in the field of education, interpretation
and tourism.
Additional to the financing of the management,
further 240,000 EUR is earmarked annually for the
implementation of the measures specified in the
action of the Saxon Management Plan (chapter
13.2). A budget will subsequently be approved
in accordance with the work programme agreed
annually. The implementation of the measures
will require money from sponsors and/or funding
resources and grants. As far as funding or grants
of the Free State of Saxony are taken, this is only
possible within the available budget resources.

Start and dissolution

Fig. 9 Organisational structure of the Saxon World Heritage management
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The managing association was founded in May
2015. If the nominated serial property is not inscribed or is removed from the World Heritage List,
then the World Heritage Association dissolves automatically.

8. Planning framework

8.1 World Heritage guiding
principles
In June 2011, a contract under public law was
made between the local authorities and the administrative districts engaged in the World Heritage nomination. The contract regulates the organisation and structure of the World Heritage project
during the nomination process until end of 2015.
During that time the highest decision-making
body was the Welterbekonvent Erzgebirge, which
was composed of the administrative districts and
local authorities involved in the World Heritage
project. In May 2015 the districts, towns and municipalities established the association Welterbe
Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. which is the future
World Heritage managing institution.
The World Heritage stakeholders have defined
common ideas on objectives and consequential
developed joint guidelines for the management
which should provide a sustainable management
approach and allow for a diverse utilization of the
cultural landscape. All further objectives, measures and activities derive out of the guidelines.
In February 2012, the responsible national and
regional authorities confirmed their joint responsibility for the Ore Mountains’ historic heritage by
specifying mutual management guidelines laid
out in the ‘Charter Montanregion Erzgebirge’ (Mining Region Ore Mountains Charter). The Welterbe
Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. has the responsibility
to protect, conserve and develop the World Heritage site as defined by the World Heritage Convention. The following guidelines are considered for
sustainable development of the cultural landscape
taking account of the conservation and protection
of the World Heritage attributes, and values:
1. Protection and conservation
The aim is to permanently conserve the landscape mining monuments in the context of a coherent historic mining landscape. The protection
of the monuments and landscapes contributes

to the preservation and strengthening of the cultural identity as well as to the distinctiveness of
the mining region. The region recognises the outstanding universal importance of its historic heritage and confirms their will to protect, conserve
and to promote the historic heritage for future
generations.
2. Sustainable development
A sustainable development of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region can only be achieved
in a careful handling of the outstanding historic
monuments. The historic heritage is an essential
prerequisite for the creation of an attractive and
sustainable region. The material and immaterial
facets of the cultural landscape constitute the
basis for the special character of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region. Like no other element, they have an impact on the region’s image
and enable a deliberate connection between
tradition and the future. All activities have to
consider and sustainably follow these outstanding values.
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The following outlines plans and strategic areas of
activity that are of special importance for the nominated serial property. The basis for all future plans
which concern the nominated serial property are
the data recorded during the nomination process
and the long-term collective objective specified by
the local authorities and administrative districts.
Additional measures are expressed in order to
implement the specified activities. The objectives
and principles outlined in the regional plans provide the basis for the World Heritage guiding principles (cf. chapter 5.4).

3. Strengthening of identity – “Alles kommt
vom Bergwerk her!“ (The mine is the source of
everything)
The old saying “Alles kommt vom Bergwerk her!”
refers to broad areas of life in the region. The
material and immaterial aspects that have developed due to 800 years of mining are the outstanding attributes of the region, and as such it
is a source of pride in the Ore Mountains. Mining
history is an essential part of the population’s collective memory and has an effect on the region’s
identity. The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a result of historic continuity. It has developed into a distinct region and its identity should
be conserved. Conservation and promotion to
future generations contribute significantly to preserve the unique character of the region.
4. Cooperation
In order to implement a sustainable regional
development, which is in line with monument
conservation, a permanent legal framework is
required specifying planning levels, tasks and responsibilities. The inter-communal cooperation
has to be safeguarded as well as the cooperation
of all stakeholders. The presentation and promotion of the World Heritage idea includes a national and international cooperation.
5. Creating awareness and information
A future-oriented and sustainable development
of the region can only be successful if all stake-
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holders are involved. A flow of information has
to be guaranteed for this purpose. The values
and objectives of the UNESCO World Heritage
have to be recognised and understood. Existing
protection mechanisms have to be strengthened. The most important objective is to create awareness within the population about the
conservation of the cultural heritage and at the
same time contribute to the promotion of regional value creation.
6. Experience
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a
unique, internationally important cultural possession and has a considerable potential for
tourism. The region’s mining history monuments
are authentic and intact which adds to the visiting experience. The offerings for national and
international tourists are authentic and of a high
quality which enables the visitors to be actively
engaged with the values of the World Heritage
site. The mining traditions effect on the identity
of the region should particularly be maintained
as it constitutes a unique site potential.
7. Conflict management
The mining monument and post-mining landscapes touch a wide range of interests of large a
number of people and institutions. Preservation
efforts and a future use in line with monument
conservation therefore require effective coordination. Conflict management is established to
facilitate a balance in the event of a conflict between the different interests of monument conservation, business - in particular mining and
remediation of contaminated sites, research,
tourism, regional development and the regional
population. Conflict management is seen as an
effective instrument to find consensus and to mediate disputes early on.

8.2 Administrative data of the
nominated property
8.2.1 Nominated property, Saxony
Current state of conservation
During the nomination process, the state of conservation of all listed monuments related to mining within
the nominated component parts was evaluated regularly in close cooperation with the monument protection authorities. The evaluation included also landscape features related to mining such as heaps and
shaft-collapse as they are frequently also protected
under monument protection law. In 2015, a monitoring process was implemented on behalf of the World
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Heritage association by the Institute of Industrial Archaeology, History of Science and Technology (IWTG)
of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. Together with the
site managers, municipalities and monument protection authorities all sites were visited and the state
of conservation as well as necessary measures were
recorded. Basing upon the evaluation an action plan
was set-up to ensure long-term protection. Additionally, a constant flow of information related to the state
of conservation of the nominated component parts is
secured by regular meetings of the monument preservation working group. Care and maintenance is
provided in line with accepted conservation practice.
As a result, the present state of conservation of the
majority of the built structures is good. With 74.6 % of
the properties, the necessary conservation measures
have been completed in the recent years or no preservation measures are required in a medium-term. Regular maintenance work is performed. Further 19.6 %
of the properties are in a satisfactory condition. These
properties are not threatened at the moment, but
conservation measures are necessary in certain areas
and partly already ongoing or prepared. Two component parts are currently in a poor condition (5.8 %).
First safety measures were already implemented.
Landscape features such as heaps, man-made ditches or shaft-collapse are partly affected by vegetation
that should be removed regularly but does not impact
on the state of conservation. These sites are regularly
monitored to react if necessary. The following chart
provides an overview of the built structures in a fair or
poor condition that require maintenance measures in
short to medium-term. The present state of conversation of each component part is described below.

Threats and need for action
From the 57 properties in satisfactory condition, it
is necessary to carry out measures in the short term
(within a year) for nine properties, in the medium
term (1 - 10 years) for 35 properties and long-term
(more than 10 years) for seven properties. No statement is possible for a further six individual objects
in a satisfactory state. These individual objects are
often threatened by natural vegetation. From the 17
objects in poor condition, it is necessary to carry out
preservation measures in the short term (within a
year) for eleven properties and in the medium term
(up to 10 years) for six properties. The physical structures are partially at great risk and large-scale restoration measures are necessary. Threats are mainly
caused by the lack of use and the resulting decay. A
professional inspection and evaluation of all buildings in bad and satisfactory condition that require
urgent attention was carried out soon to evaluate
the necessity and extent of preservation measures.
First safety measures were already implemented.

Development pressure
During the nomination process an analysis of the
potential factors affecting the component parts was
carried out in close collaboration with the relevant
stakeholders. The responsible institutions and municipalities were requested to submit reports in order to avoid potential conflicts as far as possible in
the run up to the nomination. With respect to construction projects planned for the near future, the
world heritage compatibility of the proposed measures was examined and joint world heritage-compatible alternatives developed.
In future, possible threats may arise from construction projects, resumption of mining activity,
and neglect of the built fabric (cf. chapter 4.b.1,
Nomination File, and chapter 8.2, Management
Plan). The Saxon World Heritage Coordination office
will regularly control all developments supported
by the responsible authorities.
Risks to the nominated serial property due to the
abandoned mining cannot be excluded. Damage
can above all occur in the surface mining installations or heap landscapes. The most obvious and
common form of sudden subsidence is shaft-collapse. However, direct effects on buildings are exceptions.
A possible risk from natural catastrophe cannot
be excluded since floods are a natural phenomenon. At present, the evaluation of the experiences
with the flood of a century in 2002 means that flood
models were created for all valley areas with flowing waters, recorded in maps, and relevant action
plans were drawn up. Currently, various structural
measures like flood control reservoirs are being im-

plemented in order to prevent flood peaks in waters
of the first order. Furthermore, current floodwater
concepts including alarm, action and monitoring
concepts were created under the central management by the State Dam Administration in cooperation with the regional authorities. This also includes
the new flood protection concept of the State Dam
Administration, which also considers the mining
water structures proposed for nomination.
The capacity limits of visitor numbers have not
yet been reached for any of the visitor institutions. At
present, there is also no indication that effects due to
visitors are to be expected in the near future. So far
no special measures are required for visitor management. Annual recording of visitor numbers is to be
implemented and regularly analysed as part of the
monitoring of the nominated serial property in order
to be able to react in time to any changes. If the visitor
flow grows significantly, then suitable measures will
have to be developed for visitor management and to
protect the serial property.
In order to mitigate negative effects on the nominated property, the regional planning working group
developed a conflict management procedure (cf.
chapter 8.3.3 point 4). As agreed with the competent
authorities, among others the Saxon State Ministry of
Economic Affairs and the Saxon Oberbergamt (chief
mining office), mining activities will be consulted with
the World Heritage Centre at an early stage. Further
steps include the establishment of an advisory body
to support the managing institution and the relevant
stakeholders in the tasks of balancing the cultural,
economic, especially mining, and infrastructural
needs of the region with the obligations of the World
Heritage Convention.
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Possible threats

Fig. 10
Stamp mill of the
Wolfgang Maßen
Fundgrube (mine),
Schneeberg-Neustädtel
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8.2.2 Component parts, Saxony
In the following the adminisitrative data of each
component part are outlined in detail to provide in
particular the municpalities, with a compact overview of main management issues related to their
component parts (cf. maps chapter 14.2). A de-

tailed description of the component parts is give in
section 2 of the Nomination Plan that provides the
overall framework for the protection of the nominated property.

Administrative data 1 -DE Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines
Municipality concerned
Dippoldiswalde

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part
size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population

Map n°

N 50°53’48.150”
E 13°40’26.946”

536.871

-

0

DE/01

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Archaeological site

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting
Completely located below the surface, no buffer zone designated

Current state of conservation
The site is secured, well researched and the finds will be displayed.

Administrative data 2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape
Principal elements

Altenberger Pinge, shaft collapse (2.1-DE); Wäsche IV, processing site (2.2-DE); Zwitterstock Tiefer Erbstolln (adit) and Neufang mines (2.3-DE); Aschergraben, man-made ditch (2.4-DE); Arno-Lippmann-Schacht, shaft (2.5-DE); Vereinigt Zwitterfeld
zu Zinnwald, mine (2.6-DE)

Municipality concerned
Altenberg

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part
size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population (2017)

Map n°

N 50°45’50.578”
E 13°46’13.697”

269.367

1,716.705

approximatly 1,092

DE/02-03
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Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Bergbaumonumente Altenberg’
Ensemble ‘Bergbaumonumente Zinnwald’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Nature protection area ‘Geisingberg und Geisingwiesen’
Landscape protection area ‘Oberes Osterzgebirge’
Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Geisingberg’

Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Nature conservation areas ‚Geisingberg und Geisingwiesen’, ‚Georgenfelder Hochmoor’ and ‘Grenzwiesen Fürstenau/ Fürstenauer
Heide’; Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Geisingberg und Geisingwiesen’;
Landscape protection area ‘Oberes Osterzgebirge’

Urban areas

BauGB

Redevelopment statute ‘Stadtmitte Altenberg’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Building plans ‘Solarpark Tiefenbachhalde’ (prepared) and ‘Europark Altenberg PA 1’
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Protection, buffer zone

Protection, view prespectives
View perspective

Condition

Protection status

From the the southwestern edge of the Altenberger
Pinge to the Neufang mines (2.3-DE)

open view from higher ground

protection governed by environmental law

From the powder house (mining area Neufang) to the
Arno-Lippmann-Schacht (shaft) (2.5-DE)

open view over the valley

due to condition

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is good. The state of conservation of the Rothzechner hoisting shaft
needs to be monitored more closely. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Heaps landscape, Neufang mines

est. from 15th to 18th centuries

good

Powder house, Neufang mines

est. 1793

good

Ventilation shaft 20, Neufang mines

est. 1967, converted 1982

good

Ventilation shaft 32, Neufang mines

est. 1974

good

Rothzechner hoisting shaft, Neufang mines

est. 1958

fair

Zwitterstock-Tiefer-Erbstolln (adit)

est. from 1491 to 1543

good

Agricultural areas, Geisingberg (mountain)

est. from 1440

good

Altenberger Pinge (surface depression)

est. from 1440

good

Wäsche IV (ore washer)

est. 16th century

fair

Aschergraben (ditch)

est. 1452-1458

good

Arno-Lippmann-Schacht (shaft)

est. 1961/1962

good

Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald (mine)

est. 1917

good

Underground structures, Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald (mine)

est. from 1686

good

Tiefen Hilfe Gottes adit, Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald (mine)

est. from 1749

good
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Potential threats
Mining activities: An exploration license was granted in 2017, and possible impacts on the present landscape appearance of the
area in which the nominated component part Altenberg-Zinnwald is located (2-DE) cannot be precluded. Based on current assessment, possible new mining activities will have no affect on the historical underground structures because they will take place
far beneath the historic level. Planning approval has not been granted yet, and will include the process according to the Federal
mining law and related mining ordinances. With regards to World Heritage, a consultation process has started following the agreed
procedure to mitigate potential negative impacts on the nominated property and it‘s setting regarding especially surface elements
(cf. chapter 8.3.3, point 4, and Nomination File, chapter 4.b.1).

Visitor numbers
Monument

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)

Visitor institution

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Wäsche IV (2.2-DE)

Mining museum Altenberg

12,700

14,700

13,200

11,100

10,800

Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu
Zinnwald (2.6-DE)

Visitor mine

10,200

10,100

11,200

8,900

9,000

Administrative data 3-DE Lauenstein Administrative Centre
Principal elements

Lauenstein Castle (3.1-DE), Lauenstein Church (3.2-DE)

Municipality concerned
Altenberg

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size
(ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population
(2017)

Map n°

N 50°47’7.156”
E 13°49’23.815”

2.926

18.885

approximatly 452

DE/02-03

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Schloss Lauenstein’
Listed monuments in the historic centre of Lauenstein

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Urban area

BauGB

Preservation statute ‘Stadtkern Lauenstein’

Protection, view prespectives
View perspective

Condition

Protection status

Two separete views from the Talstraße
(Road) to the higher located castle

open view

protection governed by environmental law and
preservation by law

Current state of conservation

The present state of conservation is overall good.
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Visitor numbers
Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)

Visitor institution

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Lauenstein Castle

16,000

16,000

16,000

16,500

17,000

Lauenstein Church

1,100

1,100

1,100

1,100

1,200
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Administrative data 4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Gersdorf mining landscape (4.1-DE); Ore canal, related mines and smeltery (4.2-DE); Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine (4.3-DE);
Freiberg mining town (4.4-DE); Zug mining landscape (4.5-DE); Brand-Erbisdorf mining landscape (4.6-DE); Freiberg water
management system (4.7-DE)

Municipality concerned
Brand-Erbisdorf, Freiberg, Großhartmannsdorf, Großschirma, Halsbrücke, Klipphausen, Lichtenberg/Erzgeb., Mulda/Sa., Neuhausen/Erzgeb., Olbernhau-Pfaffroda, Reinsberg, Sayda, Striegistal, Weißenborn/Erzgeb.

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

N 50°55’5.960’’
E 13°20’40.156’’

Component part size
(ha)

624.434

Buffer zone (ha)

2,202.532

Estimated population (2017)

Map n°

approximately 8,600

DE/04,DE/04.1, DE/04.2,
DE/04.3, DE/04.4,
DE/04.5, DE/04.6,
DE/04.7, DE/04.8,
DE/04.9, DE/04.10,
DE/04.11
DE/04.12

Administrative data 4.1-DE Gersdorf Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Adam Stolln, adit (4.1.1-DE); Joseph Schacht, underground and surface installations (4.1.2-DE); Flat-rod course, and leats
(4.1.3-DE); Segen Gottes Erbstolln (mine), surface buildings (4.1.4-DE)

Municipality concerned
Striegistal

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Segen-Gottes-Erbstolln’
Archaeological site

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area „Muldentäler oberhalb des Zusammenflusses’
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Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Striegistal’

Current state of conservation
Listed monuments, landscape features

Segen Gottes Erbstolln Mine

Date

Condition

Mine forge

est. 18th century

fair

Hoisting house

est. 18 century

fair

Krebsteich (pond)

est. 1743

fair

Upper man-made ditch

est. 1844

good

Lower man-made ditch

est. 1743

good

Mouth of the motive-water-leat

est. 18th century

good

Mouth of the Adam adit

est. from 17th century

good

Ore Canal

est. 1811

good

Flatrod-system tunnel

est. 1810

good

Weir

est. end of 18th century

good

Medieval shaft-collapse and heaps

est. 12 to 19 centuries

good

Underground wheel chamber

est. 1778

good

Underground machine chamber
with two water column machines

1826/33 and 1863

good

th

th

th

Potential threats

Agriculture and Forestry: The area of the Gersdorf mining landscape (4.2-DE) is located in areas used for agriculture.
Forest industry uses may affect the surface mining remains.
Flooding: Sections of the Gersdorf mining landscape (4.1-DE) are located in flood plains within the definition of Section
100(3) Saxon Water Act (SächsWG).

Visitor numbers
Monument

Segen Gottes Erbstolln Mine
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Visitor institution

Segen Gottes Erbstolln Mine

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

approx.
1,5002,000

approx.
1,5002,000

approx.
1,5002,000

approx.
1,5002,000

approx.
1,5002,000

Administrative data 4.2-DE Ore Canal with related mines
Principal elements

Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine (4.2.1-DE); Ore canal (4.2.2-DE); Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln mine (4.2.3-DE);
Halsbrücke smeltery (4.2.4-DE)

Municipalities concerned
Großschirma, Reinsberg, Halsbrücke

Element

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
– Ore canal with related mines
(4.2-DE), and Halsbrücke smeltery
(4.2.4-DE)

Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Grube Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln’
Ensemble ‘Bergwerkskanal’
Ensemble ‘Roter Graben und Oberes Neues Geschrei’
Listed monument Halsbrücke Metallurgical Complex

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Schwermetallhalden bei Freiberg’
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Protection, nominated property

Protection, buffer zone
Element

4-DE Freiberg
Mining Landscape Ore Canal with related
mines (4.2-DE)

4-DE Freiberg
Mining Landscape Halsbrücke smeltery
(4.2.4-DE)

Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Oberes Freiberger Muldental’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Grabentour’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg‘

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Oberes Freiberger Muldental’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Halsbrücke’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Halsbrücke’

Current state of conservation
Listed monuments, landscape features

Ore Canal with related
mines (4.2-DE)

Date

Condition

Ore canal

est. 1788 to 1789

fair

Tub Boat lift Rothenfurt

est. 1788/1789

good

Remains of the Altväter bridge

est. from 1680 to 1715

good

Lock of the Ore Canal

est. 1823

fair

Remains of the tub boat lift, Großvoigtsberg

est. 1791/1792

good

Huthaus (administration and assembly building), Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine

est. around 1700, reconstructed
1747

fair

Guard house, Churprinz Friedrich August
Erbstolln mine

est. 1820

good
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Listed monuments, landscape features

Ore Canal with related
mines (4.2-DE)

Halsbrücke smeltery
(4.2.4-DE)

Date

Condition

Forge of the Churprinz Friedrich August
Erbstolln mine

est. 18th century

fair

Carpenter’s workshop of the Churprinz
Friedrich August Erbstolln mine

est. 18th century

good

Stamp mill, Churprinz Friedrich August
Erbstolln mine

est. in 18th century

fair

Powder house, Churprinz Friedrich August
Erbstolln mine

est. 1795

good

Heap Einigkeiter Schacht (shaft) of the Alte
Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln (mine)

est. from 2nd half of 18th century

good

Surface buildings Einigkeiter Schacht (shaft),
Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln (mine)

est. 18th century

good

Administrativ building, Alte Hoffnung Gottes
Erbstolln (mine)

est. 1874

good

Miners’ house, Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln
(mine)

est. 18th century

good

Huthaus of the Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln
(mine)

est. 1769

good

Powder House, Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln
(mine)

est. 1795

good

Slag Bath

est. 1804

fair

Workers‘ housing 1-4

est. 18th century

good, fair

Aqueduct

est. from 1787 to 1791

good

Ore washer of the Oberes Neues Geschrei
(mine)

est. around 1850

good

Slag Heap

est. 18th to 20th centuries

good

Potential threats
Flooding: Parts of Ore Canal with related mines are located in flood areas as per Section 100 (3) SächsWG (Saxon Water Act).
Decay: The property exposed to decay particularly includes the administration and assembly building of the Churprinz
Friedrich Erbstolln (mine) (4.2.1-DE). The physical structure of the building was analysed and as a result measures were
determined which have partly been implemented.
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Administrative data 4.3-DE Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine
Principal elements:
Reiche Zeche, research and teaching mine (4.3.1-DE); Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube mine (4.3.2-DE); Abraham Schacht, shaft
(4.3.3-DE); Hauptstollngang Stehender, lode (4.3.4-DE); Roter Graben, man-made ditch (4.3.5-DE); Thurmhof Schacht, shaft
(underground) (4.3.6-DE); Muldenhütten smeltery (4.3.7-DE)

Municipalities concerned
Freiberg, Halsbrücke

Component part

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine (4.3-DE)

Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments in the historic centre of Freiberg
Ensemble ‘Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube’
Ensemble ‘Reiche Zeche’
Ensemble ‘Abrahamschacht’
Ensemble ‘Thurmhofschacht’

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments ‘Muldenhütten’
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Protection, nominated property

Protection, buffer zone
Component part

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
- Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine
(4.3-DE)

Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

BauGB

Preservation statute ‚Satzung
zum Schutz der historischen
Bergbaulandschaft des Freiberger Erzbergbaus’

Urban areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area
‘Oberes Freiberger Muldental’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

Current state of conservation
The component part is mostly in a good condition apart from a few exceptions that are either in a satisfactory or in a poor
condition.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Hauptstollngang Stehender (lode)
(4.3.4-DE)

Heaps landscape

est. from 14th to 19th
centuries

good

Heap masonry

est. from 1753

good

Ore pass openings and ore railway tunnel

est. 1846

good

Carpenter´s workshop

est. after 1839

good

New administration building

est. 1846

good

Abraham Schacht (shaft) (4.3.3-DE)
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Listed monuments, landscape features

Abraham Schacht (shaft) (4.3.3-DE)

Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube (mine)
(4.3.2-DE)

Reiche Zeche, research and
teaching mine (4.3.1-DE)

Roter Graben, man-made ditch
(4.3.5-DE)

Rothschönberger Stolln, drainage
system (4.7.1-DE)

Muldenhütten smeltery (4.3.7-DE)
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Date

Condition

Old administration and assembly building
(Huthaus)

est. 1843

good

Jig washing station

est. 1834

fair

Hoisting house

est. 1839

good

Sorting house

est. 1842

good

Crew´s house with horse stable

est. around 1790

poor

Mine forge

est. around 1834

good

Heap with ore passes

est. from 1808

good

Alte Elisabeth shaft complex

est. from 1808

good

Underground mine workings

est. around 1511

good

Mine forge

est. around 1850

good

Waste rock heap

est. 1841 to 1969

good

Hoist frame

est. 1953

good

Smoke stag

est. 1898

fair

Machine house

est. 1898

good

Crew’s house

est. 1898

good

Pit foremen house

est. 1898

good

Ore filling station

est. 1898

poor

Underground wheel chamber

est. 1846

good

Roter Graben (ditch)

est. 1614/1615

poor

Adit mouths (five mouths)

est. since 1614/1615,
reconstructed 1st half of
18th century

good

Administration and assembly building, Thurmhofer Hilfsstolln (adit)

from 18th century

good

Ore washer

est. around 1840

good

Heap, Grube Oberes Neues Geschrei

est. from 1844 to 1850

good

Hoisting House, Grube Oberes Neues Geschrei

est. around 1840

good

Huthaus I (administration and assembly
building)

est. in 2nd half of 17th
century

fair

Shaft furnace building

est. 1886/1887, reconstructed 1938/1939

poor

Refining complex

est. around 1855/56-1886

poor

Water barrel hoist

est. in 2nd half of 19th
century

fair

Slag stone wall of former furnaces

est. in 2nd half of 19th
century

poor

Potential threats
Agriculture and Forestry: Forest industry uses may affect the Roter Graben (ditch) (4.3.5-DE).
Pollution: Together with the iron oxide other heavy metals are still washed out of the mines and are pollution the water
of the Roter Graben (ditch) (4.3.5-DE) which has several overflows for times of floodwater into the nearby Mulde river. The
historic and heritage protected part of the Muldenhütten smeltery (4.3.7-DE) with its buildings of the lead blast furnace,
the Pattinson hut and refinery as well as all technical installations of the blast furnace are still heavily polluted by heavy
metals, especially lead, arsenic and zinc. Currently no one is allowed to enter the site without special protective clothing.
Decay: The property exposed to decay particularly includes the currently vacant and contaminated structures of the
Muldenhütten smeltery (4.3.7-DE). The decontamination as well as the preservation of the building is currently under
preparation and funding is requested.

Visitor numbers

Reiche Zeche, research and
teaching mine (4.3.1-DE)

Visitor institution

Visitor Mine Freiberg

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

21,893

10,984

-

9,471

16,369
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Monument

Administrative data 4.4-DE Freiberg mining town
Municipalities concerned
Freiberg

Protection, nominated property
Component part

Applied laws

Designation

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape Freiberg mining town (4.4-DE)

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments of the historic centre of Freiberg

Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Urban area

BauGB

Preservation statue ‘Freiberger Altstadt’

Urban area

BauGB

Design statute ‘Freiberger Altstadt’

Protection, buffer zone

Protection, view perspectives
View perspective

Condition

Protection status

from the heap of the Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube (mine) in the east

open view from upper lying areas; visual
contact partly restricted by trees

protection governed by cultural legislation, preservation and design by-law and
management building planning

Current state of conservation
Listed monuments

Date

Condition

Freiberg mining town (4.4-DE)

est. from 1168

good
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Infrastructure measures and construction projects
Measure

Location

Nominated
property

New building

Nonnengasse / Am
Marstall

New building

Buffer
zone

Stage

Construction time

x

building
permit

in realisation

Prüferstraße /
Schlossplatzquartier TU
Bergakademie

x

building
permit

in realisation

Large-scale renovation, partly including demolition and new constructions

Am Dom 1 / Am Dom 2

x

planned

in 2018

Large-scale renovation, partly including demolition and new constructions

Herderstraße 2 / Heubnerstraße / Kreuzgasse

x

planned

in 2019

Visitor numbers
Monument

Freiberg mining town
(4.4-DE)

Visitor institution

Town and Mining Museum
Freiberg

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

12,514

12,844

11,100

10,000

16,900

Administrative data 4.5-DE Zug mining landscape
Principal elements
Beschert Glück Fundgrube, mine (4.5.1-DE); Drei-Brüder-Schacht, mine (4.5.2-DE)

Municipalities concerned
Freiberg

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments of the Zug mining landscape

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB, SächsBO

Land-use plan „Freiberg
Design statute ‚Stadtteil Zug’

Urban area

BauGB

By-law for the outlying area ‘Dorfstraße Zug’
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Listed monuments, landscape features

Zug Mining Landscape
(4.5-DE)

Date

Condition

Heap with wall and ore passes, Beschert
Glück Fundgrube (mine)

est. from 1697

good

Huthaus (administration building), Beschert
Glück Fundgrube

est. 1786

good

Sorting house and shaft building, Beschert
Glück Fundgrube

est. around 1800

good

Shed complex, Beschert Glück Fundgrube

est. around 1900

good

Heap with masonry and ore passes, DreiBrüder-Schacht (shaft)

est. from 1791

good

Shaft building, Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft)

est. 1913

good

Machine house, Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft)

est. 1915

good

Sorting house, Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft)

est. 1820

good

Underground power plant

est. 1913/1914

fair

Heaps´ Landscape

est. from 16th to 19th centuries

good

C. Saxon part

Current state of conservation

Potential threats
Agriculture and Forestry: The area of Zug Mining Landscape (4.5-DE) is located in areas used for agriculture. It is primarily the areas between the heaps that are used for agricultural purposes, mainly as pasture land. It is not anticipated that
the agricultural use will have any implications for the selected landscapes.

Road construction projects
Measure

Short description

Road
construction

B 101/B173 Bypass
Freiberg

Nominated
property

Buffer
zone

Stage

Construction
time

x

planning approval has been granted
(24.02.2010); court procedure pending

-

Visitor numbers
Visitor institution
Drei-Brüder-Schacht (mine) (4.5.2-DE)

Visitor numbers (estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

1,200

1,000

900

900

500

Administrative data 4.6-DE Brand-Erbisdorf mining landscape
Principal elements
Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube, mine (4.6.1-DE), Goldbachtal mines (4.6.2-DE)

Municipalities concerned
Brand-Erbisdorf

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Brander Revier’,
Ensemble ‘Alte Mordgrube’
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Protection, buffer zone
Element

Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and
statutory provisions

Designation

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
– Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube
(mine) (4.6.1-DE)

Urban areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf’

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape Goldbachtal mines (4.6.2-DE)

Protection, view perspectives
Component part

View perspective

Condition

Protection status

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Alte Mordgrube
Fundgrube (mine) (4.6.1-DE)

from the Kohlenstraße
towards the line of heaps
(Junge Mordgrube Stehender)

situated in an outlying area;
open view; heaps are marked
by trees

protected governed by cultural
law and management building
planning; view perspective
and visual relationship included in the landscape plan

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape - Goldbachtal mines
(4.6.2-DE)

from the southern edge of the
commercial area located on
an upper ground in the north
of the heaps landscape and
from the location Brandweg/
Weg Schulsiedlung towards
the heaps landscape

situated in an outlying area
(green space); open views;
heaps are marked by trees

protected by cultural law and
management building planning; the first view perspective
and visual relationship is
included in the landscape plan

Current state of conservation
The component part is mostly in a good condition apart from a few exceptions that are either in a satisfactory condition.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube
(mine) (4.6.1-DE)

Goldbachtal mines (4.6.2-DE)

Potential threats:
currently none identified
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Date

Condition

Heap

est. from 1516

fair

Administration and assembly building

est. 1820

good

Prayer house

est. 19th century

good

Mine forge

est. 1856

good

Shaft protection building (Kaue)

est. 19th century

good

Hoisting house

est. 1854

good

Charcoal house

est. 1906

good

Leat mouth and ore railway mouth

est. in 1st half of 19th century

fair

Ore railway embankment

est. 1829/30

fair

Junge Mordgrube Stehender (lode)

est. from 16

fair

Huthaus Einigkeit Fundgrube (mine)

est. 1837

good

Powder house Hörnig shaft

est. 1840

Heap of the Hörnig shaft

est. 18 /19 century

fair

Leat Mouth of the Hörnig shaft

est. 1845

fair

Thelersberger adit

est. 16th century, extended till
18th century

good

Heaps´ Landscape Goldbachtal

est. 16th to 18th centuries

good

th

th

fair
th

Visitor numbers
Monument

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)

Visitor institution

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Goldbachtal mines (4.6.2-DE)

Huthaus Einigkeit Museum
(Brand-Erbisdorf)

1,650

1,700

1,850

1,900

2,000

Goldbachtal mines (4.6.2-DE)

Thelersberger adit

approx.
200

approx.
200

approx.
200

approx.
200

approx.
200

C. Saxon part

Administrative data 4.7-DE Water management system Freiberg
Principal elements
Rothschönberger Stolln, drainage system (4.7.1-DE), Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/RWA, active mining water
management system (4.7.2-DE), Freiberg Mulde River (4.7.3-DE)

Municipalities concerned
Brand-Erbisdorf, Freiberg, Großhartmannsdorf, Großschirma, Halsbrücke, Klipphausen, Lichtenberg/Erzgeb., Mulda/Sa.,
Neuhausen/Erzgeb., Olbernhau-Pfaffroda, Reinsberg, Sayda, Weißenborn/Erzgeb.

Protection, nominated property
Component part

Applied laws

Designation

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Freiberg Mulde River (4.7.3-DE)

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Muldentäler oberhalb des Zusammenflusses’;
Special Protection Area EU Nr. 442-451; Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Oberes
Freiberger Muldetal’

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Revierwasserlaufanstalt’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Freiberger Bergwerksteiche’
Landscape protection area ‘Erzenglerteich’
Special Protection Area ‘Großhartmannsdorfer Teich’

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Rothschönberger Stolln’

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
– Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt
Freiberg/RWA (4.7.2-DE)
4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Rothschönberger Stolln (4.7.1-DE)

Protection, buffer zone
Component part

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Freiberg
Mulde River (4.7.3-DE)

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Rothschönberger Stolln
(4.7.1-DE)

Type of immediate setting

Applied laws
and statutory
provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Muldental bei Nossen’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Muldentäler oberhalb des
Zusammenflusses’ and ‘Oberes Freiberger Muldental’
EU Special protection area ‘Täler in Mittelsachsen’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Triebischtäler’ (Mouth of the
adit in Triebischtal)
Landscape protection area ‘Grabentour’ (IV. Lichtloch)
FFH Bobritzschtal, Europäisches Vogelschutzgebiet
‘Täler in Mittelsachsen’
Land-use plan ‘Reinsberg’ (IV. Lichtloch)
Flora-Fauna-Habitat area Oberes Freiberger Muldetal
(VII. und VIII. Lichtloch)

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

C. Saxon part
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Component part

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Aktive
Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/RWA
(4.7.2-DE)

Type of immediate setting

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

Applied laws
and statutory
provisions

Designation

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG,
BauGB

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Freiberger Bergwerksteiche’
Nature conservation area ‘Großhartmannsdorfer
Großteich’
Landscape protection area ‘Großhartmannsdorfer
Großteich’
Landscape protection area ‘Erzengler Teich’
Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Lichtenberg/Sa.’
Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Flöhatal’

Current state of conservation
The component part is mostly in a good condition apart from a few exceptions that in a satisfactory condition.
Listed monuments, landscape features

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape – Rothschönberger Stolln
(4.7.1-DE)
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Date

Condition

Adit mouth

est. from 1844/1845

good

Lower leat mouth

est. from 1844 to 1877

good

Lichtloch I (shaft)

est. from 1844 to 1864

fair

Lichtloch II (shaft)

est. from 1845 to 1873

good

Lichtloch III (shaft)

est. from 1845 to 1873

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - Heap

est. from 1844 to 1873

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - administration and assembly
building

est. from 1844

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - mine forge

est. from 1844

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - carpenter’s house

est. from 1844

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - hoisting house

est. 1847

good

Lichtloch V (shaft)

est. from 1844 to 1873

fair

Lichtloch VI (shaft) - heap and shaft superstructure

est. from 1845 to 1875

good

Lichtloch VII (shaft) - hoisting house with wheel
chamber

est. 1850

good

Lichtloch VII (shaft) - mine forge

est. 1850

good

Lichtloch VII (shaft) - powder house

est. 1850

fair

Lichtloch VIII (shaft) - Heap

est. from 1865 to 1877

good

Lichtloch VIII (shaft) – shaft protection building (Kaue)

est. 19th century,
increased 1938

fair

Grabentour (motive-water system)

est. from 1844 to 1847

good

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
– Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt
Freiberg/RWA (4.7.2-DE)

Date

Condition

Dittmannsdorfer pond

est. 1826

good

Dörnthaler pond

est. 1788

good

Obersaidaer pond

est. 1727

good

Oberer Großhartmannsdorfer pond

est. 1590

good

Mittlerer Großhartmannsdorfer pond

est. 1732

good

Unterer Großhartmannsdorfer pond

est. 1562

good

Erzengler pond

est. 1570

good

Rothbächer pond

est. 1565

good

Hüttenteich (pond)

est. 1558/60

good

Constantinteich (pond)

est. 1922

good

C. Saxon part

Listed monuments, landscape features

Potential threats
Road construction projects
Nominated
property

Component part

Measure

4.7-DE Freiberg
Mining Landscape –
Freiberg Mulde River

B 101/B173 Bypass
Freiberg

4.7-DE Freiberg
Mining Landscape –
Freiberg Mulde River

Bridge Renewing
BW 3 – S197

Buffer
zone

Stage

Construction
time

x

planning approval has been granted
(24.02.2010); court procedure pending

-

approved

construction
July 2017 to
August 2018

x

Administrative data 5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape
Municipality concerned
Hartmannsdorf, Kirchberg, Langenweißbach

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size
(ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated
population (2017)

Map n°

N 50°37’10.630”
E 12°34‘7.575”

44.799

103.604

0

DE/05

Protection, nominated property
Component part

Applied laws

Designation

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Hoher Forst Mining Landscape’

Protection, buffer zone
Component part

Type of immediate
setting

Applied laws and statutory provisions

Designation

5-DE Hoher Forst
Mining Landscape

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Kirchberg’

C. Saxon part
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Current state of conservation

The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks.

Potential threats
Forestry: Forest industry uses may affect the component part

Visitor numbers
Visitor numbers (estimated or determined by statistics)

Visitor institution
Visitor Mine Engländerstolln (adit)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

533

564

758

661

1,240

Administrative data 6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Schneeberg Mining Town (6.1-DE), Weißer Hirsch Fundgrube, mine (6.2-DE), Sauschwart Fundgrube, mine (6.3-DE), Daniel
Fundgrube, mine (6.4-DE), Gesellschaft Fundgrube, mine (6.5-DE), Filzteich, pond (6.6 -DE), Wolfgang Maßen Fundgrube,
mine (6.7-DE), Siebenschlehener Pochwerk, stamp mill (6.8-DE), St. Georgenhütte, smeltery (6.9-DE), Knappschaftsteich,
pond (6.10-DE), Fundgrube St. Anna am Freudenstein nebst Troster Stolln, underground workings (6.11-DE)

Municipality concerned
Schneeberg, Zschorlau, Hartmannsdorf

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size
(ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population
(2017)

Map n°

N 50° 35’ 44,643”
E 12° 38’ 39,101”

218.150

670.351

approximatly 5,606

DE/06-07

Protection, nominated property
Component part

Applied laws

Designation

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Schneeberger Revier’
Listed monument ‘St. Anna am Freudenstein nebst Troster Stolln
(Besucherbergwerk); Schneeberger Revier’

Protection, buffer zone
Component part

Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and
statutory provisions

Designation

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape (6.2-DE-6.10-DE)

Natural settings
in forest, agricultural areas and
meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG,
BauGB

Nature conservation area ‘Heide und Moorwald
am Filzteich’
Landscape protection area ‘Am Filzbach’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’

BauGB

Building plan ‘Gehäng’ (Wohnbaufläche Historische Altstadt)
Building plan ‘östlich der B 93’ (gemischte Baufläche Historische Altstadt)
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape – Schneeberg Mining
Town (6.1-DE)
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Urban areas

View prespectives
Component part

View perspective

Condition

Protection status

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape - Schneeberg Mining
Town (6.1-DE)

from the southwestern buildings of the
Daniel Fundgrube (mine) over the valley of
Griesbach river towards town and from the
northwestern Goldene Höhe hill towards
the town

situated in outlying
areas; long-distance
views

due to condition;
protection governed by
management building
planning

Current state of conservation

Protected monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Schneeberg mining town
(6.1-DE)

-

est. from 1471

good

Hoisting House

est. 1852

good

Heap

est. from 17th to 20th centuries

good

Wheel house

est. 1853

good

Stamp mill

est. 1752/1753

good

Foreman’s house

est. 1830

good

Cobalt chambers

est. 1830

good

St. Georgenhütte (6.9-DE)

Smeltery

est. 1665

fair

Knappschaftsteich (pond)
(6.10-DE)

-

est. 1684

good

Heap

est. 17th to 18th centuries

good

Hoisting house

est. 1949

good

Griefener adit

est. 1852

good

Foreman’s house

est. 1837

good

Administration and assembly building

est. 1835

good

Heap

est. around 1500

good

Shaft superstructure

est. from around 1500

good

Administration and assembly building

est.1730

good

Mine forge

est.1838/1840

good

Heap

est. from 15th century

good

Mouth of the leat

est. 1854/1855

good

shaft protection building (Kaue) (coe)

est. 1984

good

Huthaus (administration and assembly building)

est. 1830

good

Mine forge

est. 1839

good

Carpenter’s workshop

est. 19th century

good

Powder house

est. 1844

good

Well house

est. 19th century

good

Weißer Hirsch Fundgrube
(mine) (6.2-DE)

Siebenschlehener Pochwerk
(stamp mill) (6.8-DE)

Sauschwart Fundgrube (mine)
(6.3-DE)

Daniel Fundgrube (mine)
(6.4-DE)

Gesellschaft Fundgrube (mine)
(6.5-DE)

C. Saxon part

C. Saxon part

The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term
risks. The main attributes are protected as an ensemble under monument protection.

81

Protected monuments, landscape features

Filzteich (pond) (6.6-DE)

Wolfgang Maßen Fundgrube
(mine) (6.7-DE)

Markus-Semmler-Stolln (adit)
(17.3-DE)
Fundgrube St. Anna am
Freudenstein nebst Troster
Stolln (underground workings)
(6.11-DE)

Date

Condition

Water supply and gathering ditches

est. 15th century

fair

Pond with dam

est. from 1483 to 1485,
enlarged 1708

fair

Control hut

rebuilt 2nd half of 20th century

fair

Striegel (sluice)

est. 15th, enlarged 18th century

fair

Spillway

est. 1783-1786

fair

Main man-made-ditch

est. around 1817

fair

Leat

est. 19th century

Heaps‘ Landscape

est. from 16th to 20th centuries

good

Shaft with shaft masonry

est.1784

good

Stamp mill with underground stamp wheel
house

est.1816 to 1818

Fair

Pump engineer house

est. around 1820

fair

Foreman’s house

est. around 1820

fair

Administration and assembly building

est. around 1820

fair

Mine forge

est. 19th century

fair

Markus-Semmler-Stolln (adit)

est. from 1503 to 20th centuries

good

St. Anna adit

est. from 1502

good

Troster Stolln (adits)

est. 1526

good

Quarzzeche (pit)

est. in 18th century

good

Visitor numbers
Visitor institution

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

St. Wolfgang church

approx.
33,000

approx.
33,000

approx.
33,000

approx.
33,000

approx.
33,000

Schneeberg Museum for Miner’s Folk Art

9,883

10,462

9,368

8,737

9,039

Visitor Mine Fundgrube Wolfgang Maßen

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

950

Siebenschlehener Pochwerk (stamp mill)

2,278

1,473

1,833

1,891

2,582

Visitor Mine Fundgrube Weißer Hirsch

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

Visitor mine Fundgrube St. Anna am Freudenstein

4,352

4,401

4,126

3,812

3,314
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Administrative data 7-DE Schindlers Werk Smalt Works
Municipality concerned
Zschorlau

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size
(ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated
population

Map n°

N 50°32’31.138”
E 12°39’30.828”

2.659

2.700

7

DE/06-07

Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Blaufarbenwerk Schindlerswerk’

C. Saxon part

Protection, nominated property

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Muldetal bei Aue’ (partially)
Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’ (protection zone II)

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is predominantly poor. Some of the buildings are exposed to short or medium-term
risks. A first program for the preservation and reconstruction of the static structures and the roofs is initiated.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Manor house

est. 17th century, rebuilt 19th century

fair

Laboratory building

est. 17th century

fair

Storehouse

est. 18th century

fair

Nassmühle (wet mill)

est. 19th century

poor

Trockenmühle (dry mill)

est. before 1910

fair

Schlämmerei (dressing works)

est. 19th century

fair

Blaumühle (blue mill)

est. before 1900

fair

Packing, bathing and despatching building

est. late 19th century

fair

Magazine building

est. first half of 18th century

fair

Große Hütte 1 (smeltery)

est. around 1900

poor

Große Hütte 2 (smeltery)

est. around 1900

poor

Round chimney

est. around 1900

fair

Octagonal chimney

est. second half 19th century

fair

Stable building and carpenter’s workshop

est. first half 19th century

poor

Coachman’s house

est. first half 19th century

poor

Director’s villa

est. late 19th century

poor

C. Saxon part
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Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Residence house No. 2

est. late 19th century

poor

Residence house No. 3

est. around 1840

poor

Residence house No. 4

est. late 19th century

good

Residence house No. 5

est. around 1890

poor

Residence house No. 6

est. around 1840

poor

Schwarzes Kasino (canteen)

est. late 19th century

poor

Beamtenwohnhaus (clerks residence house)

est. late 19th century

fair

Potential threats
Pollution: The still working production site is at some places polluted by chemicals of the ultramarine blue dye production. For the disposal of the chemical waste and the development of plans for the restoration of the damaged buildings of
the complex the Bundesstiftung Umwelt (federal foundation for environment) announced its financial support.
Flooding: Parts of Schindlers Werk Smalt Works (7-DE) are located in flood areas as per Section 100 (3) SächsWG (Saxon
Water Act).
Decay: Property exposed to decay particularly includes the currently vacant and contaminated structures of the Schindlers Werk Smalt Works (7-DE). The physical structure of the Schindlers Werk was analysed and as a result measures were
determined which have partly been implemented.

Administrative data 8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Annaberg mining town (8.1-DE), Frohnau mining landscape (8.2-DE) including Frohnau mines (8.2.1-DE), (8.2.1-DE), Markus Röhling mine (8.2.2-DE), Frohnauer Hammer (8.2.3-DE)

Municipality concerned
Annaberg-Buchholz

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size
Coordinates of the main identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population

Map n°

N 50°34’51.200”
E 13°0’22.137”

191.994

926.131

approximatly
8,118

DE/08-10

Protection, nominated property
Component part
8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining
Landscape
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Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Listed Monuments in the historic centre of Annaberg

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and
statutory provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG

Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’
(protection zone II/development zone)

Urban areas

BauGB

Preservation statute ‘Historischer Altstadtkern von Annaberg’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Handtmann Leichtmetallgießerei Annaberg GmbH’

Component part

View perspective

Condition

Protection status

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape - Annaberg
mining town (8.1-DE)

from the southwestern town
of Buchholz (below the
Bergstraße) and from the
western Grube Neuheiligenkreuz (mine) over the Sehmatal
valley towards the town

long-distance view from a hill
over the valley; partly impaired
by woodland

due to condition; protection
governed by environmental
law (nature park) and management building planning

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape - Annaberg
mining town (8.1-DE)

from the Untere Tannenberger
Straße in the northern municipality of Schönfeld over the
Zschopau valley towards the
historic centre of Annaberg

long-distance view from a
hill over the valley; situated
mainly in green space and
woodland

due to condition; protection
governed by management
building planning

C. Saxon part

Protection, view perspectives

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is overall good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Historic centre of Annaberg

est. from 1496

good

Remains of the powder house

est. 1768

good

Heap of the hoisting shaft

est. 1767

good

Heaps’ landscape at the Schreckenberg

est. 15th to 17th centuries

good

Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill)

est. 16th century

good

Workshop building, Frohnau Hammer (hammer mill)

est. 16th century, rebuilt 17th century

good

Manor house, Frohnau Hammer (hammer mill)

est. 1697

good

Potential threats
Construction projects
Measure

Short description

Nominated
property

New construction
Annaberg mining town
(8.1-DE)

New construction tax
office ‘Erzgebirgskreis’

New construction
Adjacent to the manor house
of the Frohnauer Hammer
(8.2-DE Frohnau Mining
Landscape)

New construction
of a barrier-free
building ‘visitor centre
Frohnauer Hammer’

Buffer zone

Stage

Construction time

x

in preparation

construction phase
2017 to 2024

x

planned, in
preparation

the project will not
start within the next
two years

C. Saxon part
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Road construction projects
Project

Status

Location:

Brief Description

B 101 Bypass Schlettau/Annaberg-Buchholz

proposed

nominated property and buffer
zone, 8.2-DE Frohnau Mining
Landscape

In the Frohnau mining landscape, a link between the Bundesstraße (comparable to an A
road or interstate) 101 and 95 is planned.

Agriculture and forestry:The Frohnau Mining Landscape (8.2-DE) is located in areas used for agriculture. Forest industry
uses may affect the Frohnau mining landscapes (8.2-DE)

Visitor numbers
Monument

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)

Visitor institution

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Frohnauer Hammer
(8.2.3-DE)

Museum at Frohnauer Hammer

36,957

37,161

36,728

36,728

38,985

Markus Röhling mine
(8.2.2-DE)

Visitor Mine Markus-Röhling-Stolln
(adit)

28,439

29,070

29,304

26,523

27,391

Annaberg mining town
(8.1-DE)

Church of St. Annen

86,100

76,707

79,100

75,799

73,700

Annaberg mining town
(8.1-DE)

St. Mary´s miners´church

47,665

48,437

48,717

63,855

54,097

Annaberg mining town
(8.1-DE)

Museum of Adam Ries

10,049

9,108

9,192

7,377

6,685

Annaberg mining town
(8.1-DE)

Visitor Mine „Gößner’ with Ore mountains museum

17,891

14,838

14,946

14,942

16,198

Administrative data 9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape
Principal elements
St. Briccius and the Heilige Dreifaltigkeit mines (9.1-DE)

Municipality concerned
Annaberg-Buchholz

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population

Map n°

N 50°34’32.188’’
E 13°2’43.988’’

118.940

926.131

0

DE/08-10

Protection, nominated property
Component part

Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments ‘Oberer, unterer, mittlerer St. Briccius’, ‘Obere, untere
Heilige Dreifaltigkeit’, ‘Huthaus Freudenstolln’, ‘Oberer Freudenstolln’ and
‘Unterer Tiefer Freudenstolln’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Basaltberge and Pöhlbachtal’
Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Basaltberge and Pöhlbachtal’
Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape
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Protection, buffer zone
Component part

Type of immediate
setting

Applied laws and
statutory provisions

Designation

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Mittelerzgebirgische Basaltberge’, Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Pöhlbachtal’
Landscape protection area ‘Pöhlberg’
Naturpark ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’ (protection zone II)

Protection, view prespectives
Condition

Protection status

From the Königswalder Straße over the Pöhlbach valley towards the Pöhlberg mountain

open view; situated in green space;
heaps are marked by trees

Protection governed by environmental
law

C. Saxon part

View perspective

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

St. Briccius mine

est. 15th century

good

Heaps’ landscape and agricultural fields

est. 15th century

good

Heilige Dreifaltigkeit mine

est. 15th century

good

Tiefer Freudenstolln (adit)

est. from the 16th to 18th centuries

good

Administration and assembly building, St. Bricchius mine

est. 1796

good

Potential threats
Agriculture and forestry: The Pöhlberg Mining Landscape (9-DE) is located in areas used for agriculture. Forest industry
uses may affect the Pöhlberg Mining Landscape (9-DE).

Administrative data 10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Alte Thiele mines (10.1-DE); Terraconic heaps of shaft 116 (10.2-DE)

Municipality concerned
Annaberg-Buchholz

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population (2017)

Map n°

N 50°33’47.339”
E 12°59’20.585”

37.346

926.131

0

DE/08-10

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Archaeological site
Listed monument ‘Wismuthalden Annaberg‘

SächsNatSchG

Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’

C. Saxon part
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Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG

Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’ (protection zone II/
development zone)

Urban areas

BauGB

Permissibility of projects in built-up internal areas

View prespectives
View perspective

Condition

Protection status

From the southeastern area of the Grube
Himmlisch Heer (mine) over the Sehmatal valley towards the Terraconic Heaps of Shaft 116

open views from higher ground

protection governed management building
planning

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Placer mining and shaft-collapse of the Alte Thiele mine (10.1-DE)

est. 15th to 16th centuries

good

Buchholz scaffold (10.1-DE)

est. 15th to 16th centuries

good

Terraconic Heaps of Shaft 116 (10.2-DE)

est. around 1948 to 1957

good

Potential threats
Agriculture and forestry: Forest industry uses may affect the elements of the Buchholz mining landscape.

Administrative data 11-DE Marienberg Mining Town
Municipality concerned
Marienberg

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population (2017)

Map n°

N 50°39’7.316”
E 13°9’54.265”

25.306

44.603

approximatly 1,788

DE/11-12

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Monument protection area ‘Historische Altstadt’

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory provisions

Designation

Urban areas

BauGB,
SächsBO

Preservation statute ‘Historische Altstadt’
Design statute ‘Historische Altstadt’
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Protection, view prespectives
Add. map; picture no.

View perspective

Condition

Protection status

DE/04 add. 3
DE/04 add. 4

from the Galgenberg hill in
the southeast of the Historic
Center of Marienberg

open view; influenced by
green space

protection governed by cultural law,
reservation by-law and management
building planning

Current state of conservation

The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks.

Visitor numbers
Visitor institution

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Historic Centre of Marienberg

Museum of the Saxon-Bohemian Ore
Mountains

2,688

4,274

4,556

5,660

5,231

Historic Centre of Marienberg

Church of St. Marien (Tower and
Church)

10,220

9,900

9,992

10,301

10,376

Historic Centre of Marienberg

Historic Centre

365

363

485

937

665

C. Saxon part

Monument

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)

Potential threats
Currently none identified

Administrative data 12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Bauer-Morgengang, lode (12.1-DE), Elisabeth Flachen, lode (12.2-DE)

Municipality concerned
Marienberg

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population
(2017)

Map n°

N 50°39’50.441”
E 13°8’33.430”

20.592

44.603

0

DE/11-12

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Bauer Morgengang and Elisabeth-Flachen’

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

BauGB

Permissibility of projects in undesignated outlying areas
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Protection, view prespectives
View perspective

Condition

Protection status

views from the Lautaer Höhe (hill) towards
the lines of heaps

situated in an outlying area (green space);
open views; heaps are marked by trees

protection governed by management
building planning

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks.

Potential threats
Currently none identified

Visitor numbers
Monument

Lauta Mining Landscape

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)

Visitor institution

Horse gin and visitor centre at the
Rudolphschacht Lauta (shaft)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

8,401

8,167

6,342

6,855

5,665

Administrative data 13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Sauberger Haupt- und Richtschacht, shaft (13.1-DE); Underhand stoping areas (13.2-DE); Röhrgraben, man-made ditch
(13.3-DE); Placers, Greifenbach valley (13.4-DE)

Municipality concerned
Ehrenfriedersdorf

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population

Map n°

N 50°38’35.243”
E 12°58’35.965”

71.148

891.575

approximatly 500

DE/13

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Bergbaumonumente Ehrenfriedersdorf’
Archaeological site

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Oberes Zschopautal mit Preßnitztal’,
Landscape protection area ‘Greifensteingebiet’

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Greifensteingebiet’
Landscape protection area ‘Oberes Zschopautal mit
Preßnitztal’

Urban areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Wohngebiet am Barthgrund’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Industriegebiet Am Sauberg’
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Protection, view prespectives
View perspective

Condition

Protection status

Views from the Triftweg and the Greifensteinstraße towards the mining landscapes
of the Sauberger main and pilot shaft

long-distance views from upper lying areas
overlooking the town of Ehrenfriedersdorf

protection governed by environmental
law and management building planning

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks.
Date

Condition

Shaft building of Sauberger main and pilot shaft

est. 1855

good

Machine house with winding engine

est. 1861

good

Electrical workshop with miner rescue brigade

est. around 1950

good

Heap of the Sauberger main and pilot shaft

est. from 1857 to 1990

good

Gate house

est. 1950

good

Transformer house

est. 1912

good

Locksmithery and forge

est. 1916

good

Kaue III shaft protection building

est. 1916

good

Cultural centre

est. 1955

good

Vierunger Grubenfeld (surface depression)

est. around 1630

good

Head frame of Sauberg shaft

est. 1968

good

Underhand stoping area

est. 15th/16th century

good

Underground structures

est. from 16th to 20th centuries

Good

Ruin of the Morgenröther Scheidebank (sorting house)

est. around 1825

Good

Röhrgraben (ditch)

est. 14th century

good

Tin placers in Greifenbach valley

13th/14th century

good

C. Saxon part

Listed monuments, landscape features

Potential threats
Road construction projects
Project

Status

Location:

Brief Description

B 95 Bypass
Ehrenfriedersdorf

proposed

nominated property and buffer
zone, 13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf
Mining Landscape, Röhrgraben
(ditch) (13.2-DE)

The plan for Federal Traffic Routes includes a
bypass around the town of Ehrenfriedersdorf
to relieve the adjacent towns.

Agriculture and forestry: Forest industry uses may affect the component part.

Visitor numbers
Monument

Sauberger Haupt- und Richtschacht,
shaft (13.1-DE)

Visitor institution

Visitor mine at Zinngrube
Ehrenfriedersdorf

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

12,285

12,637

13,770

12,246

13,815
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Administrative data 14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works
Municipality concerned
Olbernhau

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population
2017

Map n°

N 50°38’58.874”
E 13°22’17.767”

12.917

25.294

approximatly 36

DE/14

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

‘Saigerhütte Olbernhau-Grünthal’

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and
statutory provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Natzschungtal’
Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’ (protection zone II/development zone)

Urban areas

BauGB

Redevelopment statute ‘Saigerhütte Olbernhau-Grünthal’

Protection, view prespectives
View perspective

Condition

Protection status

From the church of Oberneuschönberg

situated on a hill; open view down to the
complex

protected by cultural legislation and
preservation by-law

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks. Required restoration and maintenance works are ongoing in a close consulta-tion with the monument preservation authorities. The
well-preserved ensemble is protected as an ensemble under monument law.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Power station (Lichthaus)

est. 1895

fair

West gate

est. 1675/1856

good

Old bowling alley

est. 1881

good

Carpenter’s house with smelting school

est. 1612

good

House of magistrate Lange

est. 1611

good

Smeltery inn

est. 16th century

good

Or assayer’s house

est. 1568

good

Shift foreman’s house

est. 16th century

good

Workers’ houses (1-2)

est. 16th century

good

Workers’ house (Seiferthäuschen)

est. 16th century

good
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Date

Condition

Smeltery forge

est. 17th century

poor

Hoisting house

est. 1903

good

Remains of the smeltery building (Lange Hütte)

est. 1586

good

Old account house (Alte Faktorei)

est. 1604

good

Barn

est. 1909

fair

Stable building

est. 1537

fair

Manor house and new account house

est. 1560

fair

Smeltery wall

est. 17th century

good

Old brewery

est. 1580

fair

Power station

est. 1905/1906

fair

Coachman’s house

est. 1907

good

Faktorteich (pond)

est. around 1534/1537

good

Mine official’s arbour

1621

good

Old hammer mill (Althammer)

est. around 1534/1537

good

Smeltery mill

est. 1537

good

Refining house

est. 1560

good

New hammer mill

est. 1586

good

C. Saxon part

Listed monuments, landscape features

Potential threats
Flooding: Sections of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14-DE) are located in flood plains within the definition
of Section 100(3) Saxon Water Act (SächsWG).

Visitor numbers
Monument

Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

Visitor institution

Museum Grünthal Liquation Hut
Complex (with old hammer mill)

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

7,147

7,756

8,142

6,841

7,988
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Administrative data 15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Schwarze Pinge, shaft collapse (15.1-DE); Grüner Seifen, placer field (15.2-DE); Heiliger Geist and St. Bartolomäus, shaft
collapse areas (15.3-DE); Grüner Graben, ditch (15.4-DE)

Municipality concerned
Eibenstock

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size, estimated population
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population
(2017)

Map n°

N 50°30’47.048”
E 12°35’55.213”

100.656

248.312

0

DE/15

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Archaeological site

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest,
agricultural areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG,
BauGB

Landscape protection area ‘Talsperre Eibenstock’
Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland‘ (protection zone II)
Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Eibenstock/Sosa’

Current state of conservation

The present state of conservation is good.

Potential threats
Construction projects
Measure

Short description

Nominated
property

Development of the
Mulden cycle route

Crossing the Eibenstock mining
landscape using an old railway dam

x

Buffer
zone

Stage

Construction time

proposed

planned in 2018/2019

Agriculture and forestry:There is a general risk in relation to forestry management with the aid of machines, such as
with the small Raithalden (heaps of tin placer mining).

Visitor numbers
Monument

Eibenstock Mining Landscape
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Visitor institution

Eibenstock Mining Landscape

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

approx.
3,500

approx.
3,500

approx.
3,500

approx.
3,500

approx.
3,500

Administrative data 16-DE Rother Berg Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Erlahammer, ironworks (16.1-DE), Rother Berg, mine (16.2-DE)

Municipality concerned
Schwarzenberg

Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population
(2017)

Map n°

N 50°31’12.511”
E 12°47’15.534”

4.519

38.556

approximatly 150

DE/16

C. Saxon part

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Hammerherrenhof Erla’
Listed monument ‘Pulverhaus ‘
Archaeological site (Rother Berg)

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural
areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG

Nature Park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’ (protection zone II /
development zone)

Urban areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Städtebund Silberberg’

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is good. The buildings of the iron hammer are heritage protected and partly restored.
Maintenance and restoration works are currently ongoing at the half-timbered building.

Potential threats
Agriculture and forestry: Forest industry uses may affect the mining landscape.
Flooding: The Erlahammer Ironworks (16.1-DE) is located in flood areas as per Section 100 (3) SächsWG (Saxon Water Act).
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Administrative data 17-DE Uranium Mining Landscape
Principal elements
Shaft Complex 371 (17.1-DE); Uranium heap landscape (17.2-DE); Markus-Semmler-Stolln, adit (17.3-DE)

Municipality concerned
Aue, Bad Schlema, (Hartenstein)

Geographic coordinates, property and buffer zone size
Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component part size (ha)

Buffer zone (ha)

Estimated population
(2017)

Map n°

N 50°38’0.234”
E 12°41’8.358”

811.213

746.263

approximatly 2,336

DE/17

Protection, nominated property
Applied laws

Designation

SächsDSchG

Listed monument ‘Schachtkomplex 371’
Listed monument ‘Schacht 366’

Protection, buffer zone
Type of immediate setting

Applied laws and statutory
provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BauGB

Nature conservation area ‘Hartensteiner Wald
Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Muldetal bei Aue’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’
Land-use plan ‘Hartenstein’

Urban areas

BauGB

Building plan No. 2 ‘Wohngebiet Kohlweg’
Building plan No. 4 ‘Sondergebiet Kur’
Building plan No. 9 ‘Campingplatz’
Redevelopment area ‘Halde Edelhofweg’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Gewerbegebiet I Aue-Alberoda‘
Building plan ‘Gewerbegebiet II Aue-Alberoda’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’

Current state of conservation
The present state of conservation is good. None of the buildings is exposed to short or medium-term risks. The site is
currently developed to open it partly up for the public.
Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Shaft building with head frame

est. 1955 to 1959

good

Heap 371 I and II (est. 1956/63)

remediated from 1990

good

Machine house with winding machine

est. 1955 to 1959

good

Administration building

est. 1955 to 1959

good

Heap 366

est. 1955, remediated from 1990

good

Hammerberghalde (heap)

remediated from 1990

good

Heap 38 (old)

est. 1947, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 38 (new)

(est. 1956), remediated from 1990

good

Heap 64

(est. 1948), remediated from 1990

good
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Date

Condition

Heap 66/207

(est. 1948/49), remediated from 1990

good

Heap 186

est. 1948, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 208

est. 1949, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 259

est. 1949, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 296

est. 1950, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 309

est. 1950, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 310

est. 1950, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 312

est. 1950, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 372

est. 1956), remediated from 1990

good

Heap 382

(est. 1959), remediated from 1990

good
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Listed monuments, landscape features

Potential threats
Infrastructure measures and construction projects
Project

Status

Location:

Brief Description

evelopment plan for the
sustainable use of the property Shaft complex 371 (17.1-DE)

planned

nominated property, 17-DE
Uranium Mining Landscape,
Shaft complex 371

As part of restoration and renovation works,
there are plans for the con-taminated installations and buildings in the area of the shaft
complex. The installation of a visitor centre
for the history of uranium mining in the
region is planned.

Pollution: Remediation of uranium mining legacies in the affected region is well on track for 25 years now. Substantial
remediation tasks have been fulfilled at a number of sites while they have come close to completion at the majority of
sites under remediation. Today, rehabilitated landscapes can be seen almost everywhere, landscapes which offer possibilities of sustained safe reuse. Active after-care, monitoring of former mining and milling sites and water management in
particular will be the challenges to be addressed in the two or three decades ahead.
Fig. 11
Heap, Hoisting
house and Kaue of
the wheel chamber
at IV. Lichtloch
(shaft) of the Rothschönberger Stolln
(drainage adit),
Reinsberg
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8.3 Monitoring and
quality control
8.3.1 Monitoring of the nominated
World Heritage property
During the nomination process, first key indicators were determined and responsibilities specified in order to monitor the conservation status.
The aim is to record the conservation status, to
check it at regular intervals and to take relevant
measures in order to recognise possible factors
affecting the property at an early stage and to
ensure the preservation. The national coordination office is responsible for the coordination
and implementation of the monitoring process.
The monitoring is to be carried out regularly on
the basis of capturing sheets, which register the
necessary data. The recorded data is a significant
basis for the development of new planning concepts. Data recording for key indicators is carried
out annually by the responsible institutions unless otherwise specified. The competent technical
agencies are consulted if necessary. The recorded
data is entered into a central database. Based on
the data, the national coordination office creates
at regular intervals reports and recommendations for necessary measures and strategies for
conservation, protection and further monitoring
of the properties. These are developed jointly
with the relevant authorities. The following seven
key indicators were defined:
1. State of conservation of the monuments
Basis for the future evaluation of the conservation
status is the analysis of the current conservation
status that was compiled during the nomination process in cooperation with the monument
protection authorities. In general, the owners
or proprietors are responsible for the building’s
maintenance and conservation. The structural
substance should be checked continuously. According to Section 16(1) SächsDSchG (Monument
Conservation Act of Saxony), owners or proprietors have to inform the relevant monument protection authority about any damage or defect to
the cultural monument that may threat its preservation. The conservation status is permanently
monitored and checked at least annually. The
appointed World Heritage coordinator is responsible for data recording in cooperation with the
relevant monument protection authorities and
owners/proprietors.
2. Proportion of buildings requiring extensive restoration and preservation measures
The proportion of buildings requiring main-
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tenance work is based on the analysis for the
conservation status. Further evaluation and a
determination of necessary measures have to
be carried out here. This record is done annually. The results are kept with the appointed World
Heritage coordinator which also checks the implementation of specified measures.
3. Number of approvals of restoration and preservation measures
All changes to and in the listed monument require the approval of the monument protection
authorities (Sections 12-14, SächsDSchG). All approvals granted according to Section 13 SächsDSchG which concern the nominated component
parts are archived together with the application
documents, which contain the description of
measures, at the relevant monument protection
authority and can be requested there at any time
(Section 4 SächsDSchG).
4. Amount of approved grants for the preservation and restoration
Owners and proprietors of a cultural monument
carrying out conservation and preservation
measures can receive funding subject to certain
conditions. According to Section 8(2) sentence 1
SächsDSchG, the monument protection authority supports the owner and proprietor in fulfilling
special obligations which result from owning a
cultural monument and the related responsibilities (Section 8(2) SächsDSchG). Accordingly,
the Free State of Saxony grants subsidies to the
owners of monuments from the national monument conservation program for the preservation
and maintenance of cultural monuments. Grants
are usually approved and archived by the lower
monument protection authorities. If the cultural
monument is owned by a town or district and
therefore belongs to the legal entity of the lower
monument protection authority, then Saxony’s
State Directorate is responsible depending on the
location – either Chemnitz, Dresden or Leipzig. An
exception applies to the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region, insofar that all properties owned
by the town of Freiberg are handled by the lower
monument protection authority.
5. Utilisation and ownership
The competent authority has to be informed
about any changes of present use and ownership (Section 16 (1) and 2 SächsDSchG). The appointed World Heritage coordinator carries out
an evaluation of the utilisation and ownership
structure in cooperation with the monument protection authorities.

7. Financial expenses for repair, maintenance
and care
The financial means provided by the relevant institutions for realised preservation measures on
these properties are archived by the owners/proprietors.
8. State of conservation of nature protected features, landscapes and areas
Duty to give notice and monitoring of nature and
landscape is specified in the Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection Act of Saxony.
According to Section 55 SächsNatSchG, the property owner or beneficial owner has to inform the
competent nature conservation authority immediately about any damage in nature reserves. The
FFH-Directive commits the member states in article 11 to monitor the conservation state of natural habitat types and species of a European interest. The Saxon State Office for the Environment,
Agriculture and Geology is responsible for the
instruction and implementation of monitoring
measures for the European Ecological Network
areas “NATURA 2000” according to the directive
92/43/EWG and 79/409/EWG (Section 43 (3) and
(4) SächsNatSchG). German federal and state
governments have agreed to a nationwide procedure for FFH-monitoring. The conservation status
is permanently monitored and checked annually.
The appointed World Heritage coordinator is responsible for data recording in cooperation with
the relevant nature protection authorities.
9. Developments within the nominated property,
and buffer zones
The Saxon Ore Mountains is an expansive, densely settled and continuously developing mountainous region which is influenced by numerous
factors. Therefore, the responsible institutions
and municipalities are regularly requested to
submit any information regarding potential development projects to avoid potential threats at
an early stage. The identification and assessment
is done in close cooperation with the municipalities, the monument protection authorities, the
regional planning authorities, the experts of the
IWTG World Heritage project group and other relevant stakeholders. The procedure to examine
the World Heritage compatibility is outlined in
chapter 4.b.1, Nomination File, and section 9.3.3,
Saxon Management Plan.

10. Visitor statistics
Visitor numbers are recorded annually by the individual institutions, and recorded annually by
the appointed World Heritage coordinator. Visitor statistics are evaluated regularly in order to
be able to react in good time to changes. If the
capacity limit of a facility has been reached, then
suitable measures have to be introduced for visitor management and to protect the facility.

Further monitoring mechanisms
Water structures in operation
The water structures which are in operation
are checked regularly, according to the relevant regulations, by the competent authorities
(Landestalsperrenverwaltung - Saxon State Dam
Administration). This mainly concerns the Aktive
Revierwasserlaufanstalt/RWA Freiberg (mining
water management system).
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6. Documentation of the restoration and preservation measures
The Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation
and the owners/proprietors archive the realised
restoration and preservation measures.

Mining installations
The Oberbergamt (chief mining office of Saxony) monitors the visitor mines, underground
mine workings and historical mining properties looked after by associations within the Free
State of Saxony. In addition, the Oberbergamt is
also the supervisory body for securing and remediation work in abandoned mines. The Oberbergamt regularly checks the mining installations
for damage and/or they commission relevant
suppliers (e.g. companies for mine security).
Natural monuments
Duty to give notice and monitoring of nature and
landscape is specified in the Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection Act of Saxony. According to Section 55 SächsNatSchG, the property owner or beneficial owner has to inform the
competent nature conservation authorithy immediately about any damage in nature reserves.
The FFH-Directive commits the member states
in article 11 to monitor the conservation state of
natural habitat types and species of a European
interest. The Saxon State Office for the Environment, Agriculture and Geology is responsible for
the instruction and implementation of monitoring measures for the European Ecological Network areas “NATURA 2000” according to the directive 92/43/EWG and 79/409/EWG (Section 43
(3) and (4) SächsNatSchG). German federal and
state governments have agreed to a nationwide
procedure for FFH-monitoring.
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8.3.2 Monitoring instruments of
the World Heritage Convention, and
ICOMOS Germany
Periodic reporting und reactive
monitoring (World Heritage Convention)
The obligation to report regularly on applying
the convention and the conservation status of
the World Heritage sites is the result of article
29 of the World Heritage Convention (UNESCO
1972). An extensive question catalogue has to be
completed for the implementation of the World
Heritage Convention in Germany in general and
with regards to the individual sites. The report
consists of two parts: whilst section I asks general questions about the implementation of the
Convention in the relevant State Party, section
II requires specific information for every World
Heritage site. Here, detailed information has to
be given for relevant criteria, authenticity and
integrity, about borders and buffer zones, management and financing, research, promotion and
public relations. Periodical reporting allows the
State Parties and World Heritage sites to analyse
strengths and weaknesses, to optimise protection
and management of sites, to develop their values,
national and regional strategies and to reinforce
strategic partnerships. The report has to be presented to the World Heritage Committee every
six years. Additional information can be found in
chapter V. of the guidelines (Paras. 199-210, Op.
Guide. 2016) and on the format for the periodic
reporting (Annex 7 of the Op. Guide. 2016).
Reactive monitoring includes all procedures
which are caused by the State Parties or sources with regards to measures in and on the World
Heritage site. According to Para. 172 (Op. Guide.
2016), the World Heritage Centre has to be informed in the context of “Reactive Monitoring”
about unusual circumstances and work that
may affect the outstanding universal value of
the property. Notice should be given as soon as
possible and prior to any potentially irreversible
decisions made. The procedure with regards to
submissions is regulated in Para. 174 (Op. Guide.
2016). In such a case, the facts will be submitted to the World Heritage Committee in form of
a state of conservation report. Basing on the information received, the committee will decide on
further steps.

Preventive monitoring
(ICOMOS Germany)
The German National Committee of ICOMOS
has set up a monitoring group which looks after
the German World Heritage sites. This is based
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on its mandate and function as an advisory
body for the World Heritage Centre. Usually two
group members look after one World Heritage
site. The monitoring group should support
the competent authorities in the State Parties
with regards to protection and maintain listed
monuments and historic sites and to recognize
problems and risks for the conservation status
of the relevant World Heritage site. The working
group’s task is to obtain an overview of the status and possible changes to the World Heritage
site they look after by visiting locations, meeting with local responsible persons and experts
and studying current planning. The most important aim is to contribute to conflict prevention
and conflict reduction by providing advice early
on. The monitoring group reports annually to
ICOMOS International and the Federal Representative for Culture and Media (BKM).
The World Heritage Association intends to involve the monitoring group of the ICOMOS German National Committee early on in the event
of potential conflicts.

8.3.3 Mechanisms to ensure World
Heritage compatibility
Towns and cultural landscapes are subject to
constant change. Preservation of historic structural substance and the cultural heritage in
harmony with the requirements of modern development and progress is a demanding task. A
central topic is the coordination and matching
of utilisation and development interests of the
different stakeholders which may lead to conflict. Therefore, measures were already taken
during the nomination process to help to recognise conflict potential and to develop solution
strategies with the stakeholders. The aim is an
intensifying of the activities for the protection of
the mining region whilst at the same time not restricting further development possibilities. The
measures were mainly based on early involvement and intensive cooperation. First, common
implementation studies for conflict prevention/
minimisation were prepared, secondly expert
surveys on possible conflict areas were prepared by the competent authorities and thirdly,
a management structure was developed which
ensures future cooperation. Additionally, a constant flow of information between all relevant
stakeholders is intended to minimise potential sources of conflict. A conflict management
strategy was established providing appropriate
procedures to facilitate a balance in the event
of a conflict. Conflicts may particularly arise
between the different interests of monument

1. Implementation studies
So-called implementation studies (Umsetzungsstudien) were created in close cooperation
with the local authorities whilst preparing the
nomination dossier. Additionally to the description, among others, the boundaries and the
buffer zones of the nominated serial property
were precisely defined, and the existing legal
protection was determined. Within the framework of the studies, communal planning, infrastructure and business development projects
were examined and projects which may affect
the outstanding universal value were discussed.
In case of potential risks, common solution
strategies were developed, especially due to
infrastructural measures. In general, no areas
were included which are subject to a greater development pressure e.g. due to a mining
resumption. This procedure involved all stakeholders whilst simultaneously strengthening
the awareness on the preservation and conservation of the valuable monuments.
2. Expert survey
The competent authorities created additional
expert reports in coordination with the local
authorities. The chief mining office of Saxony
(Oberbergamt) examined a potential mining resumption and its possible effects on the component parts, whilst the Regional Plan of the
Chemnitz Planning Association and the Obere
Elbtal-Osterzgebirge Planning Association undertook a survey with regards to planning aspects. The institutions continue to be closely
involved in future development e.g. as part of
the working group Regional Development.

related to nominated property and the point of
contact for all local stakeholders. The agreed
procedure involves three levels:
1. The first level includes the early identification
of potential threats in close cooperation with
the municipalities, the monument protection
authorities, the regional planning authorities,
the technical experts of the IWTG and other
relevant stakeholders; the working groups
regional development and monument protection will meet regularly to identify development projects and potential threats at an
early stage.
2. The second level includes a phased assessment of potential threats identified: in the
first step the appointed regional World Heritage coordinator will make an initial assessment on behalf of the managing institution
(Welterbeverein Montanregion Erzgebirge
e.V.) and, in relevant cases, discuss the development project and possible impacts on
the nominated property and its setting with
the responsible working groups and involved
stakeholders. If necessary, the advisory board
and external experts (e. g. from the preventive
monitoring group of ICOMOS Germany) will
be consulted to support the process. A final
report including further recommendations
(e.g. preparation of a heritage impact assessment that takes the nominated property into
full account) will be submitted to the Welterbeverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V..
3. The third level includes the decision-making of the Welterbeverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. about the further process basing
on the expert report. In any case of major development projects and mining projects the
State Party is informed to support the further
process. As a rule, the World Heritage Centre
will be informed about major development
projects as well as mining activities at an early stage as well.
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conservation, business - specifically mining and
remediation of contaminated sites, research,
tourism, regional and business development
and the regional population.

3. Future management structure
Already previously to the nomination structures
were established which ensure the involvement
of the World Heritage stakeholders. The future
World Heritage management builds upon and
strengthens existing structures.
4. Procedure to mitigate potential threats
An agreed procedure to mitigate potential
threats was established to provide the framework for long-term protection involving all
planning authorities at an early stage, and integrating a heritage assessment approach. The
main responsibility lies with the World Heritage
coordinator who is the focal point for all issues
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Fig. 12 Eibenstock mining and placer educational trail, Eibenstock Mining Landscape
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9. Interpretation and tourism
The Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e. V.
(Friend’s Association Mining Region Ore Mountains) was founded in 2003 in order to implement
the World Heritage project and has been working
since then to gain recognition as a World Heritage
site. The development association has significantly supported the project with ideas and funds.
The activities of the association include intensive
public relations by talks, exhibitions and information material. The association updates its website
continuously about all activities that concern the
project. As part of the further nomination process,
the local authorities were included as important
parties for the future agency responsible for the
management of the Saxon part of the nominated
serial property (Welterbeverein) and an official
website for the preliminary organising institution
(Welterbekonevent) was developed which informs
about the ongoing project process.
In 2014 and 2015 the cooperation partners
WFE GmbH, TU BA Freiberg/IWTG and TVE organised six regional public information events to
inform about the opportunities and obligations
of UNESCO-World Heritage and the nomination
Erzgebirge/Krusnohori´ Mining Region. Several
hundred citizens all over the region followed the
invitation.

Erzgebirge e.V. (World Heritage Association) which
can be used in form of an Ingredient Brand by all
supportes of the World Heritage project. Both logos are well-known in the region and can be found
at many places in the region today.
Fig. 14
Logo of the
Förderverein
Montanregion
Erzgebirge e.V.
(association)

Fig. 15
Logo “erzgebirgisch. of mountains, men and
culture”
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9.1 Nomination process: Communication and awareness raising

Close cooperation has been established with
stakeholders on either side of the border since
2003. Various joint activities were carried out
within this framework. This includes the two
year Czech-Saxon Ziel 3-Project „Mitteleuropäische Kulturlandschaft Montanregion Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří – Weg zum UNESCO-Welterbe“ (A Middle European cultural landscape mining region
Ore Mountains – on the way to become a UNESCO
World Heritage site), which was used to present the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region. There has
also been a series of workshops to raise awareness
about the World Heritage project as well as to discuss relevant issues with stakeholders and experts.

9.2 Interpretation
Fig. 13 Regional public information event, Freiberg

During the nomination process also two logos
were designed to keep the significance of the mining landscape and the nomination process a matter of continued public attention. The logo of the
Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e. V. (association), wich symbolises the Ore Mountains, was
created already at the very beginning of the World
Heritage project in 2002. A second logo communicates the slogan “erzgebirgisch. berg formt land
schafft” (in Englisch: erzgebirgisch. of mountains,
men and culture) in context with a colored adit
mouth. It ist the logo of the Welterbe Montanregion

The region and its mining traditions are well represented by existing museums, associations and
transboundary projects. The visitor experience of
the region Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Regionis
reflected mainly by the visitor mines, museums,
collections and the landscapes which are developed with mining educational trails and hiking
paths. Additional buildings, e.g. (miners’) churches and other mining buildings of historic importance can be visited individually or as part of
guided tours in addition to the museums. A large
number of the component parts are accessible
to the public. According to Section 9(2) SächsDSchG, cultural monuments or at least parts of
them should be accessible to the public within
what is reasonable.
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A concentration of expert skills for the future
promotion and presentation of the serial property was achieved by founding different working
groups with representatives of business development, tourism, monument conservation and with
transboundary organisations.
The following introduces the different visitor
attractions and describes them briefly according
to their component parts.

Education and information
Visitor mines, museums and mining landscapes
The visitor mines are an important tourism attraction in the Ore Mountains. Not only the underground installations but also the overground
shafts and mining buildings of a large number of
these mines are preserved. The historic monuments give an insight into the working environment of the miners, inform visitors about extraction methods and equipment and tell mining
stories. Connected to the visitor mines are often
the associated technical plants with museum facilities, giving an insight into the history of mining and its different effects. Many institutions
also have additional offerings which communicate the miners’ traditions to the visitor. The
documentation plants are used to conserve, exhibit and in parts operate old crafts and historic
technology.

Mining and regional museums inform a broad
public in permanent and temporary exhibitions
about Ore Mountain mining and different historic
persons and their history. Museums communicate the important historic mining monuments
but also mining customs, traditions and cultural
treasures to the visitor. The different exhibitions
and guided tours offer an impressive insight into
the different work and living environments of the
miners and their families. In addition to visiting
mines and original production facilities of ore
processing, it is likewise possible to illustrate the
crafts such as wood carving and watch-making,
which developed from or were influenced by this
industry, using original monuments and models.
Museums present the history of their own building and the history of local and regional mining
development of the Ore Mountains. They give
an insight into the lesser known facets of mining, regional work and social history and present
knowledge about the still partially active mining
technology.
Mining landscapes are developed in large parts
by mining educational trails. Information boards
explain geological characteristics and the historic
development of the relevant mining landscape.
Educational trails and hiking tracks are a great
starting point for the visitor to actively experience
several important historic mining monuments individually or as part of a guided hiking tour.

Fig. 16 Reichtroster cavity in the visitor mine of the Tiefer Bünau adit in Zinnwald, Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape
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Bergbaumuseum Altenberg (with Wäsche IV)
(2.2-DE): The unique technical monument is one of
the last from the early system of old Pochwäschen
(stamp mill and ore washer) in which the mined Altenberg tin ore was processed. In 1957, the mining
museum was opened which also includes the Neubeschert-Glück-Stolln (adit), which was advanced
between 1802 and 1849. The mining museum includes the historic Zinnpochwäsche (tin stamp mill
and ore washer), the demonstration adit installation and an open-air exhibition. It is possible to experience 500 years of tin ore mining. The visitor can
today learn about the development of processing
methods during past centuries due to functioning
machine technology like the wooden stamp mill
installation with its 40 stamps. The associated exhibitions give an insight into the process of raw material extraction and processing in the Altenberg mine
and the production and use of tin. The large scale
technology displayed in the open-air exhibition
documents the technical and technological state of
the Altenberg mine before its closure in 1991.
Visitor mine Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald
(2.6-DE): Opened in 1992, this mining attraction
demonstrates the historic excavation of tin, tungsten and lithium ores. A special feature is the Reichtroster Weitung (cavity), which was created using the
fire-setting method in addition to standard manual drilling and blasting. A 2.5 km long tour through
the Tiefer-Bünau-Stolln (adit), which was advanced
in 1686, leads – underground – right up to the German-Czech border.

Stadt- und Bergbaumuseum Freiberg (4.4-DE):
The town and mining museum was founded in
1861 as a collection of the Freiberger Altertumsverein e. V. (association) and moved into its current home, the so-called Domherrenhof (canons
house) in the main building of the former collegiate foundation, in 1903. The facility has an extensive collection of Freiburg’s city and mining history.
This includes a large number of valuable religious
artworks from the area surrounding Freiburg, early Ore Mountains folk art and regional gold work,
an extensive weapon’s collection, an important
graphics collection, portraits of the ruling family
and many original items from Freiberg’s mining industry. Furthermore, the museum has an unusually large number of photos documenting the town
and mining history.
Silberbergwerk Freiberg (4.3.1-DE, 4.3.2-DE):
Visitor mine of the Reiche Zeche is one of the best
maintained mine buildings in the Ore Mountains
and is part of TU Bergakademie Freiberg’s (Technical University Mining Academy Freiberg) teaching and research mine Himmelfahrt Fundgrube
(mine), which examines mining development from
the 14th to the 20th centuries. Above ground, one
can also view and watch a demonstration of the
second oldest steam machine in the mining area.
Furthermore, the originally conserved prayer room
with organ, sorting table, carpenter’s workshop
and the shaft and blast engine house with the famous Schwarzenberg Gebläse (blower) of the Alte
Elisabeth mine can be opened for visitors.
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2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape:

3-DE Lauenstein Administrative Centre:
Osterzgebirgsmuseum Lauenstein Castle (3.1-DE):
This museum opened in 1980 and has more than 30
exhibition rooms. It demonstrates the castle’s history
as a part of the permanent exhibition. The exhibition
also details the close connection between manorial
mining and the noble family von Bünau, who rebuilt
the castle after a town fire in 1594.

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape:
Museum Huthaus Einigkeit (4.6.2-DE): The museum opened in 1931 and is located in the Huthaus
(administration and assembly building) of the former silver ore mine Einigkeit Fundgrube which was
in use until the beginning of the 20th century. The
exhibition covers the topics of geology, mineralogy,
excavation, tools, extraction, ore processing and
water management in the Brand mining area up until the 20th century with exhibits about cultural creations and the social affairs of the miners. A further
focus of the exhibition is the topic of the Brand-Erbisdorf industrial location in the 20th century which
is displayed with documents and testimonials.

Drei-Brüder-Schacht (4.5.2-DE): The surface
buildings of the Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft) were
originally designed for silver ore mining. The site
now accommodates an original control, switching and high-voltage plant for the underground
power plant and the original winding machine of
the shaft. In 2008, the environmental exhibition
“WassErleben” was opened which shows e.g. how
the underground power plant functions. The un-

Fig. 17
Landing in the
shaft building of
the Alte Elisabeth
shaft complex in
Freiberg
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derground power plant, commissioned in 1914, is
one of the oldest plants of its type worldwide. The
association Förderverein Drei-Brüder-Schacht e.V.
looks after the conservation of the technical monument since 1992.
Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery)
(4.7.1-DE): Several associations handle the restoration and preservation of historic plants of the
Rothschönberg Stolln (drainage gallery) which
was used to drain the Freiberg mining area since
the middle of the 19th century. Visitors can see the
mouths and buildings of the IV., VII. and VIII. Lichtloch (shaft). The installations of the IV. Lichtloch
(shaft) are very suitable for tourism. A permanent
exhibition on the history of the Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery) is located in the shaft
building. Furthermore, it is also possible to visit
the underground Radstube (wheel chamber), the
Huthaus (administration and assembly building),
which is used as an exhibition building and the reconstructed mine forge.
Visitor mine Segen-Gottes-Erbstolln (4.1.4-DE):
Since 1980, the non-profit association Segen
Gottes Erbstolln e.V. has been looking after the historic mining monument, encompassing an area of
about 35 hectares. The mine reflects the development of Saxon silver ore mining from the 12thto the
19th centuries. Different guided tours are offered for
surface and underground visits.

and church history are also represented with historic documents and testimonials in addition to
the artistic exhibits. Demonstrations of craft techniques add to the exhibitions.
Visitor mine Fundgrube Weißer Hirsch (6.2-DE):
In addition to silver and cobalt ore mining, this
mine is of mineralogical interest due to historically
important finds as well as new discoveries. The local mining association Weißer Hirsch Schneeberg
offers a tour with the mining locomotive for special
events in addition to the standard visitors’ tour.
Siebenschlehener Pochwerk (6.8-DE): The
stamp mill, which was founded in the middle of
the 18th century, has been open to the public since
1995. It is one of the few technical museums of its
kind. The technical development of the stamp
mill across a period of 200 years can be seen in
the associated historic buildings and functioning technical installations. The machine installations of the stamp mill and ore washer can be
demonstrated in their original, water-powered
form. The permanent exhibition in the stamp mill
demonstrates the history of cobalt ore mining in
the Schneeberg-Neustädtler mining area from the
16th century onwards. The associated visitor mine
enables the presentation of the mining history.

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape:
Visitor mine Vereinsbergwerk Engländerstolln (5DE): The Engländerstolln (adit) is part of the Hoher
Forst Mining Landscape. The mine, which was constructed during the 1940s, for the extraction of wolframite ores represents modern mining in the region,
which only has a few monuments left. The visitor facility has been open to the public since 2005, after it
was made accessible again due to the work of the
association Kirchberger Natur- and Heimatfreunde
e.V..The Hoher Forst Mining Landscape is accessible
via a nature and mining educational trail.

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape:
Museum for miner’s folk art Schneeberg
(Bortenreuther Haus) (6.1-DE): Already founded in 1929, this museum presents collections on
miner’s folk art from the Western Ore Mountains
such as wood carvings and lace work. The museum, located in a listed baroque building, with
more than 800 exhibits documents the miners’
work and set of beliefs. The museum has a national important collection of Weihnachtspyramiden
(wooden Christmas towers which rotate due to
the heat of candles). It also displays Heimat- und
Weihnachtsberge (mechanical homeland and nativity models) and shaft models. The town, mining
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Fig. 18 Siebenschlehener Pochwerk (stamp mill) in Schneeberg

Pochwerk of Fundgrube Wolfgang Maßen (6.7DE): The reconstructed stamp mill demonstrates
silver, cobalt and bismuth ore mining from the 16th
to 20th centuries. One can also visit the Huthaus
(administration and assembly building), the forge,
an underground Radstube (wheel chamber) and
parts of the machine house.
Visitor mine Fundgrube St. Anna am Freudenstein nebst Troster Stolln (6.11-DE): This visitor
mine represents the beginnings of ore mining,
mainly for silver ores, and later also bismuth and
cobalt ores, starting in the 15th/16th century. The
Quarz-Zeche (pit) tour, offered by the association
IG Historischer Bergbau Zschorlau e.V., has to be
mentioned as a special event.
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Fig. 19 Surface buildings at the heap of the hoisting shaft of the Markus Röhling mine in Annaberg-Buchholz

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape:
Museum Frohnauer Hammer (8.2.3-DE): The
forge of the hammer mill manufactured tools
for mining and agriculture up until 1904. The
Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill) was the first
technical monument in Saxony listed in 1907
and has been made available to the public as a
museum since 1910. The museum consists of
the old hammer mill with manufacturing collection, folk art gallery and the hammer mill manor
house with lace-making room. Visitors can tour
the site via a guided circular trail. They can see
demonstrations of the functional small hammer
and the bellows in the historic hammer mill. The
associated exhibition on the top floor shows the
finished products. The folk art gallery which is opposite deals thematically with the Ore Mountain
folk art, especially wood carving. An introduction
into the traditional lace-making craft is provided
in the manor house which dates back to 1697. A
restaurant is also available in the manor house.
Visitor mine Markus-Röhling-Stolln (8.2.2-DE):
The visitor mine, which was opened in 1994,
demonstrates the silver and cobalt ore mining
from 1733 to 1857 as well as uranium ore mining
by Wismut AG after 1945. The facility has a mining
railway running over 600 m and a nine meter high
Kunstrad (pump wheel), which was reconstructed by the members of the association Altbergbau
Markus-Röhling-Stolln Frohnau e.V. and is true to
its original form and fully functional.

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape:
Visitor mine St. Briccius (9.1-DE): The visitor
mine shows the mining of copper, silver and tin
ores and demonstrates mining products from
the 15th to 17th centuries such as remainders of
technical installations and mining markers and
explains historic extraction methods. The asso-

ciation Gewerkschaft St. Briccius e.V. endeavours
to recreate the mine and leads mainly individual
tourists through the mine.

11-DE Marienberg Mining Town:
Museum Sächsisch-böhmisches Erzgebirge in
the Bergmagazin Marienberg (11-DE): Since 2006,
the museum Saxon-Bohemian Ore Mountains
is located in the historic Bergmagazin (mining
storehouse) and promotes the mutual Saxon-Bohemian relationships under the catchphrase “Ore
Mountains - Biography of a region”. The unique
transnational character of the exhibition shows
the way of life and folk culture of the local population from the Middle Ages to the 20th century.
Modern exhibition technology and bilingualism
allows a transboundary journey through the entire Ore Mountains. Even the town and mining
history of the mining town Marienberg is examined along with the development of the museum
building, which is one of the most important historic monuments of the town.

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape:
Visitor mine Zinngrube Ehrenfriedersdorf
(13.1-DE): The Ehrenfriedersdorf tin mine, part of
the Zweckverband Sächsisches Industriemuseum (Administrative Union Saxon Industrial Museum), demonstrates lode mining for tin and silver
ore practised in the Ore Mountains from the Middle Ages up until the 20th century. It is possible to
descend the Sauberg Mountain to 100 m in depth
with a manriding installation. A functioning water wheel, which was reconstructed according to
historic plans and was used in the 16th century to
drive a pump to hoist the mine water, can also be
seen. The adjoining museum presents over 1,000
mineral specimens from the mine.
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Fig. 20
Althammer
(hammer mill)
of the Grünthal
Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation
Works:
Museum Saigerhütte Olbernhau-Grünthal (14DE): 22 historic buildings of the previously self-contained industrial community are still preserved
today and demonstrate the beginnings of an independent social system. Visitors obtain an insight
into the technology, history and social structure of
centuries old metallurgical operation. The monument complex includes an open air museum with
reconstructed kilns, forges and stamp mills which
demonstrate the dimension of the location. The
copper hammer works explain the history of the
production facility to visitors and also shows the
functionality of a hammer mill using a Breithammer (a hammer with a broad impact surface). A
permanent exhibition shows the history and development of the smelting works and the liquation
production process. Further visitor facilites inform
about the way of life of the families of smelting
workers. The historical buildings also house a hotel, a restaurant and various leisure facilities.

Fig. 21 Geo-scientific collections in the Abraham-Gottlob-Werner-Bau, Freiberg

Scientific collections and archives
Mainly in the mining town of Freiberg, a range of
collections and archives of national importance
with materials, which impressively represent the
town’s history, as well as regional and supra-regional mining history can be viewed and used for
scientific research. Those collections are partially
included in the nominated serial property.

Fig. 22 International mineral collection Terra Mineralia in the
Freudenstein Castle, Freiberg
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Geo-scientific collections in the Abraham-Gottlob-Werner-Bau, Freiberg (4.4-DE): The mineralogical collection of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg
(technical university mining academy) is amongst
the most extensive, important and oldest collections of its kind and has its origin in the private
collections of the university’s founders. The Werner-Bau, which houses the Institute for Mineralogy, accommodates the collections for mineralogy,
petrology and for the theory of deposits. The mineralogy collection currently has an inventory of
92,000 specimens and a store of approx. 250,000
specimens. It is a systematic collection, which
includes more than 2/3 of the 4,400 currently
known minerals. Amongst the most precious historic inventory of the mineralogical collection are
the original stages of the mineral discoveries by
Abraham-Gottlob Werner (1749-1817), Friedrich
August Breithaupt (1791-1873) and Julius Ludwig
Weisbach (1806-1871). This includes about 10,000
specimens of the inheritance of A.-G. Werner and
the famous Oberrittersgrün meteorite. The collection in the small hall was set-up according to scientific aspects of the ore deposits and has more
than 120,000 records. A special collection from
closed uranium mines in the Ore Mountains is also
of historical importance. The foyer regularly holds
special exhibitions. The institution also has a collection of old scientific equipment.
Collection Terra Mineralia in the Freudenstein
Castle, Freiberg (4.4-DE): The Terra Mineralia collection, which has been located in Freudenstein
Castle since 2008, is one of the most important international mineral collections. The donor, Dr. Erika Pohl-Ströher, who is from the Saxon Vogtland,
has acquired approx. 40,000 specimens from all
over the world in her activities as a collector over
50 years. She passed the collection into the ownership of the foundation Pohl-Ströher-Mineralienstiftung in order to keep the collection as a whole
and to make it accessible to the public. The theme
of the exhibition is a mineralogical journey around
the world. The exhibition rooms are therefore arranged into continents and countries and present
selected minerals from locations and deposits
from nearly every continent. Specialised staff and
technology to carry out tests on minerals are available for the visitors. The former castle kitchen with
its cross vaults is now home to the so-called treasure chamber of the exhibition, which accommodates the collection’s largest and most beautiful
specimens from all continents.
Mining Archive Freiberg (4.4-DE): The Saxon
State Archive - Mining Archive Freiberg is also located in Freudenstein Castle. It preserves various
documents on Saxon mining, smelting and mining

Fig. 23 Geo-scientific collection in the Abraham-Gottlog-Werner-Bau in Freiberg

administration and makes it accessible to interested users. The inventory includes 4.5 km of files, official documents and accounting sheets and more
than 65,000 sketches, maps, drawings and plans.
There is also an extensive inventory of new media
which includes e.g. photographs, films and sound
storage media. The inventories of Saxon mining
companies are also of extraordinary importance.
A specialist library, which includes approx. 19,000
volumes, completes the archive.
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4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape:

17-DE Uranium Mining Landscape:
Ore Deposits collection of Wismut GmbH (17.1DE): The collection in shaft 371, the main shaft of
the Schlema-Alberoda mining area, has more than
1,700 mineral specimens and rock samples. The
core inventory is the mineral collection of the former Aue mining operation with samples from the
Schneeberg-Schlema-Alberoda and Pöhla-Tellerhäuser area. The displayed maps, profiles and documentation allow insight into the geological formation of the deposits and demonstrate the extent of
Wismut AG’s mining activities to the visitors.
Fig. 24
Ore deposit
collection in shaft
371 near Bad
Schlema
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Table 3 Mining educational trails and hikes

Mining area

Educational trail/hiking trail

Short description

Altenberg Pinge educational mining
trail

The mining educational trail around the Altenberg sinkhole introduces listed mining monuments from different
centuries.

Transboundary mining educational
trail Krupka-Geising-Altenberg-Zinnwald/Cinovec-Dubi

The educational trail, which is about 40 km long, connects monuments from mining and settlement history of
the transboundary region around Altenberg, Geising and
Krupka and demonstrates development history of the
previously important tin mining area, in which tin played
an important role.

Mining educational trail ‘Silberstraße’

The 12 km long hiking trail along the Silberstraße (silver
road) leads through Greifenbachtal (valley) along the
Röhrgraben (water ditch), the former mining water supply, to further famous mining monuments.

Historic mining educational trail in
and around Brand-Erbisdorf

The educational trail connects around 100 mining
objects over 23 km and passes e.g. the Huthaus Einigkeit
museum.

Historic mining exploration trails
Freiberg

A total of six different exploration trails (Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube, Saxonia-Muldenhütten-Weg, Roter Graben,
Auf dem Silberpfad, Zuger Bergbaurevier, Alte Dynamit)
around the Freiberg mining area connect the different
silver ore mining monuments.

Grabentour mining history hiking
trail

The Grabentour mining history hiking trail runs along
the water-ditch system, which was created between
1844 and 1846, used for the provision of motive water for
the construction of the IV. and V. Lichtloch (shaft) of the
Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery).

Segen-Gottes-Erbstolln hiking trail

The hiking trail runs through the Gersdorfer forest passing many historic mining relicts. Three large overview
boards and further 33 information boards at the objects
provide the visitor with an insight into regional mining.

Circular route Hohenforst Castle

Mediaeval mining and the resulting settlement are
demonstrated along a 7 km long route.

Nature and mining educational trail
Zum Hohen Forst

The educational mining trail, which was built in 2001,
demonstrates results by the ‘Kircherberger Bergbrüder’
association’s research of over 800 years of mining history.

Schneeberg-Neustädtel mining
educational trail

Hikes through the Schneeberg-Neustädtel mining landscape allow an in-depth experience of more than five
hundred years of mining history thanks to the many conserved buildings. The trail starts at the Siebenschlehener
Pochwerk (stamp mill) and includes e.g. the Wolfgang
Massen, Daniel, St. Anna and Schindler mines and the
Filzteich (pond) along the trail, which is 8 km long and
has 23 stations.

Mining educational trail in the mining landscape of Zschorlau

The trail runs across the entire St. Anna at Freudenstein
mine area featuring detailed signs and information
boards.

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

Educational mining trail Frohnauer
Rundweg

The trail connects different mining objects and viewing
points over 10 km distance.

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape

Educational mining trail Am Pöhlberg

This trail runs along 5.5 km passing the Butterfässer rock
formation and St. Briccius, the oldest Annaberg mine.

10-DE Buchholz Mining
Landscape

Educational mining trails Buchholzer-Wald

The 10 km long hiking trail through the Buchholz mining
area passes old miners’ houses and further mining
monuments.

12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape

Hiking route around the mining town
Marienberg

The development of the region, flora and a large number
of Marienberg mining monuments are demonstrated
along the 17 km long trail.

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining
Landscape

6-DE Schneeberg
Mining Landscape
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Educational trail/hiking trail

Short description

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

German-Czech mining educational
trail, Olbernhau

The 15 km long educational trail starts at the Olbernhau market and leads to Deutschkatharinenberg via 14
stations.

15-DE Eibenstock
Mining Landscape

Eibenstock mining and placer
educational trail

Over a distance of 2.5 km, a large number of information
boards provide details on local mining. Split in four
sections, mining relics and reconstructed plants from the
15th and 16th century can be seen.

Wismut GmbH mining and
remediation educational trail

Starting at the Aktivist miners’ cultural centre, this 10
km long educational trail with information runs through
mining history and Schlema’s mine heap landscape and
also demonstrates the changes of the site due to the
remediation program.

17-DE Uranium Mining
Landscape
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Mining area

Cultural tourist theme route Saxon-Bohemian Silberstraße (silver road)
Today’s cultural touristic theme route Saxon Bohemian Silberstraße runs along the Silberwagenweg (path). This historic transport route for ore
connected the local authorities of Annaberg-Buchholz, Wolkenstein, Lengefeld, Brand-Erbisdorf
and Freiberg. The silver, which was mined along
this route, was transported to the ore dressing
works and on to the royal seat of Dresden. The
Silberstraße which was formerly restricted to the
Saxon area of the Ore Mountains was extended to
the Bohemian area during a European Funding
supported Ziel 3-Project (transboundary project
to promote cooperation between the Free State
of Saxony and the Czech Republic). Today, the
Sächsisch-Böhmische Silberstraße theme route
established in 2012 runs over 275 km and connects
more than 30 visitor mines, former hammer mills
and smelting works as well as numerous historical mining towns. It also connects several mining
educational trails and museums that document
cultural treasures, traditions and customs of the
Ore Mountains. It therefore shows in a unique way
a variety of historical mining monuments from
mediaeval to modern mining in a transboundary
region and makes the area accessible for visitors.

Fig. 25 Logo Silberstrasse (silver road)

Association work
The region is characterized by a large number of associations actively involved in preservation of the
historic mining monuments, the maintenance of
the traditions, the local history of the region and of
mining. The associations include regional heritage
and tradition associations, mining and metallurgical associations, miners’ guilds and associations
for the preservation of mining music traditions.
The majority of Ore Mountain based miners’ guilds
and fraternities, miners’ bands and orchestras and
miners’ choirs are merged in the Saxon State association of the Bergmanns-, Hütten- und Knappenvereine e.V. (miners’ and metallurgists’ associations and guilds). This association currently represents more than 60 associations with almost
3,000 members. The work of associations has an
outstanding importance for the preservation, presentation and interpretation of the Mining Cultural
Landscape and its values. Aims and tasks of the
mining association include in particular:
• Preservation and maintenance of mining monuments: Several mining associations are directly
involved in working on the cultural monument
and contribute greatly to the conservation and
protection. As owners or managers, some associations are responsible for the conservation

Fig. 26
Miners‘ parade in
Freiberg
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and mediation of historic mining sites. For example, most of the visitor mines are managed
by associations, which are mostly non-profit
organisations. Other associations promote and
support mining museums and visitor mines for
example by taking care of collections and exhibitions, setting-up of mining educational paths,
or organising educational activities.
• Maintenance of the traditions and customs: The
associations maintain the mining traditions,
which in parts go back to medieval times. This
is particularly apparent at the miners’ parades,
which are organised on special days such as the
Sächsischer Bergmannstag (Saxon Day of Miner)
and particularly at Christmas time. The profound
awareness of tradition is likewise vibrantly presented in the form of numerous miners’ guilds,
choirs and orchestras as well as theatre and dialect groups. The same applies to the regional
folk art, which is reflected most clearly in bobbin lace-making and woodcarving craftwork.
Other associations look after the conservation
of regional mining and metallurgical music traditions and the conservation, maintenance and
development of Ore Mountain and mining songs.

Numerous public, regional and national concerts
are a testimony to their work, in addition to music
publishing activities.
• Strengthening the identification of the local people with the mining history and traditions of the
region: An important part of the associations’ activities is working with children and adolescents.
As initiators of various cultural and scientific
events, they contribute significantly to interdisciplinary communication and mediation of the
multi-faceted traditions to the local population.
Result is a strong awareness of the local population for their historical mining heritage.
• Research work: The associations highly contribute to the documentation of the mining sites and
their importance, and of the mining knowledge.
The results are e.g. popular scientific publications
and conservational work.
The Ore Mountains has a long tradition of awareness of the unique mining landscape and the active
participation of citizens in preservation activities.
The mining associations make a valuable contribution to keeping history vibrantly alive and to the
preservation of the valuable monuments.

Table 4 Associations committed to the conservation and presentation of nominated component parts

CP Id n°

Location

2-DE

Wäsche IV (2.2-DE)

2-DE

Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu
Zinnwald, mine (2.6-DE)

4-DE

Historic Centre of Freiberg
(4.4-DE)

4-DE

Mining Landscape around
the Hauptstollngang Stehender (lode) (4.3.4-DE)

4-DE

Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube
(mine) (4.3.2-DE)

4-DE

Abraham Schacht (shaft)
(4.3.3-DE)

Association

Knappenverein
Altenberg e. V.

Historischer
Freiberger Bergund Hüttenknappschaft e. V.

Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube
Freiberg e. V.

Foundation

Aims and tasks

31/05/1994
(re-foundation)

Support of the operation and presentation
of the mining museum Altenberg (Wäsche IV)
and the Zinnwald visitor mine; Support of the
maintainance of the educational paths in the
Zinnwald-Altenberg mining landscape; Development of the transboundary educational
mining path

09/04/1986

Preservation of the traditions of the mining and
metallurgy; Refounding of the miners´parade
in 1986;
Several specialised groups: for mining history,
smelting history, mining songs, women,
children, and for the documentation of the
associations work.

21/08/1992

Operation and presentation of the visitor mine
Alte Elisabeth
Maintenance of the shaft

4-DE

Roter Graben (ditch) - Ore
washer (4.3.5-DE)

Siedlerverein
Erzwäsche
Halsbrücke e. V.

1953

Support and promotion of the design and use
of the settler estates; Preservation and maintenance of the natural environment, the landscape and the ecological design; Preservation
and maintenance of the mining monument ore
washer

4-DE

Segen Gottes Erbstolln
Mine (4.1.4-DE)

Segen-GottesErbstolln e. V.

01/07/1980

Preservation, maintenance, developemnt and
presentation of the mining landscape Segen
Gottes Erbstolln Mine; Operation of a small
visitor mine
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Location

Association

4-DE

Rothschönberger Stolln
(drainage gallery) - IV.
Lichtloch (shaft) (4.7.1-DE)

Viertes Lichtloch
des Rothschönberg Stollns e. V.

4-DE

4-DE

4-DE

4-DE

Rothschönberger Stolln
(drainage gallery) - VII.
Lichtloch (shaft) (4.7.1-DE)

VII. Lichtloch e. V.

Foundation

Aims and tasks

13/04/2002

Preservation and maintenace of the buildings
of the IV. Lichtloch; Presentation of the shaft
complex to the public (e.g. guided tours); Preservation of the mining traditions; use of the site
for cultural events

12/12/1992

Documentation, preservation and maintenance
of the buildings of the VII. Lichtloch; Presentation of the site to the public (guided tours,
paticpation at public events, e.g.); Promotion
of hte mining traditions and cooperation with
partners; Realisation of educational programmes for schools

Oberes Neues Geschrei
(mine) (4.7.1-DE)

Support of the municipality in maintaining and
presentating the Oberes Neues Geschrei as part
of the Rothschönberger Stolln

Drei-Brüder-Schacht
(shaft), underground power plant (4.5.2-DE)

10/1992

Documentation, preservation and maintenance
of the shaft complex; Preservation, restoration
and development of the underground power
plant; Set-up and maintenance of the environmental exhibition „WassErleben“; Promotion
of monument preservation, education, science
and research, art and culture

17/12/1993

Maintenance of the mining traditions, the
geology, the local history and the monument
preservation; Development and research of
the traditions and presentation; Preservation
and maintenance of historic monuments;
Documentation of local mining monuments
and resarch of the mining history

Beschert Glück Fundgrube,
mine (4.5.1-DE)

Drei-BrüderSchacht e. V.

Freudenstein e. V.

Golbachtal mines, and
Thelersberger Stolln (adit)
(4.6.2-DE)

Historischer
Bergbau
Brand-Erbisdorf
e. V.

1982 (founded);
12/02/1992
(association)

Maintenance of mining and geological
monuments in the Brandner mining district;
Maintenance of the traditions; Research of the
mining an local history and their publication;
Preservationa and maintenance of historic
mining monuments and their documentation;
Presentation of the mining history (e.g. set-up
of the educational path)

5-DE

Hoher Forst Mining Landscape

Kirchberger
Natur- und
Heimatfreunde des NABU
Deutschlands
Ortsgruppe
Kirchberg e.V.

1987; 1998 (est.
of the specialised
groups)

Several specialised groups: mining (Kirchberger bergbrüder), nature conservation and
local history; Preservation, maintenance and
presentation of the mining landscape; Set-up
of the mining educational path; Preservation of
the mining traditions

6-DE

Weißer Hirsch Fundgrube
(6.2-DE)

Weißer Hirsch
Schneeberg e. V.

1998

Preservation of the Weiße Hirsch Fundgrube
(mine); operation and preservation of the
visiotr mine (e.g. guided tours)

6-DE

St. Georgenhütte
(smeltery) (6.9-DE)

Silber-Schmelzhütte Sankt Georgen Schneeberg/
Erzgebirge. V.)

2010

Preservation and presentation of the St. Georgenhütte (smeltery)

6-DE

Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Bergbrüderschaft
Schneeberger
Bergparade e.V.

6-DE

Wolfgang Maßen Fundgrube (mine) (6.7-DE)

Bergbauverein
Schneeberg/Erzgebirge e. V.

4-DE

1479 (founded);
12/05/1967
(re-foundation)
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CP Id n°

Preservation of mining traditions and customs
(parades, etc.); Specialised group for the educational path in the Schneeberg–Neustädtel
Mining Landscape and the mining path at Bad
Schlema: preservation, maintenance and presentation of adjacent mining monuments
Preservation and maintenance of the mine;
Development and presentation of the mine
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CP Id n°

Location

Association

Foundation

Aims and tasks

6-DE

Fundgrube St. Anna am
Freudenstein nebst Troster
Stolln (mine) (6.11-DE)

IG Historischer
Bergbau Zschorlau e. V.

1989

Preservation and maintenance of the mine;
Development and presentation of the mine

7-DE

Schindlers Werk Smalt
Works

Schindlers Werk
e.V.

11/08/2017

Preservation and maintenance of the smalt
works, and development of a concept for
sustainable use

8-DE

Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill) (8.2.3-DE)

Hammerbund
Frohnau e. V.

30/03/1990

Preservation, promotion and development
of the hammer mill complex; support of the
presentation of the hammer mill (exhibitions,
forging, etc.)

8-DE

Markus-Röhling mine
(8.2.2-DE)

Altbergbau Markus-Röhling-Stolln
Frohnau e.V.

10/11/1990

Promotion and presentation of the visitor
mine Markus-Röhling-Stolln (guided tours,
exhibitions, etc.); Preservation of the mining
traditions (e.g. parades, mining worship, last
shift of the year)

9-DE

Pöhlberg Mining Landscape (9.1-DE)

Gewerkschaft St.
Briccius e. V.

08/03/2000
(association)

Research, documentation and development
of the mine workings since 1983; Set-up of
information boards for visitors

12-DE

Lauta Mining Landscape
(12-DE)

Bergknappschaft
Marienberg e. V.

1520 (founded);
02/04/1993
(refounded)

Maintenance of the mining traditions (parades,
etc.); Support of the presentation of the historic
mining monuments (e.g. guided tours)

13-DE

Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining
Landscape (13.1-DE)

Berggrabebrüderschaft
Ehrenfriedersdorf
e. V.

1338 (founded);
03/1991 (association)

Preservation of mining traditions and customs
(parades, etc.); Support of the presentation of
the visitor mine Zinngrube Ehrenfriedersdorf

9.3 Tourism
9.3.1 Tourism statistics
Tourism is a well-known phenomenon at the Ore
Mountains. The region is a popular tourist destination that combines cultural tourism with recreation and the experience of nature. After Dresden,
the Ore Mountains is the most popular travel destination in Saxony. Since 2007 visitor numbers have
gradually but continually increased. Moreover, in
future a growth of tourism numbers is anticipated
for the region. Most visitors of the Erzgebirge come
from Germany. But also international guests, especially from the Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland,
Russia and the Czech Republic, are visiting the
region. The average length of stay is 2.9 days, but
also day-trip tourism is an important factor. The
following statistics are available:
• Annual number of days spent in the region by
tourists: 26.1 million
• approx. 71,500 one-day tourists each day
• 891.8 million gross income
• Income per overnight tourist: € 111.70
• Income per one-day tourist: € 23.30
• Income from tourism: 429.1 million Euro
• Provides direct or indirect employment for
24,260 people
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• Awareness: has improved from 6th place (2010)
to 4rd (2016) – only the Black Forest, Harz and Bavarian Forest rank higher
• Press coverage 2016: Total circulation of
95,541,565 million – Total 1,293 of Advertisements and press reports

9.3.2 The UNESCO World Heritage
Sustainable Tourism Program
World Heritage Sites are attractive tourist destinations
and as such have a vital function for the development of the local communities. In order to meet the
obligations set out in the World Heritage Convention,
tourism at World Heritage Sites has to be managed
in a responsible and sustainable way. To encourage
sustainable tourism development at World Heritage
Sites, that does not harm the manifold site values,
has therefore become a major task of UNESCO and
the World Heritage Centre. The World Heritage Convention and the Operational Guidelines set the framework for sustainable tourism development at World
Heritage sites. The Operational Guidelines state that
sustainable development principles should be integrated in the management system (Op. Guide. 2016,
Para. 132). The sustainable use of a site is defined as
follows: “World Heritage properties may support a
variety of ongoing and proposed uses that are ecolog-

ing Universal Value’ and for sustainable development
through appropriate tourism management.” (World
Heritage Sustainable Tourism Program, vision). This is
why the protection and conservation of World Heritage sites “are a significant contribution to sustainable
development” (UNESCO Sustainable Tourism Program).

9.3.3 Sustainable tourism development in the Erzgebirge
Sustainability, as a guiding principle for tourism development, is manifested in the destination strategy
Erzgebirge. The strategy defines objectives of and
proposes actions for tourism development in the
area. Sustainability is integrated as a basis and focus
of tourism development in the strategy and actions
proposed for the three dimensions of sustainability:
ecology, economy and the social dimension and additionally for the field management (cf. chart below).
A number of tourism offers already exist to promote
sustainable development in the region. A sustainable
tourism strategy is in preparation that will specifically address the needs of the component parts of the
nominated property from a World Heritage perspective. The strategy will base on the assessment of the
already existing documents as well as on the results of
the projects that are currently implemented related to
the already existing structures and base upon present
projects which are related to World Heritage.
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ically and culturally sustainable and which may contribute to the quality of life of communities concerned.
The State Party and its partners must ensure that such
sustainable use or any other change does not impact
adversely on the Outstanding Universal Value of the
property. For some properties, human use would not
be appropriate. Legislations, policies and strategies
affecting World Heritage properties should ensure
the protection of the Outstanding Universal Value,
support the wider conservation of natural and cultural heritage, and promote and encourage the active
participation of the communities and stakeholders
concerned with the property as necessary conditions
to its sustainable protection, conservation, management and presentation.” (Para. 119, Op. Guide. 2016).
In order to promote sustainable tourism development at World Heritage Sites, UNESCO launched the
World Heritage Sustainable Tourism Program in 2011.
It is based on the insight that the relationship between
tourism and World Heritage is two-way:
• World Heritage offers tourists/visitors and the tourism sector destinations,
• Tourism offers World Heritage the ability to meet
the requirement in the Convention to ‘present’
World Heritage properties, and also a means to
realize community and economic benefits through
sustainable use. (policy guidelines 2010, 34 COM
5F.2)
In conclusion, World Heritage and tourism stakeholders “share responsibility for conservation of our
common cultural and natural heritage of ‘Outstand-

Table 5 Actions related to sustainability currently implemented or planned

Management

• Stakeholder involvement
• Continuous information

•

•
•
•
•

of important sustainability
issues
Integration of the sustainability concept in product
development
Increase of quality awareness
Survey of visitor satisfaction
Designation of accessible
offers
Close cooperation with nature and culture protection
institutions

Ecology

• Limitation of seasonal
fluctuations by creating
year-round offers
• Record of key figures for
economic stability
• Qualification seminars
• Promotion of local and
regional products

Economy

Social

• Provision of information on

• Participation at planning to

•

•

•

•

•
•

sensitive ecosystems
Awareness-raising activities
related to environmental
impacts
Intensification of cooperation with the nature park
Erzgebirge-Vogtland
Support of the preservation of regional typical
landscape and settlement
appearance
Planning of visitor steering
concepts and guidance
systems
Definition of quality
standards
Development and support
of innovative mobility
concepts

protect cultural heritage

• Creation or marketing of
offers and events related to
the cultural identity of the
region
• Complaint Management
• Employee-oriented company culture
• Co-operation with voluntary
and civic initiatives

• Sensibilisation of tourism
companies
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Moreover, a variety of actions have been implemented in the Ore Mountains which support the
development of sustainable tourism. A few examples include:
• By mean of establishment of a common (transboundary) marketing strategy, a marketing
concept was elaborated for the region that included a detailed consideration of the topic of
World heritage related to the proposed World
Heritage nomination of the region. A specific
concept for the future communication of the
potential World Heritage site was integrated
into the strategy.
• The Ore Mountain tourism assosiacion took
part at the federal competition “Sustainable
Tourism Destinations in Germany”. The competition is support by the German Federal Government, local and business associations as
well as numerous NGOs, among them UNESCO
and UNICEF.
• About regional theme days such as Ore Mountains Mining Experience Day, the Ore Mountain
Craft and Trade Day, Saxon Day, German Miners’ Day as well as the annual Miners’ Strike Day
the topics are comprehensively transported to
World Heritage.
• The „Erzgebirgscard“ includes more than 100
attractions with free entry and 34 with an attractive discount for the entrance tickets. In
addition, the owner of the “Erzgebirgscard”
can use total public transport allover the Ore
Mountain region, such as train, bus, tram and
historical means of transport also. This card is
a all inclusive card for visitors and local people
equally.
• With the development of the title “World Heritage Host” – will be definded quality criterias
for the regional hostes to reach a high quality
standard in the accommodations of the World
Heritage area.
• In the context of transbounding cooperation,
we started with several joint workshops and
transnationals projects, such as the Mining Adventure Day.
• Interreg VA projects in the field of education
and marketing

9.3.4 A sustainable tourism strategy
for the nominated property
As a World Heritage Site the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is obliged to implement the
World Heritage Convention and thus to promote
sustainable tourism. Furthermore, the importance of tourism for the region has and will continue to increase. A Sustainable Tourism Strategy
will help to manage tourism in a responsible way
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and shows how cultural heritage preservation,
tourism and a sustainable development of the
region can go hand in hand and create mutual
benefit. The framework for this strategy is defined
by the World Heritage Convention and the Operational Guidelines. Its content and format will
moreover be guided by the recommendations on
sustainable tourism developed by UNESCO in the
World Heritage Sustainable Tourism Toolkit. On a
regional level, the Strategy will be based on the
yearlong experience of both tourism and World
Heritage stakeholders in the Ore Mountains.
The starting point for the development of sustainable tourism in the Ore Mountains is the ‘Charter Montanregion Erzgebirge’ (Charter Mining
Region Ore Mountains). In the Charter, the members of the World Heritage association agreed on
guidelines for sustainable development of the
cultural landscape taking into account the conservation and protection of the World Heritage
values. Taking into account the Charter as well
as the ‘Erzgebirge destination strategy’, the new
sustainable tourism strategy has the following
vision: It aims to provide a long-term transboundary framework for the further development of
sustainable tourism at the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region focussing especially on its meaning and the obligations as a World Heritage Site.
It will therefore:
• identify the top issues related to tourism affecting the outstanding universal value of the site.
• highlight the opportunities for introducing
sustainable tourism and its potential for the
region,
• define aims for sustainable tourism development,
• set out the steps required to reach this aims.
Considering UNESCO’s recommendations and
the local status quo, the Sustainable Tourism
Strategy will be based on the following five principles:
1. It does not harm the Outstanding Universal
Value of the site, but supports its protection.
2. It is inclusive, holistic and long-term oriented.
3. It offers a qualitative visitor experience.
4. It contributes to the well-being of the local
communities and involves them in the tourism development.
5. It is constantly monitored in order to analyse
and interpret trends and developments, to
reduce their negative impacts and unlock
their positive potentials.
A sustainable tourism strategy will be developed
in the long-term basing on the above outline
framework.

In 1991, the Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e.V. (tourism association) was founded as an umbrella association for the entire Ore Mountains region. The
association’s territory now reaches across the three
districts of the Erzgebirgskreis, Mittelsachsen and
Sächsische Schweiz-Osterzgebirge. Infrastructural facilities, which are necessary for visitors, such
as signposted hiking trails, well developed traffic
routes, car parking, accommodations, restaurants
and shops are sufficiently available. The Ore Mountains can be reached by car, bus, rail and plane
(Dresden Airport).
There is currently no need for visitor management in any of the visitor institutions of the component parts. Until now, there has been no significant
damage due to too many visitors to the region. The
capacity limit has not been reached for any of the
visitor facilities. At present, there is no indication
that adverse effects to the component parts are to
be expected due to visitors in the near future.
Annual recording of visitor numbers is to be carried out and analysed regularly as part of the monitoring of the nominated serial property in order to
be able to react in time to any changes. If the capacity limit has been reached, suitable measures have
to be introduced to protect the facility. The visitor
numbers are detailed in chapter 4.b.1 (iii) Responsible visitation (Nomination File), and in chapter 8
(Management Plan)

10. Networks and
international
cooperation
Due to the geographic position of the Ore Mountains at the border between Germany and the
Czech Republic, there had always been a close
connection between both countries. Over the past
20 years, a large number of projects were implemented which support transboundary cooperation and the regions themselves in economic,
social and cultural terms. The work is supported financially by the European Union. International cooperations exist specifically for the transboundary
cooperation with the Czech Republic. The cooperation is continued during the nomination process
and beyond. Various transboundary projects related to the nominated property were implemented
in the last years. Currently, three EU funded projects are on-going (cf. chapter 3.2, International
Management Plan).
‘Industriekultur in Sachsen’ is an internet platform demonstrating all aspects of the commercial

and industrial make-up of the Free State of Saxony.
The platform not only informs about industrial culture monuments, but also about innovations, current research and trends. It makes different stakeholders and cultural, art, politics, business and
science activities visible to the general public. The
internet portal promotes communication and cooperation and is set to develop into a participatory
network. Volunteers and associations are amongst
the numerous stakeholders. There is also information about the role of industrial culture within
companies and research institutions. The ‘Koordinierungsstelle für Industriekultur in Sachsen’ (Coordination Office for Industrial Culture in Saxony) is
the industrial culture network’s contact. The coordination office was set-up on the 1st of July 2011 by
the Saxon State Ministry of Science and Art and is
part of the Kulturstiftung des Freistaates Sachsen
(Saxon Foundation for Culture).
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9.3.5 Visitor management

11. Action Plan 2013-2021
The aims and corresponding actions are based on
the management principles. Short-term actions
and medium-term actions were specified. The action-plan was up-dated in 2017. Some actions are
already completed while others are implemented
in on-going projects (see chapter 12, Management
Plan). The currentstatus of each activity is outlined
in the charts below. The objectives and the actions
defined were structured into three areas of activity:
• coordination and management,
• protection and conservation,
• awareness raising, communication and mediation.
At this time, it is not possible to make precise
statements on necessary financial means. The
implementation of the following actions is largely
dependent on third party financial contribution.
The basic funding for the management is covered
by the normal budget of the agency responsible for
the management of the Saxon part of the nominated serial property (Welterbeverein). Further financing possibilities are laid out below.
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11.1 Area of activity: Coordination and management
Aim: Constitution of the management structure for the World Heritage site
The basic requirement for the protection and sustainable development of Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is an effective management system, which ensures the cooperation of the involved stakeholders.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Welterbekonvent
Project management WFE

Partly completed
Association was founded in May 2015 and
starts operating in January 2016; the establishment of the national coordination office
is planned for the second half of the year
2016, till then the project management WFE is
remains responsible

Nomination of the members of the
Bilateral Advisory Group

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

In progress
A transboundary working group does already
exist since 2011; the composition of the group
is determined in the management plan and
will be comparable to the composition of the
present working group.

Employment of a World Heritage
coordinator

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

Planned
Future staff planning will take part in the
second half of 2019 by the World Heritage
association

Set-up of the Forum Montanregion
Erzgebirge (Forum Mining Region Ore
Mountains)

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

In progress
Consultation of the local stakeholders
directly involved in the management of the
component parts started at the beginning of
the preparation of the nomination and is an
ongoing process

Set-up of the World Heritage advisory
board

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

At time of inscription

Specification of tasks and competence
of the working groups

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

Completed - ongoing
Six working groups were established during
the nomination process and are already operating; the working groups have an advisory
function; the tasks are regularly updated
according to pending issues; the working
groups are part of future management of the
serial property

Strengthen involvement of nature
conservation authorites

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

Short-term

Organisation of a launch event

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

At time of inscription

Foundation of the World Heritage
Association and setting up the national
World Heritage coordination office

Aim: Coordination and strengthening of the cooperation of the World Heritage stakeholders on a communal,
national and international level
A constant exchange and flow of information is created between involved stakeholders at all levels. The participation of
World Heritage stakeholders is absolutely necessary in order to conserve the value and to ensure the compliance with obligations laid out in the World Heritage Convention.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Development of a newsletter and
internet platform for regular information flow between stakeholders and
institutions.

Welterbekonvent
Project management WFE
World Heritage Association

Partly completed
A multi-lingual website exists since December 2014; a newsletter-module was already
prepared

Organisation of a conference for politicians and decision-makers

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

At the time of inscription
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Actions

Analysis of financing gaps and lack of
funding

Set-up of multi-year finance plan

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

World Heritage Association

Constant – in progress
During the last consultation of the stakeholders responsible for the management of the
component parts financial gaps related to the
maintenance of the buildings were identified
in 2015; acquisition of funding is an ongoing
process

World Heritage Association

In progress
Financing is a task of the World Heritage
association and bases upon the identified
financing gaps

Checking possibilities for third party
funding

Welterbekonvent
Project management WFE

Constant - in progress
Third party funding is possible via the renewed funding programme Interreg 5a of the
European Union; currently a first multi-year
transboundary project is granted since 2016

Development of a sponsoring concept

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

medium-term,
continuously
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Aim: Set-up of a long-term financial planning
A budget plan is set up for several years. The financing also includes means to implement necessary measures in order to
achieve planning continuity.

Aim: National and international cooperation
The cooperations are used to exchange experiences, transfer knowledge and mutual support for the promotion of the
World Heritage site. Cooperations are entered into with a wide range of partners on a local, regional, national and international level.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Identification of possible partners

World Heritage Association

Medium-term

Set-up of cooperations and definition
of collaboration with national UNESCO
World Heritage sites

World Heritage Association

Medium-term

Active cooperation in the association
German UNESCO World Heritage e.V.

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE

At the time of inscription

Aim: Strengthening and further support of transboundary cooperation
The protection, conservation and sustainable development of the transboundary serial property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region is a permanent impulse to strengthen and reinforce the transboundary cooperation between both countries at all levels.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Development and set-up of common
projects

Project management WFE
World Heritage Association
in cooperation with the Bilateral Advisory Group

In progress
Since 2016 several transboundary projects
are ongoing including the following topics:
preservation and maintenance, education and
mediation, marketing and tourism, infrastructure and development within the scope of the
European funding programme Interreg 5A

Holding of events with different topical
emphases (research, tourism, regional
development etc.)

World Heritage Association
in cooperation with the Bilateral Advisory Group

Constant
Several transboundary events and workshops
were organised in the last years covering different topics and are planned for the future

Publishing common publications

World Heritage Association
in cooperation with the Bilateral Advisory Group

Constant
In the last years a number of transboundary
informative literature were prepared
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Aim: Prevention of conflicts
Conflicts are to be solved in an early stage on a communal level. For this purpose, a constant information exchange about
planning and construction projects is assured. The effects of a project are determined and evaluated early, completely
and comprehensively. The national coordination office is the first point of contact.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Development of a process to settle
disputes

World Heritage Association Project
management WFE
AG Regional Development

Completed

Set-up of an independent committee
to evaluate plans and projects whilst
including the relevant stakeholders or
authorities, especially the Sächsisches
Oberbergamt (chief mining office of
Saxony)

World Heritage Association Project
management WFE
Steering Group
AG Regional Development

Partly completed
A regional development
working group was established including all
relevant planning authorities; the set-up of an
independent additional expert advisory committee is planned according to requirements

Anchoring of the World Heritage in the
state development plan and in the
regional plans

World Heritage Association Project
management WFE
AG Regional Development

In progress
The World Heritage project is included in the
new Saxon land development plan Chemnitz
2013 and in the draft of regional development
plans Chemnitz (2017) and Oberes Elbtal/Osterzgebirge (2017)

Inclusion of the World Heritage site into
the local building and land use plans

World Heritage Association
AG Regional Development

Planned
Inclusion will take part within the scope of the
general updating process of these plans by the
municipalities

Development of a World Heritage
impact assessment

World Heritage Association
AG Regional Development

In progress
Defined as a task of the regional development
working group

Aim: Supervision and control of the use of the UNESCO logo and signets according to UNESCO guidelines
The use of the UNESCO logo is subject to strict rules; the coordination office ensures correct implementation.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Publication of use guidelines

World Heritage Association Project
management WFE

In progress
Publication is planned at the time of inscription

World Heritage Association Project
management WFE

In progress
The World Heritage association is responsible
for controlling the use; the final completion
of a procedure depends on the specific
regulations of the UNESCO set-up for serial
nominations

Development of a process to control
the application of the World Heritage
logo
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11.2 Area of activity: Protection and conservation

Actions

Responsible institution

Time plan

Continuation, updating and further
development of the database

World Heritage Association

Constant
The database was established and is currently
updated

Regular monitoring of the conservation
state of the monuments

World Heritage Association,
in cooperation with monument protection authorities, communities, owners
AG Monument Protection

Constant
All component parts were evaluated in 2015;
the monument preservation working groups
meets regularly and informs about the state of
conservation

Realisation of pilot monitoring and
evaluation

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE
in cooperation with monument protection authorities, communities, owners
AG Monument Protection

Completed
All component parts were visited and evaluated in the first half of 2015; the results are
currently analysed and will serve as a basis for
a list of actions

Evaluation and further development of
key indicators (monitoring)

World Heritage Association
AG Monument protection

Medium-term

Development of an extended monitoring concept for management, the
cultural landscape, transboundary
issues etc.

World Heritage Association
Bilateral Advisory Group
Working groups

Medium-term
The development concept is planned as part
of a new transboundary project within the
scope of the European funding programme
Interreg 5A

Development and implementation of
conservation and re-use concepts for
monuments at risk

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE
in cooperation with monument protection authorities, communities, owners

In progress
First actions were undertaken to preserve the
threatened sites including an evaluation of
urgent maintenance measures, consultation of
the owners, evaluation of financial needs and
identification of possible sources for funding,
e.g. Schindlers Werk Smalt Works

Identification of emergency conservation measures

World Heritage Association
Monument protection authorities

Constant – in progress

Public relations e.g. flyer on the topic
of monument conservation and World
Heritage

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE
AG Monument Protection

Planned
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Aim: Ensuring the state of conservation and strengthening of the protection
The protection and conservation of the World Heritage site, both of material and immaterial values, has to be permanently ensured. For this purpose, the adherence to existing protection mechanisms is ensured. Furthermore, an effective
monitoring system is of central importance.

11.3 Area of activity: Awareness raising, communication and mediation
Aim: Increasing the importance of the nominated property for the general public
Developing a marketing strategy for UNESCO World Heritage is of special importance. A relevant marketing concept will
range across all tourist levels (communities, region, state, federal state).
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Set-up of a marketing concept with
measures and programs for presenting and advertising the nominated
property

Project management WFE and
TVE (Tourism Association) in cooperation with the AG Tourism and the World
Heritage Association

In progress
A marketing and communication concept was
developed in 2014

Creating active information points

World Heritage Association in cooperation with TVE and AG Tourism

Medium-term

Designation of World Heritage site in
tourist guide systems

World Heritage Association in cooperation with TVE and AG Tourism

Medium-term
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Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Development of a sustainable promotion concept

World Heritage Association, TVE, AG
Tourism
in cooperation with Forum Montanregion Erzgebirge

Medium-term - long-term

Set-up of a visitor centre as active information, contact and organisation point

World Heritage Association
AG Tourism
Forum Montanregion Erzgebirge

A draft concept for visitor centres was prepared

Development of a sustainable World
Heritage strategy

World Heritage Association, TVE, AG
Tourism

Medium-term

Aim: Set-up of a consistent, recognizable appearance in the public
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is recognised internationally as one World Heritage site.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Development of consistent signage

World Heritage Association in cooperation with TVE and
AG Tourism

Medium-term
Planned as part of a transboundary project

Development of a corporate design

World Heritage Association in cooperation with the Project management
WFE, TVE and AG Tourism

In progress
A draft concept was developed in 2014; the
emblem “erzgebirgisch” was used during
the World Heritage nomination (ingredient
branding)

Development, set-up and implementation of a multi-lingual web presence

World Heritage Association in cooperation with the Project management WFE
and TVE

Completed
A new multi-lingual website was launched in
2015. The website is currently being updated.

Aim: Increasing awareness for the World Heritage site and the UNESCO within the region
The World Heritage status entails a commitment to mediate the World Heritage idea and to communicate the Word Heritage site among the general public. Targeted public relations to the population increase the understanding of the cultural
values. The public relations carried out during the nomination process will be continued intensively.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Continuous media relations with
regards to activities and development
such as regular information events

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE, TVE (Tourism Association)

Constant
Media relations are regularly prepared; six informative events for the public were organised
between 11/2014 and 06/2015. In 2017 seven
public informative events were organised.

Organisation of a public meeting of the
World Heritage Association and the
Working Groups

World Heritage Association
Working groups

medium-term

Creation of special information material such as brochures, flyers, books
with regards to World Heritage and
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

Project management WFE, TVE

Constant
In the last years a number of informative literature was published communication the World
Heritage programme and the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region to the public; further publications are already planned

Development of a travelling exhibition
on the topic

World Heritage Association
Project management WFE, TVE

Completed

Active participation of private persons

Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge
e.V. (Association)

Constant
The association Förderverein Montanregion
Erzgebirge e. V. is open to all natural persons
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Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Organisation of common theme events
with educational facilities, museums,
tourism organisations etc.

World Heritage Association, TVE and
Working Groups
in cooperation with the Förderverein
Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. (Association)

Constant
(e.g. school project, grammar school Marienberg; seminars for tourism organisations;
BergbauErlebnistage (public presentation of
the nominated component parts))
Auftaktkonferenz “Unser Welterbe!”

Development of a training concept for
decision-makers, specialists, teachers,
guides etc.

World Heritage Association

In preparation

Aim: Strengthening existing networks between visitor facilities in the region, especially mining museums and
visitor mines
The cooperation between mining facilities and the hotel and restaurant sector also is improved in order to anchor the
World Heritage site in the region.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Bundling and common utilisation of
resources such as advertising material

World Heritage Association, TVE
AG Tourism

Medium-term

TVE and AG Tourism in cooperation
with the World Heritage Association

In progress
New actions will be defined and specified by
the tourism working group; among others first
World Heritage offers where developed by
local stakeholders in regional workshops and
quality criteria) were set-up

Further specification of actions such as
the development of common offers
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Actions

Aim: Improving the quality of visitor facilities with regards to the requirements of a World Heritage site
Actions
Set-up of mandatory quality criteria,
which states clear requirements in
common tourist marketing and sets
standards
Implementation, confirmation and
updating the quality criteria

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

TVE
AG Tourism

Completed

TVE
AG Tourism

Constant – in progress

Aim: Educational presentation of the World Heritage
The visitor has to be able to clearly recognise the outstanding universal value of the serial property. This also includes
demonstrating the importance of every selected element and its contribution to the outstanding universal value of the
entire property.
Actions

Responsible institution

Status/Comment

Analysis and further development of
already existing educational networks

World Heritage Association
TVE, IWTG, AG Interpretation and
Tourism

In progress (since 2016)
A interpretation working group was founded;
A transboundary project within the scope of
the European funding programme Interreg 5a
started in May 2017

Development of a sustainable interpretation concept for the transboundary
World Heritage site

World Heritage Association
IWTG in cooperation with the AG
Interpretation

In progress (2017-2020)
Part of the transboundary project “Unser
WeltErbe!”within the scope of the European
funding programme Interreg 5A
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12. Ongoing projects
implementing
the measures
The large number of smaller projects and actions which are carried out continuously by operators and/or owners at many of the selected
monuments and landscapes is not listed here.
Nevertheless, these projects and actions make
a great and significant contribution to the conservation and promotion of the nominated serial property. The following gives an overview of
the transboundary projects. A detailed description of all current transboundary projects can be
found in the international part of the Management Plan (cf. chapter 3.2).
At the moment the following cross-border cooperation projects are being implemented related to the nominated property within the new
funding period of European Union (2014-2020):
• The project – “Unser WeltErbe - die montane
Kulturlandschaft Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří” (Our
World Heritage - the Mining Cultural Landscape
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří) – includes the educational aspects, and the interpretation of the
mining heritage of the Ore Mountains, e.g. with
the establishment of educational programms
at schools, universities or mining sites. The
project started at May 2017 and ends in 2020.
• The project “Glück auf Welterbe!” (“Glück Auf
World Heritage!”) is a touristic and infrastructural project in cooperation of the Welterbe
Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. c/o Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge GmbH, the Montanregion
Krušné hory o.p.s. and the Tourismusverband
Erzgebirge e. V.. The project started at the end
of 2016 and ends in 2019. It includes the promotion and presentation of the transboundary
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region in context with the construction of a digital network
of all Component Parts, a transboundary tourism infrastructure as well as a joint marketing
and communication concept.

13. Implementation of
the Management Plan
13.1 Implementation
The implementation of the objectives of the Management Plan is only possible in cooperation with
the different World Heritage stakeholders. This basic requirement was considered when the future
management structure was developed. In addition to the World Heritage Association, the working
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groups and other partners have an essential role
to play with regards to implementing and further
developing the Management Plan.
The World Heritage Association oversees the implementation of the Management Plan. The World
Heritage Association commits to the conservation
of the historic building structures by implementing the Management Plan. The World Heritage
coordination office is the administrative office.
The World Heritage Association employs a World
Heritage coordinator to implement the tasks. The
World Heritage coordinator undertakes the following tasks with regards to the implementation of the
Management Plan:
• coordination of Management Plan implementation,
• monitoring and further development of Management Plan,
• creating a budget estimate.
The World Heritage coordinator informs the World
Heritage Association regularly about the status of
the implementation as well as other issues. A complete revision of the Management Plan will be carried out in 2021.

Implementation of the action catalogue
2013-2021
The implementation of actions has started in
2013. The listed actions are first steps towards the
achievement of the defined aims. Further implementation of actions and further specifications are
undertaken after inclusion in the World Heritage
List. Further actions are coordinated and agreed
by the World Heritage Association. The World
Heritage Association is responsible for the implementation of the actions in cooperation with the
responsible institution. The World Heritage coordinator documents and regularly updates the status
of implementation.

13.2 Financing
Financing monument preservation
Financing the running costs, maintenance and
development is generally the responsibility of the
owners and proprietors. According to Section 8
(1) SächsDSchG (Monument Conservation Act of
Saxony), the owners and proprietors of cultural
monuments are obliged to treat these carefully
and, within reasonable limits, to preserve them in
accordance with accepted conservational practice
and to protect them from becoming threatened
(Section 8 SächsDSchG). The owners have to provide the necessary finances mostly by using their
own resources. Owners have the option to apply
for tax benefits from the lower monument protection authorities. These will help to get tax de-

work, administrative and transboundary tasks.
The expenditure could be financed in equal measures from membership contributions and subsidies, if available, by the Free State of Saxony.

Financing the implementation of measures
The budget plan for the implementation of the
actions laid out in the Management Plan depends
on the availability of funds and subsidies of European Union, Federal Republic of Germany and
Free state of Saxony. The means are intended to
mainly finance activities which ensure safeguarding and promoting the World Heritage. A budget
is specified subsequently according to the annual
work program. As far as funding or grants of the
Free State of Saxony are taken, this is only possible
within the available budget resources.
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ductions for any costs incurred for building measures, which are necessary for the conservation or
sensible utilisation of listed cultural monuments.
Furthermore, there are different support options in
the form of subsidies and loans on a federal and
state level which the monument owner can apply
for to preserve and maintain the monument.
The Free State of Saxony contributes to the preservation of monuments by providing grants depending on the budget resources available for this
purpose. The Free State of Saxony also grants, in the
context of available budget estimates, funds from
the national monument conservation programme
to owners and proprietors who are not able to pay
for conservation and restoration of their monuments out of their own means.
Further support can also be obtained via the programme „Städtebaulicher Denkmalschutz“ (protection of urban historic monuments), the monument
conservation program „Nationale wertvolle Kulturdenkmäler“ (nationally valuable cultural monuments) of the Federal Government Commissioner
for Culture and the Media and from various EU support programs. In addition, there are also private
institutions, foundations and initiatives contributing to buffer or reduce the cost for the maintenance
of listed buildings. The following institutions are of
importance:
• Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU), Deutsche
Stiftung Denkmalschutz (DSD), Dussmann Gruppe,
Ostdeutsche Sparkassenstiftung (OSS), Wüstenrot
Stiftung
These financial means should continue to be used
to financially support the maintenance and preservation of the monuments within the serial property
(cf. Nomination Dossier, chapter 5.f.1).
Additionally, funds will be used from the Federation’s investment programme newly established
in 2009 for national UNESCO World Heritage sites,
the “Investitionsprogramm nationale UNESCO-Welterbestätten”. The funds from this programme are
intended to enable urgently required investments
to be made in the preservation of world-ranking historic sites. The aim of the programme is to initiate
investments in the preservation and conservation
of World Heritage and to intensify the exchange between the World Heritage sites.

13.3 Revision and up-dating of
the plan
The Management Plan has to be considered as an
evolving document. Management planning is a dynamic process. New framework conditions, insights
and practical experiences with regards to the implementation can be a reason to adjust and further
develop the plan.
A first step is the annual evaluation on the status
of the implementation of the actions by the World
Heritage coordinator. The catalogue can be updated continuously and amended with new actions.
The aim is to recognize and solve implementation
deficits early on. The World Heritage coordinator
reports regularly to the World Heritage Association
about the implementation status of the Management Plan, regular meetings of working groups and
the evaluation method.
The action plan was up-dated in 2017. The first
complete review of the Management Plan is to
take place in 2021. The World Heritage Association
is responsible for the further development and will
present the updated Management Plan to the institutions involved in the management structure.
Furthermore, the Management Plan is to be published, since a broad support by the population is
of utmost importance for the implementation of the
aims and corresponding actions.

Financing of administration
As part of the nomination process, a preliminary
budget plan was confirmed which regulates the
financing of the Welterbeverein. The budget of
the Saxon Welterbeverein includes basic funding
for the World Heritage site in Saxony of 200,000.00
EUR plus subsidies per year, mainly for staff and
material costs of the national World Heritage coordination office, promotion and public relation
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14. Appendix
14.1 Ore Mountains Mining Region Charter
Preamble
The Ore Mountains Mining Region Charter is the
basis for all activities in the context of further regional development process began when the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region was entered
into the German tentative list in 1998. This process
has not only reinforced public awareness for the
outstanding influence of mining on the development of culture and landscape of the region, but
also made it clear that it is of utmost importance
to safeguard this heritage for future generations.
There is great enthusiasm in the region to make
this happen.
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a
landscape which in its current form is a result of
centuries of continuous development processes
and was greatly influenced by social, economic
and administrative factors of the mining sector in
close connection and conflict with the natural realities of the region. 800 years of mining and metallurgical activities have made the Ore Mountains
into a Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region which
has maintained its own character to this day. The
historical mining monuments and post-mining
landscapes give a deep insight into this development process of a central European mining region
which had a worldwide influence.
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is
a continuing cultural landscape and is not to be
turned into a museum, but to be developed sustainably. A specific challenge is to harmonise the
requirements of modern development with the protection of historic heritage. Only in this way is it possible to create and conserve an attractive cultural
landscape which offers its inhabitants new perspectives for the future. In order to achieve this, common
guidelines were developed with the districts, towns
and communities involved in the World Heritage
project, ensuring a sustainable approach for the
protection, management and versatile utilisation of
the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region.
The management takes on an important role
in the implementation of the guidelines. It coordinates and accompanies all involved institutions
and initiates measures in order to actively promote and sustainably develop development in line
with the World Heritage status, and all objectives,
measures and activities are derived from it. It clarifies the intention to conserve and carefully handle the heritage. The signatories affirm with their
signatures their intention to jointly implement the
determined guidelines and to sustainably develop
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the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region in consideration of conservation and protection of the
outstanding universal value and use their capabilities in order to promote the Ore Mountains Mining
Region Charter nationally and internationally.
• Protection and conservation
The aim is to permanently conserve the landscape mining monuments in the context of a
coherent historic mining landscape. The protection of monuments and landscapes contributes
to the preservation and strengthening of the
cultural identity as well as to the distinctiveness
of the Mining Region. The region recognises the
outstanding universal importance of its historic
heritage and confirms their will to protect, conserve and to promote the historic heritage for
future generations.
• Sustainable development
A sustainable development of the Mining Region
can only be achieved in a careful handling of the
outstanding historic monuments. The historic
heritage is an essential prerequisite for the creation of an attractive and sustainable region. The
material and immaterial facets of the cultural
landscape constitute the basis for the special
character of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region. Like no other element, they have an
impact on the region’s image and enable a deliberate connection between tradition and the
future. All activities have to consider and sustainably follow these outstanding values.
• Strengthening of identity - „Alles kommt vom
Bergwerk her!“ (“The mine is the source of
everything”)
The old saying “The mine is the source of
everything!” refers to broad areas of life in the
region. The material and immaterial aspects
which have developed due to 800 years of mining are the outstanding attributes of the region,
and as such it is a source of pride in the Ore
Mountains. Mining history is an essential part of
the population’s collective memory and has an
effect on the region’s identity. The Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region is a result of historical
continuity. It has developed into a distinct region and its identity should be conserved. Conservation and promotion to future generations
contribute significantly to preserve the unique
character of the region.

• Creating awareness and information
A future-oriented and sustainable development
of the region can only be successful if all stakeholders are involved. A flow of information has
to be guaranteed for this purpose. The values
and objectives of the UNESCO World Heritage
have to be recognised and understood. Existing
protection mechanisms have to be strengthened. The most important objective is to create awareness within the population about the
conservation of the cultural heritage and at the
same time contribute to the promotion of regional value creation.

• Experience
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is
a unique, internationally important cultural
possession and has a considerable potential
for tourism. The region’s mining history monuments are authentic and intact which adds to
the visiting experience. The offerings for national and international tourists are authentic and
of a high quality which enables the visitors to
be actively engaged with the values of the World
Heritage site. The mining traditions effect on the
identity of the region should particularly be cultivated as it constitutes a unique site potential.
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• Cooperation
In order to implement a sustainable regional
development which is in line with monument
conservation, a permanent legal framework is
required specifying planning levels, tasks and
responsibilities. The inter-communal cooperation has to be safeguarded as well as the cooperation of all stakeholders. The presentation
and support of the World Heritage idea includes
a national and international cooperation.

• Conflict management
The mining monument and post-mining landscapes touch a wide range of interests of large
a number of people and institutions. Conservation efforts and a future use in line with
monument conservation therefore require effective coordination. Conflict management is
established to facilitate a balance in the event
of a conflict between the different interests of
monument conservation, business (specifically
mining), remediation of contaminated sites, research, tourism, regional development and the
regional population. Conflict management is
seen as an effective instrument to find consensus and to mediate disputes early on.
The Ore Mountains Mining Region Charter can be
supplemented and developed with further items.
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14.2 Maps with protection and location of principal elements
Map No.

Description

Component parts

Scale

Size

Copyright/Deposition

DE/01.b

Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver
Mines

1-DE

1:25.000

A4

© 2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
© 2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/02-03.b

Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape and Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

2-DE, 3-DE

1:35.000

A3
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Foreword
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By joining the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage the two
State Parties submitting the joint nomination of the transboundary serial property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region have already committed to protecting and conserving the cultural and natural heritage
located in their territories and to presenting and transmitting it to future generations. This commitment
requires that both State Parties undertake all necessary steps to fulfil their obligations. The importance
of systematic, planned conservation of the properties, which are inscribed on the World Heritage List of
UNESCO, was further underlined by the so-called Budapest Declaration, adopted by the UNESCO World
Heritage Committee in 2002.
The entire nomination process was carried out from the start with the unconditional support and patronage of the highest national authorities responsible for monument conservation. These institutions
continuously coordinated and monitored the process. The same also applies to the Management Plan
which was presented to the involved stakeholders as the basic tool to manage the property and to protect and conserve its outstanding universal value, integrity and authenticity.
The preparation of the nomination deepened the knowledge about the international uniqueness of
the mining in the Ore Mountains and its far-reaching global influence. At the same time, it also contributed significantly to the local people’s identification with their heritage. Moreover, it had the positive side
effect of a transboundary integration of the region, which has been connected by its joint mining history
for centuries.
The current increase in identification and transboundary integration also results in certain obligations
which are amplified by the spatial expanse of the serial property and the number of interested stakeholders. The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region consists of 22 component parts and each part contributes
to the appreciation of the outstanding universal value of the serial property. The component parts are
spread over two countries, five districts and more than forty towns and communities on either side of the
border. This results in increased requirements in the Management Plant which has to effectively ensure
the administration of the serial property and the protection and conservation of its values on an international, national and local level.
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1. Purpose and design of the Management Plan
Purpose of the Management Plan
The Management Plan is a strategic document,
which defines the measurements to ensure effective protection of the outstanding universal value
of the transboundary serial property Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region, its authenticity, integrity and sustainable development. The Management Plan as an inextricable part of the nomination dossier includes the basic attributes that
contribute to the outstanding universal value. It
defines the factors that may affect this value in future and specifies measures that are necessary to
prevent these factors.
Due to the serial character of the property which
consists of 17 component parts in Saxony and 5
component parts in the Czech Republic, all important stakeholders on international, national,
regional and local levels have to be involved in the
implementation of the Management Plan. Main
stakeholders are the national governments and
their central institutions, regional authorities, relevant towns and municipalities, the managers of the
individual component parts and significant owners.
The Management Plan was created right from the
start in close cooperation and in accordance with
all stakeholders. It consists of a joint German-Czech
part and individual national parts. The Management Plan is supported on an international level
by the Memorandum of Understanding, which was
signed by the Czech Minister for Culture and the Saxon Minister of the Interior. Both State Parties here
declare their common will to protect and sustainably secure the nominated serial property according to the requirements set out in the Convention
Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and
Natural Heritage.
The Management Plan is based on a national
level by the partnership agreement dated 2nd May
2013, in which the two participating regions (Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions) as well as the relevant
towns and municipalities committed to the obligations with regards to managing the serial property
including financial responsibilities. A similar contract was signed between regional and local stakeholders on the Saxon side.
The Management Plan for the Czech part of the
serial property was prepared as a composition of
interests to conserve the values, which are conveyed by the five component parts and their buffer
zones. All suggested structural and landscape projects in the nominated serial property are subject
to the valid legal provisions. The Management
Plan has no influence on legal regulations. The described legal system about the handling of all con-
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struction activities in chapter 5.c of the nomination
dossier is stabilised in the Czech Republic and has
been deemed as sufficient protection.
The Management Plan has to be in compliance
with the strategic documents of the Czech Republic. These documents concern the development of
the Czech Republic and both relevant regional, as
well as the spatial or land-use plans of the relevant
cities and communities, and the national and local measures in the field of natural and landscape
conservation. The Czech part of the Management
Plan was created during the period in which most
relevant cities and communities started to prepare new spatial plans. These plans have to be
completed by 2020. This fact provides the ideal
possibility of combining spatial planning with the
Management Plan in such a way that the spatial
plans reflect the interests for the protection of the
property’s cultural value.

Validity of the Management Plan
The first Management Plan for the Czech part of the
property was elaborated in 2012-2013 as an open
document encompassing the periods from 2013 to
2015 and 2016 to 2021. Hence it covered both the
period before the first submission of nomination
for inclusion on the World Heritage List in January
2014 and the period after the envisaged inscription
in 2015. However, in view of the observations made
by ICOMOS to the request, the property was not
inscribed in 2015. In April 2016 the application, by
agreement of both states parties, was withdrawn
and subsequently, it was decided that the request
will be revised in accordance with the recommendations made during the ICOMOS midstream process and submitted again to the World Heritage
Centre in January 2018.
Because by the year 2016 a series of measures
which were the contents of the Management Plan
for the initial period 2013-2015 has already been
completed, and because since the first drafting of
the Management Plan many programme documents have changed at regional and national level
as well as conditions of financing numerous projects in the context of the new programming period
of the European Union for the years 2014-2020, it
was necessary to proceed to the update of the first
Management Plan. This update at the same time reflects the experience obtained during the first years
of operation of this document. The total validity of
the Management Plan, however, remains in his updated version the same, thus by the year 2021.

In 2021, when the current Management Plan’s
validity ends, the Czech part of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region will be a globally recognised example of an outstanding conserved
serial property which due to its authentic witnesses bears testimony to mining in the Ore
Mountains, its international importance for ore
extraction and dressing and the development of
mining technologies, settlement structure and
mining education.
It will be:
• an example of a functionally managed property
which is subject to regular monitoring,
• an example of a evolving serial property with
deep and shared knowledge about its values by
all interested stakeholders,
• an example of a serial property with a well developed visitor infrastructure and a sustainable
concept for tourism which benefits the economic development of the region,
• an example of living mining tradition, which
– like in the past – connects both sides of the
mountain range,
• an exemplary model of a property with regards
to the state of scientific knowledge and documentation of the values,
• an example of a property that is prepared to
present and transmit its values to future generations also in the time period beyond 2021.

General objectives of the
Management Plan
The general objectives of the Management Plan until 2021, in consideration of the purpose and vision,
are as follows:
• safeguarding the conservation of the outstanding universal value of the serial property and
the integrity and authenticity of its component
parts.
• safeguarding the sustainable use and development of the serial property in harmony with
valid legal regulations;
• safeguarding tourism development as a source
of economic growth for the region, systematic
improvement of the quality and extent of the
tourism infrastructure;
• promotion of the conservation of traditional
trades, production, folk customs and traditions,
which form a characteristic part of the outstanding universal value of the serial property;
• promotion of the inhabitant’s links with the region, setting up strong partnerships on a communal, regional and transboundary level.
• suggestions and promotion of research projects
which are designed to deepen the scientific
knowledge of the serial property, promotion of
the education and information activity.
• systematic set-up and strengthening of the
national and international image of the serial
property by ensuring relevant promotion and
presentation on all levels:
• safeguarding permanent and systematic monitoring of the serial property and taking relevant
action in the event of the determination of possible risks.
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Vision 2021

The above-mentioned basic objectives are specified in the application part of the Management
Plan. They also remain valid for following updated
versions of the Management Plan due to their general nature.
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Fig. 28
Panorama of the
Ore Mts. with the
highest mountains,
Klínovec (1,244 m)
and Fichtelberg
(1, 215 m)

2. Description of the serial property
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a
transboundary serial nomination that spans parts
of southeast Germany and the northwest Czech
Republic. It comprises twenty-two component
parts (17 on the territory of Saxony and 5 on the
territory of the Czech Republic) that together represent the most significant mining heritage, both
above and below ground, of the metallogenic mineral province and distinctive cultural region of the
‘Ore Mountains’. As a mining region it was the most
important source of silver in the Old World, particularly from 1460 to 1560 when European silver
output was unprecedented and dominated international precious metal markets, whilst its polymetallic deposits are further distinguished by the
historically significant exploitation of, in particular:
tin (15th to 16th centuries), cobalt (16th to 18th centuries) and uranium (19th to 20th centuries); though
mining continued for each, except the late-comer
uranium, through much of the 15th to 19th centuries.
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is
characterised by
• a range of successive and evolved socio-technical systems specified for several periods
and different ore resources which testify to the
achievements in technical performance and improvements in miners’ and other people’s work
lives.
• a series of cultural landscapes showing the development and function of these socio-technical systems by means of tangible mining and
mining-related structures, installations and settlements as well as specific intangible values.
The potential outstanding universal value of the
nominated property is primarily founded on
• the technological and scientific achievements
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which emanated from the region and were diffused worldwide from the 16th to the 20th centuries;
• the development of a state-controlled mining
system with all its administrative, managerial,
educational and social dimensions which influenced all continental European mining regions;
• the gradual transformation of the landscape
into a coherent mining region as a result of its
socio-technical history.
The description of the serial property, its importance and history is the subject of chapter 2 of the
nomination dossier. The following text includes a
short description of the serial property’s component parts in the Czech Republic, highlighting the
attributes with which they contribute to the outstanding universal value of the serial property.

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining
Landscape
Jáchymov Mining Landscape comprises Jáchymov’s historic city centre (listed as an Urban Heritage Zone) and its surrounding mining landscape
containing the most important remains of ore mining in the former Jáchymov mining district from the
16th to the 20th centuries. The town is located in the
Western Ore Mountains in a steep valley that rises
from 575 m to more than 900 m above sea level.
With the exception of the town itself, the whole
area is located in an unpopulated, mainly wooded
mountain landscape. The highest elevation is situated 968 m above sea level.
There are few towns in the world that played such
a fundamental role in the development of mining
and metallurgy as Jáchymov/St. Joachimsthal,
which for a short period of time in the 16th century

Fig. 29
Aerial view of
Jáchymov and the
surrounding mining landscape

in use until the 19th century. Beyond continental
Europe, it was also adopted extensively in Britain.
Jáchymov is also highly important for the development of early legal regulations pertaining to
mining and forestry. The Jáchymov mining order
(1542, 1548) became a model for most mining districts in the Bohemian Kingdom until the 19th century as well as for many other mining districts in
the Habsburg monarchy in Europe.
The building of the Royal Mint also attests to
the importance of Jáchymov in developing the
educational system for mining as the world’s first
state mining school was founded here in 1716.
This school became a model for similar schools in
the Habsburg monarchy (e.g. in the Slovak mining
town of Banská Štiavnica), in Saxony and other
places in Europe.
Jáchymov Mining Landscape also attests to the
worldwide unique role of Jáchymov in the history of
research, mining and processing of uranium ores. Already the old Jáchymov’s miners of the 16th century
knew the black heavy mineral which often accompanied the silver and cobalt ores but no utilizable
metal could be extracted from it, and therefore, it
was nicknamed “pitchblende”, In 1727 the uranium
ore from Jáchymov served the German mineralogist, Franz Ernst Brückmann (1697-1753) for the first
scientific description of the pitchblende. In 1789 the
German chemist, Martin Heinrich Klaproth (17431817) announced, after studying pitchblende from
Jáchymov and Saxon Johanngeorgenstadt, a discovery of a new element, uranite (in fact it was a uranium oxide, pure uranium was isolated only in 1841 by
French chemist, Eugène-Melchior Péligot). Klaproth’s
achievement triggered a new wave of research of
uranium compounds which were first used mainly
for colouring glass or chinaware. From the 1840s, the
uranium ore started being systematically extracted
in Jáchymov for the first time in the world. In 1854,
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represented the most important silver mining district in the Ore Mountains, Europe, and the world.
The town, founded in 1516, is regarded as one of
the birthplaces of mining, metallurgy, mineralogy
and economic geology, the foundations of which
were laid here in the 16th century by Georgius Agricola, Jáchymov’s town physician. His extensive
compendium entitled ”De re metallica libri XII“
(Twelve Books about Mining), published posthumously in Basel in 1556, can be considered as the
first comprehensive scientific treatise dealing with
mining, metallurgy, mineralogy and economic geology. As a basic textbook of the mining sciences,
it served in Europe and other parts of the world for
more than 200 years.
As a place where the silver ‘thalers’ (abbreviation from Joachimsthaler, i.e. coming from Joachimsthal/Jáchymov) started to be minted in large
quantities from 1520. Jáchymov’s Royal Mint is a
testimony of the enormous role of the town in
the development of early modern European and
later world currency systems. In most European
countries, the thaler became synonymous with
the name of large silver coins used in trade and, as
a means of payment; it was used until the 1870s.
After reaching the American continent in the 18th
century, the thaler gave its name to the dominant
world currency, the dollar.
During the boom of mining in the 16th century,
considerable progress was made in Jáchymov
in mine water drainage, especially by the introduction of piston pumps and the flat rod system
(Kunstgestänge), a specific pumping system which
was invented in Jáchymov in 1551. This machine,
allowing the transfer of the rotational movement
of the water wheel to vertical movement through
a system of up to 1.5 km-long connected rods,
spread quickly in particular in the Saxon, Harz, Slovak and other mining districts, where it remained
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a new uranium dye factory was opened in Jáchymov
using the first ever industrial process invented by the
Czech chemist, Adolf Patera (1836–1912). In 1898 the
radioactive elements radium and polonium were isolated for the first time from Jáchymov uranium ores
by Marie Curie-Sklodowska (1867-1934) and her husband, Pierre Curie (1869-1906). In 1905 the radioactivity of the Jáchymov mining waters was confirmed
and in 1906 the world’s first radon spa for treatment
of movement system diseases was founded here. In
1908 the production of radium salts was launched in
Jáchymov which enjoyed a global monopoly in this
field until the First World War. After the Second World
War the Jáchymov mines were the first which were
used by the Soviet Union for extracting uranium necessary for the production of the Soviet nuclear bomb
in 1949. Jáchymov monuments to uranium ore mining are also inextricably linked to the establishment
of forced labour camps in the 1950s. They cogently
document the importance of this component part
that provides unparalleled testimony to the extraction of a raw material for military purposes.
Due to an exceptional variety of ores mined in Jáchymov, this place belongs to one of the world’s richest mineralogical sites with over 400 mineralogical
species described up to the present day (new species
may still await discovery). A valuable collection of
Jáchymov minerals including more than 40 of those
for which Jáchymov is a type locality (which were described here for the first time in the world) is housed
by the Royal Mint Museum.

Principal elements

Jáchymov mining town (1.1-CZ)

period buildings and monuments. It was here where
the first purely Protestant church (St. Joachim’s
church) was built within the Kingdom of Bohemia
and Europe (1534-1540). Likewise of outstanding
importance are the former Royal Mint (1520, 15331538), the town hall (1520-1528, 1538-1544), All
Saints Hospital church (1516/1517), as well as a series of burgher houses set in the historic centre. The
entire historic centre of Jáchymov enjoys protection
as an Urban Heritage Zone which was declared in
1992 by the Czech Ministry of Culture. The most important buildings in the Urban Heritage Zone and its
immediate surroundings are listed as protected cultural properties. Descriptions of the most valuable
town buildings are given below.
Royal Mint (Královská mincovna)
The Royal Mint, located next to the town hall in the
upper part of the town, is an extraordinary testimony to all periods of Jáchymov mining. From 1520
until 1671, it was a seat of a mint where the famous
thalers were minted (until 1528 it was owned by the
Counts of Schlick, in 1528 it passed to the royal hands
and until 1671 it operated as the Royal Mint). From
1538 until 1918 the building also housed apartments
and offices of the Supreme Mining Office. In 1716,
the world’s first state mining vocational school was
established here. In 1918, the building became the
head office of the state Jáchymov mines. From 1946,
it served briefly as the head office of the Czech-Soviet
uranium mining company, Jáchymovské doly (Jáchymov Mines). From 1964, the building houses the
Jáchymov branch of the Karlovy Vary Museum.
The corner of the Royal Mint is still dominated
by a beautiful oriel window with intersecting bars

The overall urban structure of the Renaissance mining town built on a steep slope of the Ore Mountains
remains well-preserved. The successful economic
development of Jáchymov in the 16th century led to
the development of its outstanding urban architecture, featuring copious late Gothic and Renaissance

Fig. 30 The upper part of Jáchymov with the town hall and the Royal Mint (right)
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Fig. 31 Oriel window of the Royal Mint (1536)

and a date of completion: 1536. The entrance portal leads to a vaulted hall with a passageway to
inner arcade courtyards that originally housed the
mint shops. Of the original technical equipment
of the mint, the structure of the furnace for silver
melting and a massive hood have been preserved.
Under the building, large cellars with barrel vaults
have been preserved, partially originating from the
former mint of the Schlick lords. A two-chambered
blacksmith’s furnace has also been found here that
was part of the mint in the 16th century.

Saxony). After the disastrous fire of the town in
1873 which destroyed the entire furnishings of the
church including the altar by Cranach the Elder,
the church was restored to form a three-aisled
nave based on the design by a prominent Czech
architect, Josef Mocker. The original exterior masonry has been preserved, including the western
portal with a relief portrait of the founder of the
town, Stephan Schlick.
Fig. 33
St. Joachim church

Fig. 32 All Saints hospital church

St. Joachim Church (kostel sv. Jáchyma)
Built between 1534 and 1540, the St. Joachim
church is the first purely Lutheran church in the
lands of the Czech Crown. It is the testimony to the
role of the Ore Mountains as a seed of the Protestant religion which through miners migrating from
here spread quickly to other mining regions in Central and Northern Europe. It is also a testimony to
the work of Johannes Mathesius (1504-1565), a pupil of Luther and Melanchthon and from 1542 Protestant pastor in the St. Joachim church, whose
collection of sermons “Sarepta oder Bergpostill”
(published in 1562) represents the first effort ever
to educate the simple audience of miners in the
field of mining and related areas.
The church was built in a similar style as the
churches in other mining towns in the Ore Mountains (Annaberg, Schneeberg and Marienberg in
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All Saints Hospital Church (Špitální kostel
Všech svatých)
Founded in 1516, the All Saints hospital church
is the oldest half-timbered religious building in
the western Ore Mountains. In the interior of the
church, a number of tombstones and epitaphs
of prominent personalities of the 16th century are
preserved. Besides royal mint masters, supervisors and mining entrepreneurs, wealthy patricians
were buried here, too. Panel paintings on the altarpiece come from the workshop of Lucas Cranach.

Secular buildings
A number of secular buildings in the historical
centre of the town have preserved their original
layout, structural details and artistic decoration
including mural paintings. They include, among
many other, the following:
Town Hall: Historically, the building consisted
of two parts, the older Schlick (or Alnpeck) house
from 1520-1528 and the added town hall wing
with a massive tower (1538-1544). The building
obtained its current form during a remodelling
between 1901 and 1902. For centuries, it has been
the seat of the local government of the free royal
mining town.
Town House No. 4 – Rožmberk House: A two-storey building with an exceptionally well-preserved
Renaissance core dating back to around 1520 was
originally owned by prominent princes of Bohemia,
Wilhelm and Peter Wok von Rosenberg (Rožmberk),
it is one of the most important patrician houses in
Jáchymov.
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the Swedish army, the castle was considerably
damaged by artillery and it was burnt down. Only
two towers were upstanding. A larger tower in the
northwest corner, called Šlik (Schlick) tower, still
exists in its full height of 19 m. In the southwest
corner, there is a lower cylindrical tower called
the Prachárna (powder store), 12 meters high. In
the 18th and 19th centuries, the tower was used to
store gunpowder for mining purposes.

Fig. 34
Town House No. 4

Town House No. 8 – House of Stephan
Schlick: The house dates back to the first stage
of the development of the upper town at around
1520; it is directly attributed to the founder of the
town, Stephan Schlick.
Town House No. 126 – House of Johann
Müller: A house dating back to the mid-16th century belonged to burgrave Johann Müller. In a circular medallion that has been preserved above
the segmental lintel, a coat-of-arms is placed with
crossed mining hammers over a mill wheel (a coatof-arms of Johann Müller).
Town house No. 131 – former pharmacy: This
house dating back to ca. 1520 housed the first
pharmacy in Bohemia from 1526. It was very probably in this house where Georgius Agricola lived
between 1527 and 1530 when he was employed as
Jáchymov’s town pharmacist and physician and
became acquainted with the principles of mining.
Town House No. 143 – House of Heinrich
von Könneritz: Now two-story but originally a
three-story house, dating back to the earliest period of Jáchymov at around 1520 when it belonged
to the Inspector of Mines, Heinrich von Könneritz.

Fig. 35 Freudenstein castle

Svornost mine (1.3-CZ)
The Svornost (“Concord”) mine, founded in 1518,
bears exceptional evidence of the silver and uranium mining of Jáchymov. Until the mid-19th
century, it was one of the main centres of silver,
cobalt and bismuth ore mining in Jáchymov.
The silver mining period is documented by the
two principal and still-functional drainage adits
which were driven into the mine during the 16th
century: the St. Barbara adit (at a depth of 106
m) and the St. Daniel adit (-148 m). With a length
of more than 10 km, the St. Barbara adit represents one of the Europe’s longest drainage adits
of that time.

Freudenstein Castle (1.2-CZ)
Freudenstein castle is situated outside the
boundaries of the Urban Heritage Zone on a hill
above the northwest edge of the town, for the
protection of which it was built in 1516–1517 by
Stephan Schlick. Reportedly, illegal minting of
the first Jáchymov thalers started in its cellars
in 1519. In 1548, the castle became royal property and began serving as the seat of the Royal
Inspectors of Mines. In 1634, during the siege by
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Fig. 36 Head frame of the Svornost mine

Heaps and shaft collapses on the
Schweizer vein (1.4-CZ)
The line of heaps and shaft collapses on the
Schweizer silver vein is an outstanding example of aboveground remains of mining activities
from the first half of the 16th century when mining was largely confined to shallow pits located
near to each other as a consequence of the then
valid mining law. More than one hundred heaps
and shaft depressions are preserved over a distance of 2.5 km, constituting thus one of largest
uninterrupted zone of early modern heaps and
shaft depressions in Europe.
The Schweizer vein, discovered in 1526, was
the second most profitable vein in the Jáchymov mining area in the 16th century; until 1589,
from 31 mines on this vein, around 30 t of silver
were extracted. The Schweizer vein belongs to
the group of N-S striking vein structures (the
so called ‘midnight veins’). Its outcrop which
almost followed the course of the present road

from Mariánská village to the Abertamy turn
is documented by a broad zone with a dense
concentration of heaps and shaft depressions
stretching nearly 2.5 km. This zone dates from
the first half of the 16th century when, under the
Jáchymov mining code, shafts sunk where the
ore was discovered (the so-called “discovery
shafts”) were located in the centre of the mining claim which was about 84 m long and 14 m
wide. To this claim, mining claims sized approximately 56 x 14 m were allotted on both sides of
the “discovery shaft”. Due to the small size of the
allotments, the outcrop areas of the ore veins
were covered with hundreds of small shafts
which are located near to each other.

Elias valley district (1.5-CZ)
The Elias valley district is a place uniquely combining the well-preserved remains of silver and
cobalt ore mining from the 16th to 19th centuries
with extensive remains of uranium ore mining
from the second half of the 20th century.
The remains of the early modern mining period are wonderfully exposed on a hill to the
left of the road between Nové Město and the
Abertamy turn, where intersecting systems of
dozens of minor heaps and shaft depressions
copying the main morning and midnight silver
veins are still clearly visible representing a relict
early modern mining landscape. From the level
of the Eliášský potok stream, several important
adits have been driven, the caved-in mouths of
which still can be traced. Apart from the Elias inclined shaft (1537) in the valley, numerous other shafts were sunk higher up the hills, of which
the most important one was the Rudolf shaft (in
1850 renamed to Werner in honour of Abraham
Gottlob Werner, the renowned professor of the
Freiberg’s Mining Academy and, after 1945, to

Fig. 37
Airborne laser scan
of the area between Nové Město
in the east and the
Eliáš creek valley in
the west showing
criss-crossing lines
of heaps and shaft
depressions from
the 16th century
following the trend
of main NNE-SSW
and E-W striking
silver veins. The
small early modern
heaps sharpely
contrast with the
huge waste heaps
of uranium shafts
from the postwar
period such as
the heaps of the
Rovnost shaft or
Shaft No. 14 in the
lower lef part of the
picture
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The Svornost mine was the first mine in the world
where uranium ores started being systematically
extracted in the mid-19th century as a consequence
of the boom in production of uranium-based dyes.
The uranium mining era ended in 1964 but the
healing radon water is still being pumped from the
depth of 500 m and piped to the Jáchymov spa.
Between 1992 and 1966, a general restoration
of the Svornost mine was conducted. The mine
shaft was concreted down to 12th level (500 m underground) and newly fitted with supporting structures. The head frame was replaced by a new one
and the engine room of the mine was equipped
with a new electric drum hoisting machine. The
shaft building still includes parts of the mine buildings dating back to 1922-1924 when the old mine
complex was completely rebuilt based on a design
of a prominent Czech architect, Milan Babuška.
The Svornost mine is connected underground
with the nearby Josef shaft, originally a 16th century silver mine. Between 1984 and 1987, the
500-m-deep Josef shaft underwent a complete
restoration and was equipped with a new steel
headframe. Now it serves for the ventilation of the
Svornost mine and as an escape route.
In 2015, the 232 stairs and the fenced corridor
connecting the Svornost mine with the nearby
infamous concentration camp were restored and
replicas of original watch towers were constructed
in their vicinity to commemorate the fate of 700
mostly political prisoners who had been detained
in the camp and had been forced to work in the
Svornost uranium mine in the early 1950s under
the Communist regime.
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Rovnost) which later became the deepest shaft
of the Jáchymov Mining Area (660 m).
To supply the mines and dressing installations
with water as a source of energy, the Heinzen
pond with more than a 6-metre-high dam and a
massive vaulted stone culvert was built around
1540 (today Horký rybník pond). To the north-west
of the pond, a 16th century water-collecting ditch
has been preserved, while on the south-eastern
slope, another ditch brought the water from the
Heinz pond towards the Elias mine where a torso of a water-wheel chamber built of stone can
still be recognized. In the mid-19th century, a new
ditch was constructed which since 1851 carried
water from the Heinz pond to the winding wheel
and mine pumps of the Werner shaft and from
here it was directed underground to Jáchymov,
where the water was used to propel the water column hoisting machine of the Svornost mine and
the nearby stamping batteries. A large part of this
ditch including, in places, mica-schist slabs used
to cover the trough is still preserved.
The distinct mining landscape on both slopes
of the Elias Valley bears also an outstanding witness to the large-scale mining of uranium ore
from 1946 until 1964. The slopes of the valley
are clad by huge modern-era heaps of the Eduard, Jiřina and Eva mines and, at a higher level,
by the heaps of the Rovnost, Shaft No. 14, Zimní
Eliáš, Adam and other mines that now determine
the shape of the landscape. The vast waste heaps
of uranium shafts sharpely contrast with numerous small heaps of silver and cobalt mines which
operated in this area from the 16th until the 19th
century.
A remnant of the post-war period is also a monumental torso of the compressor plant of the central dressing plant. Of the shaft installations only
the shaft buildings of the Eduard mine have been
partially preserved.

Fig. 39 Waste dump of the Zimní Eliáš mine

Mouth to Fundgrübner Adit (1.6-CZ)
The beginning of mining in Jáchymov and the
foundation of the town itself are very closely connected with Fundgrübner adit in the oldest part
of the town. In 1516, Stephan Count Schlick, took
up the financing of the work where a rich source
of silver ore was struck in the cementation zone
of the Fundgrübner vein. This finding triggered
Jáchymov silver fever. The entrance to the Fundgrübner adit is situated next to the house no. 496.
It is lined by flat mica schist stones of local origin
and fitted with modern-era bars with a lock. The
adit is not currently accessible.

Fig. 40 Entrance to the Fundgrübner Adit

Turkish hill (1.7-CZ)
The area of Turkish hill represents another historically important part of the Jáchymov mining district, which has been extensively mined since the
foundation of Jáchymov, and which is still documented by a large number of old shaft depressions and caved adits. At the same time, this area
provides important evidence of water management skills of miners in the 16th century and later.
The entire hill is transected by the Gegenbau and
Dürrenschönberger adits which served as a canal
bringing motive water from the Neklid (Unruh)
adit under Boží Dar to the Svornost mine where it
Fig. 38 Stone culvert of the Heinzen pond (16th century)
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Fig. 42
Fenced corridor
above the Svornost
mine

adit, solid bars were mounted on the exits to the
surface which are still visible in the visitor mine.
The gallery also displays specimens of different
types of timbering (wood, steel, bolted), tubs and
hand mining tools (drills, drilling hammers) used
in uranium mining after World War II.

Fig. 41 Dürrenschönberger adit

propelled the water-powered gin and stamp mills.
The total length of the waterworks including its underground part exceeded 4 km. The Gegenbau and
Dürrenschönberger adits are still used for water
management purposes.

Adit No. 1 (Štola č. 1) (1.8-CZ)
In order to explore uranium mineralization, the
main adit’s crosscut of Adit No. 1 in the length of
220 m was driven between 1st July 1952 and 1st
September 1952, which was a respectable performance in those days. The crosscut reached the
old mine workings on the Johannes Evangelist
silver vein which was then followed by an exploratory drift. The exploration works ended in the
mid-1950s. The entire site was directly connected
by the fenced corridor with the Svornost mine.
Against any escape of prisoners who worked in the
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2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape
The extensive component part comprises three
formerly independent ore mining districts centred on the mining towns of Abertamy (including
the mining settlement of Hřebečná), Boží Dar
and Horní Blatná in the highest, western part of
the Ore Mountains. The major part of the component part is located on the slightly undulating upland plateau ca. 1,000 m above sea level;
the highest elevation is situated 1,115 m above
sea level. Apart from the three small towns, the
landscape is only sparsely populated and mostly overgrown by forests.
The Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná component part represents a large relict mining
landscape providing outstanding evidence of
the extraction of tin, iron and other ores from
the 16th to the 20th centuries. In particular, the
Horní Blatná and Hřebečná ore mining districts
with their numerous aboveground and underground remains document the methods of tin
ore mining from steep greisen veins over the
course of 400 years.
Fig. 43
Hřebečná mining
landscape, view of
the Hřebečná tin
mining district
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Representing a completely different type of ore deposits, the Zlatý Kopec – Kaff mining district provides
exceptional evidence of extracting polymetallic ores
from hard skarn rocks.
Vast tin placers near Boží Dar are witness to the
huge extent of cassiterite panning in the highest parts
of the Ore Mountains at least from the 16th century.
The still functional Blatenský vodní příkop (Horní
Blatná water ditch) is a masterwork that documents
the high standard of mining water management in the
16th century.
Horní Blatná is an outstanding example of a 16th
century Renaissance mining town which was founded well-planned on the “green-field site” as a consequence of rich tin ore discoveries. Contrary to a
number of mining towns which were founded close to
silver ore deposits, Horní Blatná is the only example of
a planned town which owes its existence to deposits
of tin ore.

Principal elements

Horní Blatná mining town (2.1-CZ)

Fig. 44
Aerial view of Horní
Blatná

Horní Blatná is an outstanding example of a 16th
century Renaissance mining town which was founded well-planned on the “green-field site” as a consequence of rich tin ore discoveries. The town was
established in 1534 by Johann Friedrich, the Saxon
Prince Elector. Similar to Saxon Marienberg, it is distinctive for its large, central, practically square marketplace and a system of perpendicularly arranged
streets. This Renaissance chessboard urban layout
has been entirely preserved. Preserved is also a series of buildings with Gothic and Renaissance cores
as well as a large number of half-timbered buildings from the 18th century featuring the vernacular
architecture typical of the region. In 1992 the Horní
Blatná Urban Heritage Zone was declared, which
comprises the whole historic city centre including
several listed cultural properties.

Fig. 45 St. Laurentius Church (kostel sv. Vavřince)

Horní Blatná mining district (2.2-CZ)
In the vicinity of Horní Blatná, a number of tin and
iron mines operated from the 16th to the early 20th
century, the most important being those located
on the Blatenský vrch (hill) and near the former
Bludná settlement.
On the Blatenský vrch (hill) extensive remains
of tin mining from the 16th to the 18th century have
been preserved which are collectively referred
to as Vlčí jámy (Wolf’s pit). These exceptionally
well-preserved opencast mines represent one of
the most illustrative and most important evidence
of historical tin ore mining in the Ore Mountains.
The entire set consists of the actual Vlčí jáma
(Wolf’s pit) and the nearby Ledová jáma (Ice pit).
Vlčí jáma is 120 m long, 20 m deep and sometimes
up to 15 m wide. It was formed as a result of the
both near-surface and underground exhaustion of
the steep Wolfgang vein which penetrates the surrounding granites. Remains of old adits and stopes
are still clearly visible on the sides of the mine. The
higher situated Ledová jáma pit was formed by the
workings in the Georg greisen vein. It is also about
20 m deep, but much narrower and consequently,
because of the negligible circulation of air, snow
and ice do not melt there throughout the year.
Below the Blatenský vrch hill, to the north of the
town of Horní Blatná, extensive tin placers have
been preserved which document the extraction of
cassiterite from stream and slope sediments with
an exceptional thickness of up to 8 m.

Hřebečná tin mining district (2.3-CZ)
The Hřebečná mining district is an exceptional
witness to 400 years of the extraction of tin ore
from the 16th to the 20th century. It bears excellent evidence of mining tin ore (cassiterite) from
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steep greisen veins crosscutting the surrounding
granites. The well-preserved mining landscape
contains a large number of both aboveground
and underground mining monuments, the extent
and state of conservation of which lends them supra-regional importance. Among the most significant of them are the opencast of the Rote Grube
(Red pit), the Schnepp sink-hole and especially the
Mauritius mine, the biggest and deepest tin mine
in the Czech part of the Ore Mountains which was
declared national cultural property in 2014.
Rote Grube mine (Red pit)
The area of the former Rote Grube Mine represents
the largest early modern system of opencast mines
and shaft depressions in the Ore Mountains and
probably the largest one of its kind in the world. It
is a unique example of extracting tin ore from wide
greisen zones which were first mined by means of
several shallow shafts and subsequently by open-

Fig. 47 Wildbahn opencast mine
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Fig. 46
Vlčí jámy
(Wolf’s Pit) , Horní
Blatná mining
district

cast mining in the 16th and early 17th centuries. The
main, elliptically elongated depression is 230 m
long, around 30 m wide and over 20 m deep. To
this depression, another one is linked that is approximately 120 m long. Near the main depression,
a number of smaller, though in the context of the
Ore Mountains still huge depressions and open
cuts from the 16th to the 18th centuries are preserved such as the Wildbahn opencast mine.
Schnepp shaft collapse
This depression, currently about 80 m long, as
much as 20 m wide and 20 m deep, was formed by
a combination of open-pit and underground mining on the Mauritius, Führinger and Dreifaltigkeit
veins, and the subsequent collapse of the mine
workings which occurred prior to the 1730s. The
old maps show that the depression was up to 70
m deep originally. In the adjacent upper Schnepp’s
shaft collapse, formed by a cave-in of the Dreibrüder shaft, the course of the main greisen vein
and a relic of the Tagstrecke adit, one of the oldest
adits in the district dating back to the 16th century,
can be observed.
Kryštof (Christopher) adit
This adit which was uncovered again in 2008 and
opened to the public in 2015 gives excellent evidence of different mining methods used from the
late 16th to the late 18th centuries. The first meters of the adit walls are lined with dry masonry.
The following section with perfect trapezoidal
cross-sections was driven by means of a chisel and
a hammer around 1590. At a distance of 80 m from
the entrance, the adit circumvents the Mauritius
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inundated. The non-inundated underground of the
mine is formed by a system of horizontal tunnels,
vertical shafts and stopes. Originally, between the
Tagstrecke and Festenburg adit levels, especially
in the central and northern parts of the deposit,
a number of stopes were situated, of which only
fragments remain today because during the looting in the early 19th century, massive extraction of
remaining ore pillars took place. As a result of this,
huge underground spaces were formed which
stretch across several original adit levels. The largest chamber of the system, unique in size not only
in the Ore Mountains, was formed in the northern
part of the deposit at the intersection of the Mauritius and Führinger mother lodes with minor veins
of Drei Brűder and Heiliger Kreuz. The non-inundated part of this chamber is 60 m long, 40 m high
and 15 m wide, however, it may be assumed that
it originally reached the deepest parts of the mine.
The preserved fragments of older parts of the mine
often have a very regular oval cross-section, typical
for fire-setting. The mine workings include a large
number of dry walls as well as areas with carved
niches for attaching the timberwork and support
structures of the water draining machinery.

Fig. 48
Kryštof adit –
manually driven
part of the adit

shaft which was sunk later, in the 1760s. The crosscuts which appear in the section behind the shaft
show clear indications of fracturing the rock by the
method of fire-setting which was used in Hřebečná
until 1743. The younger rear part of the adit is wider and higher and was driven already with the use
of gunpowder for blasting the rock; in one place,
the year 1778 has been engraved. After 262 m, the
adit leads into a huge stope that is 65 m long, 4-9
m wide and 15-25 m high. The ceiling of the northern end of this stope, caved-in there, corresponds
spatially to the southern end of the Schnepp´s depression, whose bottom lies approx. 20 m above.
The stope was first formed in the 16th century but
enlarged in the 18th century.
Mauritius mine
The Kryštof adit is part of the Mauritius mine which
was the biggest and deepest (220 m) tin mine in
the Czech Ore Mountains. The deeper parts of the
mine below the level of the Kryštof adit are currently
accessible only by using speleological techniques,
down to a depth of 15-30 m above the level of the
main Blasius drainage adit (i.e. to a depth of ca. 100
m below the surface); below this point, the mine is
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Fig. 49 The largest stope in the Mauritius mine

An extensive water management system has
been built in Hřebečná between the 16th and 18th
centuries with the aim to provide the mines with
the necessary motive water. This system which
consisted of five ponds and numerous artificial
ditches had a total length of almost 10 km; parts
of the system have been preserved till present.
The largest reservoir was the Mrtvý rybník pond
(located in the buffer zone of the component part)
which was constructed in the 1760s with the aim to
bring water, by an almost 2.5 kilometre-long leat,
to the Mauritius mine and the surrounding dressing plants.

quently beautiful hemispherical formations of up to
0.5 metre in diameter. Since the 19th century, this socalled kidney ore has been collected and the best
pieces supplied to museums worldwide.
Fig. 50
Heiliger Geist
opencast mine on
the Sněžná hůrka
hill

Numerous heaps, surface depressions near adit
mouths and sunken shaft entrances still recall the
location of tin and iron mines at Bludná. Here, the
exceptionally well-preserved opencast of the Suzanna mine on the Sněžná hůrka hill is the most
illustrative and largest relic of the tin mining, which
started in the early 16th century. The remains of the
Suzanna mine consist of a strip of vertical open pits
with an aggregate length of nearly 400 m, a width of
up to 5 m and a depth of 8-10 m. Inside the deepest
part of the pit, three short levels driven by fire-setting can be observed; in the middle of the pit, an
oval-shaped shaft has been preserved. Remarkable
opencast workings from the 16th century can also
be found around the Laurentius and Heiliger Geist
mines on the western slope of the Sněžná hůrka hill
or close to the Bludná settlement where the Drahá
kožešina (Precious fur) mine operated.
Apart from its tin mining sites this extensive mining landscape also contains several iron ore (hematite and magnetite) deposits which were processed
locally, from the 16th to the early 20th centuries, to
produce iron tools and everyday objects used by
miners and their families. Whilst the tin ores were
bound to steep, mostly N-S trending greisen veins,
the main iron-ore mines followed the so-called
Bludná fault, a huge NW-SE striking fault zone about
18 km long and up to more than 100 m wide, which
was decisive for the formation of quartz veins containing hematite or, alternatively, also manganese
ores. These were mined by many mines such as the
Alter Göpel and Gustav mines directly in Bludná,
the Hilfe Gottes and Maria Himmelfahrt mines in a
part of Bludná called Totenbach or the Franciscus
mine to the NW of Bludná. Numerous heaps, surface
depressions of opencast mines, adit mouths and
sunken shafts still remind the location of all main
mines. Water to power mine installations was fed
by the Horní Blatná water ditch (1540-1544) which
passes Bludná. The main ore, hematite formed fre-
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Bludná tin and iron
mining district (2.4-CZ)

Zlatý Kopec – Kaff
mining district (2.5-CZ)
On the Kaffenberg hill north of the Zlatý Kopec
settlement, polymetallic Fe-Zn-Cu-Sn ores bound
to flat-lying lenticular skarn bodies were extracted from the early 16th until the late 19th century,
On an area of approximately 1,500 x 400 m, there
are hundreds of shaft depression as well as dozens of collapsed adits and shafts. The entire area,
located in a mountainous and wooded terrain,
remained almost unaffected by subsequent landscaping and it preserved an authentic character
of an original mining landscape.
In the east, the deposit was developed in
particular by the Johannes adit and by the pits
leading thereto. The Johannes adit reached a
length of about 180 m; at a distance of about
160 m from the entrance, spectacular stopes
called ‘a church’ and ‘a chapel’ with a length of
60 m, a width of 20 m and a height up to 10-12 m
have been driven in the 16th century. In 2015 the
Johannes adit has been made accessible to the
public as a visitor mine.
In the west, the Kohlreuter mine with a 170
m-long adit of the same name was the most important mine. Also in this gallery, old miners dug
huge stopes up to 40 m long and 25 m wide in the
16th century. To drain this mine, Segen Gottes and
Dreikönig adits, situated lower, have been used;
their entrances have been well preserved.
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Fig. 51
Large stope in the
Kohlreuter mine,
Zlaty Kopec - Kaff
mining district

Zlatý Kopec – Hrazený potok mining
district (2.6-CZ)

Fig. 52
Shaft depression in
the Hrazený potok
mining district
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In the valley of the Hrazený potok (creek) south
of Zlatý Kopec, tin ore was extracted from steep
quartz veins truncating the surrounding phyllites
as attested by countless mining remains such as
adits, pits, heaps, shaft depressions or open cuts.
Due to a favourable morphology, the deposit was
developed by dozens of adits and rather shallow
shafts. The largest concentration of old mines from
the 16th to 19th centuries is situated on a steep hillside above the right bank of the right tributary of
the Hrazený potok (creek) and above the left bank
of the Hrazený potok. A large heap of the Hoffnung
zu Gott mine just above the settlement dates back
from the last period of mining in the 1920s and
1930s. The entire area is located in the forest and
has preserved the authentic appearance of a mining landscape. Typical for the whole area are also
dozens of circular sites of former charcoal kilns.

Placers near Boží Dar (2.7-CZ)
Near Boží Dar, the numerously well-preserved tips
of waste rock bear testimony to the techniques of
placer tin mining, performed here at least from
the 16th until the 18th century. These heaps are evidence of the great extent to which placer mining
was performed very high up in the Ore Mountains.
The preserved area is over 250,000 m2 in size making the site one of the largest placer fields in Central Europe the significance of which is enhanced
by its authentic state of preservation. The length of
placers ranges usually between 5 to 10 m, but can
reach 20 m or more, and the height of the mounds
is even beyond two metres. Placers are concentrated primarily in the area to the west of Boží Dar,
along the left tributary of Černá stream where the
length of the placers reaches about 1 km, along
the watercourse of Černá itself (about 800 m) and
along an unnamed stream on the eastern edge of
the Božídarské rašeliniště National Nature Reserve
(about 400 m). In addition, numerous placers are
also situated lower, downstream of Černá stream.
During placer mining, the lightest components
of alluvium deposits along with the humus substrate were removed, hence the placer mounds are
poor in nutrients. Therefore, the vegetation that
grows on them markedly differs from that growing in the surrounding landscape. The heaps, with
their typical vegetation such as heather, cranberries, mountain everlasting, festuca rubra, or arnica
constitute a wholly unique and formative element
of the landscape in the area around Boží Dar.
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Fig. 53
Tin placers near
Boží Dar

Horní Blatná water ditch (2.8-CZ)
Representing a key water source for tin and iron
mines and ore dressing works in the area around
Horní Blatná, the still functional Blatenský vodní
příkop (Horní Blatná water ditch) is an installation
dating from 1540-1544, which at 13 km in length
is the longest and most important man-made water ditch in the Czech part of the Ore Mountains.
Numerous devices to control the flow of water including an inlet structure, 10 overflow spillways at
the intersections with small rivers and streams, 25
bridges and culverts, 39 sand and gravel traps, and
three bridges to facilitate walking along the canal
can be found along the course of the ditch which
represents an exceptional technical work illustrating the high standard of the water management in
the 16th century.
The beginning of the Horní Blatná water ditch
lies at an altitude of about 975 m ca. 1.5 km west
of Boží Dar, where the water of the Černá stream
is conveyed to an artificial leat. On its length, the
Horní Blatná water ditch overcomes an elevation
of 127 m which means that the average downhill
grade is 1 m of height to 100 m of length. In reality,
however, the downhill grade is much less, because
almost 100 m of height occur in the last section of
the water ditch in Horní Blatná, already outside
the area of major ore deposits. In some parts, the
Blatenský water ditch is up to 2 m wide and over
1 m deep. On both sides, up to two metre-high embankments are built.

Fig. 54 Horní Blatná water ditch
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with a ground-floor dispatching warehouse and
a steel loading ramp which served until 1956 as
a central crushing and sorting plant of the uranium ore mined not only in Jáchymov, but also in
other Czechoslovak uranium mines of that time.
The Red Tower of Death was part of the Vykmanov II labour camp, established in early 1951.
Around 300 particularly politically inconvenient
prisoners used to work there, among whom
there were many Catholic priests and participants in the Western World War II resistance. The
main seven-storey red brick tower became one
of the most dangerous workplaces in the Jáchymov area, because everyone who worked there
without any protective equipment and clothing,
got into direct contact with the radioactive material and inhaled radioactive dust.
The place is used as a memorial site commemorating the sufferings of political prisoners
in the Jáchymov labour camps in the 1950s.

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape

Fig. 55
The Red Tower of
Death
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3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
The component part is located in the industrial
grounds in Dolní Žďár, ca. 2 km to the north of
the town of Ostrov at the foot of the Ore Mountains, at a sea level of 450 m.
The Red Tower of Death (Rudá věž smrti), originally a central crushing and screening plant of
the uranium ore, documents the period of massive uranium mining in Jáchymov in the 1950s.
This national cultural property serves as a symbol of the suffering of the political prisoners who,
in the 1950s, were imprisoned under inhumane
conditions in the forced labour camps near Jáchymov. The misuse of uranium deposits in
Jáchymov at the time when the Ore Mountains
served as a supplier of this strategic raw material to the Soviet Union and ruthless use of the
class enemies of the Communist regime in the
extraction and dressing of uranium raw material
with high health risks is an important global site
of memory.
The last partially preserved heritage site of this
period is the Red Tower of Death, a seven-storey
building built of red bare bricks in 1950/1951

Krupka Mining Landscape is located 11 km southeast of Altenberg in the eastern part of the Bohemian Ore Mountains, 80 km northwest of Prague
and 40 km SSE of Dresden. It is the oldest tin mining district in Central Europe and is centred on
the typical Czech medieval mining town of Krupka that is nestled in the steep valley traversed by
Husitska Street on its winding route from the foot
of the Ore Mountains (300 m elevation) to Horni
Krupka (700 m elevation), from where the mountain pass connects with Germany a mere 2 km
away. Krupka’s relict mining landscape reveals
the exploitation of tin (mostly sub-horizontal
greisen veins and massive tin ore) from the 13th
to the 20th centuries: from placer workings in the
plain below the mountains, to intensive mining
via several large open-works (that exploited rich
‘stockworks’) and a series of adits into the hillside
that connected with numerous but comparatively
shallow shafts on elevated plateaux on the mountainside.
Of special importance is the Steinknochen mining district with an exceptional density of late medieval and early modern mine workings such as
sunken shaft and adit mouths and flat heaps giving a rare evidence of the size of mine allotments
referred to in the Krupka mining code from 1487.
Authentic late medieval and early modern mining
monuments are likewise to be found in the Knötel
and Komáří hůrka hill mining districts. The much
younger Starý Martin adit bears evidence of tin
mining techniques in the second half of the 19th
and in the 20th century.

Principal elements

Fig. 56 Krupka Castle and the historic centre of the town of Krupka

Krupka was established prior to 1330 (when the
castle and town is first clearly recorded), and its
development is closely linked with tin mining. The
town manifests a typical medieval layout, orientated as it is to the topography of the area, overlooked
by Krupka Castle that dates from the 14th century
and was originally a fortified feudal dwelling, later
used as the seat of the Krupka mining office. There
is great artistic and conservational significance
in the sacred buildings: the Gothic town Church
of the Assumption with rectory and an important
late Gothic bell tower, St. Anna Church, originally a
Renaissance church, the Gothic Church of the Holy
Ghost as well as the town houses dating from the
Gothic, Renaissance and the Baroque periods.
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Krupka mining town (4.1-CZ)

Fig. 57 Krupka Castle with the Mining Office (1695) restored to
house a restaurant and hotel

Fig. 59 The Gothic church of the Holy Ghost
Fig. 58 The Roman Catholic Church of the Assumption of the
Virgin Mary built by 1488 on the site of an older Gothic church
(founded before 1383) and the Baroque rectory housing a
fire-fighters’ museum now.
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chen district. This was used for the transport of ore
and as an access to the mines. On the parapet near
the trail, stones have been found dated to 1765
and 1894, but the trail must have been built much
earlier. The Krupský potok creek, from which tin
ores were panned, flows in parallel with the trail.

Fig. 60 Airborne laser scan of the Steinknochen and Mückenberg mining districts – a
unique late medieval to early modern tin mining landscape featuring dozens of flat heaps
and depressions in places of shallow shafts from the 14th to the 17th centuries from which
mostly flat-lying tin-bearing greisen veins were extracted. In the upper right corner the
large depression on the Komáří hůrka hill is well visible representing a partially caved-in
opencast mine from the 16th century

Fig. 61 Starý Martin Adit

Steinknochen mining district and
the Starý Martin adit (4.2-CZ)
The Steinknochen Mining District, situated to the
north of the town of Krupka, was the most important part of the Krupka Mining Area where more
than 150 tin mines have operated from medieval
times until the 18th or early 19th century. The density of mine workings is exceptional, not only in
comparison to other mining districts in the Ore
Mountains but in the whole of Europe, too.
Well-preserved medieval mine allotments, referred to in the Krupka mining code of 1487 and
which have not yet been found elsewhere, characterise numerous remains of old workings. Shaft
hollows and adit mouths are accompanied by flattopped and terraced heaps with large upper platforms that have been well-preserved. These are
clearly visible on old maps and current airborne
laser scans. The distance between the heaps approaches the size of the old allotments referred to
in the mining code: 36 x 36 m or, alternatively, 72 x
36 m. The Dürrholz drainage adit, driven in the second half of the 15th century, is currently inaccessible from surface, but accessible via a short connection from the much younger Starý Martin adit that
was in operation from 1864 until the 1980s. The
latter exploited the Lucas lode, the district’s main
tin- and tungsten-bearing lode that has a strike of
around 2 km, the longest tin ore vein in Central Europe. Mining ceased in the 1980s and, since 2000,
the adit now serves as a mining museum that offers guided tours and a permanent exhibition of
mining tools.
An old miners’ trail between Krupka and Horní
Krupka crosses the eastern part of the Steinkno-
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Fig. 62 Lukáš lode - the longest tin lode in Central Europe

Fig. 63 Incline connecting the Starý Martin adit with the lowerlying Dürrholz adit

Knötel mining district (4.3-CZ)
Knötel Mining District is located northeast of
Krupka, under today’s chair lift to Komáří hůrka
hill. It was the largest district in the Krupka area
and bears excellent evidence of mining from the
14th to the 20th centuries (predominantly tin, and
to a lesser extent copper, bismuth and later molybdenum ores). From the 14th century, the Knötel
district was developed by opencast mines (such
as the Zwickenpinge surface mine sized 50x35 m,
which already existed in the 16th century, or the
opencast mine workings on the Mahler vein) and
dozens of smaller, predominantly shallow work-
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Fig. 64 Siebenschläfer adit (18th century)

ings, which left behind a large number of adits
and shafts with heaps of various ages.
During World War II and thereafter, in addition to
the greisens, the pegmatite body rich in molybdenite and potassium feldspar was developed by a
system of four superposed adits (Prokop, Barbora,
Václav, and Večerní hvězda adits, now protected
cultural properties) situated below the chair-lift
from Bohosudov to Komáří hůrka hill. Extensive
heaps and caved-in adit mouths still document
this mining period which ended in 1956.

Komáří hůrka Hill open-work and St.
Wolfgang’s Chapel (4.4-CZ)
The Komáří hůrka oval-shaped open-work (combined with underground collapse) has a surface
area of around 5,000 m2 and measures 140 x 45
m x up to 75 m deep. A large greisen body was
exploited that carried pervasive impregnations
of cassiterite (tin ore), chalcopyrite (copper) and
pyrite.
The nearby St. Wolfgang’s chapel (consecrated to St. Wolfgang, the patron saint of miners),
was originally a Gothic chapel, but was rebuilt in
the Baroque style between the years 1692-1700.
Several years later a small cemetery was found-

ed beside the chapel. It testifies to the extensive
settlement activity of the miners in search for tin
ore that took them to the highest levels of the
mountains.
Mining in this area has been documented in
writings already in 1416. Since the end of the 15th
century, this area was penetrated by the Dürrholz
drainage adit, the most important historic adit of
the Krupka district.

Fig. 65
Komáří hůrka Hill
open-work
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Fig. 66
Airborne laser
scan of the Mědník
hill mining
landscape with
numerous (over 70)
shallow shafts and
near-surface mine
workings as well
as many heaps
and adit mouths
testifying to a large
extent of iron and
copper mining
from the 16th to
the18th century

Fig. 67
Mědník Hill Mining
Landscape
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5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
The Mědník hill is situated close the former mining town of Měděnec in the central part of the Ore
Mountains. The summit of this morphologically
distinct hill is situated 910 m above sea level, ca.
70 m above the surrounding upland plateau. The
historical landmark of the hill is the rotunda-like
Baroque chapel of the Immaculate Conception of
the Virgin Mary dating from 1674.
Mědník Hill (“Copper Hill”, in German Kupferberg) represents an authentic mining landscape
which documents various techniques of extraction of iron, copper and, to a lesser extent, silver
ores over a period of more than 400 years, from
the 15th to the 19th centuries. Around 1520, the
mining town of Měděnec (outside the component
part) was founded at the foot of the mountain as
a centre of iron and copper sulphide mining from
hard skarn rocks which build the Mědník hill. Various techniques of extraction of iron and copper

ores from lenticular accumulations bound to the
surrounding skarn rocks are documented in the
landscape. Due to the exposed ground and good
accessibility, the Mědník hill is an exceptional
learning space where individual historical stages
of deposit exposure, from minor opencast mines
to shafts, adits and large underground stopes can
be observed. The slope of the hill is home to more
than 80 shafts and adits, visible today because of
the numerous shaft depressions, adit mouths and
heaps that cover the incline. The component part
includes all historic mine workings on the slopes
of the Mědník hill.
The most valuable territory in terms of surface
relics of mining is represented by the northern
and eastern slopes of the hill. Here, an approx.
100 m zone of twin shafts with common heaps,
in the centre on three levels, is situated to the
south-west of the Georg adit entrance. The Samuel adit stretches under the central part of the
zone. Above the assumed mouth of this adit,
there is one of the most pronounced shafts with
a diameter of about 9 m. The mine allotments are
consistent with the Jáchymov mining code and,
therefore, their formation may be dated back to
the 16th century.
The northwest slope of Mědník hill is strewn
with minor sunken shafts. Some works almost
have a character of open cuts. Also in a lower
position on the western slope, there are several
about 12-metre plateaus with a single heap, however, without traces of mines. Above them there
is a line of two twin shafts directed to the eastnorth-east direction, stretching above the Polní
jáma adit. Between the cuts and the top, there
is a separate secured cross holing to the Země
zaslíbená adit and, above it, a sunken shaft with a
pronounced heap with a large plateau.

The later stages of mining are represented
by adits. On the southern slope there are the
two main adits of Marie Pomocná and Země
zaslíbená, between which the cutting of the open
cut passes that corresponds to the historical Leiden Fundgrübner Tagschacht mine. Currently
(since 2014), the underground is accessible by the
Země zaslíbená adit with very well-preserved evidence of manual driving and enlarging of underground areas by the fire-setting.
The most important adit on the Mědník Hill was
the Marie Pomocná adit which represents a fairly
extensive system of underground galleries and
inclines of various age. The oldest drifts dating
probably back to the 16th-17th centuries are situated approximately 15 m above the level of the
main adit and they are accessible through a cross
holing situated 42 m from the main entrance. The
main adit which is more than 200 m long leads to
remarkable stopes extended by fire-setting. The
Marie Pomocná adit was made accessible to the
public already between 1910 and 1944. Between
1994 and 1997 and 2007–2012 it was reopened
again and equipped with a decent stone portal.
Currently, the adit is temporarily closed but its
new opening as a visitor’s mine is being prepared.
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Fig. 68
Země zaslíbená
adit

Fig. 69 The former Václav Řezáč magnetite mine below the
Mědník hill (in the buffer zone of the component part)
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3. Ownership structure
In the Czech part, the ownership of the property’s
component parts is somehow complex in terms of
the amount of owners. The basic ownership structure
is nevertheless very simple: More than 62% of the area
of the property is in public ownership. The majority
of these properties is owned by the state corporation
Lesy ČR (“Forests of the Czech Republic”). Just about
30% of the total area of properties is owned by the
respective towns and municipalities. Only 7.6% of the
land area of the nominated property is in private ownership (see Table).
This ownership structure offers a good basis for
the management of the property because the State,
together with the towns and municipalities, within
which the component parts are located, has given
binding undertakings to ensure the effective con-

servation of the outstanding universal value and its
effective sustainable development. However, one of
the main tasks of the national heritage preservation
authorities and the site managers of the component
parts will be to control all plannings of the owners and
constructors in order to prevent situations that might
threaten the value of the component parts on the
Czech side of the serial property.
An important objective of the Management Plan is
to ensure that the owners of buildings and land and
the crucial institutions have sufficient information
about the obligations resulting from the World Heritage status with regard to the properties owned by
them. At the same time, it is also the aim to show the
owners how they can benefit from the potential of the
World Heritage status.

Table 6 Overview of the ownership structure

Areas of land owned (in ha)
Private
Owners

State
(without
Lesy ČR)

Lesy ČR

Towns and
Communities

Karlovy Vary
Region or
Ústí Region

Roman
Catholic
Church

Jáchymov Mining Landscape

86.22

25.16

54.10

597.38

6.23

0

Abertamy – Boží Dar
– Horní Blatná Mining
Landscape

243.13

225.62

2453.8

745.87

27.50

0

The Red Tower of Death

0.20

0

0

0

0

0

Krupka Mining Landscape

33.04

1.02

237.00

67.09

2.84

0

Mědník Hill Mining Landscape

3.83

0.91

0

0.24

0

2.75

Share of the entire area
of the Czech part of the
property (%)

7.62

5.25

57.10

29.33

0.76

0.06

Component part

4. Management of the serial property
4.1 Preparation of the
management structure
for the serial property on
an international, national,
regional and local level
The management of the nominated serial property
in the Czech Republic on a regional and local level
has been supported by the declaration, signed on
the 30th April 2012 by the governors of the Karlovy
Vary and Ústí regions and the mayors of the towns
and municipalities, which are located in the Czech
part of the serial property’s component parts. In
this declaration (see attachment 1), the relevant
regions, towns and municipalities commit them-
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selves to protect their heritage effectively and to
conserve it for future generations.
On 2nd May 2013, the Karlovy Vary Region, the
Ústí Region, the Towns of Jáchymov, Abertamy,
Boží Dar, Horní Blatná and Krupka and the municipality of Měděnec signed a partnership agreement
(see attachment 2). The partnership agreement
among other things regulates the responsibilities
and obligations of the contractual partners for the
interim management of the serial property. This
includes the following:
• participation in ensuring the activities of the
steering group and the mixed working group;
• financial and organisational-technical project
management;

4.2 The management of the serial property after inscription
on the World Heritage List
The management of the transboundary serial
property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region on
an international, national and local level is ensured
with its inscription on the World Heritage List.

The management of the serial property
on an international level
The international management of the serial property is executed in two levels based on a Memorandum of Understanding which was signed by the
relevant representatives for the Free State of Saxony and the Czech Republic. A Bilateral Steering
Group at ministerial level and a Bilateral Advisory
Group at regional/municipal level will be set up
with the serial property’s inscription on the UNESCO World Heritage List. The composition, functions and tasks of these groups are described in
detail in the International Management Plan.

The management of the serial property
on a national level
The responsibilities of the national institutions in connection with the World Heritage in the Czech Republic
are as follows:
• The Czech UNESCO Commission – the advisory
organ of the Czech government which deals in
matters which concern the UNESCO and the relationship of the Czech Republic to this organisation. The commission fulfils tasks resulting from
its function as a UNESCO National Commission
as per article VII of the UNESCO constitution and
the National Commission’s UNESCO charter.
• The Czech Ministry of Culture is the central institution for the management of cultural properties in

the Czech Republic on the basis of the provisions
of section 26 of the law no. 20/1987, the Heritage
Preservation Act. It also ensures international cooperation with regards to heritage preservation.
As part of its duties, it is responsible for tasks that
result from the Czech UNESCO membership and
its participation in international treaties including
the Convention Concerning the Protection of the
World Cultural and Natural Heritage.
• The Heritage Inspectorate is the specialised supervisory authority by the Ministry of Culture for
state heritage preservation according to the law
no. 20/1987.
• The Department for Preservation of Historical
Monuments fulfils the tasks of the central administration authority on behalf of the Ministry of
Culture. This department decides e.g. if an item
or complex of items are declared a listed monument. It creates drafts of government ordinances for the declaration of a cultural property to
become a national cultural property and writes
proposals for statements which declare an area
into a heritage zone. The department decides
about granting permissions to restore cultural
properties and it decides about the provision of
subsidies to restore cultural properties. The tasks
also include the management of the National
Heritage Institute, the umbrella organisation for
national heritage preservation with national responsibility, and the control and coordination of
the activities by lower national monument conservation authorities (regional authorities and
indirectly also the municipalities with extended
remits) when practising the public administration
in the relevant area.
• The National Heritage Institute is the umbrella
organisation for the state heritage preservation.
The National Heritage Institute carries out annual
monitoring of the monument inventory including
the World Heritage sites according to the law no.
20/1987 on behalf of the Ministry of Culture.
For additional details on the structure and functions of national authorities and professional organisations in the area of state heritage preservation
in the Czech Republic, refer to Chapter 5.c.2 in the
main part of the Nomination Dossier.
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• cooperation to create the documentation for
the nomination;
• ensuring the premises, technical and material
equipment and the requirements for the activities of the mixed working group;
• provision of documents, information and data
necessary to create the documentation;
• preparation of steps to ensure the implementation of the Management Plan;
• ensuring the publication and presentation of
the project to the public.
The agreement also defines the responsibilities
and obligations of the contractual partners after a
potential inscription of the serial property on the
UNESCO World Heritage List.

The management of the serial property
on a regional and local level
The management of the Czech part of the serial property will be coordinated, at the very latest with the inscription of the serial property on the UNESCO World
Heritage List, by the non-profit organisation Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s., which was
founded in 2010. All towns located in the component
parts in the Karlovy Vary Region (i.e. the towns of Aber-
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tamy, Boží Dar, Horní Blatná and Jáchymov) as well as
the Ústí Region (Krupka, Loučná pod Klínovcem) have
a seat on the management or the supervisory board.
These towns are also important owners of land and
buildings located in the pertinent component parts
and their buffer zones.
Management coordinator of the Czech part of
the serial property (“Coordinator”)
The set-up of a national coordination office
with three members of staff is intended for the
non-profit organisation Montanregion Krušné
hory - Erzgebirge o.p.s. This coordination office
will be responsible for the management of the
Czech part of the serial property. The coordination office will be headed by a coordinator (formally Director of the Montanregion Krušné hory
- Erzgebirge o.p.s.), whose main tasks will be:
• to take part in meetings and to elaborate the
recommendations of the Bilateral Advisory
Group which concern the conservation of the
Czech part of the serial property and the preservation of its value for present and future generations;
• to monitor the implementation and periodical
update of the national Management Plan;
• to participate in securing necessary financial
means to ensure the realisation of the Management Plan;
• to cooperate continuously with the managers
of the individual component parts (site managers) of the Czech part of the serial property;
• to cooperate continuously with the institutions
for national heritage preservation to ensure the
preservation of the serial property;
• to suggest measures to conserve the outstanding universal value, integrity and authenticity of
the serial property;
• to cooperate with the institutions specified by
the legal regulations and other interested parties to implement measures to improve infrastructure for visitors and to increase the attractiveness of the serial properties to tourists;
• to cooperate continuously with the institutions
for local self-governance to create and update
spatial plans;
• to cooperate continuously with relevant owners and managers of properties;
• to cooperate continuously with relevant national institutions to protect old and abandoned mines;
• to include local companies and entrepreneurs
into the task of implementing the Management
Plan and to contribute by this way to the development of local and regional economy;
• to participate in public relations and marketing
campaigns which serve to improve the public
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state of knowledge about the values of the serial property;
• to participate in actions and campaigns which
increase the identification of the inhabitants of
the Bohemian Ore Mountains with the values of
the property and which are used for education
and information purposes as well as the development of the local cultural traditions, transboundary cooperation and the involvement in
community activities;
• to suggest measures to prevent crisis situations.
Furthermore, the coordinator will have access to
several teams of experts in particularly for monument conservation, tourism, education, environment and if necessary other teams which will be
created according to the decision made by the management board of Montanregion Krušné hory - Erzgebirge o.p.s. As for monument conservation, the
coordinator will work closely within his/her scope
of responsibility with the authorities of the Karlovy
Vary and Ústí regions and the municipalities with
extended remits (Teplice, Kadaň, Ostrov), but at the
same time also with individual owners and managers of the land and buildings and the managers of
the individual component parts on the Czech side
of the serial property.
The coordinator’s cooperation with the institutions for local self-governance in the area of the
serial property was defined in the above mentioned
partnership agreement. By signing this agreement,
the towns and municipalities in the Czech part of
the property commit that in the event of a successful nomination they will participate in:
• managing the World Heritage property;
• assuring the coordinator’s activities;
• safeguarding the implementation and updating of
the Management Plan;
• ensuring the publication and presentation of the
serial property to the public.
Site Manager
At least one site manager will be appointed for
every component part of the Czech part of the
serial property. The site manager will monitor
the implementation of individual projects and
if necessary of projects which concern all component parts. It is assumed that the honorary
post of site manager will be performed by the
mayors of the relevant communities or by their
appointed representatives. The Red Tower of
Death component part is an exception. Here the
site manager should be a representative of the
National Heritage Institute.
The main tasks of the site manager are defined as
follows:
− the implementation of the measures identified
for the respective component part;

Regional authorities
The regional authority of the Karlovy Vary Region
(component parts 1-CZ, 2-CZ and 3-CZ) and the
regional authority of the Ústí Region (component
parts 4-CZ and 5-CZ) control the execution of state
heritage preservation as per law no. 20/1987 in the
relevant regions and likewise fulfil the tasks of state
heritage preservation for national cultural properties, if those are not in the jurisdiction of the Ministry
of Culture or the Czech government. They monitor
according to their authority the adherence to the
Heritage Preservation Act and the associated regulations. The regional offices perform a state building inspection role for the restoration of national
cultural properties with regards to state heritage
preservation. They prepare and fulfil programmes
which grant subsidies for important activities in the
respective regions.

The municipalities with extended remits
The municipalities with extended remits – the town
office of Ostrov for component parts 1-CZ, 2-CZ and
3-CZ, the town office of Teplice for the component
part 4-CZ and the town office of Kadaň for the component part 5-CZ – exercise and organise the state
heritage preservation in the specified administration district in harmony with development concepts
by Czech state heritage preservation. They turn to
specialist help from the umbrella organisation for
state heritage preservation – the National Heritage
Institute – to fulfil their tasks. The rights and obligations of owners and managers of lands and buildings with regard to monument conservation are
regulated by the law no. 20/1987.
Financing
Both responsible regions, Karlovy Vary and Ústí,
and the responsible towns and municipalities
contribute to the financing of the administration for Czech component parts of the nominated serial property as per the above mentioned
partnership agreement. Further financial means
have to be gained from transboundary, national
and regional funds and from sponsors. At this
point, the financial contributions by individual
contractual partners are assessed in order to
ensure the availability of financial means for the
coordinator’s office as soon as World Heritage
status has been achieved. An annual budget for
the coordinator’s office of approx. 2 million Kč
(approx. 75,000 Euro) is expected.
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− the cooperation during the updating of the
component part’s Management Plan;
− the participation during the preparation of
grant applications from Ministry of Culture programs, the Karlovy Vary or Ústí regions and other grants;
− the provision of documents for the relevant
component parts to prepare the monitoring reports;
− the cultural-historic education of local people
and visitors to the component part;
− the promotion of the serial property;
− the reporting to the Coordinator of the Czech
part of the serial property on all matters which
concern the conservation of the relevant component part as well as possible risks.
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5. Monitoring
On the Czech side, the key indicators for evaluating
the state of conservation of the property Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region are monitored, recorded
and evaluated through the process of issuing the annual monitoring reports. The periodicity and form of
the monitoring is being adjusted on the Czech side
based on a standardised, national methodology1
updated in 2011. In the Czech Republic, the annual
reports thus produced on the state of preservation
of the properties inscribed in the World Heritage List
are discussed with the respective towns and municipalities as well as with the cultural heritage administrators and the Ministry of Culture, and are stored
in the National Heritage Institute (NPÚ) and in the
Ministry of Culture.
The selection of the key indicators is determined
by the character of the property to be monitored, i.e.
the individual component parts of the serial property and its primary attributes. The following attributes can be defined with respect to the component
parts of the Czech part of the serial property:

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
1. preserved urban structure of the Jáchymov Urban Heritage Zone including the historic network
of streets
2. preserved important built heritage within the Jáchymov Urban Heritage Zone and its authenticity
3. preserved monuments to mining dating from
the 16th to the 20th century and preserved mining
infrastructure (adits, shafts, shaft depressions,
heaps, man-made reservoirs etc.) within the area
of the Jáchymov historic mining district
4. preserved underground parts of mines and evidence of the various mining methods
5. mining cultural landscape formed by the interaction of man with nature

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape
1. preserved urban structure of the Horní Blatná
Urban Heritage Zone, including the historic urban layout
2. preserved important built heritage within the
Horní Blatná Urban Heritage Zone and its authenticity
3. preserved monuments to mining dating from the
16th to the 20th century and preserved mining infra-

structure (adits, shafts, opencast mines, shaft depressions, heaps, placer fields, aboveground excavations etc.) within the area of the historical mining
districts of Hřebečná, Horní Blatná and Boží Dar
4. preserved underground parts of mines and evidence of the various mining methods
5. mining cultural landscape formed by the interaction of man with nature

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
1. preserved built heritage and infrastructure within
the area of the national cultural property (sorting
and dressing plant), testifying to the intensive extraction and dressing of uranium ore performed
during the 20th century
2. authentic condition of the areal

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
1. preserved urban structure of the Krupka Urban
Heritage Zone including the historic network of
streets and paths
2. preserved important built heritage within the
Krupka Urban Heritage Zone and its authenticity
3. preserved monuments to mining dating from
the 14th to the 20th century and mining infrastructure (adits, shafts, opencast mines, heaps,
aboveground excavations, miners’ tracks etc.)
within the area of the historical mining districts
around Krupka
4. preserved underground parts of mines and evidence of the various mining methods
5. mining cultural landscape formed by the interaction of man with nature

5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
1. the density of monuments within a small area
testifying to mining activities from the 15th to
the 19th century (adits, shafts, aboveground
excavations, shaft depressions, heaps) on the
Mědník Hill
2. preserved chapel on Mědník Hill, the existence
of which is closely linked with mining
3. preserved underground parts of mines and evidence of the various mining methods
4. mining landscape formed by the interaction of
man with nature

1
VLČKOVÁ, Jitka: Metodika roční monitorovací zprávy o statku zapsaném na Seznam světového kulturního a přírodního dědictví UNESCO, určené pro národní
účely. Rkp. Praha. Národní památkový ústav, 2011. 23 s.; for more detail also refer to VLČKOVÁ, Jitka, KUČOVÁ, Věra, BENEŠ, Michal: Metodické principy přípravy
nominací k zápisu na Seznam světového dědictví UNESCO a zásady uchování hodnot těchto statků. Odborné a metodické publikace, sv. 42. 1. vyd. Praha. Národní
památkový ústav, 2011. 102 s. ISBN 978-80-87104-84-2.
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b)

c)
d)

During monitoring the following criteria will, in particular, be assessed:

e)
f)

I.		Monitoring the condition of the aboveground
and underground objects and the area in
which they are located
a) State of preservation of the authenticity
b) State of preservation of the integrity
c) Use
d) Level of securing
e) Technical built conditions and impact of risk factors (e.g. the state of the vegetation, soil erosion,
impairment of surface situation)
f) Preservation of the underground parts of the
mines and their equipment

g)

II.		Monitoring the architectural elements and
urban structures
a) State of preservation of the authenticity
b) State of preservation of the integrity
c) Urban structure of the settlements (layout structure, material and spatial composition, height level of the buildings)
d) Preservation of roofing
e) Level of securing of built heritage protection for urban and architectural elements
f) Technical construction condition of the buildings
– in conformity with the character of the relevant
component part; the urban structures are primarily evaluated in their entirety and in terms of the urban heritage zones as well as the declared cultural
monuments
g) Condition of the micro-architecture and
free-standing sculptures
h) Condition of the public space (streets, squares,
ground floor area, urban fittings, green spaces etc.)
i) Functional use of the properties and public spaces
j) New buildings and demolition
III. Monitoring the natural elements
a) State of preservation of the cultural landscape
(typical and characteristic views to the landmarks,
overall landscape context, including monitoring

the height and the extent of the new buildings in
the buffer zone)
State of preservation of the settlement areas and
developed spaces (panorama /external image
of urban area, modifications to built structures
within the landscape, significant building and/or
industrial activity, possible expansion of traffic infrastructure beyond the centre area of the municipalities and towns in connection with a negative
impact on the character of the landscape)
Meadowland, condition of the meadow usage and
other agricultural activities
Woods and bothersome growth, condition of the
forestry industry
Natural outcrops
Watercourses and aqueous areas (man-made water ditches, man-made reservoirs)
Condition of the other spaces

IV. Monitoring the effectiveness of the administration of the property
a) Financing for upkeep of the serial property
(amount of funds available for upkeep and for preserving its value)
b) Legal situation of the protection (amendments to
the relevant legislation, newly declared cultural
monuments, new important documents at international, national and local level)
c) Number of inhabitants in the component parts of
the serial property
d) Visitor numbers
e) Extent of services offered and visitor facilities
f) Touristic development of the serial property and
its component parts
g) the accessibility of the component parts of the serial property
h) Presentation of the serial property and the form
this takes (new publications, websites, PR and educational activities)
i) Process of inclusion of the local population in the
administration and protection of the serial property
j) Enhancing the relevant qualifications of the employees involved in the administration of the property
k) Evaluation of communication flow at all levels
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Taking the aforementioned features of the Czech
component parts of the serial property in consideration, the following four monitoring types will be conducted for monitoring and evaluating their condition:
I Monitoring the condition of the aboveground and
underground objects and the area in which they
are located
II Monitoring the architectural elements and urban
structure
III Monitoring the natural elements and the character of the landscape
IV Monitoring the effectiveness of the administration
of the serial property

Given the afore-described key indicators and the
specific characteristics of the individual component
parts, the monitoring will be conducted in various
forms (on-site survey of the properties, photo documentation and possibly video or film documentation,
evaluation of the statistical data etc.).
The extent of the monitoring conducted in respect
to the individual component parts of the serial property, its frequency and the institutions responsible for
its implementation are set out in the following tables.
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1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
Frequency of
evaluation

Responsible and storage location

annually

National Heritage Institute (NPÚ) – regional department in Loket, and the
site manager of the component part in partnership with the Coordinator,
Český báňský úřad (Czech Mining Authority) and owner or administrator of
the mine works, Agentura pro ochranu přírody a krajiny (AOPK, Agency for
the Protection of Nature and Landscape), state-owned forestry corporation
Lesy ČR and the Town of Jáchymov
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager of the component
part in partnership with the Coordinator and the Town of Jáchymov
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

Monitoring the natural characteristics and the character of the
landscape

annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager of the component
part in partnership with the Coordinator, the Town of Jáchymov, stateowned forestry corporation Lesy ČR, AOPK
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

Monitoring the effectiveness of the
property management

annually

Coordinator in partnership with the Town of Jáchymov and NPÚ, regional
department in Loket
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

Indicator

Monitoring the condition of the
overground and underground
objects and the area in which they
are located

Monitoring the architectural elements and urban structure

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Mining Landscape
Indicator
Monitoring the condition of the
overground and underground
objects and the area in which they
are located

Monitoring the architectural elements and urban structure
Monitoring the natural characteristics and the character of the
landscape

Monitoring the effectiveness of the
property management

Frequency of
evaluation

Responsible and storage location

annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager of the component
part in partnership with the Coordinator, Český báňský úřad and owner or
administrator of the mine works, AOPK and the Towns of Abertamy, Boží
Dar and Horní Blatná
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager of the component
in partnership with the Town of Horní Blatná
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager of the component
in partnership with the Coordinator, state-owned forestry corporation Lesy
ČR, AOPK and the Towns of Abertamy, Boží Dar and Horní Blatná
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the Coordinator, in partnership
with the Towns of Abertamy, Boží Dar and Horní Blatná
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
Frequency of
evaluation

Responsible and storage location

Monitoring of the condition of the
overground properties and the
entire areal

annually

NPÚ – regional department in Loket and the site manager of the component part in partnership with the Regional Authority of the Karlovy Vary
Region
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

Monitoring of the architectural
elements

annually

NPÚ – regional department in Loket and the site manager of the component part, in partnership with the Regional Authority of the Karlovy Vary
Region
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

Monitoring the natural characteristics and the character of the
landscape

annually

NPÚ – regional department in Loket and the site manager of the component part in partnership with the Town of Ostrov
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

Monitoring the effectiveness of the
property management

annually

Coordinator in partnership with NPÚ – regional department in Loket and
the Regional Authority of the Karlovy Vary Region
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

Indicator
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Indicator
Monitoring the condition of the
overground and underground
objects and the area in which they
are located

Monitoring the architectural elements and urban structure

Monitoring the natural characteristics and the character of the
landscape

Monitoring the effectiveness of the
property management

Frequency of
evaluation

Responsible and storage location

annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the
component part in partnership with the Coordinator, state-owned forestry
corporation Lesy ČR, Český báňský úřad, owner or administrator of the mine
works, AOPK and the Town of Krupka
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem, Coordinator’s office

annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the
component part in partnership with the Town of Krupka
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem, Coordinator’s office

annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the
component part in partnership with the Coordinator, state-owned forestry
corporation Lesy ČR, AOPK and the Town of Krupka.
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem, Coordinator’s office

annually

Coordinator in partnership with NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad
Labem, the site manager of the component part and the Town of Krupka
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem, Coordinator’s office

5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
Indicator
Monitoring the condition of the
overground and underground
objects and the area in which they
are located

Monitoring of the architectural
elements

Monitoring the natural characteristics and the character of the
landscape

Monitoring the effectiveness of the
property management

Frequency of
evaluation

Responsible and storage location

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the
component part in partnership with the Coordinator, Český báňský úřad
and owner or administrator of the mine works and AOPK
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem, Coordinator’s office

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the
component part
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem, Coordinator’s office

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the
component part in partnership with the coordinator, AOPK and the municipality of Měděnec
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem, coordinator’s office

Annually

Coordinator in partnership with NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad
Labem, the site manager of the component part and the municipality of
Měděnec
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem, Coordinator’s office
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4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape

The key indicators for each component part of the serial property will be examined in detail in the annual
monitoring reports, in which the regularity of the monitoring and the competent institutions will also be
specified.
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Administrative measures to monitor the
serial property
One of the duties of the signatory states is the continuous monitoring of the state of conservation of
the inscribed properties and the submission of period reports on the implementation of the World Heritage Convention detailing the upkeep of the individual World Heritage assets. In the Czech Republic,
the task of monitoring of the nominated area and its
buffer zone is assigned to the national institutions
responsible for heritage preservation. It is regulated by way of Act No. 20/1987, on the preservation
of national heritage (see Chapter 5). In the Czech
Republic, the monitoring of the cultural properties
inscribed in the World Heritage List is performed by
the National Heritage Institute (NPÚ) on behalf of
the Ministry of Culture.
On 1st July 1999, the Ministry of Culture of the
Czech Republic adopted a binding methodology for
monitoring those cultural properties in the Czech
Republic inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage
List. This methodology was introduced into practice
in 2000, and was updated in 2011.
The coordination of the monitoring of the cultural properties inscribed in the World Heritage List,
known as the “annual monitoring” is entrusted to
the Department Monuments and Sites of the International Status of the Directorate General of the
National Heritage Institute. The activities connected with the production of the annual monitoring
reports and the periodic reports are coordinated,
managed and supervised by the national contact
office (focal point). The annual monitoring reports
are prepared by the regional departments of the
National Heritage Institute. In the event of the inscription of the nominated serial property, the monitoring will be performed by the relevant National
Heritage Institute’s regional departments in Ústí nad
Labem and Loket.
The annual monitoring reports are prepared on
the basis of continuously drafted documentation,
with final versions for each calendar year to be
presented to the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic by 31st October of the following year. The
fundamental basis of the monitoring reports are the
relevant World Heritage nomination documents as
submitted by the Czech State, and which constitute the basis for the World Heritage Committee’s
decision regarding inscription of the property into
the World Heritage List. The partial decisions of the
World Heritage Committee applicable to the property in question, the Operational Guidelines, the
applicable, previous periodic reports, the Manage-

ment Plan and any other relevant documents are
likewise taken into consideration.
The structure of the monitoring report currently
comprises the following nine chapters2:
1 Identification of the property (basic data)
2 Values of the property
3 Protection and administration of the property (delineation of effective protection for the
property)
4 Protection in the buffer zone of the property
5 Continuous monitoring
6 Conclusions and recommended measures
7 Contact information
8 Position statements concerning the content
of the annual monitoring report
9 Signature of the individual authorised to act
on behalf of the organisation
Continuous photographic (or possible supplementary modes) documentation will be prepared to
underpin the findings made regarding the upkeep
of the property. This photographic documentation
log describes the characteristic views and the report
will be augmented with a map identifying the locations where the photographs were taken and the
perspective angle. The monitoring with the aid of a
photographic documentation log of the characteristic
views will be performed by the regional departments
of the National Heritage Institute. The photographic
documentation log will be based on the assumption
of complete protection of the values of the component parts of the property and its buffer zones. The
monitoring encompasses all municipalities of the respective component part as well as the entire cultural
landscape. The visual axes will be precisely specified
based on a site investigation, and in such a way so as
to ensure that the entire area of the cultural landscape
with the landscape-shaping elements are sufficiently
documented.
The monitoring reports will be supplemented by a
written statement from the Coordinator. The reports
will be issued as duplicate hard copies and in electronic form and provided thus to the Directorate General of the National Heritage Institute, which evaluates
and archives them and forwards them together with
an evaluation report to the Ministry of Culture of the
Czech Republic.
Taking into account the large spatial area of the
nominated serial property, its multi-faceted nature
and the considerable extent of the work connected
with the monitoring of the state of preservation, it is
recommended that other institutions be co-opted

2
A more detailed description of the structure can be found in the publication entitled VLČKOVÁ, Jitka, KUČOVÁ, Věra, BENEŠ, Michal: Metodické principy přípravy
nominací k zápisu na Seznam světového dědictví UNESCO a zásady uchování hodnot těchto statků. Odborné a metodické publikace, Volume 42. 1st edition
Prague: National Heritage Institute, 2011.102 p. ISBN 978-80-87104-84-2.
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into the monitoring process, alongside the National
Heritage Institute, these being the national coordination office (the Coordinator), the administrators
of the individual component parts (site managers),
the Czech Mining Office, the state-owned forestry
corporation Lesy ČR, the Agency for the Protection
of Nature and Landscape (AOPK), state administration and local self-government institutions and
voluntary employees, ICOMOS, etc. Modifications to
the national monitoring system will be proposed for
this purpose. The NPÚ, however, will continue to coordinate the national and international monitoring
procedures and summarise the monitoring results in
corresponding reports.

6. Analytical part of the Management Plan
This chapter will provide an overview on the current
state of conservation of the Czech part of the serial
property and defines potential risks which may have
an impact on the outstanding universal value. Those
risks are explained in greater detail in chapter 4 of the
nomination dossier.
On the whole, looking at all the component parts
of the serial property, it is possible to arrive at the
conclusion that, despite the differences arising due
to their own specific characteristics, the individual
component parts are in a satisfactory and stabilised
condition. One particularly positive fact is that they
are not subject to any heightened pressure from
their development, environment or from natural disasters or a stampede of visitors. Their preservation is
secured by way of the applicable national rules and
regulations governing heritage preservation, nature
conservation and protection of the landscape. A significant portion of the territory, in which the component parts are located, is characterised by authentic
mining landscapes, with no inhabitants or merely a
low-density population, where no heightened development-related pressure is to be anticipated for the
future. There is a very different situation apparent in
the historic town centres, which have suffered from
inadequate upkeep during the second half of the 20th
century. Even though a series of renovations and restorations have taken place at these points in recent
years, future preservation measures are essential for
some individual built structures.

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
Jáchymov Urban Heritage Zone
Many late-Gothic and Renaissance monuments
have been preserved in their original state in

Jáchymov’s historic centre despite structural interventions made from the Baroque up to and
including the 20th century. The overall urban
structure of this Renaissance town built on the
steep slopes of the Ore Mountains has been preserved until today. The integrity of the historic
centre is only impacted in a few places by modern structures and by empty plots created by
building demolition.
The historic centre of the Town of Jáchymov
comprises numerous important heritage properties in various states of preservation. Due to significant changes in society, and especially the new
situation in relation to financial circumstances at
the start of the 1990s, the issue of securing the financial means necessary for the maintenance and
renovation of a series of these properties became
problematic. Many buildings have been professionally restored in accordance with their listed
status; however, some town houses are still in a
very bad state and funds for their renovation have
to be raised.
Exemplary restoration work has been in evidence in recent years with the following properties:
• The town hall had its outer walls restored,
including the original stone and stucco elements, between 2009–2010. The building is
used as a town authority and the information
centre and town library are also accommodated here.
• The Royal Mint (Královská mincovna) was
comprehensively renovated from 1986–1996.
In 2005 it became home to a museum exhibition entitled Jáchymov through time, which
was expanded in 2008. The exhibition has
made the Latin Library and a large smoke hole
from the erstwhile smelter accessible to the
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6.1. State of conservation

Fig. 70
Lapidarium in the
cellars of the Royal
Mint
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public. The cellar area contains a lapidarium
featuring original products from the stonemason’s workshop from the houses in the town.
2011–2012 saw the renovation of the second
atrium, including the entrance to the cellar
area under the site where the mint master’s
house once stood.
The church of St. Joachim (kostel sv. Jáchyma) – the entire renovation of the church was
completed in 1992, with the retention of original
Renaissance components and details from the
modification work performed by the notable
Czech architect, Josef Mocker, following the fire
of 1873. The church is used for worship.
The Hospital Church of All Saints (Špitální kostel
Všech svatých) was comprehensively renovated
between 1990–1993. This included the restoration of the interior timbering, and the original
– now very rare – Renaissance roof trusses were
carefully repaired. The interior of the Church became the site of a new exhibition featuring unique
epitaphs of the Jáchymov mining officials, mint
master and citizens. The church hosts exhibitions
and other cultural events. In 2016 the roof covering has been restored.
The chapel of St. Anna was restored in 1976 and
1993, in 2016 the outer walls were renovated. The
church is used for worship.
The evangelical church, dating from 1904, was
carefully renovated at the start of the 21st century,
the work including its outer walls, roof and roof
covering. The property is an Evangelical place of
prayer.
The house of the Counts of Rožmberk No. 4 was
renovated in 1995–1996 in accordance with its
protected heritage status. During the building
works a valuable mural-adorned Renaissance
beam ceiling was uncovered. This was restored in
2001 and is preserved in its original position. It is
an example of how valuable artefacts of this type
can be restored and preserved in a functional living space.
In 2012, House No. 10 received a new façade.
House No. 33 has been renovated step by step
since the second part of the 1990s. Today the condition of the house is secured, and the restoration
of the outer walls is currently being completed.
Damaged in a fire in 2003, the houses No’s 72, 73
and 74 are undergoing a complete restoration in
accordance with their listed status and under the
supervision of the National Heritage Institute.
House No. 117 – a stabilisation and restoration
is under way, the outer walls have already been
restored.
The House No. 126 was reconstructed in 2003–
2007 in accordance with its protected heritage
status. During this work all the historic construc-

•

•
•

•

•

tions and original elements were preserved, both
outside (portal) and inside, including the metal
prison gate.
House No. 128, featuring a beamed ceiling on the
ground floor, was reconstructed and preservation
measures applied.
Houses No. 133 and 134 are being currently restored.
House No. 143 was restored in accordance with
its protected heritage status. Firstly, the vaulted
cellar in the rear of the house was statically secured and saved (2007-2008). Then, in 2009–2010,
the roofing of the rear part of the house was renovated. This was followed by the ongoing gradual
renovation of the entire house. The salvage of the
vaulted cellar is a perfect example of a conservational restoration. The house is habitable; the
plan is to open a café and patisserie at the front
of the house, whilst a museum is to be accommodated at the back.
House No. 145 was renovated in an exemplary
manner in the mid-1990s. At the start of the 21st
century, a Renaissance portal rescued from the
ruins of House No. 139 was integrated at ground
floor level, in the middle of the right-hand side.
At the Renaissance House No. 270, which features
a portal aedicule, the street-facing façade was
renovated in accordance with its protected heritage status, in common with the one on House No.
292, likewise boasting a renaissance portal.

Fig. 71 Decorative Renaissance paintings on the wooden ceiling
on the first floor of the house no. 4

Fig. 72 Honeycomb vault in the house no. 143

Fig. 73 Coat of arms of the Jáchymov’s burgrave, Johann Müller
on the entrance portal of the house no. 126

an escape route from the Svornost Mine and is used
for ventilation. All these measures were necessary
in order to secure the long-term use of the radon
spring.
The visitor Štola (adit) no. 1 near the Svornost
Mine is in a good technical condition due to complete technical safeguarding carried out in 2008. In
2012, the tour was extended with the historic mine
workings on the Johann Evangelista silver lode. In
2016, a new visitor facility was built near to the adit’s
entrance. The operation of the mine is tended to by
the Sokolov Museum, which is responsible for performing regular checks of the state of the property
with regard to its historic value and its security.
Fig. 74
Head frame of the
Svornost mine

The Freudenstein Castle (hrad Freudenstein)
The Freudenstein Castle has been a ruin since the
Thirty Years’ War. The current structure is a torso
heritage property with two preserved towers. The
higher tower, called Schlick tower (after the ruling
family) was renovated in 1973. The lower tower,
called Powder tower was renovated including the
roof frame construction in 2004. There are plans
for the revitalisation of the site, including the renovation of the entrance to the Schlick tower.
Svornost Mine
The Svornost Mine, the oldest uranium mine in the
world still in operation, is in a good technical condition. The Barbara and Daniel drainage adits, dating
from the 16th century, are still originally preserved
underground. The mine underwent modernisation
from 1992–1996. It was structurally upgraded down
to the lowermost 12th level. A radon water spring is
located on this level and is used in the Jáchymov
spa under the name of Curie-spring. The head frame
was replaced, moreover, and the machine house
was fitted with new machinery. A solid reinforced
concrete supporting structure was installed on the
east side. Completely renovated between 1984 and
1987 was also the neighbouring Josef shaft, which is
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The restoration of a series of other heritage properties is still pending. Among these are:
• House No. 8: The first floor was statically secured
and the roof was renovated between 2004–2007.
The house is empty.
• House No. 12 was renovated in the second half
of the 1990s. It has now been empty for years
and requires further repairs.
• House Ev. No. 21 (formerly No. 71).
As part of the international ‘Stříbrná stezka – Silberstraße’ (Silver Road) Project, the upper section
of Republic Square (náměstí Republiky) was completely renovated in 2012, in accordance with its
protected heritage status.

Elias Valley (Eliášské údolí)
The Elias Valley mining landscape is located in
a freely accessible forest and given its structure
and because of the protective measures (protected cultural landscape, protection of natural
mineral springs), there is no building development here and, apart from the occasional logging, there are no commercial or agricultural
activities. The surrounding landscape is shaped
significantly by the enormous heaps of the
Zimní Eliáš and Adam uranium mines. However,
these could be endangered in the future by natural vegetation. The vegetation will therefore be
regularly monitored by a partnership comprising
the forestry owners and the competent institutions for nature conservation.
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the 16th to the 20th century. Horní Blatná is the
only larger town. Given its position in a sparsely populated region, the component part is in a
good state of preservation and the potential for
endangerment is very low. The use is mostly limited to agricultural activities. There are no larger industrial enterprises present and none are
planned for the future.

Fig. 75
Shaft depressions
and heaps on the
Schweizer lode

Heaps and shaft hollows on the Schweizer vein
With more than one hundred well-preserved tips
and cone-shaped hollows on sites of old shafts,
this extensive mining landscape is mostly located
in forests. The heaps are not endangered by any
structural or commercial activities, and, due to
their current protected status (protected cultural
landscape, protected cultural property, protection
of natural mineral springs), no commercial activity
is anticipated here in the future, apart from essential forestry work.

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape
This component part represents an extensive relic mining cultural landscape, with very well preserved remnants of mining activities dating from

Fig. 76
Wildbahn opencast
mine in Hřebečná
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Hřebečná Tin Mining District
In the Hřebečná tin mining district, a number of
exceptional overground relicts of tin mining from
steep greisen veins dating from the 16th to the 18th
century have been preserved. These relics include
extensive opencast mines that run parallel to the
master lodes. The opencast mines are located in an
uninhabited landscape and are preserved in their
almost original form. The partial distortion of their
walls means they are now wider and shallower than
they were at the time they were created. This is a
slow, continuous process, which will progress on
into the future. The lower Schnepp opencast mine
(sink-hole) is largely stabilised, the upper Schnepp
sink-hole is becoming ever larger due to the effects
of frost weathering of the walls. It may be expected
that it will coalesce with the lower Schnepp sinkhole at sometime in the future. The largest opencast mine in the mining district, the Rote Grube
mine sink-hole is largely stabilised, as is the nearby
Wildbahn mine sink-hole. The sink-holes are partially covered over with vegetation. This vegetation will
have to be cut out – in some places at least – to enable the volume of extracted rock to be more readily
apparent (see below). In the interest of visitor safety
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Fig. 78
Entrance to Ledová
jáma (Ice pit)

Fig. 77 Large stope at the end of the Kryštof adit

the main sink-holes are surrounded by fencing. The
condition of this fencing is checked regularly.
After previous safeguarding, the Kryštof (Christopher) adit of the Mauritius mine has been made
accessible to visitors in 2014. Already in 2008, the
Kryštof adit was given a new walled portal in 2008
the appearance of which corresponds to historic
adit entrances in the surroundings. The adit is in a
good state of preservation, its condition is regularly
checked by the Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s. non.-profit organisation, which is running the visitor’s mine, and by members of Spolek
přátel dolu svatý Mauritius (Association of friends of
the St. Mauritius Mine).
Vlčí jámy opencast mines
The protected cultural property Vlčí jámy consists
of two independent deep sink-holes – the Wolf’s
Pit (Vlčí jáma) and the Ice Pit (Ledová jáma) – which
were created prior to the 18th century as a result of
tin ore mining. Both opencast mines are in a good
condition. Access to the larger the Wolf’s Pit is
blocked at the lower end for the safety reasons and
is only possible at one’s own risk. It is not planned
that complete accessibility and stabilisation of
the site will be achieved in the next few years. The
condition of the mine is endangered slightly due to
natural vegetation and the occasional distortion of
the walls caused by the effects of frost.
Positioned higher up in the terrain, to this day
the freely accessible Ice Pit retains the authentic
appearance of an early modern mine, in which
snow and ice remain in place the whole year round
due to low air circulation.

Bludná Tin and Iron Ore Mining District
The majority of the monuments to mining in this
district are located in a freely accessible forest
landscape, which for hundreds of years has been
influenced neither by construction nor agricultural
activities. Therefore they have an authentic appeal.
In connection with the declaration of the Bludná
Mining District as part of a protected cultural landscape, a set of regulations has been issued which,
amongst other things, laid down conditions for
economic activities in this area. The opencast, the
largest-sized relics of mining activity, are enclosed
by fencing in the interest of visitor safety.

Fig. 79
Vlčí jáma
(Wolf’s pit)

Horní Blatná Water Ditch (Blatenský vodní
příkop)
Used and continuously repaired for almost 400
years, the Horní Blatná water ditch was comprehensively restored between 1926 and 1929. Further
preservation measures were carried out on the
technical monument during 1995 and 2001, with
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Fig. 80
Horní Blatná Water
Ditch

these works being based on the technical documentation dating from 1929.
Alongside the right-hand side of the waterworks
ditch, the earth dam was simultaneously restored
with its service jetty. This is used by the ditch administrators to perform on-site inspections and for
the maintenance of the installation. The condition
of the ditch is monitored by the state water management corporation, Povodí Ohře, which attends
to the maintenance of the masonry structures and,
when necessary, the replacement of spruce logs in
the ditch mounts. However, the ditch is affected by
the severe climatic conditions and gradual filling
of the trough by sediments. A new restoration work
will be necessary in next years.
Horní Blatná Urban Heritage Zone
Horní Blatná is amongst the most completely
preserved mining towns in the Czech part of the
serial property. The Renaissance footprint of the
town with the square market and orthogonal
street network was mostly preserved despite the
demolition of some properties during the 2nd half
of the 20th century. Horní Blatná has the best-preserved urban structure of all pre-planned Renaissance mining towns on the Czech side of the Ore
Mountains.
The historic centre of Horní Blatná was declared an urban heritage zone in 1992. As a consequence, all construction projects are subject
to inspection by the relevant heritage authority.
The heritage properties are in an original state,
several of them were preserved in recent years in
accordance with their protected heritage status.
Preservation measures are required in relation to
some other properties.
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• The St. Laurentius Church (kostel sv. Vavřince)
was restored between 1993 and 1997 in accordance with its protected heritage status. All the
original stonemasonry elements, sculpted details and sculptures were restored. In 2004, the
tower was made accessible and opened up as
a small painting gallery for the Town of Horní
Blatná. In 2010, the roof frame of the church was
renovated. In recent years, the outer wall of the
church was renovated, the restoration of the
tower is being planned.
• The Chapel of the Holy Cross (kaple Svatého
kříže) at the cemetery was comprehensively
restored in 1993–2000 and 2004–2005. These
works encompassed the renovation of the jacketing and the reconstruction of the roof. Work is
currently ongoing to renovate the interior spaces and to restore the cemetery. The property is in
a good structural condition.
• The town hall, originally built in the Renaissance
style, was reconstructed following the fire in
the 19th century. The building was restored in
accordance with its protected heritage status
in 2006. The building is used as a town office. It
also accommodates the information centre and
the town’s library.
• The rectory No. 2, with its original Renaissance
core, was given a Baroque makeover at the turn
of the 18th to 19th century and was completely
renovated from 2005 to 2006.
• Dating from 1709, the house of the Putz of Breitenbach family (ev. No. 1) was restored from
2004–2006. A café is located on the ground floor
and the upper floor houses the owner’s apartment. The work included the restoration of the
original stonemasonry elements and the stucco
ceilings.
• House No. 6, dating from 1713, was successfully
restored in 2003. The work included uncovering
the half-timbered design on the upper floor of
the house. The house is in a good structural condition.
• With House No. 28, the roof and the typical “Ore
Mountains’ lavatory” (dry toilet situated on the
first floor of the house so as it could be used during harsh Ore Mountains’ winters) on the front
side of the courtyard were restored.
• House No. 29 has been renovated since 2006 after
damage by a snow storm. The first phase saw the
repair of the damaged half-timbered structure on
the upper floor and the renovation of the wooden
planks on the ground floor on the courtyard side.
In 2010-2011, the damaged wooden planks in the
front room were comprehensively repaired. During these repairs, all the undamaged wooden elements were delicately retained and the work fully
respected the historic design of the house.

Fig. 81 House of the Putz of Breitenbach family, now a restaurant

Fig. 82 House No. 127, now a museum of tin mining

Fig. 83 Typical 18th century vernacular architecture
of Horní Blatná

Further valuable houses are currently undergoing renovation, e.g. house No. 196 with Renaissance and Baroque core incl. the renovation of the
historic interiors. Other built heritage properties
still require restoration.

Tin Placer Mining Area near Boží Dar
The historic tin streaming heaps near Boží Dar are
protected in various ways by national regulations
(cf. Chapter 5c of the Nomination Dossier). Given
the absence of modern construction development and the lack of agricultural activities, the
heaps are preserved almost untouched to this
day. No changes to the appearance of the landscape are to be anticipated in the future. Along
the southern border of the site, but outside the
component part, a cycle path was constructed in
2016. Its route does not endanger the heaps.
Skarn Mining District Zlatý Kopec – Kaff
The Kaff skarn mining district in Zlatý Kopec
near Boží Dar is protected in a variety of ways
by national regulations (cf. Chapter 5.b.2). The
entire district, in which numerous overground
monuments to mining activities from the 16th
to the 20th century and mines with unique underground stopes are preserved, is located in a
forested area and constitutes an authentic landscape, shaped over hundreds of years by mining
and untouched by modern era construction or
industrial activities. Given the protective measures that have been introduced, no construction
activities are to be anticipated in the district
for the future. 2011 saw the commencement of
preparations for the cross-border ‘Stříbrná stezka – Silberstraße’ (Silver Road) Project. As part of
this project, the Town of Boží Dar has made the
Johannes adit accessible to the public. The state
of this adit is regularly checked by the Montanregion Krušné hory - Erzgebirge, o.p.s. non-profit
organisation which runs the mine. With regard to
the character of the local landscape, the appearance of the Zlatý Kopec – Kaff mining district can
be considered as stabilised and satisfactory.
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• House No. 42, the roof of which had been damaged by fire in 2003, was restored to its original
form in 2010. The house is in a good structural
condition.
• House No. 127, dating from 1754, was renovated
in 1977 when the Karlovy Vary Museum opened
an exhibition here dedicated to tin mining in the
Ore Mountains. From 1998 to 1999, the entire
façade, including the half-timbered structure,
was restored in accordance with its protected
heritage status. The property’s roof was repaired
in 2003. The house is in a good state of repair.

Zlatý Kopec – Hrazený potok (stream)
The area of Hrazený potok (stream) is protected in many ways by national regulations (cf.
Chapter 5.b.2). The entire district is located in a
forested area and constitutes an authentic landscape shaped over hundreds of years by mining
and is untouched by modern era construction or
industrial activities. Given the monument and
nature conservation measures that have been
introduced, no construction activities are to be
anticipated in the district for the future. With regard to the character of the local landscape, the
appearance of the district may be considered as
stabilised and satisfactory.
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Fig. 84
The Red Tower of
Death

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
The component part is in a stabilised structural condition and will remain preserved as torsal
monument – a silent witness of the tragic time
period of the communist labour camps during the
1950s. However, certain construction works will
be necessary in the near future. With respect to
the properties on lots no. 93/20 and 93/21, necessary securing works were carried out in 2010, such
as the conservational restoration of the roof and
the entrance gate. One other important preservation measure that will be necessary in the future
is the restoration of the stairwell within the tower.
Any damages that occur, as identified by the state
heritage preservation agencies, are reported to the
owner in order to ensure that appropriate maintenance work can be expediently performed. All entrances into the memorial are secured. The building is only accessible to the public at certain times.
Current negotiations are coming to a close
about the ownership transfer from the present
owner to the state (Czech Ministry of Culture). The
National Heritage Institute in cooperation with the
Prague National Museum already undertook a detailed study about the renovation and future use,
including the establishment of a museum (see below) in 2011.

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
This component part represents an extensive, largely unpopulated relic mining landscape with one
larger settlement, the historic mining town of Krupka. There is no large-scale industrial activity in the
area and none is planned for the future. Forestry is
controlled by monument conservation regulations.
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Krupka Urban Heritage Zone
The urban structure of the historic mining town of
Krupka is one of the best-preserved listed building
complexes in the Czech part of the serial property.
Krupka is a typical linear settlement, embedded
into the sloping valley, with a slightly extended
area for the market square. The medieval footprint of the town has been preserved despite later
town fires and demolition of some buildings in the
second half of the 20th century. In addition to the
local sacred buildings, the late-Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque town houses have great monument value.
The historic centre of Krupka comprises a large
number of individual properties, which are in varying structural states.
• Krupka Castle (hrad Krupka), an important, imposing structure of the town, has repeatedly
undergone restoration works since the 19th century and been made accessible to the public.
The most recent comprehensive preservation
measures were carried out in 1999/2000 and
2003 in order to secure the value of the site and
ensure visitor safety. Smaller restoration work is
carried out on an ongoing basis. The preserved
parts of the castle – especially the system of entrance portals, a section of the fortifications and
a fragment of the donjon – are in a good condition. The property comprising the former mining office, located within the castle, and dating
from the era of the Lords of Sternberg at the
end of the 17th century, was recently upgraded
in accordance with its protected heritage status
and transformed into an authentically designed
restaurant and guesthouse.

• The single-nave Gothic Town Church of the Assumption (kostel Nanebevzetí Panny Marie) is
currently being restored in accordance with its
protected heritage status. The roofing, including the roofing on the bell tower behind the
church, and the roof trusses are already completed. Currently the restoration of the early
Baroque casette ceiling, wall paintings and historic stuccos in the presbytery are under way.
• The single-nave St. Anna cemetery church
(Hřbitovní kostel sv. Anny) is in a fair condition.
It was made accessible to the public in 2003.
Since 2015 renovation of the outer walls is under way and in 2016, renovation of the roofing
has started. Conservation measures are necessary in the case of the wall painting of Martin
Luther on the triumphal arch.
• The Hospital Church of the Holy Ghost (Špitální
kostel sv. Ducha) is likewise in a good condition,
following a recent complete restoration. The
internal equipment has not been preserved.
In the future, the town of Krupka (the owner of
the church) plans to adapt it to accommodate
a gallery.
The centre of the town contains many houses, the large majority of which are in a good
structural and stabilised condition. None of the
properties is in an endangered condition. Their
restoration is subject to supervision by the heritage protection authorities. However, the work
is progressing relatively slowly due to current
complicated economic circumstances.
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Fig. 85
Courtyard of the
Krupka Castle
with fhe former
mining office in the
foreground

The following buildings were preserved in an
exemplary manner in recent years:
• The two-storey town house No. 21 within a
constricted built-up situation on the western
side of the marketplace, with Gothic and Renaissance influences, has been made accessible to the public, it is used a town museum.
• The former Baroque rectory (No. 93) adjoining the Church of the Assumption has been
completely restored and adapted to accommodate a fire service museum.
• The single-storey house No. 195, formerly a
blacksmith, has undergone a complete restoration in accordance with its protected
heritage status. In the future it should house
an exposition of traditional handicraft and a
library.
Currently, a complete restoration of the house
No. 82 is under way. Since 2018 it will house an
information centre.
Knötel Mining District
The Knötel Mining District with valuable monuments for mining activity between the 14th to
20th century is located in a freely accessible area
that is largely forested and which will not be
endangered in the future by construction and
commercial activities. The mouths of the adits,
dating from the time of renewal of mining activities following 1945, are either secured with iron
grating or are partially filled in.
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Fig. 86 Komáří
hůrka hill: St.
Wolfgang’s miners’
chapel and the
watchtower

Preisselberg Mining District
The Preisselberg mining district is mainly located in
a forested area, which is freely accessible, and where
no industrial or construction activities are undertaken. The area therefore represents an authentic mining cultural landscape, which has been shaped by
mining activity from the medieval period up to the
20th century. The complex has some main properties:
three exploratory adits and the so-called Preisselberg
sink-hole. The outline form of the Preisselberg sinkhole is stable. The vegetation has to be removed at
regular intervals. The mouths of two exploratory adits
are currently partially covered over, the third adit is
secured against unauthorised intrusion.
Starý Martin Adit
The Starý Martin adit has been open as a visitor
attraction since 2000. The portal of the adit, which
had been in a bad state of conservation, has been
removed and was replaced with a concrete portal
as part of securing work in 1998. The adit is currently in a good technical state and at the moment
does not require any further structural measures.
Large sink-hole on the Komáří hůrka hill
The large sink-hole on the Komáří hůrka hill is
not obstructed with any other structures or interventions which would harm its authenticity. The
ground of the sink-hole is difficult to access, the
entire sink-hole is overgrown with low woodland
and herbaceous vegetation. It would be of interest
to cut at least some of this growth back in order to
increase the attractiveness to tourists.
The Baroque miners’ chapel of St. Wolfgang is located near the peak of Komáří hůrka and has been
renovated completely between 1999 and 2000. It is
currently in a good technical condition.
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5-CZ-Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
The area illustrates the individual stages of the
extrication of the skarn ore deposit from the small
exploratory excavations to the system of shafts
and adits. But for a small area, which underwent
modern-era landscaping (e.g. the area of a former
hotel below the top, which burned down in 1939),
the slopes of the Mědník hill represent an authentic mining landscape shaped by the mining of copper, silver and iron ores from the 15th to the 19th
century. The area does not contain any agricultural, industrial or construction activities, nor are any
such activities planned that could endanger the
authentic mining topography. Following extensive
investments, in 2007 the Marie Pomocná adit was
made accessible to the public, as were the oldest
sections above the adit level in 2011. However,
since 2013 the adit had to be closed because of
unclear ownership. In 2013, the Země zaslíbená
adit was safeguarded and made accessible to the
public, it is in a good condition.

Fig. 87 Mine workings in the Marie pomocná adit on the Mědník hill

6.2. Factors affecting
the property

radon programme was launched in 2000. In 2010,
the second state radon programme was launched,
which outlines the procedure until 2019.

Development pressure

Air pollution
With the exception of the Red Tower of Death, all component parts of the nominated serial property are
located at sites where there is no heavy industry that
could constitute a source of air pollution; nor are there
any major road or rail routes present, apart from within the agglomeration areas of Krupka and Jáchymov.
Due to the use of lignite as a source of energy in the
1970s and 1980s, the eastern and central parts of the
Ore Mountains experienced a significant deterioration
in the quality of the air, particularly from sulphur dioxide, resulting from the effects of the extremely high
emissions from the coal-fired power stations. The
high level of air pollution resulted in damage being
caused to a large area of the forest. Since 1989, the
SO2 emissions have been reduced by almost 90%
and the quality of the air has greatly improved. In the
meantime, the protection of air quality is regulated in
the Czech Republic by Act No. 86/2002.

Radon risk
As a result of the geological structure of the Ore
Mountains with an abundant occurrence of Variscan
granites with an increased content of uranium, the
central and western part of mountains are among
those regions with a higher concentration of radon.
The Jáchymov area, where the mining of uranium
ore was intensively conducted in the past, is particularly associated with an increased concentration of
radon. The first measures to counter radon were
carried out back at the start of the 1990s; the state

Flooding risk and protective measures
taken
Based on the experiences had with significant
flooding situations within the territory of the
Czech Republic in the previous few decades – but
which did not endanger the component parts of
the serial property – the Government of the Czech
Republic has recently initiated a series of fundamental measures for preventing damage caused
by flooding. All such measures are integrated into
the plan for the most important river basin areas
of the Czech Republic, which was approved by
the Government of the Czech Republic on 23rd
May 2007 with Resolution No. 562. The flood areas must be anchored into the spatial plans at a
municipal level and appropriate protective measures drafted. The nominated property lies within
the ambit of the water management plan for the
basin areas of the rivers Ohře/Eger and upper
Labe/Elbe. This plan was ratified by the delegations of the Regions of Karlovy Vary and Ústí in
2009. The plan is also concerned with the level of
flood protection in built-up areas.
The Czech component parts of the nominated
serial property are mostly located on plateaus
or on steep slopes of the Ore Mountains. There
is only negligible or no risk of flooding due to
the hydrological situation. Only a small risk is
present for the historic centres of Jáchymov
and Krupka, where local streams can burst their
banks temporarily during the thaw period or
heavy rainfalls in summer. The effect on the area
of the component parts as a whole is insignificant. No flood damage has been recorded in the
areas of the Czech component parts of the serial
property for the past 100 years.
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Viewed overall, the pressures caused by development within the individual parts on the Czech side
of the serial property are relatively minor. Apart
from simple production operations, there are no
industrial or mining activities planned or taking
place within the individual component parts. The
development of agriculture and forestry is regulated by the state heritage preservation provisions
and by the nature conservation and landscape
preservation measures. All new building activities
as well as all projects planned within the existing
properties are subject to the supervision and approval of the state building authorities and state
heritage preservation authorities. Certain negative
impacts may occur in future as a consequence of
increasing tourism, particularly in winter. However,
this possibility has been factored into the development plans for the towns and localities affected.

Risk of fire and fire prevention measures
Given the character of the Czech part of the serial property, the risks of fire damage are mainly
limited to the built-up parts of Jáchymov, Krupka
and Horní Blatná. With the other component parts
there is a risk of forest fires, but on the elevated
plane of Krušné hory, this risk is relatively small
due to the high level of moisture in the woods.
Within the area of the serial property, apart from
very isolated exceptions, there are no activities
performed that carry a high or heightened risk of
fire. There are no buildings here higher than four
storeys that could constitute a potential for fire –
and given the development regulations this will
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remain the case in the future. Legal and natural
persons are obliged to procure the requisite fire
protection technology and the resources needed
for the structural and technical fire prevention systems, and to keep these in an operational state of
readiness.
The executive authorities responsible for fire
prevention are the Ministry of the Interior of the
Czech Republic and the regional fire departments.
The tasks of the state administration are also assumed by the local authorities. There are voluntary
fire prevention units in every municipal territory in
which individual component parts are located.
The voluntary units are well prepared technically and professionally. They are equipped to deal
with smaller fires and, given their integration into
the regional fire prevention system, are able to call
upon the immediate deployment of, and assistance from, professional units.

Seismic activity in the region
From a geological perspective, the region of the
Ore Mountains in the Czech Republic and the
Federal Republic of Germany is a part of the stable block of the Bohemian Massif, formed back
in the Palaeozoic Era, and which only registers
very low seismic activity. The occurrence of earthquakes throughout the Czech Republic is continually monitored by the Institute of Geophysics of
the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic.
Based on the results of recordings made to date
and the historical records, it can be said that the
Czech part of the serial property is not endangered by seismic activity.

Vegetation
Agricultural and forestry used areas, specifically
area of open-cast mines, sink-holes and tips, are at
higher risk from natural vegetation due to wind-pollinated trees. This vegetation, however, does not,
or only to a minimal extent, damage the historic
mining monuments. It does make access to some
mining monuments harder or influences the visual
aspects.
Natural vegetation spreads to different structures
if not looked after or not looked after properly. This
includes the extensive dry walls which are typical of
the mining landscape, water structures or unused
structures and buildings. For the latter, the destructive force is the impelling effect of tree roots in the
masonry. In only a few years, natural vegetation
can cause water structures to be overgrown with
bushes followed by silting. Tree roots of larger trees
can damage or destroy loam seals and hence water structures. It has to be ensured for the individu-
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al component parts on the Czech side of the serial
property that the vegetation is removed at regular
intervals before it damages the listed property.

Surface damage
Hundreds of years of mining activities in the mining
districts of the Ore Mountains have created extensive
labyrinths of adits, shafts and other mine workings,
the total length of which can be measured in tens of
thousands of kilometres. Even though the majority
of the older as well as more recent mines are stable,
collapses do sporadically occur the effects of which
also impact the surface, usually in the form of small
cone-shaped depressions. Securing older mines, the
original operators and even legal representatives of
which are unknown, is a task fulfilled by the Ministry
of the Environment of the Czech Republic, which, to
an indispensable degree, is also responsible for the
clean-up of the old mine works and their legacies.
With decommissioned mines this task is assigned to
the state company DIAMO, s.p. (state enterprise).

Effects resulting from visitors/tourists
The municipalities located in the Czech part of the serial property have a wealth of experience in relation to
tourism – primarily in the winter season. A significant
portion of tourists comes from abroad, particularly
from Germany. Visitor numbers in the individual component parts are, however, very different. Boží Dar
(in the buffer zone of 2-CZ component part), as the
largest winter sport centre in the Czech part of the Ore
Mountains, has the greatest visitor numbers. Between
2008 and 2015 the visitor numbers almost doubled
from 130,000 to 252,000. In 2015, almost 104,000 people used the services of the local information centre.
However, the town and its surrounding areas are not
at risk from these visitor numbers. The other component parts have significantly lower visitor numbers. In
facilities where visitor numbers are recorded for statistical purposes such as museums, information centres
or visitor mines, the numbers are mostly up to 10,000
persons per annum (cf. table below). The number
of tourists visiting the properties of the component
parts, which are located in freely accessible areas, are
not statistically recorded and can only be estimated.
Based on rough estimates, it is up to 10,000 people
per component part annually.
Despite the growth in recent years caused by a
general increase of tourists interested in Krušné hory,
none of the component parts is so far affected by visitors. At this point in time, there is no reason to suppose
that the anticipated increase in visitor numbers in the
coming years will endanger the value of the component parts. From the information to date, it may be
said that high season will continue to be during the

winter season (November to March). Moreover, the
main tourist destinations are also distributed across
an extensive area, meaning that no excessive concentration at any one location is to be expected. Visitor

management measures are currently not required.
The transport infrastructure within the territory of the
serial property is adequately good. The existing gastronomic and bed capacity is still not fully exhausted.

Table 7 Visitor numbers to the Boží Dar Information Centre and to Boží Dar total (2008–2016)

Number of visitors to
Boží Dar – total

Visitor numbers to the Boží Dar Information Centre
Visitors, total

Domestic (%)

Foreign (%)

Number of people

2008

26,745

64

36

130,645

2009

27,935

66

34

127,257

2010

32,276

75

25

118,075

2011

73,726

81

19

184,315

2012

79,388

69

31

198,470

2013

85,099

71

29

212,747

2014

95,502

79

21

238,757

2015

103,815

72

28

252,436

1–9/2016

78,153

71

29

188,292
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Source: Town of Boží Dar

Table 8 Visitor numbers to the Jáchymov
Table 9 Visitor numbers in Štola (adit) 0No. 1 in Jáchymov (2008–2016)

Information Centre (2008–2016)

Year

Number of people

Year

Number of people

Of which are foreigners

2008

4,035

2008

2,735

920

2009

8,217

2009

4,533

1,510

2010

10,658

2010

5,444

1,825

2011

14,882

2011

5,177

1,993

2012

15,179

2012

6,352

2,117

2013

15,433

2013

6,204

2,068

2014

17,081

2014

8,215

2,738

2015

16,309

2015

7,566

2,522

1-9/2016

15,412

2016

7,602

2,534

Source: Museum Sokolov
Source: Town of Jáchymov

Table 10 Visitor numbers to the Kryštof adit in Hřebečná
(May–September, 2015-2016))

Year

Number of people

2015

3,800

2016

3,450

Source: Montanregion Krušné hory - Erzgebirge. o.p.s.
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Table 11 Visitor numbers in Royal Mint Museum in Jáchymov

Table 12 Visitor numbers in the All Saints church in Jáchymov

(2008–2016)

(2011–2016)

Year

Number of people

Year

Number of people

2008

7,876

2011

597

2009

8,542

2012

909

2010

8,970

2013

521

2011

9,496

2014

598

2012

10,206

2015

588

2013

8,821

1-9/2016

377

2014

10,572

2015

9,834

1–9/2016

9,078

Source: Town of Jáchymov

Source: Karlovy Vary museum

Table 13 Visitor numbers to the museum in Horní Blatná (May-November, 2008–2015)

Year

Number of people

Year

Number of people

2008

5,336

2008

1,895

2009

5,356

2009

1,465

2010

5,566

2010

1,429

2011

5,301

2011

1,576

2012

5,536

2012

1,240

2013

4,528

2013

1,254

2014

5,460

2014

832

2015

5,597

2015

982

1–9/2016

5,207

Source Karlovy Vary Museum (until 2013),town of Horní Blatná (since 2014)

Source: Town of Krupka

Table 15 Visitor Numbers in St. Anna church in Krupka (May –

Table 16 Visitor Numbers in St. Wolfgang chapel on the Komáří

September, 2009–2016)

hůrka Hill (May – September, 2009–2016)

Year

Number of people

Year

Number of people

2009

1,266

2009

8,604

2010

1,012

2010

7,349

2011

5,301

2011

6,928

2012

1,161

2012

6,831

2013

1,129

2013

6,259

2014

1,161

2014

6,317

2015

1,250

2015

6,315

2016

1,312

2016

6,792

Zdroj: Město Krupka
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Table 14 Visitor numbers to the Starý Martin adit (2008–2016)

Source: Town of Krupka

The territory of all five Czech component parts and
their buffer zones are protected by the national legal
regulations for monument conservation. Sections
within the component parts are additionally protected by other legal regulations (nature protection and
other regulations). Protection of public interest is ensured by the legal provisions and the establishment
of a competent organizational structure for monument conservation. The measures and decisions of
the competent authorities ensure the protection,
restoration and conservation of the large number of
cultural properties. A full list of protective instruments
can be found in chapter 5.b.2 of the nomination dossier. In this list, the following laws are of special importance: No. 20/1987 for state heritage preservation,
No. 114/1992, for the conservation of nature and
landscape, No. 183/2006, for the territorial (spatial)
planning and building control, and the regulations
by the Czech Ministry of Culture on the declaration of
selected mobile or immobile monuments as protected cultural properties or selected areas as protected
heritage areas or zones.
The individual Czech component parts of the nominated serial property and their buffer zones are protected either in the form of area heritage conservation
(protected cultural landscapes, urban heritage zones)
or as individual monuments in the form of national
cultural properties or protected cultural properties as
per law no. 20/1987 for state heritage preservation,
in its latest version. The area of the six Czech component parts and their buffer zones includes more than
60 immovable protected cultural properties, four national cultural properties (Red Tower of Death, Royal
Mint in Jáchymov, Mauritius Mine in Hřebečná, and
the Horní Blatná water ditch), three urban heritage
zones (Jáchymov, Krupka, Horní Blatná) and four
protected cultural landscapes (Jáchymov, Abertamy
– Boží Dar – Horní Blatná, Krupka, Háj – Kovářská –
Mědník). The protected cultural landscapes have
been defined in such a way that they include the
most valuable mining monuments and that the most
effective protection of these monuments is secured.
Only the Red Tower of Death (Rudá věž smrti) is not
located in a protected cultural landscape, instead it
has been protected as a national cultural property
due its special importance.
Parts of the serial property’s individual component
parts are also protected by nature conservation law,
which is based on the Czech Act no. 114/1992 (nature
and landscape conservation) in its latest version. The
Act differentiates between the general and special
protection of areas and species. The general protection of nature and landscape provides legal protection for the entire area of the Czech Republic. The Act

furthermore specifies six categories for areas which
are subject to special protection. A level of protection
is defined for every category and the conditions for
their utilisation are defined for these categories.
Through the accession of the Czech Republic to
the EU on 1st May 2004, the basic directives of the EU
for the conservation of nature and landscape, Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural
habitats and of wild fauna and flora, and Directive
2009/147/EC on the protection of birds were also
transposed into the Act on Nature and Landscape
Conservation (Act no. 114/1992). On the basis of
these directives, the bird sanctuaries (Special Protection Areas – SPA) and areas for the protection of wild
birds, animals and plants (Special Areas of Conservation – SAC) were declared. Together the bird sanctuaries and the SAC areas form a connected network of
protected NATURA 2000 areas. The Czech Ministry for
the Environment is responsible for the entire preparation of the NATURA 2000 complex.
The following subchapters summarise the protective instruments which are applicable to the individual component parts of the Czech serial property.
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6.3. Protective instruments
and their implementation

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
The area of the component part and its buffer zone
enjoys multiple protection defined by national regulations about state heritage conservation, nature
and landscape protection and further directives.
The main protection instruments are:
National cultural properties
• the Royal Mint (Královská mincovna) (in 2016 a
proposal was made to extend the protection to
include the cellars in the House of Mint master,
which make part of the museum’s exposition,
and the remains of the so-called Old Mint)
Urban heritage zones
• Jáchymov Urban Heritage Zone
Protected cultural landscapes
• Jáchymov Protected Cultural Landscape
Protected cultural properties
• the Church of St. Joachim (kostel sv. Jáchyma)
• the All Saints Church (kostel Všech svatých)
• the Chapel of St. Anna (kaple sv. Anny)
• town hall
• the Royal Mint (Královská mincovna)
• town houses No. 2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12, Ev. No. 21, No.
33, 73, Ev. No. 97, No. 117, 126, 127, 133, 134, 143,
145, 146, 270, 282, 292
• Deanery No. 72
• Freudenstein Castle (hrad Freudenstein)
• Heaps and shaft hollows on the Schweizer vein
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•
•
•
•
•

Fundgrübner adit mouth
Leithund adit mouth
Elias Valley (Eliášské údolí) (in preparation)
Svornost Mine (in preparation)
Latin library (in preparation - a rare collection of
late medieval and early modern prints including
the original works by Agricola and Mathesius; a
part of this collection is now being exhibited in
the Royal Mint, from 2019 it will be exhibited in a
new museum in the town hall)

National nature reservation
• Boží Dar peat bog (Božidarské rašeliniště): the
northern part of the buffer zone is the national
nature reservation Božídarské rašeliniště (peat
bog)
Other instruments
• The entire area of the component part and its
buffer zone is part of the Krušné hory water conservation area.
• A large area of the component part is located
in the protective zone of the natural mineral
springs – water sources for the Jáchymov spa.

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape
The area of the component part and its buffer zone
enjoys a broad spectrum of protection defined by
national regulations about state heritage conservation, nature and landscape protection and further directives.

The main protection instruments are:
National cultural properties
• The Mauritius Mine
• The Horní Blatná water ditch
Urban heritage zones
• Horní Blatná Urban Heritage Zone
Protected cultural landscapes
• Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Protected
Cultural Landscape
Protected cultural properties
• Vlčí jámy (Wolf’s and Ice Pit) opencast mines
• Hřebečná tin mining district
• Bludná tin and iron ore mining district
• Skarn mining district Zlatý Kopec – Kaff
• Zlatý Kopec – Hrazený potok stream mining
landscape
• Tin placers near Boží Dar
• The Church of St. Laurentius (kostel sv. Vavřince)
in Horní Blatná
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• The Chapel of the Holy Cross (kaple sv. Kříže) in
Horní Blatná
• The rectory No. 2 in Horní Blatná
• The houses ev. No. 1, No. 6, 28, 29, 113 and 127
in Horní Blatná
• The Church of Fourteen Auxiliary Saints (kostel
Čtrnácti svatých pomocníků) in Abertamy (within the buffer zone of the component part)
• The villa No. 286 in Abertamy (within the buffer
zone of the component part)
• The Church of St. Anna in Boží Dar (kostel sv.
Anny) (in the buffer zone of the component part)
• The town hall in Boží Dar (in the buffer zone of
the component part)
National nature reservation
• Božídarské rašeliniště (peat bog)
Nature reservations
• Ryžovna nature reservation
SAC-areas
• Krušnohorské plató
Natural monuments
• Vlčí jámy (Wolf’s Pit) opencast mine
Other instruments
• Krušné hory water conservation area
• Protective zone of the natural mineral springs –
water sources for the Jáchymov spa.

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
The component part’s entire area is subject to the
highest level of national monument protection.
In 2008, the Red Tower of Death was declared a
national cultural property and in 2013, the protection was extended by declaring a protection zone
which is identical to the buffer zone.
National cultural property
• The Red Tower of Death (Rudá věž smrti)

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
The area of the component part and its buffer zone
enjoys a broad spectrum of protection defined by
national regulations about state heritage conservation, nature and landscape protection and further directives.
The main protection instruments are:
Urban heritage zones
• Krupka Urban Heritage Zone

Protected cultural properties
• Old miners’ track from Krupka to Horní Krupka
• Historic heaps in the Knötel District
• Knötel mining district (Barbora, Prokop, Václav,
and Večerní hvězda adits)
• Large sink-hole on the Komáří hůrka hill
• Krupka Castle (hrad Krupka)
• The Church of the Assumption (kostel Nanebevzetí Panny Marie) with rectory No. 93
• The Church of St. Anna (kostel sv. Anny)
• The Church of the Holy Spirit (kostel sv. Ducha)
• The town houses No. 21, 24, 195
• The Chapel of St. Wolfgang (kaple sv. Wolfganga)
SAC-areas
• Východní Krušnohoří
SPA-areas
• Východní Krušné hory
Other instruments
• Krušné hory water conservation area

5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
The area of the component part and its buffer
zone enjoys a broad spectrum of protection defined by national regulations about state heritage
conservation, nature and landscape protection
and further directives. The main protection instruments are:
Protected cultural landscapes
• Háj – Kovářská – Mědník Protected Cultural
Landscape
Protected cultural properties
• The Chapel of Immaculate Conception of the
Virgin Mary (kaple Neposkvrněného početí Panny Marie)
• Marie Pomocná and Země zaslíbená adits
SAC-areas
• Klínovecké Krušnohoří
SPA-areas
• Novodomské rašeliniště
Other instruments
• Krušné hory water conservation area

Summary
The legal provisions for monument, nature and
landscape conservation applicable to the area of
all component parts of the Czech part of the serial
property ensure the protection and conservation
of the outstanding universal value of the serial property, its integrity and authenticity for the
future. The monument and nature conservation
principles complement each other appropriately in the areas of the relevant component parts
and their buffer zones and therefore increase the
protection of the area. This protection is also reinforced by the law No. 183/2006 for spatial planning and building regulations which allow the
communities and regions to decide in joint cooperation about the regional development and
to control the execution of building work with
regards to state heritage preservation.

6.4. Strategic documents,
development plans and
documents which prove
property conservation
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Protected cultural landscapes
• Krupka Protected Cultural Landscape

The Czech Republic uses various development
plans for the conservation of cultural heritage
and promotion of tourism – structured according
to the territorial division of the Republic – in order
to ensure a sustainable development of towns,
municipalities and their inhabitants. The regions’,
towns’ and municipality’s spatial plans are linked
to these national plans. All these documents are
described in chapter 5.d.2. of the nomination
dossier. Below only a summary is given.

Important national strategic
documents
Partnership Agreement for the Programming
Period 2014–2020
The Partnership Agreement is the basic umbrella
document for drawing funds from the European
Structural and Investment Funds in the programming period 2014–2020, and its content is
binding for individual programming documents.
Funds amounting to almost 24 billion Euros
were earmarked for the Czech Republic. This
Partnership Agreement was approved on 24 August 2014 by the European Commission, and its
amendments were approved on 13 March 2016.
Based on the experience from the programming
period from 2007 to 2013, the Partnership Agreement lists, among the main identified problems,
insufficient use of cultural and natural heritage
potential.
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National Development Priorities
The basic strategic document, which defines the
areas to which the Czech Republic intends to direct funds from the European funds in the programming period 2014-2020, is the National Development Priorities approved by the government
in August 2011 by Resolution No. 650. The main
objectives include:
• Creating a quality business environment and
supporting the competitiveness of the Czech
Republic
• Supporting innovations, research, and development
• functioning labour market
• Developing education
• Integrating territorial development and the development of backbone infrastructure
Spatial Development Policy of the
Czech Republic
The document mainly serves for coordination
of spatial development at the national level and
for coordination of the spatial planning activities
in regions. It sets the requirements for specifying
spatial planning tasks in the national, international, superregional, and cross-border contexts and
establishes Czech priorities for spatial planning in
order to ensure a sustainable development of the
territory. Currently, the Spatial Development Policy of the Czech Republic is in force as amended by
Update No. 1 approved by the government on 15th
April 2015 by Resolution No. 276. The policy priorities include protection and development of the
natural, civil, and cultural values of the territory, including the urban, architectural, and archaeological heritage. Spatial planning activities should be
based on the principle of integrated spatial development, aimed at strengthening partnerships between urban and rural areas, creating conditions
for the development of various forms of tourism,
and landscape protection.
Regional Development Strategy of the Czech
Republic 2014–2020
The strategy serves as an important starting point
for the programming period of 2014–2020 and is in
compliance with the European Union’s strategic
documents, in particular the Europe 2020 strategy.
It defines four main priority areas:
• Regional competitiveness
• Territorial cohesion
• Environmental sustainability
• Public administration
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State Tourism Policy Concept 2014–2020
The concept was approved by government Resolution 220 on March 27th, 2013. Tourism is an insupportable activity for the 2014+ period, as the EU
has limited its support in this area, but sub-operational programs funded by European funds include
activities that will have a synergy effect on tourism
development. The strategic vision and goals for
tourism in the Czech Republic are grounded on the
fact that tourism is largely based on small and medium-sized businesses. This also implies a system
of priorities and supporting measures.
Government Program Statement of
February 14th, 2014
The program statement is one of the key documents specifying the development directions and
priorities for the Czech Republic, including the culture sector. The government intends, among other
things, to ensure a direct link between tourism revenues and the rescue and maintenance expenses
of the Monument Fund, as well as to make consistent use of the European Union funds and the
Norwegian financial mechanism for monument
repairs. The government will adopt a culture law
and a new monument law. The Integrated Culture
Promotion Strategy for 2020 is also based on these
Program Departmental Priorities of the Czech government.
Integrated Strategy of Culture Support in the
Czech Republic by 2020
It was a recommendation of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic on November 3nd, 2015
which now defines the general frameworks for the
promotion of culture in the context of EU cohesion
policy with regard to ESIF funding.
Concept for efficient operation of the Ministry
of Culture of the Czech Republic in relation to
foreign countries for the years 2013–2018
The concept emphasizes the objective of shaping and strengthening the image of the Czech
Republic abroad by presenting its cultural wealth
and care thereof through cultural exchange, as a
country with a highly developed, rich, and open
culture. In addition to bilateral cooperation with
neighbouring countries and European cultural powers, the concept emphasizes the need to
maintain and strengthen a high level of cooperation with world intergovernmental organizations,
in particular UNESCO and WIPO. The Ministry of
Culture considers cooperation with UNESCO and
other countries as the basis of its multilateral cooperation.

Heritage Preservation Concept in the Czech
Republic in 2011–2016
On 20th July 2011, the Czech government approved
the heritage preservation concept for 2011–2016
and the objectives which heritage preservation
wants to achieve in the country. The following objectives are of special importance with regards to
the Czech component parts of the serial property:
• Protected cultural properties: establishment
and development of cultural heritage funds.
• Protected heritage zones: Support and development of synergies between state authorities,
communities, organisations for specialist monument conservation and property owners.
• Cultural landscape protection: Active participation to implement the European Landscape
Convention
• Resolution of unforeseeable events: Ensuring
financial means which are designated for the
reconstruction of cultural monuments after natural catastrophes and similar events.
• Introduction of the possibility of accessing financial means for plots and buildings which
are not cultural monuments but are located in
monument conservation areas and protected
heritage zones or in their buffer zones.
• Support for access to cultural monuments, advertising and selling of cultural events.
The Concept of the Development of Museums in
the Czech Republic 2015–2020
The concept was approved by government Resolution 655 on August, 2015. Specific objectives concerning the nominated property are the following:
• Improving systematic professional care of museum collections and providing more efficient
support for the presentation of cultural heritage,
• Support for museums’ operation in the process of
preserving and presenting properties of intangible
cultural heritage and promoting cultural tourism.

State Environmental Policy of the Czech Republic 2012–2020
The State Environmental Policy of the Czech Republic for 2012–2020 defines a plan for implementing efficient environmental protection of the Czech
Republic. It focuses on the following thematic
areas: conservation and sustainable exploitation
of resources (including, for example, water protection and its quality improvement, protection,
and sustainable exploitation of the soil and rock
environment), climate protection and air quality
improvement, nature and landscape conservation
(including improvement of landscape ecological
functions, conservation of natural and landscape
values, or improvement of environment in settlements) and a safe environment.

Documents on a regional level
All conceptual documents were created in the
Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions which can form the
basis for ongoing conservation of the landscape
protection zones, monument conservation areas
for settlements, cultural monuments and some
other connected fields of interest and valuable
monuments within the nominated serial property.
This also includes developing the availability and
services for the visitors. The most important documents on a regional level are described below.
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State Cultural Policy in 2015–2020 (with an
outlook to 2025)
The State Cultural Policy is a basic strategic document
in the field of the Czech cultural development. Among
the priorities that can be listed in relation to the nominated property include, but are not limited to:
• Modernizing the infrastructure for providing
public cultural services
• Preserving of cultural heritage and its use for the
economic development and increasing competitiveness
• Streamlining performance of public administration in care of the monument fund
• Linking revenues from tourism with the cost of
preserving the cultural heritage

Programme documents – Karlovy Vary Region
(2014-2020)
Development Program of the Karlovy Vary
Region 2014-2020
For the nominated property, measures to boost
tourism and cross-border relations are particularly
important.
The Concept of Culture of the Karlovy Vary
Region for the years 2013-2020
The concept includes, among other things, the
vision of further cultural development and procedures for achieving them, where it is emphasizing
the use of cultural offers in tourism, creating conditions for the existence of local culture and emphasizing the importance of the entire cultural area for
the development of the region. In addition, this
concept also includes the relationship between
the culture and the mining cultural landscape of
the Krušnohoří region. An important purpose of
the concept is the establishment of a new contributory organization, Královská Mincovna Jáchymov
Museum, as a contributory organization of the
Karlovy Vary Region, and thus it will transform the
current Jáchymov branch of the Karlovy Vary Museum into a full-fledged organization with its own
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management. Branches of the new contributory
organization should be Nejdek Museum, Horní
Blatná Museum and Štola No. 1 in Jáchymov. For
more details, see chapter 7.3.
Sights of the Karlovy Vary Region – Conception
of Monument Care in the Karlovy Vary Region
The Conception of Monument Care in the Karlovy
Vary Region in 2006 is a comprehensive publication
that provides an exhaustive overview of the monumental wealth of the Karlovy Vary Region, documents the current state of the Monument Fund and
its problematic areas, and formulates the direction
of monument care in the Karlovy Vary Region, and
suggests measures. Mountain heritage is presented
as an important segment of cultural heritage.
Program documents – Ústí Region
Updated Sustainable Development Strategy of
the Ústí Region (2010-2020)
The updated strategy is the major conceptual document of the Ústí Region. Priorities and objectives
of sustainable development are divided into four
priority axes, of which the priority axis I is important for the nominated property (Efficient Economy and Employment) with measures for developing environmentally friendly tourist infrastructure
and products, using cultural and technical monuments, and increasing a volume of investment for
restoring cultural and technical monuments.
Development Program of the Ústí Region
2014-2020
The following priorities and measures are particularly important for the nominated property:
• Priority 2 (supporting establishment of a regional database of historical monuments, contributions to the project preparation of the regeneration of historically valuable objects, preservation
and adequate use of architecturally, historically,
culturally and technically valuable objects and
complexes)
• Priority 5 (exploitation of tourism potential in the
economic development of selected rural areas,
support for community life development and
activities of municipalities and associations)
The Concept of Development of Culture and
Monument Care in the Ústí Region 2014-2020
In the document, objectives for the cultural area
includes cross-border cooperation of cultural operators, enhancement of education and cooperation
in the field of cultural heritage care, promotion of
events and activities involving more cultural entities, and the use of the potential of the monuments
nominated for UNESCO World Heritage Sites for
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the development of cultural traditions. In the field
of heritage care, emphasis is placed on the need to
preserve the historical heritage of the past.
Tourism Development Strategy of the
Ústí Region for 2015-2020
A broader, longer-term vision is proposed with an
outlook to 2025; a more precise draft of priorities
and measures operate with the design period up
to 2020. For the needs of the tourism development
strategy, four basic tourism regions are identified,
one of which is the Krušnohoří Region with relics of
its industrial and mining past that have a considerable visitor potential.

Documents on a local level –
local development and spatial planning
The spatial plans are the most important instruments
for the protection of the outstanding universal value
of the Czech part of the serial property and its sustainable development. In the Czech Republic, these
documents have a legal nature. Since 1st January
2007, the new law No. 183/2006 Slg. for spatial planning and building regulations came into force in the
Czech Republic which dictates the update of spatial
planning documentation to the communities. The
update of existing and new spatial plans will gradually incorporate the monument conservation for nominated component parts and individual properties.
Spatial Development Principles of the
Karlovy Vary Region
Based on valid policies issued on September 16,
2010 by the Council of the Karlovy Vary Regional,
the following requirements for the ‘Specific area of
recreation and tourism Jáchymovsko’ arise:
• Spa tourism in Jáchymov is one of the permanent developmental functions of the area
• Ecologically sound forms of recreation will be
preferred, especially hiking, cycling, jogging and
cross-country skiing
• Construction of new recreational buildings will
not be permitted in the open country, with the
exception of buildings that will not prove to
have a negative impact on the environment and
will be important for revitalizing tourism and increasing employment
• Developing mountain resorts and complexes
and summer recreation facilities will reduce seasonality of attendance
• Supporting chalet farming as a form of maintenance of a building capacity of original rural settlements and a revival of rural space
• Protecting the forest as the core potential of
the area

Spatial Plan of the Town of Horní Blatná
The basic prerequisite for further development of
the town is the protection of the preserved historical urban structure, which is the bearer of the values
of the territory according to the spatial plan of 2003.
Territory of the cadastral area of the town of Horní
Blatná is designed as an area with a predominant
residential function, with the potential for development and extension of small production and services, rural-type housing and recreational housing, and
sports and recreational areas with a predominance
of greenery. The town of Horní Blatná has started
the preparation of a new spatial plan, in which the
activities related to the nomination of the property
and protection of the mountainous landscape will
be incorporated in accordance with the principles
of heritage care. According to the amendment No.
1 of the spatial plan approved by the City Council
on 20 May 2013, no new constructions for private
recreation will be allowed in the open landscape
except for constructions that are significantly beneficial and not negatively affecting the environment;
development of mountain resorts and facilities for
summer recreation will be encouraged in order to
limit the seasonality of the visitors. The plan will prefer preservation of the monument fund and creation
of conditions for the development of tourism.
Town plan of Abertamy
The urban plan, adopted by the City Council
of Abertamy on 15 September 2011, deals with
the territory of the town of Abertamy, which
includes the Hřebečná settlement, as a multifunctional area, which will develop as a predominantly residential service area with a focus on
residential and sport recreational activities. The
land plan already foresees activities that correspond to the nomination of the property. For

example, the establishment of a mining museum in Hřebečná is planned. The development of
other civic amenities is strongly focused on tourism services. The northern slope of Plešivec (out
of the component part and its buffer zone) will
be developed as a complex centre especially for
winter sports (Plešivec Ski Resort) with service
facilities. Amendment No. 1 to the Spatial Plan,
approved in January 2014, proposes, in the cultural landscape, agricultural areas of and mixed
areas of land not built on that cancel previously
approved development areas or parts thereof
and returns the area back to the undeveloped
cultural landscape. Furthermore, the Amendment protects territorial cultural values, especially immovable cultural monuments, architecturally and historically significant buildings,
the preserved urban structure of the town of
Abertamy, and the settlement of Hřebečná. The
Amendment respects the preserved agricultural
settlements and protects the natural values of
the area. It also introduces a new provision that
public spaces in the vicinity of immovable cultural monuments will not be built over by buildings that would devalue views and distant views
of monuments.
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Spatial Plan of the Town of Jáchymov
The spatial plan, approved by resolution of the
Town Council of Jáchymov of 24 June 2009, deals
primarily with the built-up part of Jáchymov and
the spatial development in the parts such as
Suchá, Mariánská and Neklid – Klínovec, located
out of the Jáchymov component part, where areas
for the construction of buildings for individual and
mixed living, mixed recreation and recreational activities aimed at winter sports are projected. The
main principle of the development concept of the
territory is protection of the preserved historical urban structure in Jáchymov and other settlements
and preservation of the natural and environmental
values of the municipality in accordance with the
development of the principal function of the territory, which are tourism and spa tourism. The spatial Plan should be updated in 2017.

Territorial plan of the settlement of Boží Dar
The Spatial Plan (binding Decree of the municipality of Boží Dar No. 2/1996 of May 22, 1996, which
defines the binding parts of the Spatial Plan of the
Boží Dar settlement) defines the development of
the town of Boží Dar as a continuously urbanized
unit with independently urbanized parts Ryžovna,
Zlatý Kopec, and Český Mlýn. The spatial plan provides that no new settlements or solitary houses
will be created in the open country, with the exception of estates built for the purpose of agricultural or forest land management. At present, a new
spatial plan is being prepared in which activities
that correspond to the nomination of the property and the related interests of monument care will
already be listed. The town of Boží Dar will continue to develop as an important centre of winter
and summer sports, according to which the town’s
largest investment project for the period 20142020 is the regeneration of the highest mountain
of the Ore Mountains, Klínovec (out of the territory
of the component part and its buffer zone). The
town is currently working on the strategic document “Development Project Intents of the Town
of Boží Dar 2014-2020 and After”, which includes
the intention to reconstruct the former building of
customs house to the Ore Mountains Museum and
the Common Czech-German Information Centre,
and to make the Kohlreuter adit in the Zlatý Kopec
skarn district accessible to the public.
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Integrated Urban Development Plan for Krupka
The town of Krupka has a significant potential given not only by its convenient location between the
towns of Teplice and Ústí nad Labem, but also by
the proximity of all major transit systems, as well
as the historical, monumental, and recreational
value of its territory. All this provides a good background for tourism development. The new urban
plan of Krupka was approved by the City Council
on 22 April 2014. Its aim is the balanced development of a compact building observing the following principles:
• To develop areas for recreation, sports and tourism in summer and winter months with regard
to the historical monumental values and the
landscape character of the Ore Mountains,
• To preserve the natural and historical values of
the area – a valuable urban structure in the historical part of the town, architecturally valuable
and listed monuments, archaeologically significant territories
The development is directed mainly to the southern part of the city (out of the component part
and its buffer zone). Only those measures that do
not have a negative impact on the area of NATURA 2000 are proposed regarding the territory, no
changes are proposed for the use of the territory,
which could have a negative impact on other natural areas. Particular attention is paid to the protection of natural, landscape and cultural values in
the northern part of the territory.
Spatial Plan of the Municipality of Měděnec
The Spatial Plan, approved by resolution of the
municipal council of October 3, 2012, reckons with
preservation of historical values in the current
built-up area (outside the component itself and its
buffer zone). It states that the partially preserved
structure of the village should be protected and
gradually resuscitated as much as possible. The
emphasis is also on protection of important parts
of the landscape (long panoramic views from the
edge of the Ore Mountains plateau to the Ohře
basin, the dominant of the village and the surrounding area – the hill of Mědník with the Chapel
of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.
The spatial plan does not allow wind power or
photovoltaic power plants in the municipality.
The land plan respects the definition of the landscape conservation zone Háj – Kovářská – Mědník,
which ensures the protection of cultural values. No
construction is planned in the area of the Mědník
Mining Landscape component part, the residential
part of the town’s perimeter area in the buffer zone
of the component part will instead be developed
as an agglomeration of small settlements with a
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permanent and recreational residential function
and with areas for facilities and activities of recreation and tourism.
Spatial Plan of Loučná pod Klínovcem
The spatial plan of the town Loučná pod Klínovcem
was issued on 19 November 2015 on the basis of
Town Council’s Resolution No. 4 U 14/5. The project leaves the eastern part of the administrative
area, where a historical limestone kiln is located in
the buffer zone of the nominated property, virtually unchanged, in the natural landscape mode.

Documents which prove the conservation
of the property
The documentation for the property’s values and
its protection from the point of view of state heritage preservation and nature and landscape conservation is part of many studies and publications.
A selection of these studies is mentioned in the
bibliography (chapter 7e of the nomination dossier).
Mining heritage
• Tři studie k hornické a kulturní krajině českého
Krušnohoří s výchozími body Krupka, Hora Svaté
Kateřiny, Jáchymov (Three studies about the
mining and cultural landscape of the Bohemian Ore Mountains in the vicinity of Krupka, Hora
Svaté Kateřiny, and Jáchymov) (Urban M. et al.,
2011): The studies summarise the history of the
main ore mining districts in the Bohemian part of
the Ore Mountains with an emphasis on the component parts of the nominated property and document the main objects of the local mining and
architectural heritage.
• Zhodnocení a doplnění rozpracovaných návrhů
montanistických objektů na prohlášení za kulturní památky v Krušných horách (The analysis
and additions to the suggestions for mining properties to be declared as listed monuments in the
Ore Mountains) (Večeřová V., 2012): The detailed
mining historic research for the Bohemian component parts of the serial property is aimed to
conserve the type of exploitation and mining of
the local deposits. The research also examines
the extent of medieval mining fields in connection
to the Krupka’s and Jáchymov’s mining codes.
• Montánní památky na lesních pozemcích statku „Hornická kulturní krajina Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge” nominovaného na zápis na Seznam
světového kulturního dědictví UNESCO (Mining
heritage on forest estates of the “Mining cultural landscape Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge” property
nominated for inscription on the World Heritage
List) (Urban M., Malina O., Nesrsta M, 2014) – new

Architectural heritage and
monument conservation
• Industriální topografie Ústecký Kraj, Industriální
topografie Karlovarský kraj (Industrial topographies for the Ústí and Karlovy Vary Regions): (Valchářová V. et al. 2011): an extensive monograph
which explores the extent and status of industrial
heritage in the north west of the Czech Republic
including all component parts of the nominated
property.
• Města a městečka v Čechách, na Moravě a ve
Slezsku (Large and small towns in Bohemia,
Moravia and Silesia) (Kuča K., 1996–2011): an
eight volume encyclopaedia about the historic
and architectural development of the towns in
the Czech Republic; includes all component parts
of the nominated property.
• Revitalizace Hornického náměstí v Jáchymově
(Jáchymov, revitalisation of the Hornické náměstí
square) (students’ theses from the topical complex „Revitalisation and rehabilitation of listed
town and district areas”, Architectural Faculty
of the Czech Technical University – Institute for
Monument Conservation and Restoration, Atelier
Girsa 2010, 2012): Projects for the revitalisation of
the historic centre of Jáchymov which endeavour
to bring about positive change and the restoration of the listed locality.
• Horní města Krušných hor (Mining towns of the
Ore Mountains) (Urban M. et al., 2014, 2015) – a
two-volume encyclopaedic publication describing the history of mining towns in the Czech part
of Ore Mountains with a stress on their mining history and preserved mining remains
• Historie stavebního vývoje a architektury města
Jáchymova (History of built development and
architecture of the town of Jáchymov) (Zeman L.,
2016) – monography summarizing the development of Jáchymov’s built heritage
3

Nature and landscape conservation
• Summary of recommended measures for the
Eastern Ore Mountains bird sanctuary (Bejček V.
et al., 2009)
• Summary of recommended measures for the Novodomské rašeliniště (peat bog) – Kovářská bird
sanctuary (Brejšková L. et al., 2009)
• Protected landscapes in the Czech Republic, volume Ústí Region (authors’ collective, 1999)
• Plan of the catchment area of Ohře (Eger) and
lower Labe (Elbe) (authors’ collective, 1999)

6.5. Accessibility and traffic
infrastructure
The Ore Mountains are located on the border of
the Czech Republic and the Federal Republic of
Germany; they are easy to reach for visitors on either side of the border. An important factor is road
traffic, since more than two thirds of the visitors to
the Ore Mountains arrive by car. Other transport
alternatives are less important. Supra-regional
transport connection for the component parts of
the serial property can be classified as good. The
traffic infrastructure in the area of the component
parts is at an acceptable level. Remote areas of
some component parts, however, can only be
reached on foot or by bicycle.
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field mapping and description of mining remains
in the territory of Czech component parts with the
use of detailed airborne laser scan maps
• Důl Mauritius v Hřebečné: Stavebně-historický
průzkum (Mauritius Mine in Hřebečná: A construction and historic research) (Nesrsta M., Urban N., Weber N., 2015)
• Jáchymov-Joachimsthal (Hloušek J., 2016): a detailed monography, in two bands, about the Jáchymov ore mining district, the history of mining,
mining law, minting, geology and mineralogy of
the area. It also deals in detail with the description of the Jáchymov mining landscape and the
individual mining monuments.

Air traffic connection
Visitors who come from further afield can reach the
Ore Mountains via one of the international airports
in Prague or Dresden. The Ore Mountains can be
reached from these hubs within 2-3 hours from
Prague or 1-2 hours from Dresden using either car
or public transport.3

Car traffic connections
The Czech part of the Ore Mountains can be easily reached by a number of long distance routes
from Prague towards Teplice and Ústí nad Labem
(motorway D8), Chomutov (highway I/7) or Karlovy
Vary (highway I/6). The important highway route
Ústí nad Labem – Chomutov – Karlovy Vary (I/13)
runs at the foot of the Ore Mountains and continues towards Cheb and then into the Federal Republic of Germany (expressway R6). A first class
road towards to the mountain range links to those
important highway routes. In some cases the road
towards the mountain range may be of a lower category. Since the Ore Mountains have historically al-

There is also a smaller airport in Karlovy Vary, which is mainly used by visitors from the Russian Federation to the western Bohemian spa towns.
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ways been densely settled, it is possible to reach
higher areas using the local roads. The density and
carrying capacity of the road network is well kept
and modern; however, for lower categories of road,
one has to expect a lower quality of road surface.
The Ore Mountain ridge has several road border
crossings towards Saxony. The crossings within
the serial property’s component parts or within
close proximity to them are (west to east): Potůčky,
Boží Dar, Vejprty, Hora Sv. Šebestiána, Moldava,
Cínovec and Petrovice. In addition to these, there
are also further border crossings for pedestrians
and cyclists. There are no border checks since the
Czech Republic joined the Schengen Convention.

Parking
There is sufficient parking, mostly free, in the area
of the component parts and their buffer zones or
near-by. In recent years, large car parks were constructed in Boží Dar and Abertamy. The parking capacities were extended in the context of the adjustments to the upper part of Jáchymov town square.
Sufficient parking is available directly in the Towns
of Horní Blatná, Kovářská, Měděnec and Krupka.
Jáchymov currently plans to construct a further
car park in a close vicinity of the Jáchymov component part. The Town of Abertamy plans to construct a car park near the Mauritius mine in Hřebečná, in the buffer zone of the component part. In
Krupka also a new car park is planned in the area
of the component part. As long as the traffic regulations are adhered to, it’s also possible to park
cars in different locations that do not have the status of official car parks.

Bus service
Using the same highways as the cars, the Ore
Mountains can also be reached utilising the public
bus network. Visitors can also use the well-developed local bus network which connects localities
all over the region. However, these bus routes are
mainly used by the local commuters.

Train service
The main train connection accesses the eastern
part of the Ore Mountains from Prague to Děčín
and continues on to Dresden. For access to the
western part of the Ore Mountains, one can use the
route from Prague to Chomutov which connects to
the main route for the lower Ore Mountains from

Ústí nad Labem to Karlovy Vary and then on to
Cheb and Germany. Several attractive rail links
branch out towards the Ore Mountains from the
lower Ore Mountain rail route. The most important of these links with regards to accessing the
component parts of the serial property is the route
Chomutov – Měděnec – Vejprty, which then continues on to Germany, as well as the route Karlovy
Vary – Horní Blatná – Potůčky, also with a crossing
into Germany.

Hiking routes and cycling routes
The Ore Mountains has a dense network of signposted hiking and cycling routes4 which lead tourists to all important locations. The most important
hiking and cycling route is the red signposted Ore
Mountain Magistral which covers a distance of
242 km, encompassing the entire crest of the Ore
Mountains and links to a series of additional hiking, cycling and skiing routes.

6.6. Visitor facilities
The visitor numbers and the level of available tourism infrastructure vary due to the different characteristics of the individual component parts of the
nominated serial property which are located either
in areas used by tourists or off the beaten track. It
is not possible to provide statistical information
about the overall number of visitors to the component parts due to these differences. Visitor number
statistics are not available for public areas (see
chapter 5.h.2 of the nomination dossier). Annual
visitor numbers are to be recorded and regularly
analysed as part of the monitoring of the nominated serial property in order to be able to react
immediately to any changes.

Overview of visitor facilities in the
individual component parts of the
Czech part of the serial property
1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
Jáchymov is an important centre for winter and
summer sports and tourism. The city is also a wellknown spa with a tradition of over a century. In
addition to a number of facilities, used by tourists
to carry out winter sports, the following visitor facilities and tourist attractions are of particular importance for the component part.

4
Czech hiking routes have been signposted using coloured strips since 1889. Since 1997, these strips are also used for cross-country skiing trails and cycling routes.
The network of signposted routes, which are not using the main routes or lead through the terrain, covers the entire area of the Czech Republic and is deemed to
be the best of its kind in Europe.
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Accommodation and catering
Jáchymov has sufficient accommodation capacities for visitors with approx. 30 hotels and guesthouses. More discerning visitors can also use the
hotels and guesthouses of Jáchymov spa. The
catering capacity of the town has improved over
recent years but is still not sufficient.
Tourist destinations
Royal Mint Museum
The Royal Mint (Královská mincovna) in Jáchymov dates back to 1534 and has been the location of the Jáchymov museum since 1964. The
year-round permanent exhibition, which was
re-arranged and expanded in 2005, was dedicated to the town’s history, the natural resources of
Krušné hory and the extraction of silver in 2008.
It informs about the boom time of mining in Jáchymov, the minting (thaler), the culture during
the Renaissance time and the uranium extraction after the Second World War. Furthermore,
it documents the work of Georgius Agricola and
other important personalities in Jáchymov’s
history. In 2016 the mineralogical exposition
was expanded to include a variety of extremely rare Jáchymov minerals from the collection
of late Dr. Hloušek. Part of the tour route is also
extensive underground with a new mining exposure and the model of the Mint. Attendance in

recent years stays at around 10,000 people per
year (9,834 in 2015), the capacity of the museum,
however, is still not fully exploited.
Štola (adit) No. 1
The adit No. 1 which was advanced between
1952–1953 for the extraction of uranium ore, was
opened to the public after implementation of
extensive safety measures in 2008. It is managed
by the Sokolov museum. It is opened for visitors
between May and October. The attractions include the heading, traffic and safety technology
in mining. From 2012, visitors can also get an insight into the unique historic stopes on the Jan
Evangelista silver vein dating back to the 16th
century. In 2016, new modern facilities for visitors have been built and the open-air museum
has been extended by the replica of the fencing
and watchtowers from the time of the existence
of forced labour camp. The visitor numbers have
steadily increased since the adit was opened
in 2008. In 2015, 7,566 visitors have been there
to see it. Almost a third of those visitors comes
from Germany or other countries. As the overall
capacity is designed for over 30,000 visitors per
year, there is no risk of reaching full capacity
even if the numbers continue to grow.

All Saints Hospital Church (Špitální kostel Všech
svatých)
The oldest structural monument in Jáchymov,
dating back to 1516 with its altar from Lucas
Cranach’s workshop and the epitaphs of the
most important miners and minters from Jáchymov, is currently used for exhibitions, theatre
plays and other cultural events. The church had
588 visitors in 2015.
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Jáchymov information centre
The information centre offers the visitor information regarding local cultural properties, the
current cultural and sports events, accommodation and restaurant suggestions, services
for motorists, possible excursions into the surrounding areas etc. For sale are a large number
of maps and books as well as souvenirs about
Jáchymov and the Ore Mountains. Visitors can
also access the internet. From the year 2011, the
visitor numbers to the information centre fluctuate between 15,000 and 17,000 people per year.
The centre’s capacities are, however, still more
than sufficient.

Fig. 89
Entrance to Štola
č. 1 (Adit No. 1)

Fig. 88 Passageway in the Royal Mint
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Fig. 90
Timbering in the
interior of the All
Saints Hospital
church

Parish Church of St. Joachim
(kostel sv. Jáchyma)
The church, which was built between 1534 to 1540,
was renovated in the pseudo-Gothic style between
1874–1876 after it was damaged by a fire in 1873.
The church can be visited during the weekly service, on Sundays and on days of church celebrations. Guided tours are available twice a month.

businesses in the Western Ore Mountains. The spa
is attended annually by more than 20,000 visitors
from all over the world. Over the last decade, the
spa had a general influence on the town’s development, mainly on its spa area in the southern part
outside of the component part and its buffer zone.
The spa offers a series of cultural, sport and tourist
events in addition to traditional healing cures.

Freudenstein Castle (hrad Freudenstein)
The area of the Schlick castle, which dates back to
1516–1517, can be accessed by the public. A hiking
trail sign shows the way from the town centre.

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape

Educational trail ‘The hell of Jáchymov’
(Jáchymovské peklo)
The signposted educational trail is about 8.5 km
long and includes 12 resting places. It documents
mainly the uranium ore extraction after the Second
World War and recalls the martyrdom of political
prisoners, who were interned in the Jáchymov
labour camps. Information boards are located at
every resting place.
Radon educational trail
The educational trail, which was built in 2011, is 3
km long and has nine information boards about
the gaseous element radon, its occurrence and
prevention against its effects.
Jáchymov Spa (Léčebné lázně Jáchymov)
Jáchymov spa, the first radon spa in the world,
which is located close to the component part,
has been healing successfully chronic ailments for
over 100 years. Jáchymov spa is privately owned
at the moment and belongs to one of the largest
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The Towns of Abertamy, Horní Blatná and Boží Dar
are important tourist centres with appropriately
developed tourist infrastructure. Horní Blatná is
located within the component part, the other two
towns are in its buffer zone.
Information centres
Information centres are available in all three
above-mentioned towns. They offer information
about the area’s values, accommodation and catering, tourist, sport and cultural events and transport.
Maps and topographical literature are also available.
The information centre in Abertamy is open all year
round with the exception of Mondays and Tuesdays; the Horní Blatná information centre is open
on working days daily from June to August. The Boží
Dar information centre is open all year round and is
equipped with technology that records exact visitor
numbers. The centre had 103,815 visitors in 2015.
Accommodation and catering
The town of Boží Dar currently has more than 50
accommodation facilities with 1,500 beds, and
20 restaurants. The capacities of tourist services

also slowly increase in Abertamy and Horní Blatná
(altogether more than 15 accommodation facilities). Overall the conclusion is that the capacities
of tourist services are sufficient and that it will not
be fully utilised even if the visitor numbers grow as
expected.

Fig. 91
The entrance
object above the
Mauritius shaft

Museum Horní Blatná
The permanent exhibition in the museum, located in a Baroque town house from the 18th century,
is dedicated to the history of the extraction and
dressing of tin ores in the area around Horní Blatná and Boží Dar. This includes examples of local
minerals, pewter, models of mining technology
and a large-scale model of Horní Blatná. The museum which until 2013 was a branch of the Karlovy
Vary and from the year 2014 is in the administration of the town of Horní Blatná, open from May
to September on Wednesdays through to Sundays; in 2016 (until September) 813 visitors passed
through.

Johannes adit in Zlatý Kopec
The historic Johannes adit from the 16th century,
protected as a cultural property, was made addessible to the public in 2015. It is owned by the
town of Boží Dar and operated by Montanregion
Krušné hory – Erzgebirge non-profit organisation.
The adit documents the techniques of extracting
iron, tin and copper ores from hard skarn rock. It
can be visited daily from May to August, in 2017 the
total attendance amounted to 1,100 people.
Fig. 92
Johannes adit

Museum Boží Dar
The exhibition of the socio-cultural museum in
Boží Dar, located in the same building as the town
office and the information centre, deals with the
history of the town and the life of local people in
the past as well as ore mining and peat cutting.
Nativity scenes and souvenirs of the stay of the famous Greek writer Nikos Kazantzakis, who lived in
Boží Dar for a while, are also part of the exhibition.
The museum is opened all year round, with the exception of Mondays and Tuesdays.
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Tourist destinations

Small mining museum in Hřebečná
Hřebečná 20, a private property, accommodates
a small museum, which is open all year round. It
exhibits minerals from Krušné hory and other places, mining lamps and uniforms and other mining
objects.
Visitor mines
Kryštof adit of the Mauritius mine in Hřebečná
The historic Kryštof adit from the 16th century, a
part of the Mauritius Mine national cultural property, was made addessible to the public in 2015.
It is owned by the town of Abertamy and operated by Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge
non-profit organisation. The adit documents the
techniques of extracting tin ores from the 16th
to the 18th centuries. It can be visited daily from
May to September, in 2017 the total attendance
amounted to almost 4,000 people.

Educational trails
A dense network of educational trails can be found
in this component part informing visitors about
the importance of the area:
Horní Blatná – Vlčí jámy sink-hole educational
trail
The almost 5 km long circular trail with 7 resting
places is fitted with information boards in Czech
and German. The visitors learn about the main
monuments of tin ore mining in the area around
Horní Blatná.
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Horní Blatná water ditch
(Blatenský příkop)educational trail
The almost 12 km long educational trail runs along
the Horní Blatná water ditch (Blatenský příkop), a
rare technical monument from the middle of the
16th century. There is an opportunity to examine
interesting objects which were installed on the 22
resting places. Furthermore, it is possible to find
out more about the extraction of cassiterite (tin
ore), forestry and the local flora and fauna.
Hřebečná educational trail
The Hřebečná educational trail runs over 4 km and
has 9 resting places. It introduces the visitor to the
history of this mining settlement. The focus is on the
introduction of relics from the tin mining period.
Abertamy – Plešivec educational trail
The Plešivec educational trail runs over 8 km and
has 8 resting places. It runs partially through the
territory of the component part’s buffer zone. It introduces the visitors to the history of silver ore and
uranium ore mining in Abertamy.

Fig. 93 Remain of an old adit in the lower part of Vlčí jáma (Wolf’s pit)

Bludná educational trail
The educational trail, which has been opened in
2013, informs the visitor about the mining landscape between Hřebečná and Bludná and the history of tin and iron ore extraction in Bludná.
Boží Dar – Zlatý Kopec educational trail
(Johannes adit educational trail)
The over 21 km long educational trail with 14 stops
equipped by information boards informs the visitor about the mining, natural and toponymic pecularities including the Zlatý Kopec – Kaff and Zlatý
Kopec – Hrazený potok mining districts.
Boží Dar peat bog
(Božídarské rašeliniště) educational trail
The 3.2 km long educational trail passes partially
through the Boží Dar rašeliniště (peat bog) nature
reserve. It mainly runs across beam bridges that
ensure the safety of tourists but also protects the
peat bog and the rare plant and animal species that
live here. There are 12 information boards along the
educational trail, explaining the surroundings and
special characteristics of the peat bog and the history of peat cutting in the Ore Mountains region.

Fig. 94 Horní Blatná water ditch
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Christ Child trail (Ježíškova cesta)
Boží Dar, which is the highest town in Central Europe,
is known in the Czech Republic as the Christ Child
town because the Christ Child post is handled here.
During the Christmas period, letters are sent from here
all over the country which feature the Christ Child’s
symbol. The Christ Child trail was opened in 2007

Fig. 95
Tin placers near
Boží Dar

Saxon-Czech Road of Silver
(Sasko-česká stříbrná stezka)
The Saxon-Czech Road of Silver runs across the
Ore Mountains from Zwickau to Dresden and leads
through the regions on the Saxon and the Czech
side of the mountains. They are linked by their
joint mining tradition which was the foundation of
today’s wealth of the Ore Mountains.

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
There are currently no specific tourist facilities on the
territory of the component part. New facilities are
planned, however (see application part of the Management Plan). Restaurants, accommodation and
doctors are available in the close-by town Ostrov (3
km), on which the component part borders to in the
north. Facilities are also available in Jáchymov (5 km).

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
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and offers a great experience to both young and older
children. The trail has 13 resting places and can be experienced either over 5.6 km or 12.9 km. It had 17,292
visitors in 2011. Visitor numbers grow every year.

The town of Krupka has a long-term commitment to
develop tourism associated with the town’s mining
history and its mining tradition. The capacities of
tourist services are currently at a satisfactory level.
Information centre
The information and tourist centre is located in
the Bohosudov area about 2 km from the historic
centre of Krupka, already outside of the component part in the building of the town office. Tourists can also access a bureau de change and an
information centre nearby. The facilities provide
information year-round about general news, accommodation, cultural and sports options in
the town and surrounding areas. A series of brochures, maps and literature with a direct connection to the component part is available for sale
here. In 2018, a new information centre will be
opened in the historic part of the town as part of
the ArchaeoMontan project.
Accommodation and catering
The accommodation options in Krupka are available in various settings and various levels. The visitors to the town can choose between seven hotels
and guesthouses; there are further options in the
nearby town of Teplice.
Tourist destinations

Fig. 96 The Red Tower of Death

Starý Martin adit
The Starý Martin adit is one of the most visited
tourist attractions in Krupka with 5,000-6,000
people a year. The visitor’s tour is about 1 km
long and a guided tour takes about 45 minutes.
The visitors can use a large car park next to the
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Fig. 97
Entrance to the
Starý Martin adit

adit. Visitors who are waiting for their tour can
look at an exhibition with mining equipment
and promotional material for the town Krupka.
Guided tours are also available in German. There
are comments in English on the information
board in front of the adit for English-speaking
tourists. The open-air museum, exhibiting historic as well as present day mining technology,
is located on the adit’s grounds. The tours are
available all year round, daily between May and
October, and from November to April only on
Thursdays to Sundays.

Fig. 98
Gothic fortification
of the Krupka
Castle

Krupka Castle (hrad Krupka)
The grounds of Krupka Castle provide a great
view of the historic town centre and can be visited as part of a guided tour during the months
of July and August. The number of visitors who
took part in the guided tours oscillates around
2,500. The overall visitor numbers to the freely
accessible grounds are much greater. However,
there are no statistical records. The castle visitors can use the new Červený Hrádek restaurant, located in the building of the former mining office.

Museum Krupka
The museum is located in a historic town house
in the Krupka Urban Heritage Zone and is a
subsidiary of the regional museum in Teplice.
It features some exhibitions which address the
mineral wealth of the local ore deposits, natural
resources and the history of settlements in the
eastern part of Krušné hory. The exhibits also
include valuable tin products and models including an ore mine model. The geological-mineralogical department exhibits characteristic
minerals from the tin deposits in Krupka and
Cínovec. The museum is open all year round,
Wednesdays to Sundays.

Fig. 99 Museum in Krupka

Old miners’s path from Krupka to Horní Krupka
An old miner’s path, which is today a protected cultural property of the Czech Republic, is located between
the town of Krupka and the locality Horní Krupka. It
was used to transport ore and to provide the miners
with access to the mines. This mountain trail is part of
a 23 km long transboundary educational mining trail
from Krupka to Cínovec/Zinnwald, Altenberg, Geising
and back. It includes 24 resting places with information boards. The educational trail, dedicated to tin
and other ore extraction on either side of the border,
runs mostly across the component part Krupka Mining Cultural Landscape. There are several places offering refreshments along the way.
Bohosudov – Kněžiště chair lift
The longest person cableway in the Czech Republic
(length 2,348 m) and one of the longest in Central
Europe connects the centre of Krupka with Komáří
hůrka hill, 365 days a year. The mountain is one of the
most important peaks in the eastern part of Krušné
hory and the cableway provides easy access to the
local mining memorial sites. The chair lift was winner
of the Czech TV viewer contest about the ‘7 wonders
in the Czech Republic’ in 2009. The average number
of passengers per year is about 55,000.
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St. Wolfgang chapel on Komáří hůrka hill
The rooms, in the originally Gothic but today Baroque St. Wolfgang chapel (Wolfgang = patron
saint of miners) are used for exhibitions, smaller church festivities and as a meeting place for
citizens of either side of the border between the
months of May to October. The visitor numbers are
between 7,000 to 9,000 per year. The location’s capacity is sufficient.

Tourist destinations
Země zaslíbená adit
The historic Země zaslíbená adit probably dates
back to the 15th/16th century and was uncovered in
2010. In 2013 a 110 m long tourist route has been
made accessible for visitors by the Historické rudné doly Mědník (Historic Ore Mines Mědník) citizens
association, which shows unique examples of historic methods of driving including the fire-setting.
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Cemetery church St. Anna in Krupka
The church, which is open to the public from May
to October on Fridays and weekends, occasionally
hosts exhibitions and smaller church festivities. In
2016, 1,312 visitors have been to see it.

Marie Pomocná adit
The historic Marie Pomocná adit located on the
southern slope of the Mědník Hill was opened to
the public until 2013. The adit had a 300 m long
tourist route with great examples of different mining methods, large underground stopes and also
figures of miners in their traditional clothing. The
adit should be re-opened in a near future.

Fig. 101 Entrance
to the Země
zaslíbená adit

The small mining museum in Měděnec
The small museum, located in the rooms of the
Mědník restaurant, tells the mining history of
Měděnec and its surrounding area. It also displays
local minerals.
Fig. 102
Entrance to the
Marie pomocná
adit

Fig. 100 St. Anna church

5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
The Mědník Hill (Copper Mountain) is located directly above the village of Měděnec, where basic
accommodation or catering facilities are available. The location’s capacity is currently sufficient.
If necessary, visitors can use services in the nearby village of Kovářská (7 km) or in the town of
Klášterec nad Ohří (10 km). Měděnec has a good
road network connection. The village also has a
train station. There are sufficient parking options
on the free car park under Mědník Hill and also
directly in the village. The closest hospital with
complex facilities is in Kadaň (19 km).

Educational trail Měděnec – Pobershau
The Cross-border hiking trail has 4 stops on the
territory of the component part with information
boards focused on both historical and modern
mining on the Mědník hill, history of the village and
the natural formation of the Sphinx.
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6.7. Politics and programs to
promote and present the serial
property
Promotion and marketing of the nominated property
takes place both on the international level on the basis of coordinated activities of both states parties (see
the international part of the Management Plan), and
national level. Since 2009, when on the Czech side
the preparation of the nomination dossier started,
both regions concerned, the Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions, but also numerous other institutions, companies and individual persons are involved in projects
related to the general promotion of the property and
its outstanding universal value as well as on projects aimed at professionals (see Chapter 5.i.2 of the
nomination dossier). A significant proportion has in
recent years also the Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge non-profit organisation.
Organized was a series of thematic conferences,
workshops and exhibitions, such as:
• International seminar “The development of
territory and living space in the mining region
Krušnohoří – glorious past, uranium burden
and uncertain future” (18.5.2010, Senate of the
Parliament of the Czech Republic, Prague),
• Conference “Jáchymov, an architectural treasure at risk” (22.–23.6.2009, Royal Mint, Jáchymov),
• Conference “The wealth of historic structural development in the Ore Mountains” (6.–
7.10.2010, Royal Mint, Jáchymov),
• Conference “Mining region Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge – legacy of the mountains“ (17.3. 2011,
Regional Authority of the Ústí nad Labem Region),
• International Conference “Mining cultural landscape Krušné hory – The Journey to become
UNESCO World Heritage” (22. 6. 2012, Regional
Authority of the Ústí nad Labem Region),
• International Conference “Transformation of the
landscapes and settlements in Krušné hory”
(22.-23.10.2012, Royal Mint, Jáchymov).
• International Conference “Krušná krajina – Erz(gebirgs)landschaft – Ore Landscape“ (26.–
28.9.2013, House of Culture, Kadaň)
• International Conference “The Mining Cultural Landscape Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge and Its
Nomination for the UNESCO World Heritage
List” (11.–12.11.2013, National Technical Museum,
Prague)
• Regular workshops “Ore Mountains – small
mountain range of world importance” organised by the Karlovy Vary regional authority, Karlovy
Vary Museum and Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s. (since 2014)
• Travelling exhibition “Mysterious Underground
of the Ore Mountains“ organised by the Karlovy Vary regional authority and the Wirtschafts-
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förderung Erzgebirge company in Annaberg (since
2014)
• Travelling exhibition “The Fame of Mining in the
Ore Mountains“ organised by the Ústí regional
authority (2014–2016). In April 2016, the exhibition
was also presented at the European Parliament in
Strasbourg.
• Travelling exhibition “The mining towns of the
Ore Mountains” – an exhibition on the mining
towns of the Czech Ore Mountains presented in
the publication (2014, 2015) with the same name
(since 2015).
Since 2014, Karlovy Vary region organises regular lectures within the cycle of “The Ore mountains – a small
mountain range of world importance”.
The regional authority in Karlovy Vary and Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s. have also
started to host events which are directly aimed at
the inhabitants of towns and villages located in the
area of the component parts of the nominated serial
property. The objective is to inform about the extent
and importance of the nomination, but also about
their rights and obligations which are related to
monument conservation. The first meeting, held as
part of an open house, took place in the Royal Mint
in Jáchymov in October 2012. In 2014, Montanregion
Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s has organized a series
of workshops for the employees of information centres, museums and municipal offices in Ostrov and
Krupka.
The Karlovy Vary Region has published a brochure
“Mining Monuments in the West of the Ore Mountains” in Czech and German in order to promote
the nominated serial property. The Ústí nad Labem
Region published a brochure “Guide to the mining
monuments in the central and eastern part of the Ore
Mountains” and the leaflet “Central European Cultural Landscape Mining Region Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge
– The Journey to become UNESCO World Heritage”.
A detailed description of the Ore Mountains mining
heritage is available on the website www.montanregion.cz, and in the publication “Ore Mountains Mining Heritage” issued jointly by Montanregion Krušné
hory – Erzgebirge and its Saxon partner, Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge.
Information about the individual component parts
of the nominated serial property is available in most
travel guides issued on a national, regional and local
level. The themes connected with the nominated serial property are presented on the web pages of the
Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions and on those of the
relevant towns and municipalities of Jáchymov, Boží
Dar, Horní Blatná, Abertamy, Krupka and Měděnec.
Information is also published regularly in the local
press.
The nominated serial property is presented on
the websites of the museums in Jáchymov, Boží

of the 500th anniversary of the town of Jáchymov
involving among others a large miner’s parade
which was attended by many miners’ associations from the Czech Republic and Saxony.
• From the year 2014, presentation of the mining
heritage of the Saxon and Czech Ore Mountains
aimed at families with children (the so-called Erlebnistage, Adventure Days) takes places always
at the beginning of June.

Fig. 103
Miner’s parade on
the occasion of the
500th anniversary
of the town of
Jáchymov
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Dar, Most, Krupka and Měděnec. The Karlovy Vary
region has a multi-lingual, tourist website ‘Živý kraj’
(Living Land, www.zivykraj.cz), which also provides
information on the component parts of the serial
property within the region in several languages. On
a national level, the individual component parts of
the serial property are well presented specifically
with the Kudyznudy.cz information website (in Czech
language) created by the government agency CzechTourism. Foreign tourists can find detailed information on the website www.czechtourism.com, which is
available in 10 languages. A series of privately operated and tourist websites also offer information.
The Karlovy Vary region also promotes the nominated serial property in the museums, of which it is
a sponsor (cf. chapter 5.h.2): Karlovy Vary museum
with its offshoots in Jáchymov and Nejdek and the
Sokolov Museum with its offshoot Štola č. 1 (adit)
in Jáchymov. The Ústí region likewise publicises the
nominated serial property, including via the Most
regional museum, the Chomutov regional museum
and the Krupka museum (the offshoot of the regional
museum in Teplice). All the aforementioned museums have websites, which are updated regularly.
However, in the interests of the further improvement of the quality of the museums in the Karlovy
Vary Region, it would be preferable to modify their
structure and organisation. In addition to expanding
the exhibition of the Horní Blatná museum, it seems
desirable to create an independent cultural institution that could successfully promote the Karlovy Vary
Region with an emphasis on the Jáchymov mining
district. Besides the Town of Jáchymov itself, this
should also present all component parts of the property in the western and central part of the Ore Mountains (cf. Management Plan, chapter 7.3.).
The promotion of the property has already been
carried out for years on a communal and social level. The transboundary cooperation of associations
in the Czech Republic and Saxony is of great importance. Events included, among other, the following:
• For several years, Abertamy has been hosting exhibitions about the town’s mining heritage during
the annual festivities.
• In Měděnec, traditionally a mining mass and a
mining parade take place in early September
which is attended by miners’ associations from
both sides of the border. It is the largest event of
its kind in the Ore Mountains. Yet another mining
festivity, Měděnecké krušení, is being organised
by the local mining association since 2013.
• In 2012, the Association of the friends of the St.
Mauritius mine in Hřebečná started to organise
discovery tours for people in the Czech Republic
and Saxony who are interested in mining.
• A significant example of cross-border cooperation has become in the year 2016 the celebration

Summary
To conclude, many positive steps have been taken for presentation and promotion of the serial
property in the past five years. Mainly the following
stakeholders have to be taken more into account
for the ongoing communication process:
• inhabitants of the component parts of the serial property and its buffer zones to explain the
reasons and importance of the nomination
process, the obligations which result from the
appropriate monument conservation, and the
economic and other advantages for the region
in case of a successful nomination,
• owners of lands and buildings in the area of
the component parts and their buffers zones
to explain the type and extent of state heritage
preservation and limitations in construction,
landscape, forestry or other industrial activities,
to inform about subsidies which can be used to
conserve the property and to maintain its outstanding universal value,
• ministerial offices which have activities on their
agenda relating to the nomination of the property, specifically the Ministry of Culture, Ministry
for the Environment, Ministry for Regional Development, Ministry for Agriculture,
• employees and operators of tourist facilities.
Increased attention should be paid also to children and youth at the elementary and secondary
schools.
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Fig. 104
Miners’ festivity on
the Mědník hill

6.8. Cultural life and cultural
infrastructure
There is no other region in the Czech Republic that
experienced such a great boom in its cultural and
community life over the past 20 years than the Ore
Mountains. The region’s development after the Second World War was determined by the resettlement
of the original German inhabitants, the settlement
of people who had no historic relationship to the
place, the uranium ore mining, and the lack of interest by the central institutions concerning local
social, economic and environmental questions and
their solutions. Since 1989, the region has undergone a revitalisation of cultural and community life
which had an effect on all settled areas of the serial
property’s component parts.
An important part of this revitalisation is the purposeful conservation and preservation of the cultural traditions of the region and the mining heritage in
which individual towns and municipalities, as well
as an increasing number of non-profit organisations
participate. Activities are also aimed at school children. Transboundary contacts and developing cooperation with twinned towns, communities, associations and collectives in Saxony play an important
part within the cultural activities. This also includes
cooperation with associations from all over Germany, mainly from Bavaria.
Below are some examples for these activities:
• The Hell of Jáchymov (Jáchymovské peklo) (component part 1-CZ): Pietistic meetings for political
prisoners who were detained in the Joachimsthal
uranium ore labour camps.
• Wood carver symposium in Mariánská (component
part 1-CZ): A symposium, which has been taking
place annually since 2002, in participation with
prominent wood carvers from the Ore Mountains.
• St. Wenzels meeting in Ryžovna (Svatováclavské
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setkání) (component part 2-CZ): An annual meeting since 2007 for locals, former German residents
and interested parties with talks about the history,
natural science curiosities and mining memories of
the region.
Abertamy festival (component part 2-CZ): A traditional festival which was revived after 1989 in participation of locals and former residents, who donated money to restore e.g. the Abertamy church.
St. Laurentius festival in Horní Blatná (component part 2-CZ): A traditional festival which was
revived after 1989 in participation of locals and
former residents.
Wood carver and lace symposium in Abertamy
(component part 2-CZ): A symposium which has
been held since 2011 in participation with prominent wood carvers from the Ore Mountains and
lace associations.
Marian pilgrimage festival (component part 4-CZ):
Traditional two-day festival in Krupka which offers
a rich cultural program, a march by the miners and
introductions to several traditional crafts.
Miners’ festivity in Měděnec (component part 5-CZ):
Largest event of its kind in the Ore Mountains with
a tradition of more than 20 years. Miners’ association from Bohemia and Saxony take part regularly.
Since 2013, a second miners’ festivity (“Měděnecké
krušení”) is being organised every year in July.

Furthermore, the region also annually hosts
hundreds of other cultural, tourist and sports
events, talks and concerts etc. All these activities
have great importance in strengthening the regional identity of the inhabitants in the Ore Mountains, for transboundary cooperation and also for
the ongoing development of the region.

A detailed overview of financing sources which
can be used at an international, national and local level for the development of the outstanding
universal value of the property is provided in the
nomination dossier (cf. chapter 5.f.2). An overview of specific projects is subsequently shown
that has been implemented in the area of the serial property’s component parts and their buffer
zones since 2010.
These projects can be divided into six core topics:
1. The conservation of the mining landscape
and monuments of mining activities.
2. The protection and restoration of immovable
cultural properties and other architectural
and urban heritage.
3. Promoting education about the values of the
property; PR and marketing projects.
4. Developing sustainable tourism, tourist infrastructure and transboundary cooperation.
5. Science and research.
6. Preserving and evolving old traditions and
cultural life.
The towns and municipalities have to use
various forms of co-financing to implement
projects, especially those that require large
funds, due to their tight budgetary situation.
This includes mainly the use of subsidies provided by the European Union, the Karlovy Vary
and Ústí nad Labem regions and central institutions, specifically the Ministry of Culture. The
Cíl 3/Ziel 3 program which has been supporting transboundary cooperation between the
Czech Republic and the Free State of Saxony
from 2007 to 2013 is of special importance. It

was financed by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The Regional Operational
Program NUTS II North West and the Operational Program for the Environment were of special
importance, too.
Substantial means to restore cultural properties were also provided from regions’ budgets and the budget of the Ministry of Culture.
For instance, between 2011 and 2016, the Karlovy Vary regional authority provided financial
means to repair buildings in the urban heritage zones of Jáchymov and Horní Blatná to an
amount of over 4 million Czech crowns (CZK). A
series of cultural properties in the urban heritage zone of Krupka were restored using means
from the support program ‘Regeneration of Urban Heritage Zones’ by the Ministry of Culture.
Individual towns and municipalities also have
certain funds available to restore monuments.
Jáchymov set-up a fund to restore the Town
of Jáchymov, which allows property owners
to receive funds especially to restore buildings
which are located in the urban heritage zone
of Jáchymov (e.g. restoration of outer walls
including windows and doors, roof repairs or
structural reinforcements).
Most of the projects carried out between 2010
and 2016 were in the component parts of Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná (1-CZ) and Jáchymov (2-CZ) which is mainly due to the fact that
these towns and areas are amongst those that
attract the most tourists in the Ore Mountains.
A significant rise in the number of completed or
planned projects aiming to develop the mining
heritage in the Ore Mountains was noted during
the preparation of the nomination dossier of the
Mining Cultural Landscape Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří.
Just the projects listed in the table below amounted a financial value of almost 16 million Euros.
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6.9. Financing sources to maintain and develop the outstanding universal value

Table 17 Main projects implemented in the Czech part of the serial property between 2010 and 2016

Component part

Project name

Costs (in EUR*)

Core topic 1: The conservation of the mining landscape and monuments of mining activities
1-CZ

New visitor facility for Adit No. 1 in Jáchymov

665,385

2-CZ

Making the Kryštof adit of the Mauritius mine Hřebečná accessible to the public

460,000

2-CZ

Making the Johannes adit in Zlatý Kopec accessible to the public

202,400

2-CZ

Renewal of the mouth of the Vavřinec adit in Horní Blatná – 1st phase

n.a.

2-CZ

Renewal of the Mauritius mine water ditch

11,000

4-CZ

Starý Martin adit: Conservation, operation and promotion

ca. 260,000

5-CZ

Making the Země zaslíbená adit on Mědník Hill accessible to the public

n.a.
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Component part

Project name

Costs (in EUR*)

Core topic 2: The protection and restoration of immovable cultural properties and other architectural and urban heritage
1-CZ

Repair of the road and pavement on the náměstí Republiky square in Jáchymov

n.a.

1-CZ

Stříbrná stezka – Silberstraße (Silver Road) (investment stage)

566,000

1-CZ

Preventing landslides in Jáchymov

209,000

2-CZ

Restoration of St. Laurentius Church in Horní Blatná

ca. 75,000

2-CZ

Restoration of houses No. 28 and 29 in Horní Blatná

ca. 40,000

2-CZ

Restoration of the town hall in Boží Dar (buffer zone)

455,000

2-CZ

Abertamy: Restoration of the public spaces on the market square (buffer zone)

2,000,000

4-CZ

Securing the supporting walls underneath Krupka Castle

245,000

4-CZ

Restoration of the former rectory in Krupka

528,000

Core topic 3: Promoting the education about the values of the property; PR and marketing projects
All

Fame of the mining in the Ore Mountains

n.a.

All

Promotion of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

n.a.

All

Good Luck Ore Mountains

n.a.

1-CZ, 2-CZ

Brochure “Mining monuments in the western part of the Ore Mountains”

n.a.

4-CZ, 5-CZ

Brochure “Mining monuments in the central and eastern part of the Ore Mountains”

n.a.

2-CZ

Promoting tourism to Boží Dar – Breitenbrunn

14,200

2-CZ

Tracing mining activities in the valley of the Černá-stream (Schwarzwasser)

n.a.

All

Mining monuments of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

14,800

All

Mysterious underground of the Ore Mountains

n.a.

All

Mining towns of the Ore Mountains I and II

55,000

2-CZ

Boží Dar and its (not only) mining history

10,000

1-CZ

Celebrations of the 500th anniversary of the town of Jáchymov

40,000

1-CZ

Josef Prennig Run

n.a.

2-CZ

Hřebečná mining walk

1,800

4-CZ

Information boards in Krupka

5,000

Core topic 4: Developing sustainable tourism, tourist infrastructure and transboundary cooperation
2-CZ

Transboundary traffic links for the Central Ore Mountains region

3,760,000

2-CZ

The future of transboundary cooperation

5,200

2-CZ

Boží Dar – peat bog educational trail, overall repair

47,700

2-CZ

Educational trail Boží Dar – Zlatý Kopec

10,000

2-CZ

Establishing a memorial and information board at the Bílá holubice adit in Hřebečná

n.a.

2-CZ

Communication link Boží Dar – Ryžovna: 1st stage

600,000
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Component part

Project name

Costs (in EUR*)

2-CZ

Set-up of tourism infrastructure in the Central Ore Mountains region – 1st stage

2,780,000

2-CZ

Repair of the watchtower on the Blatenský vrch hill

35,000

5-CZ

Educational trail Měděnec - Pobershau

n.a.

Core topic 5: Science and research
ArchaeoMontan – the medieval mining in Saxony and Bohemia

2,984,629

All

Historical Topography of the Cultural Heritage of the Saxon-Bohemian Borderland

116,681

All

Central European Cultural Landscape Mining Region Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří: The Journey
to become UNESCO World Heritage

211,600

All

Evaluation of raw material deposit potential in the Saxon-Czech border region: Transboundary raw material land registry

257,500

All

Industrial topography of the Ústí nad Labem Region, Industrial topography of the Karlovy
Vary Region

n.a.

1-CZ, 2-CZ

Wealth of historic structural development in the Ore Mountains

n.a.

All

Mining monuments on forest estate in the Krušnohoří Mining Region

8,000

2-CZ

Structural and historical research of the Mauritius mine in Hřebečná

4,000

2-CZ

Structural and historical research of the Horní water ditch in Horní Blatná

4,000

4-CZ

Krupka – research of mining remains

n.a.
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Several in Saxony
and Bohemia

Core topic 6: Preserving and evolving old traditions and cultural life
All

Centre for Ore Mountains folk art

2,262,000

1-CZ

Jáchymovské peklo** (The hell of Jáchymov)

n.a.

2-CZ

Wood carving and lace symposium in Abertamy**

n.a.

3-CZ

St. Wenzels meeting in Ryžovna**

n.a.

4-CZ

Marian pilgrimage festivity in Krupka**

n.a.

5-CZ

Miners’ festivity in Měděnec**

n.a.

*at an exchange rate of 1 Euro = 27 CZK
**For more info refer to chapter 6.8.
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Core topic 1: The conservation of the
mining landscape and monuments of
mining activities
NEW VISITOR FACILITY FOR ADIT NO. 1
IN JÁCHYMOV
Completion date: 2016
Objective and description of project:

The project consisted in building new facilities for visitors of the adit, at the same time a small exposition
was established to alert to an involuntary work of political prisoners in the Jáchymov mines in the 1950s.
The building, in a typical style of labour camps wooden barracks, provides the background for the workers, social facilities, a museum and a lecture room, a
warehouse and a big terrace. The surrounding area
was newly fenced, there were also newly built three
watchtowers, including double-fencing of the socalled corridor. Within the framework of the project
the so-called Mauthausen stairs were also repaired,
which were used by the prisoners to descend from
the concentration camp to the Svornost shaft. At the
site of the former Svornost camp a symbolic gateway was built with a piece of camp fences and guard
towers. In the vicinity of the camp, the mouth of the
Vysoká jedle adit was repaired.
Initiator of the project: Museum Sokolov
Financing: Regional operational programme
Northwest, Karlovy Vary Region
Project costs: 665,385 EUR

MAKING THE KRYŠTOF ADIT OF THE
MAURITIUS MINE IN HŘEBEČNÁ
ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC
Completion of the project: 03/2015
Objective and description of project:

Making the historic Christopher (Kryštof) adit in Hřebečná accessible to the public, establishing an underground exhibition documenting the extraction
of tin ores, set-up of tourist infrastructure near the
adit. The Christopher adit is one of the oldest adits
in the Hřebečná tin ore mining district , which shows
a range of mining techniques used from 16th to 18th
century. In its rear part, the adit leads into a large
underground stope.
Lead partner: TU Bergakadamie Freiberg (Technical University Mining Academy Freiberg)
Other partners: Town of Abertamy, Miners’ Association Himmelfahrt Fundgrube Freiberg/Saxony
Financial means: Cíl 3/Ziel 3 (European Fund for
Regional Development)
Project costs for the Czech part: 460,000 EUR
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MAKING THE JOHANNES ADIT IN ZLATÝ
KOPEC ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC
Project deadline: 2014
Objective and description of project: Making the
historic Johannes adit in the skarn mining district
Zlatý Kopec – Kaff accessible to the public. Set-up
of a visitor tour in the adit which leads to unique
underground stopes, set-up of tourist infrastructure
Lead partner: Town of Boží Dar
Financial means: Cíl 3/Ziel 3 (European Fund
for Regional Development)
Project costs: 202,400 EUR

RENEWAL OF THE MOUTH OF THE VAVŘINEC ADIT IN HORNÍ BLATNÁ – 1ST PHASE
Completion date of project: 2015
Objective and description of project: Re-

newal of the mouth of the Vavřinec adit, construction of a pedestrian bridge, establishing an information board
Initiator of the project: Citizen association Vavřinec
Financing: private means, subsidy of the Karlovy
Vary Region
Project costs: n.a.

RENEWAL OF THE MAURITIUS MINE
WATER DITCH IN HŘEBEČNÁ
Completion date of project: 2014-2016

Objective and description of project: Renewal of a
part of the historic water ditch leading to the Mauritius mine
Initiator of the project: Town of Abertamy
Financing: town budget, subsidy of the Karlovy
Vary Region
Project costs: 11,000 EUR

STARÝ MARTIN ADIT IN KRUPKA: CONSERVATION, OPERATION AND PROMOTION
Completion date of project: ongoing
Financial means: Town of Krupka
Project costs: ca. 37,000 EUR per year

MAKING THE ZEMĚ ZASLÍBENÁ ADIT ON
THE MĚDNÍK HILL ACCESSIBLE
Completion date of project: 2013
Financial means: Citizens’ Association Historické
rudné doly Mědník (Historic Ore Mines Mědník)

Project costs: n.a.

REPAIR OF THE ROAD AND PAVEMENT
ON THE NÁMĚSTÍ REPUBLIKY SQUARE
IN JÁCHYMOV
Completion date of project: 2016
Objective and description of project: Repair of the main road and adjacent pavements

Initiator of the project: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: town budget, subsidies
Project costs: n.a.

STŘÍBRNÁ STEZKA – SILBERSTRASSE
(ROAD OF SILVER) (INVESTMENT STAGE,
JÁCHYMOV)
Completion date of project: 2013

Objective and description of project: Adjustment of
the area on the Hornické náměstí square in Jáchymov as starting point for the Road of Silver. Repair
of the road surface and stairs to the Svornost mine.
Installation of new public lighting and street furniture (benches, information boards etc.).
Lead partner: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3
Project costs: 566,000 EUR, of which are EU
subsidies (ERDF) 481,000 EUR, Town of Jáchymov
56,600 EUR

PREVENTING LANDSLIDES IN JÁCHYMOV

Catholic church, town of Horní Blatná
Project costs: ca. 75,000 EUR

RESTORATION OF HOUSES NO. 28 AND 29
IN HORNÍ BLATNÁ
Date of realisation: 2011-2016, ongoing
Objective and description of project: complete restoration
Financing: Karlovy Vary Region budget, private
means
Project costs: ca. 40,000 EUR

RESTORATION OF THE TOWN HALL IN
BOŽÍ DAR (IN THE BUFFER ZONE OF THE
COMPONENT PART)
Completion date: 2012
Objective and description of project: Cre-

ating sufficiently large premises for the information centre, the town office, the archive, the library,
a GP practice with waiting room for patients.
Lead Partner: Town of Boží Dar
Financing: Program for the Development of Rural Areas/European Agricultural Fund to Develop
Rural Areas
Project costs: 455,000 EUR

ABERTAMY: RESTORATION OF THE
MARKET SQUARE (IN THE BUFFER ZONE
OF THE COMPONENT PART)
Completion date: 2011
Objective and description of project: Gen-

Completion date: 10/2011

eral restoration of the square with the object to
improve public infrastructure, increase aesthetics
and technical quality of the most important area
of the town, replace public lights and construction
of a car park.
Project initiator: Town of Abertamy
Financing: Regional Operational Program NUTS
II North West for the period 2007 - 2013 / European
Fund for Regional Development
Project costs: 2,000,000 EUR

RESTORATION OF ST. LAURENTIUS
CHURCH IN HORNÍ BLATNÁ

SECURING THE SUPPORTING WALLS
ON THE NORTH EASTERN SLOPE
UNDERNEATH KRUPKA CASTLE

Objective and description of project: Improvement
of the condition of nature and landscape, monitoring the geological factors and consequences of
mining activities, restoration of unsafe slopes in the
cadastral area of Jáchymov.
Applicant: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: OP Environment/European Fund for
Regional Development
Project costs: 209,000 EUR

Date of realisation: 2011-2016
Objective and description of project: Res-

toration of the church roof above the nave with base
coat, the façade render and the leaded windows.
Financing: Karlovy Vary Region budget, Roman
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Core topic 2: The protection and
restoration of immovable cultural
properties and other architectural
and urban heritage

Completion date: 11/2010
Objective and description of the project:
Structural safety of the slope stability underneath
Krupka castle
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Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financing: OP Environment
Project costs: 245,000 EUR

GUIDE “MINING MONUMENTS IN THE
WESTERN PART OF THE ORE MOUNTAINS”

RESTORATION OF THE FORMER
RECTORY IN KRUPKA

Printed guide (75 pages) published by the Karlovy
Vary Region in cooperation with the National Heritage Institute describing the most important mining
monuments in the western part of the Ore Mountains including those located on the territory of
Czech component parts.
Project initiator: Karlovy Vary Region
Project costs: n.a.

Completion date: 12/2015
Objective and description of the project:

Complete restoration, establishment of a Fire-fighters Museum
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financing: Regional Operational Program NUTS
II North West, Town of Krupka
Project costs: 528,000 EUR of which Town of
Krupka 109,000 EUR

Core topic 3: Promoting the education
about the values of the property; PR
and marketing projects
FAME OF THE MINING IN THE ORE
MOUNTAINS SLÁVA HORNICTVÍ V
KRUŠNÝCH HORÁCH
The project is described in the International Management Plan.

PROMOTION OF THE ERZGEBIRGE/
KRUŠNOHOŘÍ MINING REGION
The project is described in the International Management Plan.

GOOD LUCK ORE MOUNTAINS
Completion date: 2012
Objective and description of the project:

The German-Czech publication by the “Ore Mountains Tourism Association” (Tourismusverband
Erzgebirge) presents the mining monuments and
traditions along the former Road of Silver. The
brochure is structured according to mining areas
in the Ore Mountain region and on 128 pages, it invites the reader to a journey into the heart of this
cultural landscape.
Project leader: Tourismusverband Erzgebirge
Costs: n.a.
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Project completion: 2010
Objective and description of the project:

GUIDE “MINING MONUMENTS IN THE
CENTRAL AND EASTERN PART OF THE
ORE MOUNTAINS
Project completion: 2013
Objective and description of the project:

Printed guide (75 pages) published by the Ústí Region describing the most important mining monuments in the central and eastern parts of the Ore
Mountains including those located on the territory
of Czech component parts.
Project initiator: Ústí Region
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3
Project costs: n.a.

PROMOTING TOURISM TO
BOŽÍ DAR – BREITENBRUNN
Completion date: 02/2012
Objective and description of the project:

Joint promotion of the border area towns of Boží
Dar and Breitenbrunn including their sport and
tourist centres, creation of flyers and maps which
the visitors can obtain in the information centres
in Boží Dar and Breitenbrunn. 40,000 flyers were
printed which promote museums on either side
of the border. They feature quotations by the local
poet Anton Günther. The flyer of Boží Dar, a map
with cross-country skiing routes and a hiking and
cycling map also had a print run of 40,000.
Project partner: Town of Boží Dar, Breitenbrunn community
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3, Joint fund for small projects in the Euroregion (Euregio Egrensis)
Project costs: 14,200 EUR

Completion date: 2012–2013
Objective and description of the project:
An exemplary transboundary educational project
for elementary school children in Pernink and Abertamy (Czech Republic) and Schwarzenberg (Saxony) aimed at the monuments of mining activities
in the component part 1-CZ (Abertamy – Boží Dar –
Horní Blatná Mining Landscape) and those on the
other side of the border. Highlight of the project
was a travelling exhibition in 2013.
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3
Project costs: n.a.

MINING MONUMENTS OF THE
ERZGEBIRGE/KRUŠNOHOŘÍ
MINING REGION
Project completion: 2014
Objective and description of the project:

Printed guide (160 pages and an inserted map) in
Czech and German describing the mining monuments in all component parts that were part of the
2014 nomination of the Ore Mountains for inscription on the World Heritage List.
Project initiator: Montanregion Krušné hory Erzgebirge, o.p.s., WFE Annaberg
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3
Project costs: 14,800 EUR

MYSTERIOUS UNDERGROUND OF THE
ORE MOUNTAINS
Project date: 2013-2016
Objective and description of the project:

Travelling exhibition showing the most important
mining monuments of the Czech and Saxon Ore
Mountains. Within the framework of the project, a
printed bilingual guide was also published.
Project initiator: Karlovy Vary Region, WFE Annaberg
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3
Project costs: n.a.

MINING TOWNS OF THE
ORE MOUNTAINS I AND II
Project completion: 2014, 2015
Objective and description of the project:
A representative publication in two volumes (Karlovy Vary Region, Ústí Region) describing the history, mining monuments and tourist sights of mining
towns in the Czech part of the Ore Mountains.

Project initiator: Fornica Graphics, Sokolov

Financing: Private means, grant from the Ministry
of Culture
Project costs: 55,000 EUR

BOŽÍ DAR AND ITS (NOT ONLY)
MINING HISTORY
Project completion: 2014
Objective and description of the project:
Printed publication (124 pages) about the mining
history and mining monuments of Boží Dar and its
vicinity.
Project initiator: Town of Boží Dar
Financing: EU subsidy
Project costs: 10,000 EUR

CELEBRATIONS OF THE 500TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE TOWN OF JÁCHYMOV
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TRACING MINING ACTIVITIES IN THE
VALLEY OF THE ČERNÁ-STREAM
(SCHWARZWASSER)

Project completion: 2016
Objective and description of the project:

In 2016 the town of Jáchymov celebrated its 500th
anniversary. Celebrations were held throughout the
year, with the peak on the 19th-21st August when, a.o.,
a large miners’ parade attended by associations from
Bohemia and Saxony took place. In the framework
of the celebrations, in addition to a series of other
events, also took place the international mineralogical conference, New Minerals and Mineralogy in
the 21st Century (September 2016), organized by the
workers of the Czech Academy of Science and the
Czech Geological Survey, and the international conference “Jáchymov in the 20th century – a memorial
place of European history (October 2016), organized
by the Political vězni.cz association.
Project initiator: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: Town budget
Project costs: ca. 40,000 EUR (the celebration)

JOSEF PRENNIG RUN
Project deadline: long-term as of 2016
Objective and description of the project:

To create a tradition of an entertaining sports tournament, reminding the beginnings of the Jáchymov
radon bath. Back then, the former miner Josef Prennig had carried the mineral water in a butt on his
back to the bath. The first run took place in 2016.
Project initiator: Town of Jáchymov, Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s.
Financing: Town budget, Interreg V A (Zdař Bůh
světové dědictví project)
Project costs: up to 2,000 per year
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HŘEBEČNÁ MINING WALK
Project completion: Ongoing since 2012,

once a year

Objective and description of the project: A regular event for the public aimed at the

recognition of mining monuments in the 2-CZ
component part.
Project initiator: Association of the friends
of the St. Mauritius Mine (Spolek přátel dolu sv.
Mauritius), Hřebečná
Financing: Subsidy of the Karlovy Vary Region
Project costs: 800 EUR per year

INFORMATION BOARDS IN KRUPKA
Project completion: 08/2015
Objective and description of the project: To prepare 8 information boards with a text

in Czech and German informing about the mining monuments in the 4-CZ component part. The
boards were installed on exposed locations of the
town of Krupka.
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financing: Ústí Region, town of Krupka
Project costs: 5,000 EUR

Core topic 4: Developing sustainable
tourism, tourist infrastructure and
transboundary cooperation
TRANSBOUNDARY TRAFFIC LINKS FOR
THE CENTRAL ORE MOUNTAINS REGION:
1ST STAGE
Completion of project: 2011
Objective and description of project: Linking the
road network (roads, cycle routes, pedestrian
routes, cross-country skiing routes) on the Czech
and German side in the Central Ore Mountains.
Modernisation of the border crossings Boží Dar –
Oberwiesenthal spa town, Tellerhäuser, Hubertky
and Český Mlýn. Procuring mechanical equipment
to ensure summer and winter accessibility on the
roads and paths. Large information maps, a map
of the town of Boží Dar, benches and bins were
procured as part of the project.
Lead Partner: Town of Boží Dar
Other partners: Oberwiesenthal spa town,
Breitenbrunn, Loučná pod Klínovcem
Financing: Program Cíl 3/Ziel 3 to promote
transboundary cooperation 2007–2013 between
the Czech Republic and the Free State of Saxony
Overall project costs: 3.76 million EUR
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THE FUTURE OF TRANSBOUNDARY
COOPERATION
Date of realisation: 2011
Objective and description of project: A

program that is aimed at meetings for representatives of communities, the non-profit sector and
professional organisations in the border region,
defined by the communities Ostrov, Jáchymov,
Boží Dar, Loučná pod Klínovcem, Oberwiesenthal
spa town, Breitenbrunn, Johanngeorgenstadt and
Annaberg. The aim is to exchange opinions on
management and development of the border region, coordinate activities using specific local skills
and the implementation and managing of joint
projects.
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3, Joint fund for small
projects in the Euroregion Euregio Egrensis
Overall project costs: 5,200 EUR

BOŽÍ DAR – PEAT BOG EDUCATIONAL
TRAIL, OVERALL REPAIR
Completion date: 01/2012
Objective and description of project: Repair of
the 2 km long plank track way in the Božídarské
rašeliniště national nature reservation and to
make it accessible for wheelchair users and pushchairs. Restoring the navigational system and information boards on the educational trail, publishing a brochure and an information sheet about the
peat bog in Boží Dar.
Project initiator: Town of Boží Dar
Financing: Operational Program for the Environment
Project costs: 47,700 EUR

EDUCATIONAL TRAIL
BOŽÍ DAR - ZLATÝ KOPEC
Completion date: 2014
Objective and description of the project: A new 21
km long educational trail with 14 stops equipped
with boards informing about mining history and
natural and toponymic peculiarities of the area between Boží Dar and Zlatý Kopec including the both
main mining districts, Zlatý Kopec – Kaff (with the
Johannes adit) and Zlatý Kopec – Hrazený potok
Project initiator: Town of Boží Dar
Financing: Cíl 3 /Ziel 3
Project costs: 10,000 EUR

Completion date: 2012-2016

Objective and description of the project: Establishing a memorial and information board close to
the mouth of the 16th century Bílá holubice adit in
Hřebečná as a place of regular events organised by
the miners’ association “The friends of St. Mauritius Mine in Hřebečná”
Project initiator: Miners’ association “The
friends of St. Mauritius Mine in Hřebečná”
Financing: private means
Project costs: n.a.

COMMUNICATION LINK
BOŽÍ DAR – RYŽOVNA: 1ST STAGE
SET-UP OF TOURISM INFRASTRUCTURE
IN THE CENTRAL ORE MOUNTAINS REGION – 1ST STAGE
Completion date: 2016
Objective and description of the project: Set-up
of a first part of a cycle route between Boží Dar
and Ryžovna with a length of about 1,800 m and a
width of 3 m. It is designed for cyclists, rollerbladers and pedestrians with the aim to increase safety for visitors to the Christkind-route and the Božídarské rašeliniště (peat bog) educational trail.
Project initiator: Town of Boží Dar
Financial means: Cíl 3 / Ziel 3
Project costs: 600,000 EUR

SET-UP OF TOURISM INFRASTRUCTURE
IN THE CENTRAL ORE MOUNTAINS
REGION – 1ST STAGE
Date of completion: 10/2014

Objective and description of project: Part of the
project was also the extension of the Saxon-Czech
exhibition in the local history museum in Boží Dar
including a collection of local minerals and rocks.
Lead Partner: Town of Boží Dar
Partners: Municipality of Breitenbrunn (Saxony), Town of Loučná pod Klínovcem
Financial means: Cíl 3/Ziel 3
Project costs: 2.78 million EUR

REPAIR OF THE WATCHTOWER ON THE
BLATENSKÝ VRCH HILL
Completion date: 2016
Objective and description of the project: Repair of the outer walls and masonry of the
watchtower on the Blatenský vrch hill

Project initiator: Montanregion Krušné hory –
Erzgebirge, o.p.s.

Financing: Interreg V A (Zdař Bůh, světové
dědictví project)
Project costs: 35,000 EUR

EDUCATIONAL TRAIL
MĚDĚNĚC – POBERSHAU
Completion date: 2013
Objective and description of the project: A new cross-border educational trail with

4 stops in Měděnec informing about the history
of mining on the Mědník hill, history of the former
mining town and natural sights
Project initiator: town of Marienberg, municipality of Měděnec
Financing: Cíl 3 / Ziel 3
Project costs: n.a.
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ESTABLISHING A MEMORIAL AND
INFORMATION BOARD AT THE BÍLÁ
HOLUBICE ADIT IN HŘEBEČNÁ

Core topic 5: Science and research
ARCHAEOMONTAN – MEDIEVAL MINING IN
SAXONY AND BOHEMIA
The project is described in the international part of
the Management Plan.

HISTORICAL TOPOGRAPHY OF THE
CULTURAL HERITAGE OF THE
SAXON-BOHEMIAN BORDERLAND
The project is described in the international part of
the Management Plan.

CENTRAL EUROPEAN CULTURAL LANDSCAPE MINING REGION ERZGEBIRGE/
KRUŠNOHOŘÍ: THE JOURNEY TO BECOME
UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE
Date of realisation: 2010–2012
Objective and description of project:

Selection of mining monuments in the Bohemian Ore Mountains with the potential of achieving
World Heritage status. This also includes cataloguing and description of mining monuments in the
Ore Mountains using a joint Czech-Saxon database.
A pilot study was created as part of the project de-
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scribing the extent and quality of the mining heritage in the Czech part of the Ore Mountains.
Project partners: Ústí Region, Förderverein
Montanregion Erzgeb. e.V. (Development Association Mining Region Ore Mountains), Freiberg, TU
Bergakademie Freiberg (Technical University Mining Academy Freiberg), Regional Museum Most
Financing: Cíl 3 / Ziel 3
Project costs: 211,600 EUR

WEALTH OF HISTORIC STRUCTURAL
DEVELOPMENT IN THE ORE MOUNTAINS
Completion date: 2011
Project objective: Anthology of contributions

from the symposium “Wealth of historic structural
development in the Ore Mountains”, Jáchymov 2010.
Project partner: National Heritage Institute,
Loket branch, Town of Jáchymov
Project costs: n.a.

EVALUATION OF RAW MATERIAL
DEPOSIT POTENTIAL IN THE
SAXON-CZECH BORDER REGION:
TRANSBOUNDARY RAW MATERIAL
LAND REGISTRY

MINING MONUMENTS ON FOREST ESTATE
IN THE KRUŠNOHOŘÍ MINING REGION

Date of realisation: 2010
Project partner: Geokompetenzzentrum

mains on the territory of Czech component parts
of the nominated property using the detailed
airborne laser scans.
Project initiator: Montanregion Krušné hory Erzgebirge, o.p.s.
Financing: Grant of the Ministry of Culture
Project costs: 8,000 EUR

Freiberg e.V. (Geological Skills Centre Association Freiberg) - Freiberg, Saxon State Office for
Environment, Agriculture and Geology - Dresden,
Regionální rozvojová agentura Ústeckého kraje
a.s. - Ústí nad Labem, Czech Geological Survey Prague
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3
Project costs: 257,000 EUR

INDUSTRIAL TOPOGRAPHY OF THE ÚSTÍ
REGION, INDUSTRIAL TOPOGRAPHY OF
THE KARLOVY VARY REGION
Date of realisation: 2011
Objective and description of the
project: Publications were created as part of

the project for a research of the Czech industrial
topography, which document the extent and conservation state of the industrial architecture and
industrial structures in the Ústí and Karlovy Vary
regions including the serial property’s component
parts.
Financing: Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic
Project costs: n.a.

Completion date: 2014
Objective and description of the project: New mapping and description of mining re-

STRUCTURAL AND HISTORICAL
RESEARCH OF THE MAURITIUS MINE
IN HŘEBEČNÁ
Completion date: 2015
Objective and description of the project: Standard structural and historical research

in line with the heritage care methodology, detailed mapping of the Kryštof adit and evaluation
of its history
Project initiator: town of Abertamy
Financing: town of Abertamy, Karlovy Vary
region
Project costs: 4,000 EUR

STRUCTURAL AND HISTORICAL
RESEARCH OF THE HORNÍ WATER DITCH
IN HORNÍ BLATNÁ
Completion date: 2015
Objective and description of the project: Standard structural and historical research

in line with the heritage care methodology
Project initiator: town of Horní Blatná
Financing: Grant of the Ministry of Culture,
town of Horní Blatná
Project costs: 4,000 EUR
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KRUPKA – RESEARCH OF MINING
REMAINS
Completion date: 2012
Objective and description of the project: To document and interpret the oldest min-

ing monuments in the Knötel and Steinknochen
mining districts in Krupka
Project initiator: National Heritage Institute
Financing: Budget of the institute
Project costs: n.a.

Core topic 6: Preserving and evolving
old traditions and cultural life
CENTRE FOR ORE MOUNTAINS FOLK ART
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Project partner: Annaberg-Buchholz town
administration, statutory town of Chomutov, Lower Ore Mountains Zoological Park Chomutov, Area
Museum Chomutov, Area Museum in Most.
Project realisation: 2009–2012

Objective and description of project:

Visualisation of the lifestyle and folk art of ancestors who lived on both sides of the Ore Mountains
and whose lives were influenced mainly by mining
and smelting activities. Display of Ore Mountains
folk art products that reached the furthest corners of the planet via long distance trade routes.
Unique exhibits, which enrich the new “Manufactory of Dreams” museum in Annaberg-Buchholz,
were introduced to the Czech Ore Mountains public in separate exhibitions in the area museum in
Chomutov and in the area museum in Most.
Financing: Cíl 3/Ziel 3 (European Fund for
Regional Development)
Project costs: 2,262,000 EUR
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6.10. SWOT-analysis in relation to the necessity to conserve the outstanding
universal value
The following tables show an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the nominated serial property as well as the opportunities and threats. The purpose of this analysis is to define the priorities for the application part of the Management Plan.
SWOT in relation to the historic and cultural heritage
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Outstanding universal value of the property

Neglected state of conservation of some properties, including
listed properties

Authentically preserved mining landscape with valuable above
ground and underground mining monuments

Lack of funding to maintain some monuments

Outstanding architectural heritage of the Towns of Jáchymov,
Horní Blatná and Krupka

Uneven distribution of financing to restore and maintain individual component parts of the property

Unique urban structure of the Ore Mountains with the greatest
density of historic mining towns in the world

Currently low interest in the region from private investors

High degree of protection of the property with regards to monument conservation

Insufficient care of the vegetation surrounding some monuments

Important personalities who are connected to the property’s
history (Georgius Agricola, Marie Curie-Skłodowska, etc.)

Increased costs of restoration and maintenance of the property,
and the need for more frequent repairs and greater energy
requirements due to the mountain climate of the region

Only property in the world which documents the way uranium
ore was mined as well as the extent of this activity

In comparison to the Saxon part of the property, there are currently only a small number of accessible mines

A still vivid mining tradition and its associated trades, strong
identification of the locals with mining traditions and customs

Economically weaker region, high unemployment

The Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions and the relevant towns and
municipalities have the declared objective to preserve and develop the value of the property

Currently little involvement of primary schools in education
about the property

Good professional potential of the state heritage preservation’s
staff and further experts
Long-term and high quality historic, architectural and geological
research
Good traffic links, close to German-Czech border
No threats resulting from structural and industrial development
Low risk of excessive visitor numbers
OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Strengthening international prestige of the property as an important historic and cultural phenomenon

Potential lack of financial means for planned future development of the property

Strengthening the international prestige of Jáchymov as one of
the most important mining regions in the world

Insufficient preservation of cultural properties

Greater utilisation of financial subsidies of the regions, the Czech
Republic and EU to support the restoration of the heritage fund

Potential loss in the interest to fund the property by the region’s
political leadership

Strengthening the potential for a sustainable development of the
region

Insufficient presentation of the property towards the broader
public

Greater involvement of locals into activities relating to the development of the property, developing the cultural and community
life including transboundary cooperation with Saxony

Potential deterioration of the economic situation in Europe and
the Czech Republic
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OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Greater involvement of property owners into the activities relating to the conservation and development of the property’s value
Growing interest of national and foreign tourists in the mining
monuments
Utilising the potential of the property for educational work and
school training
Using the marketing potential of the Jáchymov thaler (Joachimsthaler) silver coin
Consequent implementation of the Heritage Preservation Act
towards owners of listed properties, including the enforcement
of sanctions for non-fulfilment of monument conservation
obligations

SWOT in relation to developing tourism
WEAKNESSES

Advantageous geographical location, close to German-Czech
border

Some of the accommodation and catering facilities are of a low
or medium standard

Good traffic links

Some roads are of a lower quality

A large number of attractive tourist destinations in the region
(cultural monuments, nature and mining monuments, attractive,
sparsely populated mountain landscape)

Some staff in tourist facilities lack the knowledge of foreign
languages

Dense network of hiking and educational trails

Insufficient promotion of the region on a national and especially
international level

Interesting cultural events for visitors on either side of the border

In some parts, insufficient cooperation of towns and municipalities with regards to promoting tourism

Close proximity to attractive tourist destinations (Jáchymov spa,
West Bohemian spa towns)

Distribution of wind-pollinated shrubs, insufficient controlling of
the vegetation around some monuments and in the towns
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STRENGTHS

Close proximity to important winter sports centres
Low risk of excessive visitor numbers
OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Considerable nature and cultural potential for the development
of tourism

Potentially weak presentation, incomplete offering of promotion
materials

Trend of growing visitor numbers

Potentially insufficient maintenance of tourism attractions

Promotion of tourism and transboundary cooperation, joint
projects with the Saxon partners

Lack of qualified workers in visitor facilities

Greater utilisation of financial subsidies of the district, the Czech
Republic and EU to support tourism

Insufficient products for adventure tourism

Synergy effect of linking the individual property component parts
with regards to visitors (family passes)

Potentially global climate change, potential environmental
deterioration

Developing the network of educational trails and visitor routes

Prosperous inhabitants moving away from the region

Creating products (service packages) for a range of target groups
Development of agrotourism
Re-organisation of the structure and development of exhibitions
in regional museums
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OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Improving the condition of listed properties which can be used
for tourism
Developing activities which are aimed at the promotion of local
traditions
Increasing the capacities and standards of accommodation
Revitalising the landscape areas and increasing their attractiveness for visitors
Improving the information system on access roads

SWOT in relation to the environment
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Attractive natural environment with suitable conditions for active
recreation of visitors

Access to all monuments cannot be guaranteed all year round
due to the mountain climate of the Ore Mountains

Significant improvement in air quality over the past 20 years

Distribution of wind-pollinated shrubs, insufficient adjustments
of vegetation around some monuments and in the towns

High degree of protection with regards to nature and landscape
protection, extended protection of local areas of the protected areas network NATURA 2000 and other areas with special
protection
Important geotops and biotops, localities with rare fauna and
flora
Low noise and light pollution
Clean waterways
OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Utilisation of nature potential and uniqueness of the area

Potentially global climate change

Greater utilisation of financial subsidies of the district, the Czech
Republic and EU to support environmental protection

Incompetent decisions with regards to the evaluation of the
environmental impact

Implementation of projects to revitalise the landscape

Insufficient maintenance of wind pollinated vegetation

More effective cooperation with the Czech Agency for nature
and landscape conservation with regards to conservation and
development of the property’s value

Potentially inconsiderate timber cutting

Increase in the locals’ environmental awareness

Potential natural disasters

The SWOT-analysis shows that one of the strengths of the Czech part of the serial property is its well-preserved mining
landscape. It is authentic proof of centuries of ore mining and processing and has a high historic value. Another strength
is, moreover, the large number of outstanding valuable architectural monuments that are preserved in the historic centres
of the mining towns. A particular weakness is the insufficient state of conservation of some buildings and the insufficient
maintenance of wind pollinated vegetation around some monuments. In addition, the level of awareness of the nominated
serial property on a national and specifically international level is still insufficient. Measures to mollify these weaknesses
are laid out in the application part of the Management Plan.
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7. Application part of the Management Plan
7.1. Objectives of the
Management Plan

General objectives of the Management Plan:
• Conservation of the outstanding universal value
of the serial property and its component parts
by consistent maintenance of all its authentic
properties and areas.
• Preserving the integrity of the serial property by
fulfilling the protection conditions which are determined by applicable laws and spatial plans.
• Safeguarding an effective management mechanism for the Czech part of the serial property and
its component parts with a specific responsibility on the individual levels of public administration. This includes a personal commitment by a
wide range of interested stakeholders.
• Safeguarding a permanent and systematic monitoring of the serial property and taking relevant
action in the event of possible risks.
• Safeguarding the sustainable use of the serial
property in harmony with its historical value.
• Safeguarding a sustainable development of
tourism and its use towards the evolvement of
the serial property.

• Increasing the attractiveness to visitors and information quality for the component parts of the
Czech part of the serial property.
• Increasing the popularity of the property and
activating the local, national and international
community.
• Safeguarding relevant education on the property’s value and promoting the serial property on
all levels.

7.2. Validity of the Management Plan
The first Management Plan for the Czech part of the
property was processed in 2012-2013, and covered
the period from 2013 until 2021 which was divided
into two parts: a short-term plan for the years 20132015 and the medium-term plan for the years 20162021. The current first update of the Management
Plan was processed at the end of the year 2016 and
focuses on the period 2017-2021. Hence it covers
the period up to the anticipated inscription of the
nominated property on the World Heritage List in
the year 2019 as well as the following period.
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As already mentioned, the Management Plan is a
strategic document, which defines and outlines
the measurements to ensure effective protection
of the outstanding universal value of the transboundary serial property Erzbirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region, its authenticity, integrity and its sustainable development. It defines the main factors
which contribute to the outstanding universal value of the serial property as well as the factors that
may put this value at risk in the future and specifies
measures that are necessary to negate these risks.

7.3. Management Plan for the
time period 2017–2021
The following table provides an overview of already planned or newly suggested projects for the
time period 2017–2021. A detailed description for
these projects is listed below.

Table 18 Overview of projects for the time period 2017–2021

Component part

Project name

Assumed costs
(in EUR*)

Core topic 1: The conservation of the mining landscape and monuments of mining activities
1-CZ

1) Restoration of the portals of the historic adits in Jáchymov

40,000

1-CZ

2) Restoration of the water ditch at the Heinz pond in Jáchymov

20,000

2-CZ

3) Removing wind-pollinated vegetation around the Rote Grube sink-hole and the
Schnepp sink-hole in Hřebečná

10,000

2-CZ

4) Renewal of the Mauritius mine water ditch in Hřebečná

4,000 / year

2-CZ

5) Restoration of selected areas of the Horní Blatná water ditch

t.b.d.
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4-CZ

6) Starý Martin adit in Krupka: Conservation, operation and promotion

Ca. 40,000 / year

4-CZ

7) Sink-hole on Komáří Hůrka hill – revitalising the area

28,000

4-CZ

8) Preisselberg sink-hole in Krupka – revitalising the area

Ca. 12,000

4-CZ

9) Renewal of portals of selected historic adits in Krupka

60,000

Core topic 2: The protection and restoration of immovable cultural properties and other architectural and urban heritage
1-CZ

10) Revitalisation of the historic part of the náměstí Republiky square in Jáchymov
– 3rd stage

75,000

1-CZ

11) Repair of the Veseřice stream trough in Jáchymov

3,000

1-CZ

12) Traffic solution and reconstruction of the Palacký street in Jáchymov

53,000

1-CZ

13) Restoration of House No. 545 in Jáchymov and its adaptation to a Slovany
Community Centre

800,000

2-CZ

14) Restoration of the Church of St. Laurentius and House No. 127 in Horní Blatná

52,000

2-CZ

15) Restoration of the St. Anne church in Boží Dar

n.a.

3-CZ

16) Restoration and utilisation of the Red Tower of Death

2,200,000

4-CZ

17) Mining information centre in Krupka

690,000

4-CZ

18) Conservation and restoration of the castle and churches within the Krupka Urban
Heritage Zone

2,240,000

4-CZ

19) Opening to the public of the visitor route from the Church of the Assumption to
the mediaeval bell tower in Krupka

64,000

4-CZ

20) Repair of the access road to the Krupka castle

240,000

Core topic 3: Promoting education about the values of the property; PR and marketing projects
all

21) Naše světové dědictví (Our World Heritage)

1,226,300

1-CZ

22) Reorganisation of museums in the Central Ore Mountains

t.b.d.

1-CZ

23) Research centre at the Royal Mint museum in Jáchymov

t.b.d.

1-CZ

24) Exposition of the library of the Latin school in Jáchymov

693,600

1-CZ

25) 500 years of Joachimsthaler

t.b.d.

2-CZ

26) Exhibition hall in the former cemetery chapel in Horní Blatná

t.b.d.

2-CZ

27) Modernisation of the exposition in the Horní Blatná museum

t.b.d.

5-CZ

28) 500 years of the Town of Měděnec

t.b.d.

5-CZ

29) Museum of the Ore Mountains’ semi-precious stones

t.b.d.

5-CZ

30) Flyer “Underground world of Měděnec”

1,500–3,000

All

31) Mining monuments of the Ore Mountains – press trips

5,000

All

32) Mining monuments of the Ore Mountains – a documentary

t.b.d.

All

33) Open Days

t.b.d.
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Core topic 4: Developing sustainable tourism, tourist infrastructure and transboundary cooperation
2-CZ

34) Car park near Mauritius mine in Hřebečná

80,000

2-CZ

35) Technical open-air museum in Hřebečná

250,000

2-CZ

36) Exploring the cultural and natural heritage, and the accompanying infrastructure
in the Central Ore Mountains

1,500,000

2-CZ

37) Communication link Boží Dar – Ryžovna: 3. stage

784,000

2-CZ

38) Construction of a viewing platform at the Wolf’s Pit on the Blatenský vrch hill

t.b.d.

2-CZ

39) Set-up of a tourist lodging on the Blatenský vrch hill

800,000

4-CZ

40) Educational trail „In the footsteps of the miners“ in Krupka

34,000

4-CZ

41) Educational trail “Lime kilns and lime processing in the Central Ore Mountains”
(buffer zone of the component part)

10,000

1-CZ, 2-CZ, 4-CZ,
5-CZ

42) Zdař Bůh, světové dědictví (Good luck, World Heritage)

2,439,793

1-CZ

43) The structural arrangement of the Renaissance town houses in Jáchymov and its
influence from architecture of older mining towns in Central Europe

t.b.d.

1-CZ, 2-CZ

44) Production of cobalt glass and cobalt colours in the Ore Mountains

t.b.d.
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Core topic 5: Science and research

Core topic 6: Preserving and evolving old traditions and cultural life
1-CZ

45) Jáchymovské peklo** (The hell of Jáchymov)

n.a.

2-CZ

46) Wood carving and lace symposium in Abertamy**

n.a.

2-CZ

47) St. Wenzels meeting in Ryžovna**

n.a.

4-CZ

48) Marian pilgrimage festivity in Krupka**

n.a.

5-CZ

49) Miners’ festivity in Měděnec**

n.a.

Note: Projects with approved financing are shown in base type, prepared or newly suggested projects with currently not fully secured funding or unknown extent
of funding are shown in italics.
*at an exchange rate of 1 Euro = 27 CZK
**continuation of projects described in Chapter 6.8. is assumed

Core topic 1: The conservation of the
mining landscape and monuments of
mining activities
1) RESTORATION OF THE PORTALS
OF THE HISTORIC ADITS IN JÁCHYMOV
Date: 2017–2020
Objective and description of project: Re-

storing the portals of selected Jáchymov adits as
important witnesses to the Jáchymov history
Potential project initiator: Town of Jáchymov, Karlovy Vary Region, Ministry for the Environment
Assumed costs: 40,000 EUR

2) RESTORATION OF THE WATER DITCH
AT THE HEINZEN POND IN JÁCHYMOV
Date: 2018–2020
Objective and description of project:

The project’s objective is the restoration of the water ditch (removing deposits, repair of stone walls),
which was used to transport the water from the
Heinzen pond into the Water-adit and the Werner
mine and was one of the most important water
management installations in the Jáchymov mining district.
Potential project initiator: Town of Jáchymov, Lesy ČR (Forests of the Czech Republic, State
Enterprise
Potential financing: Town of Jáchymov, Programme 2020 of Lesy ČR
Assumed costs: 20,000 EUR
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3) REMOVING WIND-POLLINATED VEGETATION AROUND THE ROTE GRUBE SINKHOLE AND THE SCHNEPP SINK-HOLE IN
HŘEBEČNÁ
Date: 2017–2019
Objective and description of project:

Controlling vegetation in order to ensure visibility
of two of the largest opencast mines in the area of
the Hřebečná tin mining district, which show the
extent of local mining between the 16th and 18th
century.
Project initiator: Montanregion Krušné hory Erzgebirge, o.p.s.
Financing: “Zdař Bůh, světové dědictví” project
– Interreg V A Programme
Assumed costs: up to 10,000 EUR

4) RENEWAL OF THE MAURITIUS MINE
WATER DITCH IN HŘEBEČNÁ
Date: long-term
Objective and description of project:
Continuation of the project described on p. ….

Project initiator: Town of Abertamy
Financing: Town budget, Karlovy Vary Region
Assumed costs: ca. 40,000 EUR per annum

5) RESTORATION OF SELECTED AREAS OF
THE HORNÍ BLATNÁ WATER DITCH
Start of the project: 2018–2021
Objective and description of project:

The ditch was completely restored in 2001, but it
is now necessary to remove soil deposits in some
areas, to reinforce the ditch’s sides and to restore
the wooden casing.
Project initiator: Povodí Ohře, s.p.
Financing: Ministry of Agriculture
Assumed costs: t.b.d.

6) STARÝ MARTIN ADIT IN KRUPKA
Date: long-term
Objective and description of the project: Conservation, operation and promotion of
the visitor adit.

Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financial means: Town budget
Assumed costs: ca. 40,000 EUR per annum
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7) SINK-HOLE ON KOMÁŘÍ HŮRKA HILL –
REVITALISING THE AREA
Date: 2018–2020
Objective and description of the project: Removing wind-pollinated vegetation on

the upper area of the sink-hole and the path along
its lower edge. Set-up of a circumferential walkway. Installing information boards.
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Possible financing: Budget of the town, Ústí
Region budget
Assumed costs: 28,000 EUR

8) PREISSELBERG SINK-HOLE IN KRUPKA
– REVITALISING THE AREA
Date: 2018–2020
Objective and description of the project: Removing wind-pollinated vegetation from

the sink-hole. Set-up of an access walkway. Installing information boards.
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Possible financing: Budget of the town, Ústí
Region budget
Assumed costs: 12,000 EUR

9) RENEWAL OF PORTALS OF SELECTED
HISTORIC ADITS IN KRUPKA
Date: 2018–2021
Objective and description of the project: Renewal of caved-in portals of selected his-

toric adits, specifically in the Knötel mining district

Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Possible financing: Ústí Region budget, EU

subsidy

Assumed costs: 60,000 EUR

Core topic 2: The protection and restoration of immobile cultural monuments
and other architectural and urban
heritage
10) REVITALISATION OF THE HISTORIC
PART OF THE NÁMĚSTÍ REPUBLIKY
SQUARE IN JÁCHYMOV – 3RD STAGE
Date: from 2017
Project initiator: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: town budget, subsidies
Assumed costs: 75,000 EUR

16) RESTORATION AND UTILISATION OF
THE RED TOWER OF DEATH

Date: from 2017
Project initiator: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: town budget, subsidies
Assumed costs: 3,000 EUR

The National Heritage Institute and the National
Museum in Prague have worked on “Red Tower
of Death – Plans for Utilisation”, a study which is
currently evaluated by the responsible Regional
Authority in Karlovy Vary.
An exhibition about communist labour camps
and suitable tourist infrastructure are planned for
the area of the Red Tower of Death. The area will be
split into two complexes. One area will accommodate a car park, rest area, sanitary facilities for visitors, ticketing area, shop and an exhibition which
is to include a monument for the victims of communism and a replica of camp quarters from the
time of the labour camp. The central area includes
the tower itself with an exhibition area of almost
2,000 m2 which will give a complex overview of the
problematic nature of labour camps and the history of the Vykmanov II camp. The project further
includes a new access road to the area, demolition
of some buildings which are unrelated to the outstanding universal value of the component part
and the removal of vegetation.
The National Heritage Institute and other institutions will cooperate in the preparation for the exhibition. These institutions include the Confederation of Political Prisoners, the National Museum,
the Technical National Museum in Prague and the
Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes.
The project’s timeline is 1 to 2 years and it is
to be supported by the International Committee
of Memorial Museums in Remembrance of the
Victims of Public Crimes (ICMEMO). The National
Heritage Institute’s staff will ensure operation and
conservation of the area.
Project initiator: National Heritage Institute,
Karlovy Vary Region
Financial means: The project shall be financed
using European programs to support international and border region cooperation and financial
means by EHP/Norway.
Assumed costs: 2,400,000 EUR

12) TRAFFIC SOLUTION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE PALACKÝ STREET
IN JÁCHYMOV
Date: after 2017
Project initiator: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: town budget, subsidies
Assumed costs: 53,000 EUR

13) RESTORATION OF HOUSE NO. 545 IN
JÁCHYMOV AND ITS ADAPTATION TO
A SLOVANY COMMUNITY CENTRE
Date: from 2017
Project initiator: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: town budget, subsidies
Assumed costs: 30,000 EUR

14) RESTORATION OF THE CHURCH OF
ST. LAURENTIUS AND HOUSE NO. 127
IN HORNÍ BLATNÁ
Date: 2017-2018
Objective and description of the project: Restoration of the church tower and façade,
restoration of the wooden gable and part of the
roof of the house No. 127 (museum)
Project initiator: Town of Horní Blatná
Financing: Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic (Programmes “Regeneration of Urban Heritage Zones“, “Rescue of the Architectonic Heritage”)
Assumed costs: 52,000 EUR

15) RESTORATION OF THE ST. ANNE
CHURCH IN BOŽÍ DAR
Date: From 2017
Objective and description of the project: protection against damp, rehabilitation of
the foundations of the tower, rehabilitation of the
roof truss
Project initiator: Town of Boží Dar
Financing: Interreg V A, public collection
Assumed costs: n.a.
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11) REPAIR OF THE VESEŘICE STREAM
TROUGH IN JÁCHYMOV

17) CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
OF THE CASTLE AND CHURCHES WITHIN
THE KRUPKA URBAN HERITAGE ZONE
Date: ongoing until 2020
Objective and description of the project: Restoration of selected properties in
the Krupka Urban Heritage Zone, including the
Krupka Castle, Church of the Holy Spirit, Church of
St. Anna and Church of the Assumption
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financing: Ministry of Culture of the Czech Re-
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public (Programme “Regeneration of Urban Heritage Zones“, Ministry of Regional Development,
Town of Krupka
Assumed costs: 2,240,000 EUR, of which for
Krupka Castle 640,000 EUR, Church of the Holy
Spirit 5,200,000 EUR, Church of St. Anna 200,000
EUR, Church of the Assumption 1.2 million EUR

18) MINING INFORMATION CENTRE
IN KRUPKA
Date: 12/2017
Description and objective of the project: Complete restoration of house No. 82 in

Husitská street and its adaptation to a multifunctional information centre, conference and study
hall and an archive/library
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financing: Interreg VA (ArchaeoMontan 2018
project), Town of Krupka
Assumed costs: 690,000 EUR

19) OPENING TO THE PUBLIC OF THE VISITOR ROUTE FROM THE CHURCH OF THE
ASSUMPTION TO THE MEDIAEVAL BELL
TOWER IN KRUPKA
Date: after 2017
Project objective: making the Gothic miners’

bell tower accessible to the public
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financing: EU subsidy
Assumed costs: 64,000 EUR

20) REPAIR OF THE ACCESS ROAD TO THE
KRUPKA CASTLE
Date: after 2017
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financing: EU subsidy
Assumed costs: 240,000 EUR
Core topic 3: Promoting education
about the values of the property; PR
and marketing projects
21) NAŠE SVĚTOVÉ DĚDICTVÍ (OUR
WORLD HERITAGE)
Date: 2017-2020
Objective of the project: Mediation of the

Our Mountains mining heritage to students of
grammar and secondary schools, university stu-
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dents, schools teachers, members of miners’ associations and operators of visitor mines museums
and other facilities in the Cyech and Saxon Ore
Mountains; elaboration of a unifed education concept of mediation of the mining heritage
Lead Partner: Institut für Industriearchäologie,
Wissenschafts- und Technikgeschichte (IWTG),
Freiberg
Project partners: Förderverein Montanregion
e.V., Freiberg, Institut Heritage Studies (IHS) at the
Internationale Akademie Berlin für innovative Pädagogik, Psychologie und Ökonomie gGmbH (INA),
Berlin, Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge,
o.p.s,, Universuty of J. E. Purkyně, Faculty of Philosophy, Ústí nad Labem, National Heritage Institute,
Ústí nad Labem branch
Financing: Interreg V A Programme
Assumed costs: 1,226,300 EUR

22) REORGANISATION OF MUSEUMS
IN THE CENTRAL ORE MOUNTAINS
Date: from 2018
Objective and description of the project: The objective is to analyse the current po-

sition of the Royal Mint (Královská mincovna) museum in Jáchymov as a subsidiary of the Karlovy
Vary museum and operating of Štola (adit) No. 1 in
Jáchymov as a subsidiary of the Sokolov museum.
In this context it would also be advisable to think
about the reorganisation of other museums in
the Central Ore Mountains, e.g. museums in Horní
Blatná and Nejdek.
The solution is to create a new, fully adequate
subsidy organisation for the Karlovy Vary Region.
This could be rolled out to the Štola (adit) No. 1
in Jáchymov in the second phase. The creation of
an independent Royal Mint museum in Jáchymov
allows for specialisation and expansion of the exhibitions with the aim to increase visitor numbers
to about 30,000 per annum. There is the possibility
to coordinate time-limited exhibitions to prevent
scheduling and content collisions. There is also
the option to work directly with the offices of the
National Heritage Institution, the Czech Ministry of
Culture and German partners and to create closer,
more effective cooperation with communities in
the catchment area and the location management
on the German side.
Project initiator: Karlovy Vary Region
Financial means: Karlovy Vary Region budget,
EU subsidies

Date: long-term as of 2019
Objective and description of the project: As

a part of the newly designed Royal Mint museum in
Jáchymov, the suggested research centre should be
a facility for all those interested in history, ethnography, landscape and mining in Jáchymov and other
mining areas of the Ore Mountains.
The research centre could offer its help to the
State Archive Service with regards to processing the
inventory of the “Jáchymov” fund and other important archive funds. One of the first tasks which the
research team has to undertake is cooperating with
their Saxon colleagues in order to research the archive funds from the originally Saxon mining towns
Horní Blatná and Boží Dar. These are currently
stored in the Freiberg and Dresden archives.
The research centre would also have an educational function and prepare programs and talks for
primary and secondary schools with the possibility
to use knowledge and findings for university education. Cooperation could also be undertaken with
universities in the Saxon Ore Mountains (Bergakademie Freiberg, Technische Universität Chemnitz,
Staatliche Studienakademie Breitenbrunn).
The research centre would help with the education of locals and pupils in the primary and secondary schools and increase the awareness of the
region’s cultural heritage. The research centre of the
Royal Mint museum in Jáchymov will create a handbook for primary and secondary schools. It will provide teachers and other educational workers with
topics and inspiration in how to design activities for
the children and which forms and methods to use in
order to educate them about their cultural heritage.
The research centre would also participate in the
presentation and popularisation of the mining heritage across the entire Ore Mountains and the promotion of the Ore Mountains as a tourist destination
of a national importance.
Project initiator: Karlovy Vary Region
Financial means: Karlovy Vary Region budget,
EU subsidies

24) EXPOSITION OF THE LIBRARY OF THE
LATIN SCHOOL IN JÁCHYMOV
Date: 2018-2019
Objective and description of the project: To establish a new exposition of the library

of the former Jáchymov’s Latin School which represents a rare collection of late medieval and early
modern prints including the original works by Agri-

cola and Mathesius. From 2019 it should be exhibited in a new museum in the town hall.
Project initiator: Town of Jáchymov
Financing: Interreg V A Programme
Assumed costs: 693,600 EUR

25) 500 YEARS OF JOACHIMSTHALER
Date: 2020
Objective and description of the project: 500-year anniversary of the coining of the

Joachimsthaler; Edition of a memorial coin. International conference on the topic of “Important
silver coinage in Tyrol, Saxony and Bohemia during
the 15th and 16th century”.
Project initiator: Town of Jáchymov, Karlovy
Vary museum, Karlovy Vary Region
Financing: Town budget, Karlovy Vary Region
budget, subsidies
Assumed costs: t.b.d.
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23) RESEARCH CENTRE AT THE ROYAL
MINT (KRÁLOVSKÁ MINCOVNA) MUSEUM
IN JÁCHYMOV

26) EXHIBITION HALL IN THE FORMER
CEMETERY CHAPEL IN HORNÍ BLATNÁ
Date: not yet determined, the project is part of
the micro-region’s development strategy.

Objective and description of the project: Set-up of a small art gallery in honour of

Horní Blatná’s personalities (e.g. the poet Hans
Soph, Father Adalbert Hahn also known as the Ore
Mountains’ Faust) which can also be used for concerts.
Project initiator: Town of Horní Blatná
Financing and assumed costs: t.b.d.

27) MODERNISATION OF THE EXPOSITION
IN THE HORNÍ BLATNÁ MUSEUM
Date: 2018-2020
Objective and description of the project: Update of the exposition of the tin mining

museum by adding new information about mining
heritage in the vicinity of the town
Project initiator: Town of Horní Blatná, Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s.
Financing and assumed costs: t.b.d.

28) 500 YEARS OF THE TOWN OF
MĚDĚNEC
Date: 2020
Objective and description of the project: 500th anniversary celebration for the found-

ing of the Town of Měděnec in participation of
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partners from the Bohemian and German Ore
Mountains, reminder of Měděnec mining tradition
and a publication for the 500th anniversary.
Project initiator: Měděnec municipality
Financing and assumed costs: t.b.d

29) MUSEUM OF THE ORE MOUNTAINS’
SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES
Date: 2020–2021
Objective and description of the project: The area around Měděnec is mainly known

for finds of outstanding specimens of semi-precious
stones, mostly agate and amethyst. The deposits
are located in the municipality of Horní Halže and
its surrounding areas. The project’s objective is to
open a small museum in Měděnec with examples of
natural and cut semi-precious stones and pictorial
showcases of their processing. The museum would
also include a shop for semi-precious stones and
other souvenirs based on the mining topic.
Project initiator: Měděnec municipality
Possible financing: EU subsidies
Assumed costs: depending on the property
used for the museum

30) FLYER “UNDERGROUND OF
MĚDĚNEC”
Date: 2020
Objective and description of project:

Publication of an information sheet with a short
history of mining in the Měděnec region as promotional material, distributed via the information
centres and other tourist attractions in the area.
Project initiator: Měděnec municipality
Possible financing: budget of the Ústí Region
Assumed costs: 1,500–3,000 EUR

31) MINING MONUMENTS OF THE ORE
MOUNTAINS – PRESS TRIPS
Date: 2019–2020
Objective and description of project: Or-

ganization of at least two thematic excursions for
Czech journalists with the objective to introduce
the important mining monuments of the serial
property and to create public interest.
Project initiator: Ústí Region, Karlovy Vary Region, CzechTourism agency
Financing: budgets of the regions
Assumed costs: 5,000 EUR
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32) MINING MONUMENTS OF THE ORE
MOUNTAINS – A DOCUMENTARY
Date: 2019-2020
Project objective: A documentary by Czech

TV about the important mining monuments of the
Ore Mountains and the importance of inscription
on the World Heritage List.
Project initiator: Česká televize (Czech TV)
Assumed costs: t.b.d

33) OPEN DAYS
Date: 2019–2020
Project objective: Host a series of meetings

with citizens and entrepreneurs of towns and municipalities which take part in the nomination process.
The aim is to explain the nomination and to demonstrate its contribution to the future development of
the region. Furthermore, the public is to be informed
about measures with regards to monument conservation and the options for financial support for restoration and preservation of monuments.
Project initiator: Karlovy Vary Region, Ústí Region
Financing: budgets of the regions
Assumed costs: t.b.d.

Core topic 4: Developing sustainable
tourism, tourist infrastructure and
transboundary cooperation
34) CAR PARK HŘEBEČNÁ
Date: 2018–2020
Objective and description of project:

Creating sufficient car parking in the area of the
former school in Hřebečná which is used in summer as a starting point to visit the Mauritius mine
and in winter by winter sports enthusiasts. The
project documentation has already been created.
Project initiator: Town of Abertamy
Financing: EU subsidy
Project costs: 2,000,000 CZK (80,000 EUR)

35) TECHNICAL OPEN AIR MUSEUM IN
HŘEBEČNÁ
Date: 2019–2021
Objective and description of project: Set-up

of a technical mining open air museum with functional replicas of water-powered machines used for ore
dressing in the former stamp mills and arsenic smelter underneath the Mauritius mine. The project aims to
partially reconstruct the technical installations which

were used here in the past and to also add additional
installations which were used for ore dressing in other
areas of the Ore Mountains.
Project initiator: Town of Abertamy
Assumed costs: 250,000 EUR

Project initiator: Town of Horní Blatná
Assumed costs: 800,000 EUR

36) EXPLORING THE CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE, AND THE ACCOMPANYING INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE CENTRAL
ORE MOUNTAINS

Date: 2017-2018
Description of the project: Construction of

project includes, a.o., continuation of the construction of the “Tin route” walkway between Boží Dar and
Ryžovna for cyclists, rollerbladers and pedestrians
over a length of 2,150 m and construction of 2 outlooks near Boží Dar.
Project initiator: Town of Boží Dar
Financing: Interreg V A Programme
Assumed costs:1,500,000 EUR

37) COMMUNICATION LINK BOŽÍ DAR –
RYŽOVNA: 3rd STAGE
Date: after 2018
Description of the project: Planned contin-

uation of the construction of the walkway between
Boží Dar and Ryžovna for cyclists, rollerbladers and
pedestrians over a length of 2,400 m.
Project initiator: Town of Boží Dar
Financing: EU subsidy
Assumed costs: 784,000 EUR

the small and large circle of an educational trail in
the woods above the town of Krupka with interactive information boards on the history of the region,
mining ores in the Krupka mining districts and the
whole Ore Mountains
Project initiator: Town of Krupka
Financing: Interreg V A (ArchaeoMontan 2018
project), Town of Krupka
Assumed costs: 34,000 EUR

41) EDUCATIONAL TRAIL “LIME KILNS
AND LIME PROCESSING IN THE CENTRAL
ORE MOUNTAINS” (BUFFER ZONE OF THE
5-CZ COMPONENT PART)
Date: 2018
Description of the project: a new educational

trail will be built informing the public about mining
and natural sights in the broader surroundings of the
town of Loučná pod Klínovcem including the lime
kiln in Háj
Project initiator: Montanregion Krušné hory Erzgebirge, o.p.s., Lesy ČR, s. p. (Forests of the Czech
Republic state enterprise)
Financing: Interreg V A Programme, Lesy ČR, s. p.
Assumed costs: 10,000 EUR

38) CONSTRUCTION OF A VIEWING
PLATFORM AT THE WOLF’S PIT ON THE
BLATENSKÝ VRCH HILL

42) ZDAŘ BŮH, SVĚTOVÉ DĚDICTVÍ (GOOD
LUCK, WORLD HERITAGE)

Date: 2018-2019
Project initiator: Vavřinec citizen association,

Date: 2016–2020
Description of the project: Extension of tourist

town of Horní Blatná

Financing and assumed costs: t.b.d.

39) SET-UP OF A TOURIST LODGING ON
THE BLATENSKÝ VRCH HILL
Date: not yet determined, the project is part of
the micro-region’s development strategy.

Objective and description of the project: Set-up of a tourist infrastructure close to the

observation tower on the Blatenský vrch hill, in a
close vicinity of the Vlčí jámy opencast mine. There
has been a restaurant for tourists in the past.
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Date: 2016–2019
Description of the project: The cross-border

40) EDUCATIONAL TRAIL ‘IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE MINERS’ IN KRUPKA

infrastructure and marketing communication of the
Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge Mining Region. Part of the
cross-border project on the Czech side is , a.o., the
construction of facilities for visitors at the Johannes
adit in Zlatý Kopec, building a central reservation
and check-in system for the selected tourist sites,
construction of two new nature trails, transport and
information labelling and presentation of the Mining
Region in the media and at fairs and exhibitions.
Lead partner: Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge,
GmbH
Partners: Montanregion Krušné hory - Erzgebirge,
o.p.s., Tourismusverband Erzgebirge, e.V.
Financing: Interreg V A programme
Assumed costs: 2,439,793 EUR
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Core topic 5: Science and research
43) THE STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT OF
THE RENAISSANCE TOWN HOUSES IN JÁCHYMOV AND ITS INFLUENCE FROM ARCHITECTURE OF OLDER MINING TOWNS
IN CENTRAL EUROPE
Date: 2019-2021
Objective and description of the project: Comparison of the arrangement of Jáchy-

mov town houses dating back to the 16th century
with the structural characteristics of houses in
other important mining towns in Central Europe
(mainly Saxony, Slovakian Ore Mountains and
Schwaz, Austria) with the aim to show the cultural
connections of Jáchymov with other mining centres in Europe.
Project initiator: National Heritage Institute,
Loket branch
Assumed costs and financing: t.b.d.

44) PRODUCTION OF COBALT GLASS AND
COBALT COLOURS IN THE ORE MOUNTAINS
Date: 2018-2021
Objective and description of project: The

Ore Mountains became one of the most important
European producers of blue cobalt colour in the
second half of the 16th century and it remained one
of the region’s most important export items until
the middle of the 19th century. The production was
focussed on the area between Horní Blatná in Bohemia and Schneeberg in Saxony and based on
the local cobalt ore deposits. The objective of the
intended joint German-Czech project is archaeological research at the most important locations in
the area; documentation and analysis of the finds
and creating a publication and exhibition dedicated to the importance of the Ore Mountains based
glass industry and blue dye production.
Project initiator: Montanregion Krušné hory
- Erzgebirge, o.p.s., National Heritage Institute,
Loket branch, ÚAPP Most
Assumed costs and financing: t.b.d.

Core topic 6: Preserving and evolving
old traditions and cultural life
Current projects (see Chapter 6.8.) are continued.
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7.4. Implementation of the
Management Plan
The Management Plan of the transboundary serial
property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a
basic instrument to safeguard an effective protection of the proposed outstanding universal value
and the conservation of the authenticity and integrity of the property. It consists of a joint international and two national parts. It is valid between 2017
and 2021 and reacts to the current management
requirements of the property as an open document,
whilst always considering the main objectives of
the Czech Management Plan. The implementation
of the Management Plan is carried out on the basis
of the administration system for the property described in the analytical part of the Management
Plan (cf. chapter 6).
National coordination office for the implementation of the Management Plan for the Czech part
of the serial property is the non-profit organisation
Montanregion Krušné hory - Erzgebirge o.p.s. The
organisation is governed by the management board
which is composed of representatives from the relevant towns and municipalities. Executive body for
the Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge is the
coordinator’s office which will be established when
the property is inscribed on the World Heritage List
at the very latest. The office is run by a coordinator.
Every component part of the Czech part of the serial
property will have at least one site manager who is
responsible for the implementation of the Management Plan for the relevant component part. He/she
will also participate in the implementation of projects which concern several component parts.
The coordinator will regularly inform the management board of Montanregion Krušné hory
- Erzgebirge o.p.s. about the performance of the
Management Plan and make suggestions for its periodical update. The management board decides
about any updates to the Management Plan. The
coordinator will also prepare suggestions for updates to the Management Plan which are recommended on an international level by the Bilateral
Steering Group and Bilateral Advisory Group. The
coordinator will participate in securing financial
means to ensure the realisation of the Management
Plan. In order to fulfil his/her tasks, the coordinator
will work closely with state heritage preservation organisations, the relevant conservation, cultural and
tourist bodies of the regional authorities of Karlovy
Vary and Ústí nad Labem and the local self-governance organisations.
The monitoring system for the time after the
property is inscribed on the World Heritage List has
already been implemented for the Czech World Heritage properties for several years and is carried out

using the national annual monitoring report. Suggested monitoring indicators consider the suggested outstanding universal value of the property. The
monitoring system indicates and regulates possible
threats to the property. Sufficient laws are available
in the Czech Republic for the protection of the component parts and a competent administration to
implement legal guidelines.

8. Authors of the
Management Plan
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Michal Urban
Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s.
Velké Kunratické 20
CZ 148 00 Prague 4
Phone: +420 603 280 863
Email: murban@chello.cz

Professional cooperation:
Olga Bukovičová
Národní památkový ústav – Generální ředitelství
(National Heritage Institute – Directorate General)
Valdštejnské nám. 3/162
CZ 118 01 Praha 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: +420 606 681 652
E-mail: bukovicova.olga@npu.cz
Alžběta Kratochvílová
Národní památkový ústav, územní odboerné pracoviště v Lokti
(National Heritage Institute, regional branch in
Loket
Kostelní 81/25
CZ 357 33 Loket
Phone: +420 377 360 922
Email: kratochvilova.alzbeta@npu.cz

Věra Kučová
Národní památkový ústav – Generální ředitelství
(National Heritage Institute – Directorate General)
Valdštejnské nám. 3/162
CZ 118 01 Prague 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: +420 257 010 284
Email: kucova.vera@npu.cz
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9, Attachments
Attachment 1
Joint declaration by the Karlovy Vary and Ústí nad Labem regions and important Ore Mountains mining
towns of Jáchymov, Boží Dar, Horní Blatná, Abertamy, Krupka and the Měděnec community dated 30th
April 2012.
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Attachment 2
Partnership agreement between the Ústí Region, Karlovy Vary Region, Town of Jáchymov, Town of Boží Dar, Town of Krupka, Town of Abertamy, Měděnec municipality and Town of Horní Blatná
Partnership Agreement
entered into pursuant to Section 51 of Act No. 40/1964 Coll., the Civil Code,
as amended
Parties
Ústí Region
Registered seat: Velká Hradební 3118/48,
400 02 Ústí nad Labem
Id. No.: 70892156
Represented by: Oldřich Bubeníček, Governor

Karlovy Vary Region
Registered seat: Závodní 353/88,
360 21 Karlovy Vary
Id. No.: 70891168
Represented by: PaedDr. Josef Novotný, Governor

Town of Jáchymov
Registered seat: náměstí Republiky 1, 362 51 Jáchymov
Id. No.: 00254622
Represented by: Ing. Bronislav Grulich, Mayor

Town of Boží Dar
Registered seat: Boží Dar 1, 362 62 Boží Dar
Id. No.: 00479705
Represented by: Ing. Jan Horník, Mayor

Town of Krupka
Registered seat: Mariánské nám. 22,
417 42 Krupka
Id. No.: 00266418
Represented by: Mgr. Ing. Zdeněk Matouš, Mayor

Town of Abertamy
Registered seat: Farní 2,
362 35 Abertamy
Id. No.: 00254398
Represented by: Zdeněk Lakatoš, Mayor

Municipality of Měděnec
Registered seat: Nádražní 212, 431 84 Měděnec
Id. No.: 00262030
Represented by: Valerie Marková, Mayor

Town of Horní Blatná
Registered seat: Náměstí S. Vavřince 1,
362 37 Horní Blatná
Id. No.: 00480002
Represented by: Robert Petro, Mayor
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(the “Regions“)

(the “Municipalities“)
(collectively also the “Partners“)
signed this partnership agreement (the “Agreement”) on the day, month and year given below:
Article I
Purpose and Subject Matter of the Agreement
1. The subject matter of this Agreement is to define the roles and responsibilities of the partners, and to regulate their
mutual rights and obligations in the implementation of the project pursuant to Article I (2) hereof.
2. The purpose of this Agreement is to procure the implementation of the following project: “Mining Cultural Landscape
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří: nomination for inscription on the World Heritage List and provision for the management of
the potential world heritage site“ (the “Project“). The Project consists of three stages:
a) preparation and drafting of nomination documents and filing of the nomination for inscription on the World Heritage List (“Nomination Preparations“);
b) evaluation of the nomination by advisory bodies to the World Heritage Committee 2014–2015 (“Nomination Evaluation“);
c) management of the property – this stage will only occur if the inscription on the World Heritage List takes place.
3. In the implementation of the Project, the Partners shall act in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. The
Partners shall make best effort to comply with their roles in the partnership established by virtue of this Agreement.
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Article II
Rights and Obligations of the Parties
The Partners have agreed to jointly participate in the implementation of the Project referred to in Article I (2) above as
follows:
1. The Regions shall engage in particular in the following activities:
a) Preparation of nomination documents:
• coordination of activities within the Project in close collaboration with the project coordinator for the Czech
Republic;
• work in a Czech-German Mixed Working Group (“Working Group“) and involvement in the procurement of their
activities for the purposes of the Project;
• participation in procuring the activities of the Czech-German Steering Group for the purposes of the Project;
• financial and organizational-technical management of the Project;
• appointment of a team to draft the nomination documents (“Drafting Team”);
• involvement in the drafting of the documentation;
• procurement of premises, materials and equipment and conditions required for the activities of the Working
Group and the Drafting Team;
• assignment of the drafting of nomination documents (“Documentation”);
• provision of requisite underlying documents, information and data to the Drafting Team working on the Documentation;
• appointment of heritage site manager for the purpose of its future management and sustainability of the Project;
• preparation of steps designed to ensure the achievement of the Management Plan;
• review of material changes to the Project and Documentation with the Partners in the course of work;
• procurement of collaboration with and assistance to Saxon partners within the Project, and implementation
of administrative steps required to communicate with the Saxon side (e.g., delivery of underlying documents,
participation in meetings, etc.);
• continuous provision of information on the course of implementation of the Project to the Partners;
• procurement of promotion, publicity and presentation of the Project to the public.
b) Assessment of the nomination:
• communication with regard to the nomination with the World Heritage Centre, Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic, National Heritage Institute, and implementation of administrative steps required for such communication (e.g., delivery of information, underlying documents, etc.);
• involvement in the procurement of the course of the assessment of the nomination for inscription on the World
Heritage List by evaluators on the advisory bodies to the World Heritage Committee, including the provision of
information on request;
• if need be, procurement of supplementary underlying documents and information in the process of Nomination
Assessment;
• procurement of promotion, publicity and presentation of the Project to the public.
c) Management of the World Heritage site (if the site is successfully inscribed on the World Heritage List):
• participation in the procurement of further activities of the Working Group and the activities of the heritage site
manager;
• procurement of the attainment of the Management Plan and its updates;
• procurement of promotion, publicity and presentation of the Project to the public.
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2. The Municipalities shall engage in particular in the following activities:
a) Preparation of nomination documents:
• procurement of premises, materials and equipment and conditions required for the activities of the Working
Group and the Drafting Team;
• involvement in the drafting of the Documentation;
• provision of requisite underlying documents, information and data to the Drafting Team working on the Documentation;
• provision of consultations to the Drafting Team in the process of drafting of the Documentation, its amendments
and supplementation;
• proposal of amendments to and supplementation of the Documentation, if applicable;
• nomination of representatives for the purpose of Working Group meetings, and participation in its activities;
• involvement in the procurement of promotion, publicity and presentation of the Project to the public.
b) Assessment of the nomination:
• provision of consultations for the purposes of assessment of the nomination.

•
•
•
•

procurement of the office and activities of the heritage site manager;
procurement of further activities of the Working Group and the activities of the heritage site manager;
involvement in the implementation and update of the Management Plan;
involvement in the procurement of promotion, publicity and presentation of the Project to the public.
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c) World Heritage site management:

3. The Partners undertake:
a) to bear full responsibility for the performance of activities they are to perform under this Agreement.
b) to set aside funds within their budgets for the procurement of activities defined herein. Each of the Karlovy Vary
Region and Ústí Region undertake to set aside 1/4 of the total annual costs within their annual budgets. The Municipalities undertake to jointly pay 2/4 of the total annual costs. The financial amount required for the funding of each
calendar year shall be set no later than the 4th quarter of the previous year. Procurement of activities referred to in
Article II (1)(c) hereof shall be addressed by an amendment hereto.
c) to act in a manner that does not jeopardize the implementation of the Project and the interests of the other Partners.
d) to provide one another with any and all information concerning the implementation of the Project, in particular
additional information related to the implementation of the Project, the results of the Project and related documentation.
e) throughout the implementation and sustainability of the Project, to comply with legal regulations of the Czech
Republic, with an emphasis on regulations in the area of monument conservation;
f) to promote and present the Project to a pre-agreed extent in the performance of activities hereunder;
g) to inform one another promptly of any and all changes that may occur on their part in relation to the Project, or
changes related to activities pursued pursuant to this Agreement.
Article III
Authorized Persons
1. Dealings between the Partners pursuant to this Agreement, save for the conclusion of amendments to this Agreement,
shall be conducted through authorized persons, a list of whom shall be included in the protocol appointing the Czech
team within the mixed Working Group. Any Partner may make changes concerning the authorized persons. Changes
pertaining to authorized persons shall become effective upon written notification to the other Partners.
2. Amendments to this Agreement may only be concluded by authorized representatives of the Parties subject to statutory conditions.
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Article IV
Duration of the Agreement
This Agreement is concluded for the duration of the implementation of the Project.
Article V
Termination of the Agreement
This Agreement may be terminated by written agreement between the Parties.
Article VI
Other Provisions
1. The Partners shall be obliged to inform one another of any facts relevant to the performance of this Agreement without
undue delay.
2. In the implementation of the Project, the Partners shall act in an ethical, correct and transparent manner, in compliance with boni mores.
3. Upon the cessation of a partner, its rights and obligations shall pass to its legal successor.
4. Any amendments to this Agreement may only be made upon agreement between all the Partners, by way of written
numbered amendments signed by authorized representatives of the Parties.
5. This Agreement shall enter into force and effect upon its execution by all the Parties.
6. Relations between the Parties that are not regulated in detail hereby shall be governed by Act No. 40/1964 Coll., the Civil
Code, as amended, and other Czech legal regulations of general application.
7. Each of the Partners shall be obliged to abstain from any activity capable of preventing or hindering the attainment of
the purpose of this Agreement. The Partners have agreed that any dispute arising in the performance of any provision
of this Agreement shall be resolved by negotiations, and the Partners undertake to adopt any and all measures required
in order to reach an amicable solution.
8. This Agreement is made out in eight copies of which each Partner shall receive one.
9. This Agreement is entered into pursuant to resolution of
Municipal Council of Ústí Region No. 33/31Z/2012 dated September 5, 2012;
Municipal Council of Karlovy Vary Region No. ZK 316/09/12 dated September 13, 2012;
Municipal Council of Town of Jáchymov No. 5.1 dated September 12, 2012;
Municipal Council of Town of Boží Dar No. 36/29 dated August 13, 2012;
Municipal Council of Town of Krupka No. 8 dated February 18, 2013;
Municipal Council of Town of Abertamy No. 136/12/R21 dated September 20, 2012;
Municipal Council of Town of Horní Blatná No. 2 dated September 17, 2012;
Municipal Council of Municipality of Měděnec No. 218/13 dated February 25, 2013.
10. The Partners represent this Agreement was drawn up of their own true and free will, without duress or under other
manifestly onerous conditions.

Krupka, May 2, 2013
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Attachment 3
Map No.

Description

Component
parts

Scale

Size

Copyright/Deposition

CZ/01.b

Jáchymov Mining
Landscape

1-CZ

1:25.000

A3

(CC BY-SA) NPÚ, Nature (CC BY) AOPK ČR 2013;
ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013

CZ/02.b

Abertamy – Boží Dar –
Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

2-CZ

1:50.000

A3

(CC BY-SA) NPÚ, Nature (CC BY) AOPK ČR 2013;
ZM 50 © ČÚZK 2013

CZ/02.1.b

Abertamy – Boží Dar –
Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

2-CZ

1:25.000

A3

(CC BY-SA) NPÚ, Nature (CC BY) AOPK ČR 2013;
ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013; WMS DTK 25 © Staatsbetrieb GeoSN

CZ/02.2.b

Abertamy – Boží Dar –
Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

2-CZ

1:25.000

A3

(CC BY-SA) NPÚ, Nature (CC BY) AOPK ČR 2013;
ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013; WMS DTK 25 © Staatsbetrieb GeoSN; ©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG, © 2017
GeoSN DTK

CZ/02.3.b

Abertamy – Boží Dar –
Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

2-CZ

1:25.000

A3

(CC BY-SA) NPÚ, Nature (CC BY) AOPK ČR 2013;
ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013; WMS DTK 25 © Staatsbetrieb GeoSN

CZ/02.4.b

Abertamy – Boží Dar –
Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

2-CZ

1:25.000

A3

(CC BY-SA) NPÚ, Nature (CC BY) AOPK ČR 2013;
ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013; WMS DTK 25 © Staatsbetrieb GeoSN

CZ/04.b

Krupka Mining Landscape

4-CZ

1:20.000

A3

(CC BY-SA) NPÚ, Nature (CC BY) AOPK ČR 2013;
ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013

CZ/04.b

Krupka Mining Landscape

4-CZ

1:20.000

A3

(CC BY-SA) NPÚ, Nature (CC BY) AOPK ČR 2013;
ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013
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Maps with protection and location of principal elements
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